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ABSTRACT. 

This thesis deals with leadership and political 

allegiance in three Yemeni communities in Israel. 

The general question which is raised is this: what 

are the main factors which affect the form and functioning 

of leadership in these three immigrant, ethnic communities? 

The answer which is elaborated in the body of this thesis 

is as follows : there are two main sets of influences which 

are interrelated in different ways in each one of the 

three cases. The first set of influences derives from the 

internal structure of the community and from the structure of 

its relations with the wider society; the second set 

derives from conceptions of leadership, authority and 

allegiance, which have been moulded by the past. 

The first community, Shaarayim - now a Yemeni quarter 

of a town - is examined in detail with respect to its 

internal structure, organization and composition, its 

relations with other sections of the local community and 

the wider society, and its history; the functioning of 

leadership and allegiance is analysed against this 

background. The other two communities - Rosh iia'Ayin, a 

Yemeni township, and Zellafon, a cooperative village - 

which are of more recent origin than the first community, 

are considered in lesser detail, simply as suggestive 

cases for comparison. The social life of the Jews in Yemen 
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is discussed in order to throw light on the forces which 

have fashioned their conception of leadership and authority. 

Comparison of the three communities as they are at 

present, and analysis of the past, show the nature of the 

connexic, n between the two sets of factors, and demonstrates 

the extent to which, and the manner in which, circumstances 

can encourage or inhibit the persistence of traditional 

conceptions which influence conduct. 
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION. 

The Problem. 

In this thesis I deal with leadership and political 

allegiance in some Yemeni communities in, Israel. The chief 

problem is to examine the'extent to which the pattern of 

leadership and politics in these communities is the product 

of circumstances in which communal leadership functions in 

the host society; and the extent to which these matters 

are affected by the social and cultural background of the 

Jews in Yemen. This is not merely a specific question of 

interpretation; it is part of a more general theoretical 

issue in anthropology and sociology - the relationship 

between "synchronic" and "diachronic" analysis. The more 

specific problem with which I am concerned - and it is 

closely related to'the first - is that of the functioning 

of leadership and allegiance in circumstances of social 

change. This problem arises out of the assumption that 

leadership is of primary importance in processes of 

social change. 

The People. 

The Yemenis are one of the constituent "ethnic groups" 

in present-day Israel; they number about 120,000, or 

approximately 5% of the total population. 
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To describe then as. en`ethnic group" is to beg one 

of the, very questions which is raised in this thesis, 

namely: what are the conditions which, affect the retention 

of group identity in any plural society, particularly in 

one composed largely of recent immigrants? The question 

is of special interest in Israel, where - ignoring Arab- 

Jewish differences - the overwhelming majority of the 

population recognizes a common cultural heritage. Though 

1 believe that this question will be, partly answered in 

later chapters, I propose to avoid it at present, and 

simply state. that the Yemenis in Israel - or many of then - 

can be distinguished from other similar sections of the 

population, particularly where they live as local 

communities. 

They are to be found in three main types of community, 

insofar, as they constitute local-ethnic groups: in 

separate agricultural villages, usually cooperatives; in 

towns, living in particular quarters; in townships. Those 

living in agricultural cooperatives are mostly immigrants 

who arrived after the foundation of the State of Israel in 

1948, and were settled in these villages (with their 

consent) by deliberate acts of policy. Those living in 

ethnic quarters of towns are often earlier immigrants, 

who came to Palestine before 1940; thou&h some are more 

recent arrivals. The inhabitants of the new townships 

are almost entirely recent immigrants. 
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Yemeni immigration into Palestine started during the 

last quarter of the nineteenth century, and continued, 

intermittently, throughout the period of seventy years which 

ended with the mass emigration of all Jews remaining in Yemen. 

After the foundation of the Israeli state in 1948, about 

45,000 immigrants were brought to Israel from the Yemen. 

The earlier migrations of Yemeni Jews, though possibly 

encouraged by the Jewish leaders in Palestine, were the acts 

of small groups, finding their own way; the mass migration 

was largely organized by, the Israeli authorities. The 

earlier immigrants, on-arrival in Palestine, were left to 

seek their own places of work and residence, and form, if 

they so wished, their own communities; the later immigrants 

were settled and dealt with byra complex oyotem of 

bureaucratic agencies. 

Some of the communities founded by earlier Yemeni 

immigrants still exist - although in modified form - as 

quarters of towns, though they may have originally been 

separate villages; while the communities founded by more 

recent immigrants are very numerous. 

Choice of Ethnic Group & Communities. 

I chose to study the Yemenis in Israel for several 

reasons, but the most iA rtant reason was that they had 
r 

come from a very different type of society. At the 

beginning of this century Yemen had been more isolated from 
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modern cultural influences than almost any other part of 

the'world, and this was still the case less than fifteen 

years ago, when the last Jewish emigrations took place. 

Yemeni society, until recently, had altered little in its 

formal structure, since the fifteenth century. It had an 

agrarian economy - though with some commerce and money - 

a theocratic state, and a system of-social stratification 

resembling, in some respects, that of feudal estates, and 

in-others, that of castes. 

The Yemeni-Jews who-emigrated to Israel after 1948 were 

presented with radically-different social and cultural 

circumstances - with. industrialization, democratic political 

institutions, and. bureaucracy. I7ot only was their new 

social and cultural environment vastly different from their 

past one, but it was also very different from the one which 

they might have expected, on the basis of their messianic 

notions, to find. Those who immigrated earlier were also 

f4ced with a dramatic change in-their cultural environment, 

though the earlier they immigrated the more likely were 

they to find some-familiar conditions; those who came 

during the latter years of Ottoman suzerainty found many 

things familiar; and those who came later - but before 

the foundation of the State - found established Yemeni 

communities to which adjustment could be made with the 

minimum of difficulty. Despite the differences between 
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the earlier and later circumstances of immigration, all 

the Yemenis underwent a process of considerable social and 

cultural change. I was interested to discover whether, 

despite these changes, certain characteristics persisted; 

or whether the course of change was in any way affected by 

their social and cultural past. 

When I first commenced field-work in Israel in 1953, 

I chose to study a Yemeni "Moshav" -a cooperative 

agricultural village - which had been in existence for 

less than three years. Some of the material collected 

on that community is presented in Chapter IX; however, my 

analysis of that material owes much to a wider experience 

of Yemeni "Moshavim" which I later gained. 

In 1955 1 was invited* to participate in a study of 

a Yemeni quarter of the town of Rehovoth. In this study 

I was responsible for most of the field-work, and was partly 

responsible for the planning of the research programme; 

however, I was almost solely responsible for the 

investigation of leadership and politics and for their 

analysis and interpretation. This study was carried out 

The initial invitation came rrom the Szold Foundation in' 
Jerusalem, which, jointly with the Department of Sociology 
of the Hebrew University, was responsible for carrying 
out thisztudy. The research was sponsored by the 
Department of Community Development of the Israel Ministry 
of Social Welfare. 



over a period of about fifteen months; however, I later 

devoted more time to research on the history of this 

community, and to an investigation of events which occurred 

subsequent to the completion of the research programme. 

The material on this community is presented in the following 

six chapters. 

In 1957 1 carried out a final study of a Yemeni 

community. On that occasion I was invited directly by 

the research department of the Ministry of Social Welfare 

to investigate some aspects of community relationships in 

a Yemeni township. The material presented in Chapter X 

is based on this research. 

Though two of the studies were not chosen by me with 

purely academic or scientific purposes in mind - they were 

in fact commissioned by a government ministry with very 

practical problems in mind - they lent themselves to a 

disinterested analysis of a sociological and anthropological 

nature. However, I would not like to suggest that the 

three studies constitute a controlled comparison for the 

purpose of rigorously testing an hypotbesis, or set of 

hypotheses. If this latter were to be achieved, the three 

communities would have had to be similar in most respects, 

differing in only one or two major features. In fact they 

differ from one another in several important respects, 
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The first community with which I deal - and to which 

I devote most attention - is Shaarayim, the Yemeni quarter 

of Rehovoth. This community was fifty years old when 

studied, and consisted of about four thousand people. The 

second community is Zellafon, a "Moshav", which was three 

years old when I first visited it, and not more than five 

years old rohen I ceased work in it; it had a population of 

about four hundred people. The third community is Rosh 

Ha'Ayin, the Yemeni township, which had existed as such for 

about six years when my research commenced, and which had a 

population of about eight thousand. The first community is 

part of a larger one of mixed ethnic origin, while the two 

latter communities are distinct entities, and ethnically 

homogeneows. 

It is clear then, that any'significant differences 

between the communities, can hardly be attributed to any 

single factor. It is for this reason that these three 

studies are not presented as rigorous tests of hypotheses, 

but simply as cases which can be interpretated in the light 

of anthropological-ideas. 

The Significance of Leadership & Politics. 

Leadership, thcugh it has received some considerable 

attention recently in the literature of sociology and 

anthropology, was for some time a more neglected subject 

than government and politicscs a whole. The reason for 

this is not difficult to find: anthropologists and 
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sociolo-asts reacted strongly against the "great man" 

interpretation of social affairs; Durkhoim, who long 

exerted a very marked influence which is only now beginning 

to wane,, was largely responsible for the view that the form 

of leadership in a society was little more than a response 

to the leadership "needs" of that society. This "organismic" 

type of functionalism has served a useful purpose in 

reminding the social scientist of the need to relate the 

analysis of leadership roles to the wider social context 

within which leadership is exercised; but it has also 

served to obscure the fact that leaders (and other people) 

do have purposes and aims of their own, which are not 

simply a reflection of the so-called "needs of the social 

system",. That these aims are often not realized, does not 

detract from their importance in influencing social 

processes. Leadership is not merely the effect of other 

social causes., but is itself a factor which contributes to 

change-, as well as persistentes, in social life. 

Leadership is of primary importance in circumstances 

of social change and "acculturation", particularly where 

these processes are the result of immigration. In 

situations of social change, leaders are in 
.a 

pivotr-1 

position: If they resist changes they find themselves in 

conflict with now leaders; if they accept changes, they 

invite the introduction of ambiguity and conflict into 
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the roles which they perform. In circumstances of 

immigration, leaders are usually compelled to act as 

agents between the immigrant. and the host society, and 

the course of immigrant absorption is often dependent on 

their success in performing this difficult role. This 

success is itself dependent on a number of factors, of 

which two are of extreme importance: the'first is the 

degree to which the immigrant leader is accorded prestige 

and authority by the representatives of the host society; 

the second is the extent to which the immigrant leader can 

retain or create a following, and command support in his 

own immigrant community. Consequently, the analysis of 

leadership. in such. circumstances must be accompanied by an 

analysis of those factors which influence political support, 

as well as those factors which affect the status of the 

immigrant leader, and the immigrant community, in the 

wider society. 

Types of Literature on Leadership & Politics. 

There are four main types of discussion in the 

literature of sociology, anthropology and psychology on 

the subjects of leadership and politics. 

The first type contains general theoretical analyses 

of the nature of leadership, the function of elites, types 

of domination and authority, and the relationship between 

political and other aspects of social behaviour. This 

type of discussion is exemplified in the writings of Sigmund 
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Freuü (1949), G. Homans (1951), G. Mosca (1939), Vilfredo 

Pareto (1935), Talcott Parsons (1951), and Max Weber (1947). 

The second type contains discussions of leadership or 

politics, or both leadership and politics, in particular 

types of society or in particular social conditions. This 

type of discussion is exemplified in. the works of S. N. 

Eisenstandt (1954), who deals with leadership in immigrant 

societies, of M. Fortes and E. E. Evans-Pritchard, eds. (1940) 

who presnnt cases of primitive political systems in Africa, 

of M. Gluckman (1955), who discusses leadership and authority 

in African tribal societies, of S. H. Lipset (1960), who 

analyses the relationship between political allegiance and 

social structure in several contemporary societies, of 

L. Y. Mair (1957), who discusses the nature of chieftainship 

in modern Africa, of A. Richards, (ed. 1960), who presents 

cases of chieftainship in contemporary East African 

societies, and of I. Schapera (1956) who surveys the general 

characteristics of leadership and politics in (South 

African) tribal societies. 

The third type of discussion contains descriptions 

and analyses of leadership and politics in specific 

societies or communities, or in specific sectors of 

particular societies. This type is to be found in the 

works of Barnes (1954), Barth (1959), Buaia (1951), 

Epstein (1958), Fallers (1956), Frankenberg (1957), 
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Leach (1954) and Mills (1956). 

The fourth type of discussion, which is scarcely 

relevant to the problems with which I am concerned, deals 

with leadership and following in small groups usually 

task-groups, work-groups, experimental groups, or thera- 

peutic groups in modern complex societies - and is 

exemplified in the works of Bell & French (1950), Borgatta, 

Bales & Couch (1954), Carter (1953), Gouldner (1950), 

Guetzkow (1951), Jaques (1951), Lewis & Lippitt (1955), 

Ross u, Hendry (1957) and others. 

The above survey is intended not to be exhaustive, but 

merely illustrative. Nor is it implied that I have used 

all of these sources in the analysis of my own material. 

In fact, I have found few of them of direct relevance to 

the problems with which I have to deal. 

From flux Weber and, to a lesser extent, from Honans, 

Parsons & Pareto, I have obtained some general ideas which 

are useful for the analysis of leadership and authority; 

fron Freud I have learnt something of the connexion between 

leadership and group identification. To Eisenstadt I an 

indebted for a general analysis of the functions of 

leadership in situations of immigrant absorption, and to 

Busia, Fallers, Gluckman end Nair, for ideas concerning 

leadership roles in situations of social change. To these 

last-mentioned authors, and to Schapera, I am indebted for 
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their ideas concerning the conflicts inherent in the 

performance of leadership roles. 

Aspects & Types of Leadership & Politics Considered. 

Israel is both a democratic and bureaucratic society. 

This means that most people who enjoy positions of leadership 

and authority. obtain these positions in two possible ways: 

they are either appointed as suitable office-holders within 

an administrative system; or else they are elected by 

supporters. Even those who lay claim to positions of 

authority on the basis of traditional status - i. e. status 

deriving from the social and cultural past - can only 

secure their positions by appointment or election. 

I deal with two main areas of leadership - secular and 

religious - and with two broad functions of leadership - 

the practical and the symbolic. * Practical leadership is 

concerned with giving orders and initiating actions or 

interactions between others. Symbolic leadership is 

concerned with representing a group or collectivity which 

is distinGuishable from similar collectivities. The two 

nets of categories - secular and roligious; practical and 

symbolic - cut across one another. Religious leadership 

roles usually contain a marked symbolic component, but they 

*These are what Parsons calls the "instrumental" and 
"expressive" functions of leadership. (T. Parsono: 1951, 
pp. 400 - 4C6. ) 
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are seldom purely symbolic; while secular leadership 

roles almost always have some symbolic significance. 

Leaders, whether they are secular or religious, 

require followers and supporters. This is simply a 

tautology, but one which should not be forgotten; the 

functioning of leadership is closely affected by the 

factors which govern allegiance and support. 

Plan of the Thesis. 

In the six chapters which follow, I deal with the 

nature of leadership and politics in the community of 

Shaarayin; I try to relate these matters to the wider 

social context of which they are a part, and to explain 

certain features in terms of the history of the community 

itself. 

I then turn to deal with the problem of leadership 

and allegiance amongst the Jews in Yeien, in an attempt 

to understand the traditional conceptions of authority 

and experiences of leadership which these people bring 

with them from their country of origin. 

Finally, I provide a brief description and analysis 

of leadership and politics in two recently-founded Yemeni 

communities. 
In the last chapter I try to formulate some general 

statements concerning the determinants of leadership and 

politics amongst the Yemenis in Israel. 
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CHAPTER II. SOCIAL ßTNUCTUhE OF TILE GO! flUIUITY 
OF CHAARAYIM 

L3huarayin is the na :e of one of the Yemeni quarters 

of the town of Rehovoth, which lion some 20 kilometrou to 

the south of Tel Aviv, in Israel. It wan originally a 

4stinct political community, lying alongside of the 

'I: oshavnh " or Rehovoth, which was then little more than 

a village. But gradually, the administrative network of 

the 'Mochavah' spread out to include all of the neighbouring 

villages and settlements under one municipal authority, 

and 5haarayim loot its official status an a separate 

community. Despite this, it retained certain distinct 

features as a nub-community, which were still evident in 

1958, ton years after its final incorporation into the 

town of Rchovoth. From a sociological ©tandpoii: t, it 

in still possible for certain purposes to refer to it 

an a 'community' 0 

The term 'foehavah', meaning 'colony' or 'settlement' 
is used in Israel to refer to the earliest aericulturul 
villages, and specifically to those which were neither 
cooperatives or collectives. 
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Formerly, 3haarayim was an ethnically homogene 

conmunity, consisting of imiiGrant$ from Yemen, and their 

children. But at present', almost a third of its 

residents are non-Yemcnio. Those non-Yemeni residents, 

some of whom are ':: shkenazi'"" and others 'Sephardi'** 

Jews, are for the most part tenants of Yemeni landlords; 

they have been a fairly unstable element in the population 

of shaarsyira, treating it as a place of temporary 

residence. They scarcely share in most of the cultural 

and social interests which unite the Yomeniu, and hardly 

recognise Yencni leaders. I therefore treat the Yemeni 

population of $haarayim as a distinct 'community, or 
'sub-comunity', rocs nizing that this entails abstracting 
those relationships and shared customs which defino the 

limits of group membership and identity. 

When I refer to 
tense in writing 
period between 11 
wt carried out, 
that period were 
during 1957-1958 

the 'present', or make use of the present 
about Chuareyin, I an roferrinG to the 

955 and 1956, during which intensive ronoarch 
However, the conditions described for 

still, for the most part, to be found 
when further visits were made, 

**'Ashkenazi' Jews are this p Jews, or their descendants, 
who cone fron Central or . untern Europo, and speak either 
German or Yiddish an their pother-tongue* 'Uephardi' Jews 
are those who claim descent from the Jewish population 
which was expelled fro: ypain in the 15th century, and 
speak 'Ladino' as their mot: oi-tongue. 
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Shaarayim was founded* in 1907 by a group of Yemeni 

immigrants who came to Rehovoth to work as agricultural 

labourers for the Ashkenazi farmers who had settled this 

area in 1890. The community grew steadily as a result 

of continued immigration and natural increase, but remained 

ethnically homogenen s until the 1920's, when Ashkenazi 

tenants first appeared. These tenants were Ashkenazi 

labourers who had come to seek work in the area, and 

competed with the Yemenis for employment by the farmers, 

the earlier Ashkenazi settlers. '" 

* For a more complete account of the history of Shaarayim 
see Chapter VI. -t 

"There were considerable differences between the two 
types of Ashkenazi immigrant, though they came from the 
same parts of Eastern Europe - Russia and Poland. The 
earlier Ashkenazi settlers were inspired solely by 
Zionism, and aspired to the private ownership of land 
and the employment of paid labour -- Arab or Jewish; 
the later Ashkenazi settlers, those who came as tenants 
to Shaarayim, were often inspired by a joint ideology 
of Zionism and Socialism, and believed neither in the' 
private ownership of land nor in the 'exploitation' 
of the labour of others. 
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The arrival of tenants in 6haarayim resulted in 

marked changes. The cemand for accommodation gave 

rise to a spate c: ' building, to land purchase and 

speculation, and even to a succession of disputes amongst 

the Yemenis over land boundaries. will then, the 

majority-of residents of Shaarayin earned their living 

by working as labourers, the women and girls supplementing 

the income of their menfolk by working as domestic 

servants for the Ashkenazi residents of the 'Hoshavah'; 

some succeeded in supplementing their earnings from the 

sale of the produceýof their snail plots. But the advent 

of tenants, and income from rent, brought about differences 

in material welfare. A small. section of the community 

profited not only from rent but also from land speculation. 

These events had-other consequences. ' , Till then, the 

relations between Ashkenazi and Yemeni had been those 

between employer and employees farmer and labourer, 
Wy 'I 

housewife and domestic, "superior" and "inferior"? 

"I use the terms "superior" and "inferior" in a 
sociologically descriptive sence, not in an evaluative 
one. I simply mean that the Yemenis were treated as 
inferiors, lacking knowledge of the more technically 
and intellectually spphisticated culture which the 
Ashkenazi Jews possessed. 
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But after this change, the Yemenis experienced a 

different sort of relationship with the new Ashkenazi 

immigrants: that of landlord and tenant, and that of 

labourers competing in similar or identical occupations. 

The landlord-tenant relationship, as in almost all such 

situations, was bound to produce some degree of tension; 

similarly, competition between Yemeni and Ashkenazi 

labourers produced tension, particularly as the Yemenis 

were usually preferred as labourers. They were willing 

to accept lower wages than the Ashkenazim; they were 

rooted in one place, and were therefore accessible, 

khile young Ashkenazi men, who married at a later age, 

moved about more; they wero more, subservient in their 

attitude to their employers, and were "unspoilt" by 

socialist doctrines. 

During the late 1920'x, a branch of the Jowish 

labour organization, which had been founded some years 

before in Palestine, was established in 6haarayim, and 

this, during the course of the next decade h. d far- 

reaching consequences. The conditions of many of the 

Yemeni workers improved; but, owing to the gradual 

equalization of wages in soaa occupations, the competition 

with non-Yemeni workers became sharper, and consequently, 

some of the Yemenis failed to enjoy the benefits of 
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their fellows, and were forced into more menial, 

irregular, and poorly-paid work. There gradually 

emerged a distinction between the better-off and worse- 

off Yemeni workers. Another effect of the rise of 

the labour organization was that many Yemenis became 

drawn into association with an organization and 

interest-group which cut across the bonds of locality 

and ethnic-grouping. 

Parallel with these other trends was that towards 

the incorporation of Shaarayin into a wider community, 

and the establishment of other links between Shaarayim 

and the wider society of the 'Yishuv'. * I refer to 

two main movements: -the growth of a Rehovoth local 

authority, and later a municipality; and the growth 

of the local rabbinical authority. As a result of 

these two developments, and those mentioned previously, 

the administration of Shaarayim became more inter- 

twined with that of the wider society, and its leaders 

came increasingly to participateina wider bureaucratic 

structure. 

*The term 'Yishuv' refers to the Jewish population of 
yalestine under the Ottoman & British Mandatory powers. 
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Dcmoprnphic Features of : 3haornylti, " 

The total population or Shaarayim is a little under 
6,000, and of theoo, about 4,000 aro Yemeni©, oither by 

origin or descent. 

The distribution according to ag© in as , follows i 
400 children under the age of four 1" 1400 children between the ages of four and seventeen. 550 young people between the ages of seventeen and twenty 

five 
90 unmarried people over twenty-five. 

750 married, widowed or divorced people between twenty- 
five and forty 

800 m&, rried, widowed or divorced people between forty and 
sixty 

250 people over the age of sixty. 
4240 total. 

*All figures given for 3haaruyim in this chapter are mere 
approximations, unless otherwise indicated. There are 
s, -veral reasons for this. No separate figures aro kept 
by the municipality of Rehovoth for different parts of 
the town or for different ethnic groups, nor are these 
figurou kept by anyone in bhaurayin itself. It was not 
possible to conduct a complete census during the research 
period, and concequontly figures were arrived at by a 
mixture of guess-work und sampling. However, the 
approximations are probably close enough to reflect the 
actual picture, and nothing would have been gained, 
regarding the sociological anulyuia which follows, by 
having the exact figures. The figures were obtained 
in 1956. 
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The sex-ratio is very slightly in favour of 

females, but it-can not be said'whother this reflects 

the normal birth rate, or whether other factors affect 

it. There is a greater tendency for young men to 

obtain work away from Shaarayim, than for you=g women. 

On the other hand, women marry out of the community 

more than men do. However, quite a number of young 

married men go to live in other parts of Rehovoth 

where there are Yemeni communities. - such aß-. 'Kfar. 

Marmorak' or 'Shkhunath Ephraim' - and this may partly 

off-set the greater tendency of girls to marry out 

entirely. 

The figures on country of birth are shewn in Table ä. 

They are divided according to age-group. The second 

column includes those who-were born either in Shaarayim 

or some other part of Israel (or Palestine). The fiGures 

show that under half the residents were born in Yemen, 

but that of the adult population - those over the age of 

seventeen - about two-thirds were born in Yemen. 

The fires on length of residence are given in 

Table II. They show that more than a quarter of all the 

adults over the age of twenty-five have been resident in 

Shaarayim for over thirty years, and that about two-thirds 

have been in residence for over twenty years. More than 
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COUINTRY OF BIRTH 
AGE--GROUP 

PALESTINE 
OR ISRAEL YFEMEN TOTALS 

UNDER 4 400 0 400 

4- 17 1,100 300 1,400 

17 - 25 400 150 550 

UNMARRIED 
OVER 25 60 30 90 

MARRIED OR 
ONCE-MARRIED 
25 - 40 200 550 750 

MARRIED OR 
ONCE-`itRRIED 
40 .. - 60 100 700 800 

MARRIED OR 
ONCE-HARRIED 
OVER 60 0 250 250 

TOTALS 2,260 11980 4,240 

(All rigureß in this table are approximations onl ) 
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90% have been in residence for over ten years. Since 

the number of immigrants arriving between 1940 and 1945 

must have been small, it seems to follow that more than 

90i'%. of all those over the age of twenty-five have been in 

residence since 1940 or before. 

The main conclusions to be drawn from these demographic 

data are as follows : of the adult population, the majority 

were horn in Yemen, but most of these have been in residence 

in 1haarayim for fifteen years or mores while a very 

subatcntial part of the adult population has been in 

Shaarayim for thirty years or more. 

T. ypea of Household 

The Yemenis of. Shaarayin live, for the most part, in 

homes which they own. They have a distinct bias against 

living in rented apartments, though this is less evident 

amongst the younger married couples. From the earliest 

period of settlement, these people built their own houses, 

sometimes obtaining the help of skilled craftsmen, but 

often managing without them. The more modern houses, and 

the few large blocks of flats were built either by building 

contractors or with their assistance. Those who own their 

houses also own the leasehold on the land. 

Those who do not own houses, fell into three 

categories: there are those, mostly younger married 

couples, who live in flats which they rent from Yemeni 
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landlords; there are those who rent rooms or separate 

houses on the land of Yemeni landlords; finally, there 

are those who are classified as 'social cases' by the 

welfare department, who live in shacks or wooden huts - 
the shacks were usually constructed by the tenants who 
'squat' on land which has never been leased by the state 

land-holding organization, while the wooden huts have 

been leased for many years at a nominal ! ent by the state 

to those who are considered-'social cases'. '' 

There are altogether 754 Yemeni households in 

&haarayin, Of those, 43 are families or couples living 

in huts or shacks; 54 are tenants living either in flats, 

rooms or houses; 657 households own the property in 

which they live. Of this latter figure, 167 houses have 

ten, nts, fo. the most part non-Yeacnia. (Loo Table III) 

I should make it clear that not all of the 54 Yemeni tenant- 

households are to be founa living in the 167 houses which 

have tenants - some of them live in flats; further, not 

ui1 of the non-Yemeni tenants live in the 167 houses 

mentioned above, ae some of them also live in rented flats. 

The composition of Yemeni households varies consider- 

ably. Tive::. typoo of household are to be found. The 

childless household consists of one or more adults with no 

children - those are either newly-married couplec; childless 

couples (of which there are very row); old couploc, widows 



TABLE III 

TYPE OF I1GUSMOLD VJFLLTflG- OF Yi1 MI6 IN 

1311A lfAYIM 

TYPE OF D'« ELLING LIMBER 

Own Rouse - O'ithout Tenanto 490 

Own House - With Tenants 167 

fcntod Roona, Flat or House 54 

, heck,, Huts otc. , 43 

ý TOTAL 
-754, 

(Figures-in thin table are exact: ) 

30 
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or widowers, living with or without another adult kinsmen, 

whose children have married and live elsewhere; unmarried 

men livin"g with-or without kinsmen who have no children. 
The elementary family household consists of a man and wife 

and'their un-married children, or of a widow or widower 

and un-harried children, or of a divorced parent and 

children. The 'patriarchal' household consists of a 

couple or a widowed or divorced man, his married son and 

the latter's wife, his own un-married children, and his 

son's children, if any. The joint family household 

consists of two or more, brothers, their wives and children 

and possibly their parent or parents. Finally, there is 

the elementary family with one or more. dependents, such 

as the aged parent of the husband, or his un-married or 

widowed sister; occasionally, a kinswoman of the wife 

is to be found living in the house. The figures ohewing 

the number of each type-are to be found in Table IV. 

The main conclusions to be drawn from these data are 

as follows : the overwhelming majority of Yemeni 

households are to be found in houses owned by a member of 

the household or by several members together; many of 

these households - between one-third and one-half - 

contain kinsmen other than members of the elementary 

family; a substantial number of Yemeni householders 

earn money from rent. 



TABLE IV 

TYPE3 or FIGUSEHOLD GROUP 

YPE OF HOUSEHOLD N LJIIBER OF . UMBER OF 
GiýUU2 IIOU: iIIIULDS RESIDENTS 

:. 1 eminent ary Family 
r part . lemen- 

., ary family 
iousehold 381 1,960* 

?. leLentary (or 
part Momentary) 
family household 
together with I 
or more dependent 223 1*580* 

3hildleas 
oucehold 69 120" 

' ', atriarchal" 
family household 53 310" 

Joint Family 
household 28 270' 

i 

t 
tOTALB 754 41240' 

32 

ß°a11 these figures are approximationo. 
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Means of Livelihood and Occupations. 

Three important economic features are to be noted in 

fhaarayin. A considerable proportion of the working 

population is employed in relatively unskilled labour; 

many of the workers are dependent on seasonal or irregular 

employment; a significant proportion of the population 

is dependent, partly or wholly, on welfare assistance. 

Whilst these features are common, and expected, in 

communities of recent immigrants in Israel, they are 

less so in more established communities. It is the 

presence of theme features which serves to distinguish 

between the socio-economic status of Shaarayim as a whole, 

and that of the 'Moshavah' as a whole. 

There are sevenl, reasons for this situation in 

Shaarayim. From the earliest period of settlement, the 

Yemeni men and their sons worked as simple agricultural 

labourers, while their wives and sometimes their daughters, 

went out to work in the homes of the Ashkenazi farmers. 

For a long time, the majority earned little, and what 

they did earn they spent on the building of houses and 

on giving large feasts at weddings, circumsision 

celebrations, and festivals. Only a small proportion 

managed, until recently, to spend much on the advanced 

education of their children, and many of the children 

of the earlier immigrants were forced to leave school 
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before acquiring the education necessary for occupational 

mobility. Though some of the Yemenis were finely-skilled 

artisans in the Yemen, they found little or no scope for 

the use of traditional skills in Palestine or Israel, and 

therefore no point in teaching them to their children. 

A second reason for this situation lies in the nature 

of the local economy, which until recently has been largely 

agricultural. Citrus-grooving has always been of primary 

importance, and'out of this there have emerged the twin 

industries of citrus-packing and processing. The only 

other industry of any importance, is building. It is 

characterictic'of the demand for labour in agriculture, 

citrus-packing and building, that it is subject to seasonal 

fluctuations or other irregularities. As a result, many 

workers in Shaarayim are unable to obtain regular employment 

throughout the year. Some are able to obtain seasonal 

work, in both summer and winter, often earning high wage- 

rates for skilled work in different occupations, but 

being unempli6yed for part of the year. Others are 

successfýil in obtaining year-round employment, often at 

low rates of pay owing to their lack of s Ills or education. 

But many have to rely on work which is both irregular and 

poorly-paid. 

The material welfare of a household depends on a 

number of factors: the amount of work obtained by the 
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principal breadwinner(s) throughout the year; the 

type of work and rate of payment obtained; the ratio 

of bread-winners to dependents; the degree to which 

parents can command the earnings of their children. 

These conditions vary considerably, depending upon the 

composition of the household and the age-distribution 

and health of its adult members, and the nature of their 

contacts or access to avenues of employment. 

The working population of Shaarayim can be divided 

broadly into two categories: the self-employed; and 

salary-or wage-earners. However, some people are in 

both categories, and both typen are to be found in the 

same household. 

The figures on type of employment are to be found 

in Table 5, which shewo percentago figure, derived from 

a sample of households. The figures refer only to the 

type of occupation of the main bread-winner in each 

household; in only a shall percentage were the main 

broad-winners women or girls, so that sex differences 

are not shown in this table. 

It can be seen that 19% are self eziployed, 565 

depend on wages or salaries, and %16 are both self- 

eiployed and wage-earning. In the remaining 165o of 

households, there is no active bread-winner; the 

members are either dependent on kinsmen and or public 

assistance. 
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TABLE V. 

Form OF 1MYLOYIM-IT 

TOBI OF M-ILODIE NT IL BC h . TAGE 

3alariod or Wage-Earning 5E 

£ o1f-Employed 

r 

19 

Self-Employed and ýäalarv or 
wage-Earning 9 

TOT, '--J, 84 
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The type of occupation* to be found amongst the 

wage-and salary-earners is shewn in Table VI. This 

chews that agriculture and citrus-packing ,. alone. provide 

work for about half of the principal bread-winners in 

thin category. 
Agricultural workers are mostly simple labourers, 

working for private farmers or else on state projects; 

but a small percentage of them have positions as 

supervisors or instructors. 
- .- 

The workers in citrus-packing are mostly younger 

men and women, though here I an more concerned with the 

men3as main bread-winners)who are paid at either skilled 

or semi-skilled rates. 

Factory-workers include all those who work in 

industry other than citrus-packing; this includes food- 

processing, cement production and one or two other 

enterprises in the area. They are for the most part in 

semi-skilled occupations, with a small number doing 

* Each worker is classified according to the main source 
of his income; thus the number shown for agricultural 
labour, for example, 

Includes 
all those who earn more from 

this source than from any other source during the year, 
regardless of whether they also earn money from citrus- 
packing or building or some other source when not employed 
in agriculture. This means that the number of those 
actually working in any one of these occupations at tang 
time may be greater than the number shewn in Table VI. 



TABLE VI 

O"UPATIOfl$ CF SALARY AND WAGE-EARNERS. 38 

OCCUPATION P: ICENTAGE 
ENGAGED 

Agricultural Labourers 14* 

Citrus-iackcra etc., 12" 

Building Workers 9 

genial '.,: orkers etc, , F3 

Factory--workers 5 

Drivers or taxis, lorries, 
buses, mechanics etc., 3 

Clerical workers, civil servants 
religious officials, etc., 3 

Others 2 

TOTAL 56 

't'hese figures refer to the percentage of those who 
earn the major portion of their income in this form 
of work, while possibly earning a substantial 
proportion from another source during certain'seacons 
of the year. 
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completely unskilled work, and a few occupying positions 

demanding special skill, or supervision over others. 

The building-workers range from totally unskilled, 

semi-skilled to, highly skilled, and differences, in rates 

of pay are graded accordingly. 

Clerical and administrativo workers constitute a very 

small percentage of the total; a few occupy highly-paid 

positions, though on the average their rates of pay are 

little better than those of semi-skilled workers. 

The remainder are, for the most part, totally unskilled 

workers, and-earn-the lowest rates, -of pay. 

A large number of'these'wage-earners are subject to 

inconstant employment; between one-third and half of the 

total, particularly those in agriculture, citrus-packing, 

and building, can be certain of no more than seven or eight 

months work in the year in their main occupation, and 

often the period is even shorter. 

The types of occupation found amongst the purely 

self-employed are to be found in Table VII. The figures 

show that the biggest single group are those engaged either 

in producing ritual objects or in performing ritual 

services; these are followed closely by petty merchants 

and stall-keepers. Most of these classified as rentiers 

earn a little. faom the letting; of rooms, and are usually 

older people who have ceased to work; a few, however, 

own larger buildings, and are considerably richer. The 
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TABLE VII 

OuCUPATION£3 OP SELF-EMPLOYED 

OCCUPATION PERCENTAGE 

. 
00A. G1D 

Makers or ritual object8, acribea, 
ritual slaughterers, etc., 5 

small-shopkeepers, stall-koepcrs, 
ctc., 4 

Drivers, mechanicc,. -_etc., - 3 

Rentiert, - 3 

r ai erc, etc*, 2 

Artieanu, ctc., I 

Builders, etc., I 

TýCTAL 19 
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drivers are amongst the most prosperous in this category; 

though they do not always own the vehicles which they use. 

There is a third category of those who are both self- 

employed and wage-earning; they are usually more 

prosperous than their fellows. Some of them earn high 

seasonal wage-rates at skilled occupations, working as 

independent artisans out of season; others work through- 

out the year at a part-time occupation for a wage or 

saIary, thus earning a small but regular income which 

aupplements their earnings from agriculture or commerce. 

Social and Economic Status. 

The Yemeni population of Shuarayin can be divided 

roughly into three status categories. * 

' The term 'status' is used to refer to a composite 
criterion whereby the households of the community 
can be ranked; this includes such indices as 
income-per-head in each household, style of life, 
mutual evaluation etc., It should be made clear that 
the basis of differentiation is imprecise, and was 
arrived at in advance of actual detailed investigation. 
However, subsequent investigation proved the usefulness 
of this method, and attested to its general appropriate- 
ness in this situation. 



The more prosperous households are referred to as 
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tMesudarim', * the less prosperous as 'bilti-Mesudarim. * 

'These two categories include all those who earn a live- 

lihood and are independent of public assistance. The 

third category is referred to as 'social cases', and 

includes all those who are largely or wholly dependent 

for their livelihood on assistance of one form or 

another. 

This classification is relative to the situation 

in Shaarayin, and the terms might denote very different 

standards elsewhere. About one-quarter of the households 

in Shaarayim are 'Niesudar', while over half are 'bilti- 

Plesudar', and the remainder are 'social cases'. (See 

Table VIII) 

*The Hebrew tern 'T4esudar' (pi. 'Tßesudarim') can be 
translated roughly by the term 'established', but does 
not necessarily imply substantial wealth, particularly 
not in this case. The prefix 'bilti' implies the 
negation, so that the 'bilti-Mesudarim' are those whose 
standard of living etc., is lower. 
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TA131 VIXI (a) 

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC STATUS OF HOUSEHOLD GROUPS. 

STATUS P RCr" 1TAGE 
or 

HOUSEHOLDS 

'Piecuctar' 
(including -"elfte") 28 

'Bilti-Hecuclar' 56 

Social cases 16 

TOTAL 100 

S 

S 

w 

p 
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The category known as the ' 'Ic derim' includes 

peoplc " ho are self-employed as well as some who are 

not, and some who earn part of their income in self- 

employment and part in the form of a wage or salary. 

The range of occupations in this category is wide, 

including: farmers or landowners; tradesmen or 

business-men - building contractors, shopkeepers, 

etc,; skilled artisans or labourers; clerical- 

workers, office-holders, overseers, foremen etc,; 

and " rivers of taxis, lorries and buses. Whatever 

the nature of their employment, those in this 

category are either regularly-employed, or else earn 

at relatively higher rates during the main employment- 

seasons of the year. Some of the 'ilesudarin' ur© 

members of households where the ratio of bread-winners 

to dependents is high; but not all of them fall into 

this category for that reason. 
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The'bilti-flesudarim' are also either self-employed 

or wage-earning. This category includes petty-shopkeepers 

and stall-owners, semi-skilled artisans, cart-drivers, 

un-skilled and semi-skilled labourers, ncnials, and some 

clerical workers; and also households where the ratio 

of dependents to broad-winners is high. 

The 'social cases' are all those householdo in which 

there is either no bread-winner, or those in which the 

main broad-winner eurnc insufficient for the minimum noedo 

of cubsiatenco. * &iflma or the 'social cases' are maintained 

completely by the state; others are maintained partly by 

the state and partly by kins. en; a small number are 

maintained partly by earAnge and partly by kinsmen and 

the State. The term ropers to all those who live on 

the very minimum of subsistence. ' 

These three categorioc refer to the r3ajor distinctions 

in standard and style of life; but thoro is a fourth 

category, the elite, which comprises a very small percentuge 

of the total population - about 3% or 4%. The elite are 

all those who are accorded special prestige in the community 

on the basin of wealth, learning, the ponoeSE3ion of authority, 

or two or more of these qualifications taken together. 

ti© defined by the Ministry of L3ociul Welfore. 
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The category of the elite includoo leaders. Though by no 

means all of the elite are rich in comparison to the rest 

of the co=unity, they are all 'Mesudarin'. 

There are four means of attaining to the highest status 

in the community. There are those who are old communal 

leaders, often associated with particular families. There 

are learned men or rabbis, particularly those who have 

official status. There are labour orý,. anizers, political 

party representatives etc. Finally, there are men of 

considerable wealth, sometimes associated with the building 

trade, or else large property-owners. 

Family and Kinship ! Ties. 

It-is exceedingly difficult to generalize about the 

nature of family and kinship structure in Shaarayim. There 

have been marked changes in these relationa]. s, but there 

is no single pattern which has emerged as a result of the 

many influences which have been brought to bear on the 

behaviour of people towards their kinsmen. The rate of 

change has been unevenly spread, and the reactions to 

internal and external pressures have been varied, and 

dependent upon a number ofýcircumstances. I shall only 

offer a brief outline of some of the main characteristics, 

insofar as these are relevant to the later discussion of 

leadership and political allegiance, 
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In order to describe the different types of Yemeni 

family to be found in Shaarayim, it is necessary to consider 

the present situation as a series of points between. two 

extremes. At the one extreme there is the 'traditional' 

Yemeni family as it existed in Yemen; at the other, there 

is the 'modern' type of family which is to be found amongst 

the Ashkenazim of the 'Moshavah'. Of course, both of 

these types are 'ideal', in the sense that they serve 

only as approximations to reality; but they are nonetheless 

useful points with which to starts since it can truly be 

said that Yemeni family patterns are constantly changing, 

and that the move has been from the one extreme point - or 

somewhere near it - in the general direction of the other. 

The first type I shall call the traditional patri- 

potestal family. In this pattern the following features 

are to be found: a distinct and marked separation of the 

roles of husband and wife, with the husband exercising the 

primary influence in family affairs; a marked degree of 

control by the father over the affairs of the children, - 

even grown daughters - over, their education, and their 

choice of occupation; a tendency on the part of children 

to carry on the religious traditions of their parents. 

This type of family is quite rare in t3haarayin, and 

is to be foundin only 6% of the households. It is 

sometimes accompanied by a pattern of temporary or permanent 
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patrilocal residence, but not always. 

This pattern is by no means identical to that which 

obtained in the Yemen. Wives go out to work in the 

present situation, whereas they would never have done so 

in Temen. Sons do not always take their father's 

occupation, but are educated, and otherwise astiisted, in 

obtaining some position carrying a degree of prestige - 

e; ßi, a clerical position, or teaching - or financial 

reward, such as a skilled trade: Daughters are sometimes 

given a formal education, -including a formal religious 

education, and are encouraged tend assisted-in obtaining 

the sort of work decnned suitable for a girl - e. g., 

teaching in a nursery school- but arc not permitted to work 

in factories as other Yemeni girls do. 

In this type of family, the father is usually of the 

older generation -" over fifty - and has usually immigrated 

within the last twenty or thirty years, but not earlier. 

The second type of family I call the compromise male- 

dominated type. Here there is a lesser degree of 

submission on the part of wives and older children, Women 

take more interest in the affairs of the husband's work, 

and in the affairs of the community. - They have some voice 

in the education of their children, though they are often 

too ignorant in these matters to contribute to the solution 

of practical problems. Sons do not necessarily chew the 
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same degree of religious forvo!, r as in the first type, 

and are often left to their own choice of occupation. 

The daughters may go out to work in factories or as 

domestic help. There is a marked degree of family 

cohesion as in the first type. 

The father of this type of family is usurlly of the 

older generation, and often immigrated from the Yemen_ 

thirty years ago or more. 

This type is much more common than the first, and is 

to be found in about 20% of the households. 
. 

This pattern 

is sometimes accompanied by temporary patrilocal residence, - 

and there are some instances of joint-family households 

surviving the death of the father, 

This type is to be found largely, though not entirely, 

amongst the Illesudarim'. 

The third type I call the disorganized-traditional 

pattern of family relation . Here the father attempts 

to exert some control over his wife and children, but with 

regard to the latter is often portly or wholly unsuccessful. 

Often the wife continues to work long after her children 

have grown up, usually as a domestic, and the family is- 

considerably dependent upon her earnings, 

Sons are often rebellious - particularly before they 

marry - and it is therefore difficult for the father to 

command a substantial portion of their earnings. 
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Dau ehtors manage to attaiu a considerable degree of 

freodon from their parents, and sometimes need occupations 

contrary to the wishes of their parents. 

In thio_typo, children often seek a way of lUXe 

outside of the sphere of family influence - sonn may go 

off to a collective settlement for a period, while daughters 

choose to do their military service rather than seek 

exemption; and both sons and daughters seek contacts with 

the wider society through youth organizations etc.. - but 

in many cases they return hone before marrying. 

Thia pattern in to be found in about 2590 of the 

households, and usually o ong ,t the 'bilti-cie ºudurin' und 

'social caaa3' where the. Lather is of. the older generation. 

The fourth type I cell the stable ceni-modern family. 

Here there Is a fairly anooth. adjuetnent to present 

circumstances. The relatione betuoen husband and wife 

are on a more equal footing, with the latter taking more 

of an interest in the forner'o affairs. The parents 

often the mother as much an, if not =ore than, the father 

encourage what they concidcr to be the 'progro3a' of their 

" Under Israeli law, girls as well as boys are liable for 
a period of compulsory military service. However, in 
the case of girls, parents of cxtrozo orthodox religious 
views have the riý,, ht of appeal to obtain exemption. In 
Bone cases the daughters are unwilling to accept the views 
of their parents, and insist on doing their service in 
order to escape hone life and responsibilities, andto 
enjoy the greater 'freedom' and 'opportunity' which 
military life, paradoxically, offers. 
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children, in education, forninc, contacts with the wider 

society etc., There is lez3a overt rebelliouuncee on 

the part of the young, as the parents are more flexible 

in their conceptions of children's needs and are more 

prepared to consider the aspirations of the young. 

This type is to be found in about 201j3 of the 

households; amongst 'necudarin' and 'bilti-mesudarin', 

particularly where the pcrento in the latter category 

are younger. `Miere is usually a high degree of solidarity 

and mutual help in thin type of family. 

The fifth type I call the unntabla semi-modern or 

un. tRble modern family. The main difference between this 

und the fourth typo lieu in the fact that the attempt to 

'democratiso' Zcsily relations is accompanied by strain; 

that iss conflict between husband and wife, and oz-, between 

parents and children. 

This pattern Is to be found in about 1%ß% to 20^rß of the 

households, particularly where the parentn are fairly young 

and where the huub d is of a fuily that immigrated not 

more than twenty yearn ngo. Most of theca families are 

'bilti-meaudari1', and 80120 aro 'social cases'. 

The remainder of the houteholda, a little over IMP 

of the total number, exhibit a pattern of ntnb1e nadnrn 

frily relations. Hero, husband and wife may both work 

though this is not always the case -º and the wife's 
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earnings may be a considerable proportion of the total. 

But in many of these fcmilies the wife does not work for 

long periods -- when the children are very young - but has 

worked, usually in industry, prior to her marriage. 

The naTiricd couple are usually younG, and in many 
cases they are quits well-off. Both husband and wife have 

uouully enjoyed and continue to enjoy contactz with tho 

wider uocicty, and have : similar aspirations retarding 

their children. 

The pattcrna of wider kin relations in ühaaroyin are 

ae varied as those of family organization. In general, 

it in true to spay that each individual is related, in onu 

way or another, to a, 1urge, number of other people who May 

live either in Lhar i ayim or in. come other Yemeni quarter 

o;. Renovoth. 

or most purposeo, distant kin are of little importance, 

except oa ritual occasions -weddings, circumcisions etc., 

and festivals. Close kin outside of the elementary family 

are sonetimo4 of importance, both in the older and younger 

generations, in practical, daily affairs; c. c. a married man 

night obtain financial assistance fron his father or 

brother, particularly in the form of a loan, or a man 

ni, ht help his kinsman to obtain work; nother: i tend to 

assist their married duughtera in practical family affairs. 

more eire no large corporate groupu of kinsnont or 

Zaotion3 based on ties or kinuh. ip. Sometimes, bowaver, 
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where ties of kinship coincide with those of neighbourhood, 

there are strong links between the members. This is 

usually on a bilateral rather than on a unilineal basis. 

In such circumstances, there is a treat deal of informal 

gathering or meeting, and some degree of assistance or 

cooperation in work; e. g., a man might start some small 

business venture together with hin close kinsmen. 

Despite the general lack of importance of ties of a 

wider kinship in economic and political affairs, their 

significance does emerge in one specific group or section 

of the community - the elite, or part of it. A number 

of the leaders and notables of the corumunity are linked 

by ties of kinship and. affinity, * JIowever, the existence 

of these links between some of the leaders, does not lead 

to complete solidarity; on the contrary, there are 

important political cleavages within the community, and 

particularly within the group of leaders, which cut across 

those of kinship. 

' For a more detailed analysis of this situation see 
Chapter III. 
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TABLE IX 

`i'YPLZ OF FAMILY STRUCTURE 

FVJMILY Mr. PE1WE! '#TAGE 

Traditiow li atripotestal 6 

Co iproriee male-dominatod 20 

Disorganized traditional 25 

Ntuble semi-lodern 
20 

Unstable semi-modern '18 

Stable zodern - 

TOTAL 100 

Figures is this table are approximations only. 
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Sub-Ethnic Ties. 

The residents of Shaarayim - or more particularly, 

those of the immigrant generation - are divided into a 

number of sub-ethnic groups. which on $nate in different 

parts of Yemen. * These groups can be divided and sub- 

divided into larger,, pr smaller units. 

The three main groups are those of Northern Yemen - 

from the districts of Haidan and Saadah - those of 

Southern Yemen - particularly from the district of 

Shar-ab - and those of East-Centrul Yeraen. There are 

smaller groups from other parts of Yemen, but they are 

not well-represented in Shaarayim. In their relations 

with each other, the members of each of the three main 

groups are clearly distinguished, but within each of the 

three groups other distinctions are recognized. 

The first groups to immigrate were from Northern Yemen, 

but they were followed, not long after, by groups from 

Southern Yemen. The groups from Central Yemen were 

later arrivals. With ouch wave of immigration there . as 

a tendency for new-comers to settle alongside their 

kinsmen or members of the same sub-ethnic group, so 

that for a while Shaarayim consisted of a number of 

neighbourhood pockets, with few ties uniting the groups 

" For a detailed analysis of the structure and composition 
of these groups see Chapter VIII. 
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into a single co=unity. There was also some tendency 

for marriages to take place within these groups. But 

it later became physically imposrfible for new-corers to 

settle in this way, and the pattern of relationships 

changed. In addition to this, ties were soon forged 

between older residents, which were not fully extended 

to new-comers, to the same extent. As a result, there 

emerged, and still eist, a number of cross-cutting ties 

based on kinship, sub-ethnic grouping, and length of 

residence. 

These sub-ethnic ties are still important in ritual 

matters, at least amongst the older generation. But 

they are much weaker amongst the younger generation, and 

hardly exist amongst the local-born. 

Where sub-ethnic grouping coincides with ties of 

neighbourhood, the links are strongest, and this may have 

important practical consequences; e. g. information 

regarding work may be passed on to people with whom these 

ties exist. 

Ritual Ties. 

Ritual ties find expressionlin three main forms; 

annual. festivals; rites de passage; and prayer gatherings. 

The annual festivals are a regular occasion for the 

gathering of kith and kin, though this refers to fairly 

close kin, outside of the elementary family or domestic 
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group. Parried children, of both sexes, visit their 

parents alone with their own fuiilioa, though there is a 

stronger tendency for them to visit the parents of the 

husband. But it is common for bilaterally-traced kinsmen 

to congregate at one hone after another durin6 the major 

festivals; this in more common congnt the older 

generation, but young people participate to some extent. 

Weddings, circumcision ceremonies, and, to a longer 

extent 'Bar-Mitzvah' celebrations*, are all occursiona for 

large-ßcale gatherings. It ie unusual, amonGat the older 

generation for fo=al invitations to be issued on these 

occasions, as kith and kin are expected to come from far 

and wide, rind great ; um; are spent on food and drink for 

the guests. However, ý-uonst the younger - generation, there 

is a growing tendency for certain guests to be invited, 

1( ttiougfi no one is refused attendance, and kinsmen, howovor/ 

remote, are welaoned. 

The 'f3ar-Mitzvah' or confirmation ceremony, t: hich taken 
place at the ago of thirteens, is of loan importance 
amongst the older generation of Yemonin than amongst 
other Jens; however, younger parents place more 
imp4-rtance on its celebration, end the can be taken 
as a sign of acculturation. 
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Prayer-meetings are, for some of the men* of 

ßhaarayim, a daily affair. There are about fifty- 

seven small synagogues, and two large ones. 

The smaller synagogues are all privately owned, and 

are usually attached to the houce of the owner, who donates 

the synagogue to the community, or section of the community. 

As a rule, each 'Minyan' consists of neighbours, but 

some men will seek out a 'Minyan' further from hörne, so 

as to be able to pray with their kinsmen, or with those 

of the same sub-ethnic group. 

In addition to the smaller, privately-owned synagogues, 

there are two large public ones, which are used either by 

younger people who prefer to congregate in larger gatherings, 

or some of the older people who happen to live in the 

appropriate vicinity. 

*: tiongst the Yemenis, only men participate at prayer- 
meetings, and this is true even of the younger generation. 
However, in the larger synagogues, a separate room is 
set aside for women, from which they can view the men at 
prayer without being visible themselves. 

**'The tern 'minycn' can be translated as 'congregation', 
but refers specifically to a minimum number of ten adult 
males whose prose--cc is required for the recital of 
certain basic prayers. 
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The older men gather for prayers frequently and 

regularly; if not twice daily, at ltaat several days a 

week, morning and evening. But most of the younger men 

attend prayers twice-weekly, on the babath. 

Yemeni uynsgogueut particularly the mull ones, aro 

not merely prayer-houses. The small group which 

constitutes a 'minyan', uses the synagogue for purposes 

of study, informal meetings, and u centre for conversation 

and discussion. According to Yemeni custom, most ritual 

duties circulate in rote amongst the members of t ho 'minyan'; 

und with respect to specific duties, thic includes also 

young boys. AW it result of those two fuctors, the prayer- 

group is a highly colidary one, particularly when it is 

mull enouCh to allow of complete personal contact between 

all me=barn. Consequently, matters relating to work, 

the co=unity, find wider social and political agf lira, 

are discussed; in thin :: ay opinions are circulated 

throughout the coiiraunity. But the 'xainyt nima' do not have 

any other well-defined functions outside of the domain 

of ritual. 

:, haarayin in Relation to the Wider Zocietp 

Up to this point it hau been posLible to describe 

tho internal structure of ähaarayim with little reference 

to the urhbn and wider social xilicu in which the community 

cxicta; but in order to diacucs further uopecta, it is 
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necessary to consider some leatures of the wider society. 

1) 8, haaray1m as Part of the Rehovoth Municipal Area. 

The community of bhaarayim enjoys the benefits of 

certain social services provided by the Rehovoth Municipality; 

and in return its members must pay local taxes to that I 

authority; they also have electoral rights in the choice 

of the municipal council. 

The auin services provided by the municipal authority 

aros roads; public health; education; social welfare 

assistance; promotion of economic development; and 

recreational amenities. ot all of these are of equal 

relevance to my later discussion, so that I shall deal 

with some more fully than others. 

Until Shaarayim was finally incorporated into Rehovoth, 

it was responsible for building its own roads. Being a 

relatively poor community, those provided were mostly 

rude sand-tracks. Until recently, the hehovoth 

municipality had done little to improve on these, 

consequently the residents of Shaarayim have considered 

ttiis as an instance of 'neglect', particularly as the 

'Moshavah' is very much better provided for ih this respect. 

However, such superior roads as there are in the 'Moshavah', 

were mostly built prior to the incorporation of Shaarayim 

and other quarters, since the municipal authority has had 

to devote its road budget largely to the newer parts of 
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the town. But this aspect of the problem is not 

considered by the residents of Shoarayin, who lay blame 

for the truly poor state of their own roads on the 

municipality, rather than on their own earlier poverty. 

The sane cunditions pertain in regard to recreational 

amenities. These are by no means abundant in Itahovoth 

generally, but those that are available are concentrated 

in the 'roshavah'. 

Public health services are lorgaly concerned with 

auch matters as sanitation cad garbage clearance, and 

these are provided equally for all parts of the town. 

I4ucation is an extremely important. matter in affecting 

the relations bctwocn fhcurayin and the Iehovoth. nnnicipality. 

There are c1tocpthcr seven schoolu in Rohovoth, which are 

administered by the education department of the municipality 

which acta as aSent for the naticnul Ministry of Education. 

five of the: are primary $choolc, the other two 

secondary. Of the five primary Lchools, which are 

completely State-run, two are religious schools*, two are 

ordinary non-religious schools, and one is a combined 

primary and crafts school for girls. The two non-religious 

*Almoat all primary schools in Israel are now fully 
administered by the State; these nre of two kinds, 
religious and secular - the former enter for the children 
of orthodox parents, and have a curriculu- which is 
designed to include Specifically religious instruction, 
in addition to the various aspects of Judaica which are 
taught in all schools. 
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primary schools are completely coeducational, whereas 

the religious schools avoid, insofar as it is possible, 

the mixing of the sexes in classes. The two secondary 

schools are state-subsidised only, though their curricula 

and standards of teaching etc., are supervised by the 

tlinictry of Education. *# One of these secondary schools 

is a religious school, the other not. As only a small 

proportion of the Yemeni children attend secondary eehoole, 

I shall be concerned mainly with the question of primary 

school education. 

Children from Zhaarayim attend all five of the 

primary schools. The number attending each school is 

shown in Table X as a percentage. 

she 'Moriah' , chool is a religious primary school 

situated in 3haarayim itself. It was previously 

administered by the community of Shaarayim, but is now 

part of the 2rehovoth municipal schooling system. Until 

recently, the school was mainly for boys, the small girls' 

school being situated on separate premises. While the 

majority of parents have always sent their sons to the 

'l: oriah' school, they have sent their daughters elsewhere, 

owing partly to the poorer facilities, but also to the 

lesser importance of securing for girls a religious- 

primary school education in Israel is free and compulsory. 
The secondary schools are either private or state- 
subsidised, but in either case fees are charged, the 
number of scholarships being very limited. 
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TABLE 

.. CIlCCL ÄT'l "NDAUC1 

G Ii 00L PE C 'll' AGL PRCF. 11"i1ºGE 
or BC (Z OF GIRIß 

'Iioriah' Kelisious 
: school G2 37 

' Takiikemonit 
Fteligiouc Lchool 7 12 

Primary A 
ýtlüli--I'tilýjsý ouD) 13 16 

Priaary B 
(non--religious) -1.5 19 

Other 3 1G 

TOTAIS 100 100 
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oriented education. The community of Shaarayim has 

always looked upon the 'Moriah' school as its own, and 

continues even now to do so. Apart from being a religious 

school, it is also an ethnic school, as there has been, 

and still is, an insistence on teaching certain strictly 

Yemeni customs. In a sense then, the 'Itoriah' school, 

is, or has been an important means for the perpetuation 

of ethnic identity. 

Though all primary schools in Rehovoth are open to 

all ethnic groups'", the number of non-Yemenis attending 

the 'Moriuh' school is small, and of these the number of 

Ashkenazi children is insignificant. There are several 

reasons for thins the number of orthodox Ashkenazi 

families in Rehovoth is relatively small, and some live 

closer to the religious school in the 'Moshevah'; Ashkenazi 

parents are mostly unwilling to send their children to 

the 'Morieh', fearing that the level of education might 

be low, and that their children would be subject to 

"undesirable influences". Consequently, the character 

of the 'Nloriah' school is Yemeni, though only one of the 

teachers - an elderly man who instructs the boys in the 

customary pronunciation and intonation of the scriptures - 

" Parents have a choice between religious and non-religious 
education. Having made this, they are officially obliged 
to send their children to the school of the required type 
which is nearest to their home. 
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belongs to the comýSunity of Shaarayira. 

The second religious school or Rehovoth - the 

'Takiikemoni' school - is situated in the 'Itioahavah'. 

As can be seen from the table, a small percentage of 

Yemeni boys an,., a larger percentage of Yemeni girls, 

attend this school. The reasons, in the case of the 

boys, are as follows: some of the Yemeni families live 

closer to this school than to the '21oriah'; some parents, 

while wishing to give their children an orthodox education, 

prefer to have them receive it at an 'jLshkenazi school', 

which they presume to be superior. In the case of girls 

the reasons are not quite the sm1o; owing to the poor 

facilities of the 'iloriah' school for girls, parents grew 

accustomed to sending their daughters to school in the 

'tioshavah'; when the facilities improved)and the boys' 

and girls' schools in Shaarayim were combined, some 

parents continued to prefer the 'Takthkenoni' school for 

their daughters. 

The whole question of religious education has become 

a political issue in Rehovoth. This issue was sparked 

off in 1954 when Ashkenazi families, who had come to 

Israel after 1948 from Eastern Europe, refused to register 

their children at the 'Moriah' school, despite their 

legal obligation to do ! 3o" ho Yomonis of Shaarayim, 

and elsewhere in Rehovoth, reacted very strongly to this 

"clear case of discrimination and prejudice". In an 
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attempt to solve the problem, the Rehovoth municipality 

proposed amalgamating the two schools - 'Horiuh' and 

'ialthkenoni' - and to use the former for the first four 

grades of primary school, and the latter for the last 

four grades. This, and similar solutions, net with 

violent opposition from the community of Shaarayin, or 

from the majority of its leaders. This shows the extent 

to which the 'iloriah' school has co'. e to symbolize the 

expression of group identity in 3haarayin. 

A significant proportion of the parents in Shaarayim 

choose to send their children to non-religious schools, 

of which there are two in Rehovoth, both in or near the 

'Moshavah'". In the case of boys, the reason for this 

is that their parents wish to have then educated in the 

most "progressive" neuner possible; they hope also, that 

by sending them to these schools, their sons will cease 

to be ethnically different. i°lany of the parents who 

adopt such a view are young, and some of then are ardent 

supporters of the labour movement. In the case of girls 

the reason need not be quite the same: it is not considered 

as important for girls to receive a religious education, 

and in any case there is a lingering doubt as to whether 

* This whole matter is discussed more fully in Chapter IV 
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the 'I: oriah' school is suitable for girls. In addition, 

some parents want their daughters to learn home crafts etc., 

and there happens to be a school which caters for this 

requirement. 

The question of social welfare assistance is another 

major source of contention between Ghaarayim and the 

'Moshavah'. Owing to a number of circumstances, the 

percentage of 'social cases' in Shaarayim, as in most 

other Yemeni co=unities in Israel, is relatively high. 

For a long time prior to the incorporation of $haarayim 

in Rehovoth, these 'cases' had been the charges of the 

socia;. welfare department of Rehovoth, as the Yemeni 

community could or would do little, if anything, for them; 

the traditional Yemeni method of assisting the need' was 

inadequate to the task of dealing with such nunbers, and 

the old pattern of kinship responsibility had ceased to 

function.. Singe-1948, the community has become 

increasingly dependent on the department of social 

welfare for the solution of various problems. These 

include assistance for the poor and needy, the management 

of deliquent and sub-normal children, the "placing" 

of children of broken families, the provision of school 

meals, clothing etc., Owing partly to the excessive 

burden placed on social workers, the slender budget 

with which the department must manage, and the suspicious 

and hostile attitude displayed by some social workers 
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to applicants for assistance, (and vice versa), there has 

emerged a marked tension between wide sections of the 

community of Shaarayim and the department of social 

welfare. Not only is this to be found amongst those 

seeking assistance, but also amongst those who know of 

their plight, and who look upon the welfare department as 

responsible for the solution. of these many problems. 

This leads to accusations of discrimination and prejudice 

amongst Yemenis. 

In an attempt to solve some of these problems, the 

Rehovoth municipality set up a special committee in 1956; 

the chairman appointed to this committee is a Yemeni, one 

of the leaders of Shaarayim. This hei", had consequences 

which will be dealt with later. * I 

The promotion of economic development in Rehovoth 

is one of the principal tasks of the municipality. This 

can only be done by offering inducements in the form of 

low local taxes to industrialists, or by negotiating with 

the 'Histadruth' - the national labour federation - which 

owns a considerable proportion of all industry in Israel. 

The municipality does also engage in public works, but 

possesses a very limited budget; Rehovoth is not'dlassed 

as an immigrant town by the Israeli Treasury, and for 

* In Chapters III and IV. 
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this reason receives a smaller grant than some of the 

new towns; it is therefore largely dependent on its own 

local taxes. The whole problem of economic development 

affects the welfare of the Yemenis directly, as so many 

of thezi are dependent on seasonal demands for labour. 

The question of local rates and taxes is of paramount 

importance in affecting the relations between Shaarayim 

and Rehovoth. As is usual in Israel and other countries, 

these are levied on property and not on income. Properties 

are graded according to their size, and the quality of the 

neighbourhood. Despite the fact that Shaarayim, as a 

neighbourhood, is graded lower than the 'Hoshavah' and 

some other parts of Rehovoth, the system of tax levy is 

strongly resented by the overwhelming majority of the 

community. The reasons for this resentment are plain 

to see. The first and most important reason lies in the 

fact that real estate is one of the few forms of investment 

favoured by Yemenis; great sacrifices are made to build 

houses and to add rooms to these from year to year, and 

a number of families earn rent from these investments. 

This applies to rich and poor alike. The second reason 

is that many of the residents of Shaarayim resent paying 

taxes to the Rehovoth municipality, which is accused of 

"exploiting" the community for the benefit of the 'Moshavah'; 

they adopt the view that Shaarayim was taken over-just for 
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this purpoao. The taxes levied by the fehovoth 

municipality are vary much 3iß har than tho o which were 

previously levied by the local hear. ayim comittce. In 

voicing this objection, no allowance is muido for the fact 

that the community of 3haarüyin previouuly enjoyed many 

servicea provided by fehovoth long beforu any taxes were 

paid at all; and the aorvicou now provided, however 

doticient they nay be, a*-e =ore extensive than uny 

previously provided by the co: z, iunity for its members. 

flowover, the fact remains that haarayin is almost 

unaninouc in its objection to the raten char ed, and this 

provides an irap rtant political weapon for kome of the 

leadcro of the cc=unity. 

000000060*0000000&*0& 

Before it bccct part of the now nunicipality of 

Rehovoth, Shaarayira wa8 for coveral years part of the 

kehovoth local. council aarea. turin; this period it 

obtained direct representation on the local council as 

a participating eon unity. But once the t unioipality 

was formed, this right had to be foregone. The reason 

for this lies in the Icraoli electoral syotom, which, for 

both national and municipal electioans, is based on pure 

proportional representation of political, party lists. 

Tire adult residents of ", haarayiM are entitled to exercise 

their vote in choosing a municipal council, but they can 
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not vote as sn olectora1 ward. Its monbara can simply 

vote for one or other of the contending; parties. The 

parties can return a number of members to the municipal 

council in direct proportion to the number of voted 

received. There are fifteen nenbers of the municipal 

council. 

Because of the large number of parties in Israel, 

it seldom occurs that any one obtains an absolute majority 

in the itehovoth council. For this reason, coalitions 

are necessary. In principle, it is possible for all 

council members to join. tho coalition and to administer 

the affairs of the town jointly, but this seldom occurs. 

In t: ehovoth, the governing coalition consists of the 

parties of the left - those which are associated with 

the national labour movement. 

2) haarayim and Political Parties* 

Political parties appeared in ýaarayim some time 

before it became part of the wider administrative unit; 

however, it was only after this that they assumed auch 

importance in local affairs. 

The first national party to obtain any following 

was the Israel Labour Party -- 'Mapai'. This party 

political parties opex'ate on both a local and national 
level; I am concerned here eolely with the former. 
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has a local branch-headquarters and committee in 

£haarayih, and is known as 'I: apai-5haarayin'. The 

latter, while strictly a branch of the national party, 

has its own electoral list for local elections, and is 

quite distinct, for electoral purposes, from 'i'lapai' , which 

has its own list and its own headquarters and committee 

in ßehovoth. 'flapai-Shaarayim' is affiliated to the 

labour movement, and receives its electoral and other 

expenses from 'Mapai' headquarters. Furthermore, its 

electoral list has to be approved by the flehovoth 'riapai' 

committee, and any representatives returned to the 

municipal council are, expected, on, pain, of financial 

and-other sanctions, to support the parent party on the 

council, and to join it in a coalition. 

The second national party to obtain following in 

Shaarayim 'was 'Poel HaRtzrahi', which is the labour 

faction of the national religious party, 'Niizrahi'. This 

party has no local branch or affiliated sub-party in 

Shaarayim, but previously did command considerable support 

amongst that community, as the Yemenis were for a long 

time the only religious orthodox section of the £3ehovoth 

community. The party has a number of official members 

and some electoral support in the community. Amongst the 

members are the two Yemeni officials of the local 

rabbinical authority; the latter are obliged to become 
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members of one or other of the four main religious parties 

which are associated with the national and local rabbinical 

authority in Israel. 

, 'another party which soon gained a following; in 

Shaarayin after the formation of the State, was 'Heruth' - 

the extreme right-wing party which was formed out of the 

terrorist organization 'Irgun Zvei Leuri' which flourished 

during the latter period of the British Mandate in 

Palestine. This party has no local branch in haarayim, 

but its party-list for local elections usually (incIukIe. Sl 

names of Shabrayim Yemenis. 

Other national parties which have some following in 

Shaarayim, are, in order of importances 'General Zionist' 

and 'General Zionist iephardi' parties; 'Mapan' and 

'Ahduth Avodah'; - and 'Progressives'. The 'General 

Zionist' party is the moderate right-wing party in Israel, 

representing the interests of small and large property- 

owners% commerce, privato farmers etc.,; the General 

Zionist Sephardi' party is an off-shoot of the parent 

body, which aims to represent the interests or Oriental 

and Sephardi Jews. 'Ilapam' and 'Ahduth Avodeh' are the 

two left-wing parties which broke away from 'Mapai' and 

later split in two. The 'Progressive' party is a 

'liberal' party. None of these parties has much following 

in : haarayim in local elections; nor does any oneof them 
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have a local party headquarters in the com: unity. 'Somo 

of thcm have gull p srty members in : abaarayim, und those 

are active in securing followers - but to little effect. 

The most important party in : haarayim ia 'Le : aan 

Shaareyim' - which me-ans, literally l on behalf oý 3haarayim' . 
This party wes originally formed, just . p: for to the first 

elections to the Pehovoth municipal council, in 1943, in 

order to secure for the connunity of ihaarayim continued 

representation in the local , ovcrriaent of nehuvoth. At 

that time there were two £action o in the pt rty - those who 

espoused primary loyalty to the local ethnic co=unity, as 

a group; and those who propose. a wider support of the 

labour noveý ant. The first faction caw Shuayayin as a 

distinct co=unity with separate interests; the eocond 

raw the Yenanis of i; haarayi as Fror:: oro, owing; loyalty to 

the working-class i:: ovenent. - : Fach faction ; tressed a 

difiercrt aspect of the real situation. In 1951, when 

the next election, were; held, these two foctic, na split - 

one group called itself 1.2ha¬rrayi. ' and thct other used the 

no 'Poelei L3haarayim', the 'workers of Uhaarayiu. '. By 

195 the 1.: bour faction hi-4 become or ieially incorporated 

into '! ltapui', and the 'pure' local ethnic faction retained 

its n =. c cna politiccl aims - the representation of 

chaaruyim as a local-ethnic entity, 

Although 'Lemoan Ohaarayim' i: not a national party - 
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In fact its leadorn do not refer to it as a party at all, 

a: sertin( that its 'aims and interest º are above party 

politics' - it i: linked with a national political party$ 

known an 'Hi achduth HaTeraanim' - 'The Union o Yenenia'. 

The latter organization e turted out simply as a body to 

represent the intoroato of le Buis in c'aleatine, and later 

beca«e a political pasty In national elections in Israel. 

The head of 'kiitachdutn HuTonauim' is an affine of one 

of the leaders of 'Loma= ahaarayi: a'. 

In addition to this link, there is aaoths» which ties 

'Lenaan Shaarayin' to panty politico, One of the loaders 

of 'Lczaaan .: ºhaarayiz1' ii usuociatod with the leaders of 

the Rehovath branch of the 'Goueral " oniat' party, from 

which ' Lemama ýhaarayin' obtains financi,. -i1. support in 

local elections. 

3) iEýli. ou: ý Orf ý in flehoyoth. 

The major functionu performed by the rabbinical 

author.: ty in Israel are the licensing of marriagco and 

tho fTanting of divorces, neither of which can be perfoned 

by civil courts. In each district there is a rabbinical 

court which doulß with theca matters. : arriagee can be 

perfor: icd by any c ualifi-ed ol, ployee of the rabbinical 

authority; but ajVorco caw, bc, granted only by a court 

or three ' dayania' - i. e. rabbir ica1 judges - who e ro alto 

official employees of the rabbinate. 
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The administration of recognized synagogues-i. e., 

those which are supervised by the Ilinistry of Roligious 

Affairs in conjunction with the rabbinate .- is-in the 

hands of a district committee. 

Rehovoth has both a rabbinical authority - and 

therefore a roli-icuz court - and a coxmittee for roligioua 

affairs. The court con: iists of three "day anin' , one, 

of whom is the rabbi for 3haarayira, and three other 

employees, one of whom is from 5haarayim. Altogether 

three Yemenis -- one from Earinorak - are'enploycd by the 

court. 

The Yeuenis are represented on the committee for 

religious affairs by the same three people. 

One of the conditions for e; aploynent by the rabbinate 

is that all employees, at whatever level, muot be members 

of one or other of the religious parties, the noro powerful 

one being 'llizrahi' with its workers' faction 'Poet 

HuNizrahi. ' 

Apart from the legal duties of the court, the latter 

is responsible for the supervision of 'Kashruth' - the 

observation of the dietary laws of the Mosaic code; i. e., 

the court grants licences to butchers and ritual slaughterers 

tiho are then entitled to use the 'Kaaher' seal. 

4) Shasrevip and Labour Or, *_ization. 

There are two main aspects of labour otganizations 

the allocation of work; and the welfare of the labourers. 
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Work can be obtainea either personally or through 

the labour exchange: of the rlinistry of Labour. As many 

of the residents of 3ha,. rayim are in seasonal and irregular 

employment, they are dependent upon the labour exchanges 

in IZehovoth. Those who work in largely unskilled 

occupations, and obtain occasional work, must approach 

the labour eAchange directly. Those who work in more 

skilled occupations, particularly for extended periods, 

obtain their work through labour organizers, who receive 

a quota from the labour exchange; the latter conditions 

apply particularly to citrus-packing and building. 

Labour welfare is the concern of the Israel Federation 

of Labour, known as 'Hictadruth Poelei Eretz Yisrael', 

or more commonly as the 'Histadruth'. In evety district 

there is a local workers' council which is a district 

administrative branch of the 'Histadruth'. The 'Iorkers' 

0ouncil of Rehovoth is elected every four years by all 

adult members of the 'Histadruth'. 

The Workers' Council is concerned with conditions of 

e. iploynent, and in addition with providing certain medical, 

educational, 'cultural' and recreational facilities for 

i 

members of the 'Histadruth'. out 8q% of all male workers 

in Rehovoth belong to the 'Histadruth' or to the religious 

workers' organization which is affiliated to the 'histadruth'. 

The percentage in Shaarayin is a little lower than that. 
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for the whole of Rohovoth, as there are some on who 

have worked for the same employtre for years, and soc 

no advantage in paying dues to the labour organization. 

But the majority are unable to obtain work at all if 

they do not belong to the '21ictadruth' or the religious 

workoru' organization. . 
Ono or the principal attractions of the workera' 

organization, for itn s4ambers, lies in the provision of 

medical services through the 'Y upath Ho]. in' -- Workero' 

nick Fund. There are clinics in several part; of Pohovoth, 

including one in Shaarayim. One of the leaders of 

6haarayir1 is a clerical-administrative employee of the 

'. upath Holim'. 

The official headquarters of the workers' council of 

Rehovoth io situated in the 'P: oßhavaht Several i cmbors 

vt the .. 5huaruyim co rzunity are repreccrited or. the council, 

and several of then are employed by the council in an 

adniuiotrative cupucity. There are cpeciul cultural and 

educittional £acilitiC2 provided for the Yeueni (and other 

Oriental) workern in Rehovoth, and a rasideut o "aarayizi 

in rcaponeibla for these, . 3haurayit has its own 

unofficial workers' coiitteo, couaiating of all t-hot o 

co unaL leaders wio have some official position in the 

workara' organization. 

ßhearuyia in Velution to other Yemeni co=unities. 

6haarayim is ono of three Yemeni quarters in Rehovoth; 
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the other two are 'Cfar Marnorak' and '3hkhunath Ephraim'. 

Of the three, : haarayirn is the oldest by far, and the 

largest. Its bounaarrieo were once quite distinct from 

those of 'I1ariorad'; but now the two merge into one 

onothor, and the physical division between them is 

arbitrarily drawn by the residents of the two places. 

For sore purposes, the whole Yeieni population of 

Fohovoth can be considered as a unity, a. 3 certain common 

interests affect then. The leaders of Shaarayim, in some 

nutters claim to represent the interests of all Ycmenis 

in Rehovoth. Furthermore, there are ties of kinship 

and sub-ethnic (, Trouping which cut across the vague physical 

boundaries which separate the communities. 

Despite these factors, it is still possible to 

delineate a local-ethnic identity which is shared by the 

residents of haareyim, and a separate one for the community 

of iiarmot, ak. The existence of a number of "-Multiplex" 

ties which are found in Ehaarayi: a, the presence of a 

local leadership, and the recognition of a persisting 

community, whose origin precedes that of all others except 

the old '°-1oshavah', all contribute to the maintenance, 

however transient, of a separate coamunity. 

Thera arc nitrous pies wuic--h link re , idento of 

Shaarayia with Yenenic outside of £ehovoth - ties of 
kinship, political association, sub-ethnic grouping etc. -t- 
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but few of theuc applj to 1eree cec'ionß or the community 

in any one relationohip. 

6) thnic Relationships. in Rehovoth. 

One of the most of nificant aspect:; of the relctionohip 

between $haarayin and the rent of Iehovoth is the ethnic 

one . 

The total Yemeni population of. ohovoth is about 6,500, 

of whom just over 4,200 live in Zhaarayim - of the remaining 

29300, the majority live in ' Cfar Iiarmorak which lies 

aloagaide Shaarayim, and a s: aall number in Shkhunath 

Ephrayin, which borders-on harmorak. The total population 

of icehovoth i4 about 25,000, of whom about 16,000 are 

Ashkenazi%,, and about 2,. 00 are Sephardim, cost of whom 

are fairly recent immigrants. Of the 16,006 jishkenazim, 

spproxinately 4,000 are recent i migrants or the children 

of recent i igrants; while the remainder are established 

residents. The latter are of two types; the rwailiea 

of early residents - i. e., those who came before 1920; 

end those who came after 1920. 

Thus, the Yomenis of Rehovoth constitute a significant 

proportion of the total population - about one-quarter. 

In some respects the relationships between Yemenis and 

Ashkenazim apply to all Yemenis in Rehovoth, not only 

those of Shaarayim; in other respects the relationship 

is more specific. I shall be concerned with four sets 
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TABLE ý XI- C a) 

1LTIWXG GONPOaITICN - OP REHOVUTH 

ETHNIC GROUP nU 
, LU 

Acbkenazi 16,000 

Yemenis 6,500 

Othor Oriental and : iephardi 
groups ? J; n0 

TOTAL 25,000 

" 
ci 

- 
bam. ýý rý v4 

(All fiEurea in this table are goss approxt ution: 

only. ) 
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DI8TfIDUTION OF YE21ENIG IN RE110VOTH. 

QUARTER DUMBER 

3UAABAYIf3 4,200 

nA tFIORAK, 61iK8U! TAT1 
. EPHRAIM & OTiERS 2s 300 

TOTAL 6 �00 

(All tiCures in this, Table uro groan approximations only). 
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of relationships: between Yemenis of Shaarayin and the 

older families of the 'P: oshavah' ; between Yen: onis of 

£haarayin and the Ashkenazim iho$e residence dates from 

4920 or later, and who are now to be found in the 'Moshavah' 

and neighbouring parts of Rehovoth; between Yemenis of 

3haarayim and the most recent immigrants from Europe - 

those living in c housing estate for the orthodoxj- between 

Yemenis of Shaarayim and Ashkenazi residents of ýjhaarayim. 

The relationship between Yemenis and the old Ashkenazi 

residents varies considerably; at one extreme relations 

are friendly, though mirked by a strong attitude of 

patronization on the part of the A. hkenazim, for whom the 

Yemenis and. their womenfolk have worked in the past; 8 the 

other extreme, the Yemenis express bitterness and resentment 

at having; been "exploited" and treated as "no better than 

Arab labourers". The attitude of most Yemenis lies 

somewhere between these two points, and is marked by 

ambivalence. On the other hand the Yemenis look upon the 

Aehkenaziu as cultural and social 'superiors' who take a 

persona! interest in them; this is particularly evident,, 

where a : hole Yemeni family has at one time been employed 

by an . shkenazi family. But coupled with this, there is 

often e feeling of resentment; many Yemenis will 

describe the friendly relations which exist between 
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tiierasolvct znd u particular kmh: enulzi family, but will 

cotiplUiu that "othe - Yemeni. " !, =cri: exploited t treated 

without reupect, t- ' bluch labourcra'. 'x On the whole, 

Ytmenic who have become 2upporter3 of the labour uovoriont 

ttirsd to ", press tip view th .t they were expioited as cheep 

labourers. 

Vie relationship between Yci enia and the l¬ tel- 

.. hkrmnazi a; ri al. c - those who cie after 1920 - is also 

complex. Many of- those n- hkenaziw have uo w bcýcor e well- 

establirhod either ari Itut era, as clerical end sduinistru- 

tive officials of varioua levels, as politicionu, and in 

Prrofnscion3 etc. * hily they also tended to treat the 

Ycwoni3 ui'inioriors, ' this attitude woo note uf, en 

softened by porootial or fusn. l r contacts Yid patronization. 

i? cwcvert it taus due to theta that jui. r, y of %, hu Yer,; e nie were 

ort; tui od in the labour rlovomout, end were wblc to impr-Vo 

their CCOLlonic L tutus.. 'ý"boue Yexaouic who hove not 

benefited as muht as others in this way, enc.. thoue who 

have int. proved themsolvoo au neu of property, resent this 

section of the A hkonuzi cri=unity. urthcrnore, us it 

jz thiu section which iss ler ; oly in control of civic 

ud. 4n1ctraticn, it cue be blu : oü for the co-cullod t'negloCt 

of .. hr Grt°yitu" pructiced by the neu icip . 
lity. 

Mw focuG of wideapreaa re8entneut and hostility 

are tho recent Achkenazi i: migranto who live on tho flow 
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houzinw oatatu eutabl; uhod by ' ool ii Iiýryhi' ý 
the politiool party of the devoutly orthodox. 

These auhkeneziw al 3o toxid to treat the Yeoeuis as 

cul: urvl and social ini'uriorn. E. c roccnt i Crantu, 

Frith an insecure utt. tu3 in tzºa aocioty, their ü ; suaption 

of cuperiority is coupled with a dt; 6rco or hostility; 

they refer to the Ycuonio ca 'blacks' amd to their rabbis 

as 'black rcbbic' . They quo: tion the ritual qu413fications 

of Ycrscnis - oi, for cxzi ple t thoir ritual clauGhtorors 

end the acceptability of their xcliF ., 
iou3 practices. 

They also object to zeudio., t : eir children to the 

roliiious school in 6haarayii. : tost of tho Ycaeziis return 

in tLe oane coiii, and expreas atronG £oclin& a of hostility 

against the: ie i hi: cnazim. This cmorCes iüos t clearly 

in the casc of ce ie . o£ the Yemeni le ders. 

Political pr_rt:. c8 in loraol Pcrforn many Curctions, one 
of them being the provicion of houoin6; the party arranges 

, 'L*o" loads . hich cn be paid b 
. ck over a lone period at 

cub-economic interest rates. This is one way of 
attracting followero; it is pr., rticuiorly important 
it-, the CLiOO of orthodox people, Who j. )refor tct live 
; c; ýetheý or uuz, y reasons. 
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The relationship between Yemeni and Ashkenazi 

residents of Shaarayim itself, 18 fairly characteristic 

of landlord-tenant relationships elsewhere. Where quarrels 

occur, they often lead to ethnic insults - in this practice 

the Yemenis are no less prone than their tenants and 

neighbours - but they do not seem to occur any more 

frequently than those betwean Yemeni neighbours or Yemeni 

landlords and tenants. It may be, that Yemenis "displace"- 

some of the hostility felt towards Ashkenazi tenants, on 

to other Ashkenazim in Rehovoth; but on the whole, they 

have less reason on realistic grounds, to organize their 

opposition to them. 

In general, the Yemenis find themselves relegated to 

a lower status than that of the Ashkenazim in Rehovoth, 

and this has the effect of uniting them in relation to 

the wider community and the wider society. 

Apart from the factors "already mentioned, there does 

not seem to be much real basis for Yemeni allegations of 

discrimination, as opposed to prejudice. It is undoubtedly 

true that some Yemenis fail to obtain work at the labour 

exchange because an Ashkenazi official has shown preference 

for some applicant who speaks his own language; but the 

reverse also holds true. There are some jobs which are 

allocated by Yemenis. 
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Internal Acnociations and Organizationn 

There are several aa2ocibtiona tn:: conmittoeu which 

ure purely internal to t3hoarayisa. home of these are 

official - their status is formally recognized both 

within the community and in the wider aocioty - others 

unofficial. The official ones are s the 'Kupath tlilwe' 

Bank; the bhaarayim Burial nsnociation; the Moriah 

chool Committno; 'Iiaccabue-: haerayia' and 'Po©l- 

Shnorayim' sports ussociation4a; 'Lenaan Shaarayia' 

Political asoociation; 'HHapai-Chaarajrim' political 

association. Thu unofficial bodies are: 6haarayim 

'T: unicipal' Committee; and the Shauruyin Workers' 

Association. 

The 'Kupeth Milwe Bank' was initially established 

in 1924, the aim being to assist Yemenio in the purchaso 

of land and tho building of houses, and to encourage 

saving. The principal clients of tho bank are still 

yenenis, though not all are from 3haarayit, but the bank 

does occasionally provide loans for merbero of other 

ethnic groups. The amounts provided aro small, seldom 

rising above the Bum of two hundred Israel pounds. 

Thin ßo-culled bank is not a bank in the Lull senco 

of the term - it has no facilities for lending money for 

beyond its liquid assets - but is associated witha parent 

bt, =ik in i: ehovoth. 
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The bank has a cosnnittee of rive which administers 

ita affairs; four aembers arg: Yemenis of ohaar. ayio, the 

fifth being an Ashkenazi oý-' the Aencývoth bank. It has 

only two e, ýployees -a full-tine clerk and teller, who is 

a Yemeni oY Z)haarayim; and a part-tine cashier-, Gecretary- 

nanat er, who 1-'ono of the : ýhaarayix notables. 

The ; haarayiu Burial Association iß. 3 a survival from 

the time when the community was a separate entity. Burial 

in kiehovo th iz adzinistered by the town Burial Association, 

but :. haarayim has been permitted by the Rabbinical authority 

to saintair1 its own asGociation. The association has a 

eoºr::. ittao of throo, who are notablos of ähaurayiz, and a 

number of voluntary grave-diggers and burial officials; 

expenses of burial are of coarse borne b the fai.: ily of the 

deceased. In the event that no funds are available to the 

taily or widow etc., the amount neeeusary is provided by 

the co=itteo from a special funa; this lattor cones 

fromm donations rude by the families of deceased. 

The : ihaaray3 ra chool (; o!:. rnlttec ir' in pert a survival 

of the one which administered the affairs of the school 

khea it was subject to the local authority of : ýhaarayim; 

tat i'., iz clzo in part a parentf-ºteacher couuittec, such as 

c: ciot in naay Israeli school:, particularly thoso in small 

to;.: na. The cormittee is tnereroro a mixed one, since 

13013() of its members are no longer parents of present pupils. 
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The committee is concerned with such matters au 

school facilities, curricula - in particular with the 

teaching of traditional subjects - the mixing of sexes 

in classes, school meals etc., Of late, the committee 

has been more concerned with the survival of the 'Moriah' 

school, and with the various municipal suggestions for 

amalgamation of religious primary schools in Rehovoth. 

The committee numbers about twelve people, (including 

two women, whose attendance at meetings is not encouraged 

by the men). One of the members is the school principal, 

who is himself a Palestine-born Oriental Jew, and who 

lives in Shaarayim. 

The two sports associations in Shaarayim are in fact 

foot-ball clubs, which compete in national competitions. 

This iä one of the very few activities in which Yemenis 

of Rehovoth - and Shaarayim in particular - excel. 

There are two youth clubs in Shaarayim. One is a 

branch of 'Boar Oved' a national youthaseociatiön-which 

is linked to the 'Histadruth'. It has very few members - 

about twenty boys and girls between the ages of 13 and 17 

and is led by a young Yemeni of Shaarayim. The second 

is a religious youth club and has rather more members 

than the first, all of whom are boys who are engaged in 

religious studies. 
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The politico. ., arty 'L ; ina. n .ý : artrnviza' hays a mQUber- 

ship of about taeu, and a committee of 5 men. 

The party t .. hole : eetc iznfrequc fitly v. nd at 

irregular ins: ervai: s to d1L cur er8,. tor. u con:. errlinL i Ws 

budget &nd its policy in runicipal affairs. It holds 

m -tit: frs at election times to formulate ýIru3 pound its 

policy, to di: 
_cl. ss rind order its elcctc, ral list. In 

principle, the list i. . )uppoced to ccn ,. ist of the nuuoc 

of tho.; e ruminated by he ; arty, the order* being fixed by 

general consent. 

As a rule, members of the corunitteo of the party are 

most likely to secure the highest pouitionc on th(i party 

list; they are alto the principal influence in determining 

the nature of purty policy. "tiinally, committee members 

ucunily contribute the most to party funds. 

The co mittee in, in principle, ei. ectod by the party 

as a whole; in Sect, the same people secure the highest 

positions in the party year cfter year, as there are few 

other contenders. 

" The order of r-. -,. ec on the party hut is of major importance, 
as this cur. not be altered once it has been cubu: ittcd to 
the Lodi el ectort=1 author-it; r. Once the order has boon 
fixed It deteriAnez the priority vhich : ember, have in 
to}. in.; place:: allotteL to the party on the bv-Gle of the 
proportion or t: e total vote whicL it obtbins. 
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The political party '! -apai-A=haarayim' ha. j 54 membera - 
including; 9 women - rill or whoa are ireo facto members of 

'ý"upui'. There is a local co=ittee of 3 menbero. 

The cenboro of the party meet at frequent, but 

irregular interval. during the year. Na a rule the 

meetinoa are culled for educational or 'cultural' purposes - 

either a lecture is given or a film ohewn. But, loan 

frequently, meetings are held to uiocuac political matters, 

euch ne cuniciial policy, or electoral preparations. 

The party cloct. -, u list of ne es fron it, " zie bor8, 

to be cub=itted for local cloctioau. Tho ordering of 

the list ib uauuli7 worked out Jointiy by tho porty- 

co=ittee and the co:.. mittoo of 'P7apai' in %ohovoth. 

Since party members are uutcnatically members of 

'i: upai' some of them attend 'Eapai' cieetinr, a uico. Lut 

in fact, the educational and 'cultural' facilities offered 

to 'Plapai-, haarayi: ' are more nurerouo than those offered 

to 't'upai' itself. 'P: upai-:. huurayi= has a small hall for 

meetings, which ic. in fact the local workers' club, ulco 

used by the youth club and by 'Pool Zhsarayim', the local 

workers' football-club. 

The : ýhaartsyim 'Iunicipul Committee' is a purely 

unofficial body, since there io no :; haarayin municipality; 

in luct there nevoi Ewa a recognized ühaurayim iunicipality. 

but ßimply a local coanitto . This so-culled zunicipul 

cor., ziittec conAutu of a few men who wish to continue to 
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meet as a local committee, to discuss local ar uira, 

aad to make reco endaticnu for political action. The 

mt beru of the committee arc mostly zenberu of 'Leriaan 

&haareyin' , and are druwn fron navoz a.. other co . mittneu. 

Uowever, it is not elected, nor iu its existence widely 

recognized. None of the supporters of the labour 

movement are members of this committee; nor do they 

recognize its cxi , tarce, except as a possible turgrat for 

aurc&sm. 

It is rather difficult to state the number of its 

iicmbarn, as this suc u to vary between 4 and 10. Its 

mooting ore hold'uporadicully und infroqucntly. 

The f3hararuyin Workers' Committoo, does not pr.., tend 

to of. icial status, those its exictonco is not discouraged 

by the "orkers' Council of Rehovoth. The coriittoo exists 

in ordor 'to ropreaent the intoresto of Yunoni workero, 

rcßurdlesa of their political affiliation. or allegiunce. 

The cor.. nittoe icy drawn from oupporters of 01iopai-Uhaarayim' , 

the roligioue workers' party, and the left-wing labour 

parties. The eornitteo is not elected, but con3iut0 of 

thoL: v who claim to repreue- t the intoreetoof the three 

Ga oupa. The co=itteo hau about 10 members, of Whom 

I is a wonun. 

The committee ioctc frequently, but at irregular 

Intervals. i-ieetinGr. are not really cloned to committee- 
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members, and are sometimes aVended by ordinary supporters 

of one or other of the workers' parties. 

The coiuittee sects to discuss matters concerning 

Yeuºeniý ýyork rs - the improvement of iaethol-: s of labour- 

allocation, ellotmeat of overtiLlQ, etc., 

ý; u,. mary sac. Conclu5ionu. 

Shaarayin is a cormunity only insofar as there is a 

sense Of social identity; it is ncither pAysically nor 

politically distincts 

ri sense of community rests on the basis of established 

local residence and eta. nic unity, despite the presence of 

non-Yenenio in the present quarter of ohaarayirn. 

However, trnis sense of community is not an expression 

or strong internal bonds uniting the Yemenis of Shaarayin, 

but is largely a function of the relationehip between 

bhaarayim and the wider society. 

In fact, the community is divided internally by ties 

based on kinsiip, sub-ethnic Erouping, neighbourhiood,, 

length of residence, age-group; and distinct social and 

economic interests, and political allegiances. Over- 

riding these divisions, at leas-r, to some extent, is the 

common element of opposition of interests to the wider 

society. The focus or' this opposition varict from one 

section of the coaimunity to anotner, tnough in solae cases 

there is a high degree of consensus. Of particular 
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importance in mobilising this opposition are the factors 

of social and economic status in relation to the wider 

society, local taxation and its connection with property-. 

ownership, and the existence of alleged existence of ethnic 

prejudice and discrimination. 

Insofar as prejudice and discrimination are alleged, 

this attests to the existence of social distance and 

separation to a certain extent. 

For the most part, the administration of the affairs 

of Shaarayin, emanates from the wider bureaucratic 

organization. However, several factors combine to maintain 

a communal leadership: the existence of distinct interests 

within the wider framework of administration; the existence 

of internal associations; and the persistence of some 

degree of communal identity. 

There are two main social orientations associated 

with leaderships the absorption of Shaarayim, at all 

level--j into the wider society; and the maintenance of 

communal distinctess. Between these two extremes lie a 

number of pos:. ible positions which are adopted by different 

leaders, or types of leader, in different situations. 

The positions adopted by leaders are dependent partly on 

their interests and outlook as affected by their relations 

in the wider society, and part. y.,, on the interests and 

outlook of their followers within the community. These 
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are tho main problems to be dealt with in the following 

chapters. 

1( 
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CHAPTER III. LEADERSHIP ROLES AND PERSONALITIES. 

It is usually considered desirable, in sociological 

analysis, to distinguish clearly between social roles and 

the particular incumbents of those roles. This, can 

scarcely be avoided when large numbers of people are 

being considered, but is nonetheless deemed necessary 

for small numbers - and there are always a smaller number 

of leadership roles than most other social roles. The 

reason for making this separation derives from the 

theoretical assumption that the role itself - divorced 

from the personality of a particular incumbent - has some 

functional significance in relation to other social roles. 

This does not mean that personalities as such are ignored. 

It is recognized on the one hand, that certain social 

roles either demand or encourage tho expression of certain 

personal characteristics; and on the other hand, that 

individuals interpret their social roles in idiosyncratic 

ways - at least within certain limits. But even where 

this recognition does occur, the emphasis is placed on 

role analysis, and this latter is held to precede, and be 

quite separable from, the consideration of personalities. 

In the case of Shadrayim, it is difficult to follow 

this sociological precedent. It is not as if there are a 

certain number of leadership roles which must be filled by 

members of the community, and which are prescribed for them 
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by specific rules of succession or open competition. The 

situation, as outlined in the previous chapter, is rather 

different; it is rather that members of the community 

are eligible for the performance of certain leadership 

roles, and that they attain leadership status by mobilizing 

or enjoying support from within the community. These 

leadership roles are, for the most part, contained within 

a bureaucratic system which encompasses a social field 

wider than that of the community of Shaarayim. Owing 

to the social situation - and this includes the definition 

of the situaticn as perceived by members of the community-- 

leadership roles are seen as related to the community. 

The performance of these particular roles can not be 

separated from the values, attitudes and intentions of 

individual leaders, since these are part of the roles, 

though they are not enduring qualities of these rules. 

The leadership roles considered here, derive from 

three broad areas of social structure: there are roles 

which derive from nation-wide bureaucratic organizations 

and political parties; there are roles which derive from 

municipal administration; and finally, there are roles 

which are specific to Shaarayim itself. In all cases, 

the roles are exercised within a local context - either 

within the wider community of Rehovoth, or the narrower 

community of Shaarayim. Those deriving from the first 
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two sectors of the society are official, while some of 

those deriving fron the third sector are unofficial. 

Official roles are those which are sanctioned by laws or 

rules reccEnized in the wider society. 

Leadership-Roles Deriving from Nation-Wide Bureaucratic 

Cr&anizationa and Political Parties. 

There are 3 types of role in this categoryt, _, 
labour- 

leadership; religious leadership; and political-party- 

leaderzhip. 

Labour Leadership. 

These leaders derive their status from the. 
-power 

and 

authority of the 'Histadruth'.. The following roles are 

founds membership of the Rehovoth Workers' Council; 

labour organizer; educational agent. 

The Rehovoth Workers' Council, which is elected every 

four years by all adult members of the 'Histadruth' in the 

town, has eleven members, of whom three are Shaarayim 

Yemonis - Avrahan Yerini, Saadiah Cohen and Hezkiyahu 

tladhalah. Previous members of the council were Pinhas 

Kaparah, and Naftali Gedassi, amongst others. 

The members of the council are concerned with the 

administration of labour affairs in the local area: i. e., 

with questions of employment and employment conditions, 

the provision of health and other welfare services, and 

cultural and educational facilities. 
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The labour organizer, is concerned with the allocation 

of labour in the local citrus-packing industry, where there 

is a considerable seasonal demand for labour. Since many 

men and women in Shaarayim are dependent on this work, the 

labour organizer, Avraham Yerimi, exercises a considerable 

degree of power. 

The educational agent, Vinhas Kaparah, is concerned 

with the provL ion of special educational and cultural 

services for the Yemenis of Rehovoth, and in particular 

for those of Shaarayin, on behalf of the labour organization. 

Both the labour organizer and educational agent are 

nominated by the workers' council, and paid salaries for 

their duties, the former receiving full-time, the latter 

only part-time remuneration. 

Religious Leadership. 

There are two main offices held by. members of the 

Shaarayim community: that of official rabbi, held by 

Rav Meir Mizrahi; that of member of the Rohovoth Religious 

Council, held by both Meir Mizrahi and Yosef Meshulam. 

The rabbi, as a member of the local rabbinical court, 

can perform marriages and sit on a court of three 'Dayanim', 

to grant divorce or 'Halizah'. (i. e., exemption from 

leviratic obligation. ) Ile also ministers to the religious 

needs of his particular community - Shaarayim - by giving 

counsel, making official religious announcements on behalf 
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of the rabbinate etc., 

Members of the Rehovoth religious council are concerned 

with the administration of religious education and the 

provision of facilities for ritual activity, as well as the 

supervision of ritual slaughtering etc., which latter 

requires the official licence of the'r abbinate. 

Political Party Leadership. 

The two most important political parties in Shaarayim 

are not themselves nationwide organizations (though they 

are linked with them) and will therefore be considered later. 

Here I a. i concerned alone with party leadership which 

operates to represent external bodies. The most important 

parties in this category are 'Poel HaMizrahi', the General 

Zionist and General Zionist Sephardi Parties, 'Heruth', and 

' Ahduth Avodabl. 

Shaarayim is represented on the Rehovoth committee of 

'Poet HaMizrahi' by Yosef Meshulan, on that of 'Heruth' by 

Shalom Madhalah and Miriam Mizrahi, and on the other 

parties by young men who are otherwise not prominent in the 

affairs of local leadership and politics. 

These party representatives are concerned with winning 

allegiance fron amongst the members of the com-unity. They 

also negotiate certain arrangements whereby party supporters 

obtain certain privileges in the form of work, loans for 

housing etc., 
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Leadership Roles Deriving from Municipal Administration. 

There are two offices to be considered here: member 

of the Rehovoth T'unicipal Council; and member of a special 

committee in a local government department. 

There are fifteen municipal councillors in Rehovoth, 

elected on a basis of pure proportional representation, 

by the local electorate. . There are three representatives 

of Shaerayim on this council: two represent the party known 

as 'Lemaan Shaarayim', and one the party known as 'Mapai- 

Shaarayin: 

The main function of municipal councillors is to 

promulgate local legislation, and to administer local 

affairs. The council is'divided into a majority coalition,, 

which allocates and divides the main executive offices; 

and an opposition. These are formed by'agreement'. 

The three Shaarayim representatives are: Saadieh Cohen - 

representing 'Mapai-Shaarayim'; Yisrael Ovadiah Mizrahi 

and Moshe Mekaytan - representing 'Lemaan Shaarayim'. 

Membership of a special committee is usually offered 

to a member of the 'government coalition'.. It entails 

discussion of particular municipal-department problems 

and the formulation of policy or suggestions for the 

adsainistraticn of that department. Saadiah Cohen is 

chairman of the Social Welfare Committee, which was set 

up in 1956 to enquire into the condition of welfare 'cases', 
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and to propose improved means of dealing with them. He 

was nominated by the municipal council. 

Leadership-Roles Specific to Shaarayim. 

The following com,.. ittees, membership of which implies 

come degree of leadership in the community, exist: 'Lemaan 

Shaarayim', 'Mapai-Shaarayim', 'Bupath Milwe' Banks Religious 

Committee, 'Municipal' Committee of Shaarayim Workers' 

Committee, School Committee, 'Poel Shaarayim' and'Maccabee- 

Shaarayim' Football Committees. 

The political party, 'Lemaan Shaarayim', has a committee 

of five members: They are:. Yisrael. Ovadiah Mizrahi. - chairwan; 

Moshe Mekaytan - vice-chairman; Haim Madhalah; Aharon 

Madhalah; and Yehudah Korath. - secretary. This committee 

is officially elected by all members and supporters. of the 

party; but very few of the latter in faat_attend its 

meetings. The committee decides on the policy to be 

pursued in local government, and on electoral matters, 

preparing the list of nominees, and deciding on its order. 

In fact, this latter is one of its most important tasks, 

since the order of names decides who is to obtain a place 

on the municipal council following an election. 

'Masai-Shaaravim' has a local committee of three 

official members, recognized by 'Mapai' headquarters in 

Rehovoth. They are: Pinhas Kaparah; Saadia4,, Cohen; and 

Naftali Gedassi. In adLition, there are unofficial members, 
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who are locally recognized by virtue of their influence 

and prestige. They include Hezkiyahu Madhalah AbJ vraham 

Yerimi) amongst others. The former was previously a member 

of the official committee and a municipal representative; 

the latter is a member of the Rehovoth Workers' Council. 

The major functions of the committee are similar to 

those of the 'Lemaaa ", haarsyim' committee; but the 

selection of names for electoral lists and their priority 

on the list lust be ratified in conjunction with 'Mapai' 

headquarters. 

The committee of 'Kupath Milwe Bank' is a seni--official- 

body, consisting of Haim Madhalah,. Pinhas Kaparah and 

ltattali Gedassi and Yisrael Ovadiah Hizrahi, who is both 

manager of the bank and the committee chairman. The 

members were either nominated to the committee when the 

bank was founded, or later coopted on to it. They share 

the trusteeship with a number of outsiders. The bank is 

administered as a communal "utility", and not as a business 

enterprise. 

The Religious Committee of Shaarayim is a semi-official 

body having an unspecified number of members, 'It includes 

the committee of the Burial Association, which has some 

semi-official recognition from the Rehovoth Religious 

Committee. Its members are Haim Madhalah, Meir Mizrahi, 

Yosef Meshulam, Yisrael Ovadiah Mizrahi and Aharon Madhalah, 
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and a few other men who are at times coopted or self- 

appointed. Apart from the administration of burial, the 

committee is concerned with the maintenance and supervision 

of synagogues, the bitual bath of $haarayim, and the 

maintenance of a certain degree of ritual conformity in 

public matters. -e 

The 'Municipal' Committee of bhaarayim, so-called by 

its members, is quite unofficial in status. . 
It is simply 

a survival of the old communal committee, which existed, 

prior to the incorporation of Fhaarayim into Rehovoth. 

It has. about five members- : not even the : members know the 

exact number, which seems to vary between three and ten - 

including Haim Madhalah, Yisrael Ovadiah Mizrahi, Moshe 

Mekaytan and Sharon Madhalah, who is referred to as the 

idhairman. 

This committee has no clear functions, and seems to 

be self-appointed. kleetings are called from time to time 

to discuss local affairs - and in particular, matters 

relating to alleged discrimination. 

The Workers' Committee of $haarayim is an unofficial 

body. Its existence is encouraged by the Rehovoth Workers' 

Council, even though it is not granted official recognition. 

It includes representatives of 'Mapai-Shaarayim', 'Poel 

Jiafizrahi', and other labour parties, but not of 'Heruth' 

supporters. Among its members are Pinhas Kaparah, 
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Hezkiyahu Madhalah, Avraham Yerimi, Uaadiah Cohen, Naftali 

Gedassi and Miriam Madhalah - all supporters of 'Mapai- 

Shaarayim! _one representative of 'Yoel-HaNizrahi', and one 

of the other labour parties. The committee is self-appointed. 

Its function, is simply the discussion of matters relating 

to local labour and employment problems, for the purpose of 

making suggestions or recommendations to the Rehovoth 

Workers' Council. 

The 'Moviah' bchool Committee is no longer an official 

body, since the school itself is no longer administered by 

representatives of the local community. The committee in 

in fact, a parent-teachers' committee, such as exist 

elsewhere in Israel. But an attempt is made to maintain 

a semblance of its former status. 

It includes Hain £1adhalah, Saadiah Cohen, Jlharon 

Madhalah, Moshe I1ekaytan; Yisrael Ovadiah Mizrahi - who is 

the chairman - the principal of the school, two or three 

other men, and two women. The latter seldom attend 

meetings, and are concerned primarily with the affairs of 

female pupils. 

The committee is elected by parents of pupils, few of 

whom interest themselves in its affairs. 

The football committees are elected by the members of 

the two rival sports clubs. 'Poel Fhaarayim' is linked to 

the 'Histadruth', while 'Maccabee-Shaarayim' is linked to 

the national sports association, 'Maccabee'. Apart from 
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this, there is little significant connexion between the 

leaders of the two clubs and other areas of leadership 

and polit. cs. 

I turn now to consider the individual leaders, as 

personalities, in relation to the roles which they perform. 

Haim M: -dhalah is a man between 65 and 70 years of age, 

pnd has resided in Shaarayim almost since the year in which 

the community was founded. At first he earned his 

livelihood as a teacher of 'Torah', but later speculated 

and invested in property and engaged in a number of business 

pursuits, and at-present lives from the income accruing 

from hib houses, buildings and orchards. By local standards, 

he is a rich man. 

He has not been a practical leader for some years, but 

was formerly recognized by the British authorities, by the 

'Yishuv', and by the community as the 'Mukhtar' or headman. 

At present he is a member of the 'Lemaan f3haarayim' 
r 

committee, the local unofficial religious committee, the 

unofficial municipal committee, school committee and the 

'Kupath Milwe' Bank committee. This means that his position 

is almost entirely unofficial, and his practical concern 

with leadership is niniaal. He is retained on committees 

laregly as a figurehead. 

He enjoys considerable prestige in the community, but 

little active power or authority. 
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He is an extreme traditionalist - both ethnic and 

religious - and is opposed to the changes which have 

gradually affected the relations between the community 

and the wider society. 

In his relations with the wider community of Rehovoth, 

he is Hore favourably disposed towards the older Ashkenazi 

farming fazlies, as opposed to the later immigrants with 

their practices of labour organization, and doctrines of 

socialism. 

Yisrael Ovadiah Mizrahi, is between 60 and 65 years of 

age, and has lived in Shaarayim almost since the year of 

its foundation. '' 

He worked, in his youth, as a labourer for Ashkenazi 

farmers; later he acquired his own land and various 

properties, but has alsw'held paid positions, working for 

the community. At present he works as part-time manager 

of the 'Kupath Milwe' Bank, and, when he is not attending 

to his administrative duties, tends his orchards. He is 

considered quite rich, by local standards. 

He has occupied various positions of leadership in the 

community for 30 years or more, and has been the acknowledged 

practical head of the community for at least twenty years. 

At present, he holds the following positions: member 

of the municipal council of Rehovoth; chairman of the 

'lemaan Shaarayim' committee; chairman of the 'Kupath Milwe' 
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committee; member of the unofficial local religious 

committee and of the so-called 'municipal committee; 

member of the 'Moriah' school committee. 

While his status is partly official, it can be seen 

that his role as leader is largely concerned with the 

community as an entity; he performs no roles in the 

bureaucratic structure of the wider society, except as 

municipal councillor. In this latter position, he is a 

member of the opposition, and therefore has noX administrative 

or executive tasks. 

Hin leadership role fits well with the parochialism 

or his. outlook. He was opposed, in-the past, to 

absorption of Shaarayim in the wider community, and still 

treats the outside world with suspicion and hostility. 

He enjoys considerable prestige in the community, and 

is viewed largely as a leader of the community in 

opposition to external forces, at least by his supporters. 

lie is a traditionalist, both ethnic and religious - 

but less so than Haim Madhalah. 

In the performance of his leadership roles he tends 

to avoid action which involves negotiating with external 

agencies, except where this entails the 'defence' of 

Shaarayim- 

r1Qshe Mekasrtan is a man in his early forties, and has 

lived in Shaarayim for less than twenty years. He was 
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born in Egypt of Yemeni parents, and lived some time in 

Tel Aviv before going to fehovoth. 

His father was a small builder in Tel Aviv, and on 

coming to Shaarayim lekaytan began to work independently 

at this trade, and does now. In addition to this, he 

owns property, and is considered rich by local standards. 

He chewed his first interest in politics when he 

became a member of the General Zionist party, and only 

became a supporter of 'Lemaan Shaarayim' 3 years before 

he succeeded in becoming a municipal councillor, representing 

that party. He did not break off his contact with the 

General Zionists, and succeeded in obtaining financial 

support from them for 'Lemaan Shaarayim' in the electoral 

campaign'6f 1955" 

With his useful contacts and persuasive and persistent 

personality, he had little difficulty in mustering sufficient 

support for himself to obtain second position on the 'Lemaan 

bhaarayim' electoral list. 

At present he holds the following positions: member 

of the Rehovoth municipal council; member of the 'Lemaan 

Shaarayim' committee; member of the unofficial Shaarayim 

municipal committee; and member of the 'Moriah' school 

committee. 

He is not a sincere traditionalist, either ethnic or 

religious; though he is moderately devout and observant 

in religious matters. But he exploits local and ethnic 
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loyalty for his own political ends, emphasizing the 

existence or alleged existence of ethnic discrimination 

und prejudice. 

Aharozi Hadhalah is a man of about. 60 years of age, and 

has lived in Shaarayim almost since the year of its 

foundation. 

He too worked, as a youth for the Ashkenazi farmers, 

and later acquired land of his own. At present he works 

his own land as well as holding a part-time job as 

agricultural overseer and instructor, and owns properties 

from which heýdraws rent. By local. standards he is quite 

rich. 

He has been concerned with communal affairs for more 

than twenty years, 'having been a member. of the Shaarayim 

local committee and other` committees. , He has never held 

office in any organization external to the community itself. 

At present he is a member of the 'Lemaan Shaarayim' 

committee, the local religious committee and the 'Moriah' 

school committee, and is the chairman of the so-called 

5haarayin 'municipal' committee- the latter office is a 

sinecure without emoluments. 

He is devout in religious practice, and an ethnic 

traditionalist. In this latter respect, he is less 

parochial than Hain Madhalah, more flexible and less 

suspicious than Yisrael Ovadiah, and less vehement in 

his denunciations than Mekaytan. 
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Pinhas Kaparah is a man of 60 to 65 years of, age, and 

has lived in Shaarayin from the year of its` foundation. 

Asa youth, he worked as a labourer for Ashkenazi 

farmers, gradually acquiring some of his own land, which 

he worked to supplement his meagre wages. Later, when he 

had been an ardent supporter and agent ofthe workers' 

organization for many years, he bvcaae an employee of the 

'Histadruth', whichehe still is. Although his employment 

does not bring wealth, by-local standards,. it does bring 

considerable material benefits. He enjoysýa'regular-and 

moderately high salary, and is able to borrow funds, for 

various purposes, at low sub-economictinterest--rates. His 

position also enables him-to seek favourable employment for 

his sons. 

He has been concerned with communal affairs for more 

than thirty years, and with' those off'~. oreauized labour for 

almost as long. 

At present he holds the following offices: he is 

educational and cultural officer on behalf of the workers' 

organization, a member of the 'Mapai $haarayim' committee, 

the 'Kupath Kilwe' Committee, and the local unofficial 

workers' committee. In the past he has been a member of the 

Shaarayim local committees and of the Rehovoth Workers' 

Council. 

He is devoutly orthodox in religious -practice, -! bü -z 

-opposes etlihie traditionalism and separatism; however, 
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he is also opposed to the political organization of 

religion. He is a firn supporter of 'Ißapai' and the 

workers' organization, whose ideals, airs and interests 

are seen by him as valid for the wider society as a whole. 

'IZapai-Shaarayinm' - that is, some form of local-ethnic 

workers' organization and representation - is viewed 

as a vehicle for the social and cultural transformation 

of the community and ethnic group. 

Saadiah Cohen is a man of about forty years of age, 

and has lived in Shaarayim since his'arrival from Yemen 

at the age of about fifteen. 

At first he worked as an agricultural labourer; later, 

having attended night classes, he became 

labour organization, and is now employed 

Sick Fund - known as 'Kupath iiolim' = in 

capacity. In'thi: position he enjoys a 

salary and other benefits. 

He has been concerned with communal 

a clerk in the 

by the 'Histadruth' 

an administrative 

considerable 

affairs for the 

past fifteen years. gis family had enjoyed considerable 

prestige in Northern Yemen, and he was himself able to 

secure a following amongst the more recent immigrants in 

Shaarayim. Furthermore, he benefited from the standing of 

his mother's brother, Yisrael Ovadiah, who had assisted 

the family in its journey from Yemen to Palestine. 

At present he holds the following positions; member 

of the Rehovoth Municipal Council & Workers' Uouncil; 
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chairman of the municipal welfare committee; member of 

'flapai-Shaarayim' committee; member of Shaarayim workers4l' 

committee and of the '14oriah' school committee. 

He is devout in religious practice, but neither 

supports nor opposes ethnic traditionalica, He favours 

the social and cultural absorption of the community in 

the wider society - but is more moderate in this respect 

than Pinhas Kaparah. 

Naftali Gedassi is a man of about 55 years of age, and 

has lived in Shaarayim since the age of 11 or 12. His 

family immigrated with one of the first large groups to 

come from Southern Yemen, 

He worked many years as an agricultural labourer, but 

succeeded in obtaining and working come land of his own. 

At present he, works as am' agricultural instructor to new 

immigrants, and also maintains his own land. 

He has been concerned with communal affairs for about 

30 years, havin;; been a member of the yhaarayim local 

committee. He joined the labour movement with Piniias 

Kaparah, and has been a member of the Rehovoth workers' 

council. 

At present he is a member of the 'Mapai-3haarayim' 

committee, ofiý the local workers' committee and of the 'Kuath 

Milwe' Bank committee. 

His views are largely similar to those of Pinhas Kaparah, 
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sharing his religious orthodoxy coupled with a general 

belief in social and cultural "emancipation" and "progress". 

Avraham Yerimi is about 45 years oý age, and has lived 

in Shaarayim since early boyhood. 

He worked as an agricultural labourer, and later in 

citrus-packing. He is now labour organizer for all citrus- 

packing firms in Rehovoth, being appointed by the labour 

organization and paid by the citrus board. He enjoys a 

relatively high salary and other benefits. 

He has not been particularly concerned. with communal. 

affairs in the past, exceptwihh regard to employment. He 

became a member of the 'Rehovoth Workers' Council as a 

result of his occupational attainments. 

At present he is a member of the Rehovoth Workers' 

Council, the committee of 'P'iapai-Shaarayim', and the local 

workers' committee of Shaarayim. 

He is observant in religious matters, but largely 

indifferent to ethnic loyalty and traditionalism as such. 

With his contacts in the wider community, he is implicitly 

committed to the views shared by Kaparah and Gedassi; but 

he is less ambivalent than the former, having, to some 

extent, already achieved social acceptance for himself and 

his family in the wider society. 

Hezkiyahu Madhalah, is aý; out forty years of age and 

was born in 3haarayim of parents who had immigrated with 

the first group of immigrants from Northern Yemen. 
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He worked as an agricultural labourer, after 

receivin6 the rudiments of an elementary eduý; ation in 

bhaarayim. He joined the Jewish Brigade in the second 

world war, unu later worked in citrus-pocking. After 

corvinS in the Israeli army, he wau sent abroad to study 

citrus-proceocing and become an ©ffccicncy expert on hiss 

return. He is at precont an agricultural instructor in 

iLimigrant vil.. ages. 

Au a youth he weo cn ardent eupporter of the newly- 

formed workers' youtLL movement, ". our Gved', and became 

one of its leaders. Ile later became an equally ardent 

supporter of the 'iliotadruth' and ultimately a member of 

the llehovoth workers' Council. Ile began to take part in 

local politics after curving in the Israeli army, and was 

noon elected to the municipal council an a representative 

for 6haarayim. lie failed to obtain a high position on 

the 'lapai-shaarayia' electoral list at the following 

election, as he had alienated the support of many of the 

older Yemenis in Jhaaruyin, a:, well as some of the 

representatives of Mapai in Retiovoth. This wan due to 

the fact that he hud treated the former with a degree of 

c-ntempt - an "backwad and uncultured" - and the luttor 

with hostility, cccuoing then of othnio dincriainatiun. 

At present he is a member of the £ ehovoth vorkcro' 

Council, of tho 'riupai-. whaarayia' committee on- of tho 
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local workers' committee. 

He rejects all forms of traditionalism, whether 

religious or ethnic)and like Kaparah, favours the breakdown 

of communal and ethnic barriers. But his views are more 

extreme, in that he'rejectc compromises. Despite these 

views, he emphasizes the existence of ethnic discrimination 

and prejudice, and in this respect his attitudes resemble 

those of Mekaytan. 

Like Mekaytan, $ezkiyahu Madhalah aspires to full 

acceptance in the wider society, and it is this conflict, 

in both cases, between identification with a "membership 

group" and a "reference group" which produces strong 

feelings of hostility. In Madhalahle case, these are 

directed equally against a section of the local community, 

and a section of the wider society. 

Miriam Iadhalah is one of the two main female leaders 

in bhaarayim. She is about 45 years of age, and was born 

in Shaarayim. She in a Madhalah by birth as well as 

marriage. 

She works, as she has always done, as a char-woman. 

Her husband is an agricultural labourer. 

She is a member of the Working Women's Association, 

and is responsible for the organization of evening clases 

for working women. She is also a member of the unofficial 

workers' committee of Shaarayim - the only female 

representative. 
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$heýis strongly observant in religious matters, but 

rejects ethnic trladitionalism, favouring "emancipation" 

and "progress", particularly for Yemeni women. Her views 

resemble those of ? inhas Kaparah. 

Ray Ileir Mizrahi, is ä man of about 65 years of age. 

He was-born in Yemen, educated-in Jerusalem, and came to 
Shaarayim during the first world war. 

He calLe originally as a rabbi to the community, and has 

continued in this role ever'since. The nature of his status 

altered during this period, as he gradually developed from 

being simply a 1ocL: 1 rabbi, `supported- by the community, to 

being an employee of the rabbinate. 
He is now a member of the Rehovoth Rabbinical Council, 

a member of the local rabbinical court, a member of the 

Rehovoth Religious Council and a ncnber'of, the Shaarayim 

religious committee, of which latter he is the acknowledged 

head. 

Being an enployee of tho rabbinate, he is of necessity 

a member of one of the religious political parties'- 'Poel 

Ra1izrahi!; howevex, he has tended to remain aloof from 

all local politics. Since there is strong opposition from 

the leaders of both 'Lemaan :: haarayin' and 'Poet Shaarayim' 

to the religious parties, the Ray would, of necessity, have 

been involved in div. -Utes and conflict with these two groups 

had he been active in espousing the cause of his party. 
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But, by withdrawing from party-political conflicts, he 

has risked criticism from his own party, which is, thoroughly 

co=itted to the goal of creating a political w front for 

the defence of religion. 

Heir Piizrahi in, despite his identification with 

organized religion, a loo an ethnic traditionalist. Normally, 

t4is vrould entail. no conflict; but in the actuation in 

Shaarayim it mcana that he has to compromise between the 

pressures of strong ethnic loyalty and loyalty to the 

rabbinato, tlere this concerns Yemeni practices which are 

not countenanced by religious authorities. 
Yoset Heshulr is about-60, years of age. He was born 

in Yemen, educated bot' there and in vari. us parts of 

Palestine, and came to live in=Shaarayim in the early 1930'x. 

He worked for some time as a teacher of 'Torah', as a 

'Piohel' - i. e., as a , performer of ritual circumcision - 

and as a scribe. Later he became' employed as a clerk by 

the rabbinate, and thin work is at present the source of 

most of his income, though he is still the most favoured 

'Mohel' amongst the Yemenis of Rehovoth. 

At present he is a member of the Rehovoth Religious 

Council, of the committee of 'Pool haurayim' in Behovoth, 

and of the 13haarayim religious committee. 

Unlike floir Hizrahi, Ieshulam is politically nativ© 

on behalf of 'Poel IiuMizrahi', und this brings him into 
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conflict with other leaders in Ghaarayim. He sees the 

religious party as a meane for uniting the orthodox against 

secular forces; the political party is therefore a means 

of'absorbing the Yamenie into a wider social group, which 

cuts acrosa ethnic ties.. Moshulam - rether like Pinhas 

Kaparah, though of a different political persuasion - seeks 

to conpronice betweon local-ethnic loyalty and identity, 

and loyalty to and identification with a sector of the wider 

society. 

Though he doer not favour the peroiotenco of local and 

ethnic 8oparntif3r, 1eshulam'rotaino come of the 

charactcrictic3. of the athnic trcditionclict. 

Shalom 1: adhalah is about 50 , years old. He was born 

in Yencn, but ha:. lived in I haarayin since early infancy. 

He £turted work, in curly youth, after a briet formal 

education, as an aCricultural'labourer. - Later ho acquired 

land from his lathez and through hin own offorts, and worked 

independently, taking occasional paid woºk to cupplement hie 

income. At present, he has a full--tine job arg 'overseer in 

a number of citrus orchards, working hin own lands in his 

spar© time, sometimes with the help of hired labour. His 

occupational ouccesu is'duo largely to hin relations-with 

a number of the larger citrus-farmarm; this relationship 

is both porconal and political, come of his associates 
beire, supporters of 'IIeruth', of which he in a member. 
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He has participated in communal affairs for about 

twenty years, having been a member of the local committee, 

and a leader of the 'Heruth' supporters in Shaarayim. 

Between 1951 and 1955 he was a municipal councillor, 

representing 'Heruth', and securing dome of his electoral 

support from Shaarayim. But in 1955 he was dropped from 

a high position on the party list as a result of a quarrel 

between several of the Yemenis supporting 'Heruth'; the 

Yemeni vote within the party was split, and none of them 

succeeded in obtaining a high position. 

At present he is a member of the 'Heruth' committee, and 

is still acknowledged as the 'Heruth' leader in Shaarayim 

by all except the younger folk, who wish to replace him by 

one of their own number. 

He is moderately observant in religious matters, but 

is indifferent to ethnic traditionalism, For him, the 

problem of ethnic discrimination is part of a larger 

problem concerning the power of the 'Hiistadruth' and '11apai' , 

which "can only be challenged through 'Heruth "'. 

Miriam Mizrahi, who is about 45 years old, was born 

in Shaarayim - her father was a Madhalah. 

She received no formal education, and married Avraham 

Mizrahi, brother of Yisrael Ovadiah Mizrahi, while very 

young. 

She has long concerned herself with communal affairs - 
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particularly with social 'cases', children's kindergartens 

etc., - and has sought to publicize any act, whether real, 

alleged or imaginary, which could be interpreted as one 

of discrimination against Yemenis. 

She has been a supporter of several political parties,. 

including the religious parties and the local-ethnic party, 

but finally became a member of 'Heruth'. 

Her influence is confined to women; partly on account 

of her welfare activities, and partly on account of her 

missionary zeal in conbatting, what is, or is alleged to be, 

discriminatory behaviour, particularly in the field of 

social welfare assistance. 

Relationships Between Leaders. 

Having surveyed the main leadeiohip roles, and the 

personal incumbents of leadership status, I turn now to 

consider the relationships between leaders. 

One of the most striking features of this relationship 

is the extent of kin and affinal ties which exists between 

the main leaders. 

Haim Madhalah, Aharon Madhalah, Hezkiyahu Madhalah, 

Shalom Madhalah, Miriam Madhalah (nee Madhalah) and Miriam 

Iltzrahi (nee DSadhalah) are all lineally related. 

Yisrael Ovadiah Mizrahi is affinally related to Miriam 

Mizrahi - his brother's wife. He is cognatically related 

to Saadiah Cohen - his sister's son. His first wife - 
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deceased - wab the Aster of Pinhas Haparah. 

These kin ties cut across those of political 

allegiance; neither Miriam nor Hezkiyahu Madhalah have 

over supported Hain Hadhalah - who is brother' son to 

their deceased paternal grandfather. Though Shalom Iiadhalah 

and Miriam Mizrahi have not openly opposed Hain Madhalah, 

they have tended to prefer another political party to that 

headed by their kinsman, and Yisrael Ovadiah. Though 

3aadiah Cohen iN a close kinsman of Yisrael Ovadiah, to 

whom he has been indebted for assistance in the past, he 

supports a rival political party. It i, not surprising, 

in view of these facts, that kinsYD; p, does not account for 

political allegiance in the community-as a whole. 

Tien of friendship between leaders are as important 

as those of kinship. Yisrael Ovadiah,. Aharon Madhalah 

and Moshe Mekaytan particularly the first two - are old 

friends; Pinhas Kaparah and Naftali Gedassi are firm 

friends, as are iiezkiyahu Madhalah and Avraham Yerimi. 

Types of Leader and Leadership - Conclusion. 

From the previous discussion of leadership roles and 

leaders, it is possible to state a few general pints. 

There is a clear correlation between type of leadership 

and source of income. Tiose who are primarily agents of 

external bureaucracy, depend for their livelihood largely 

on their salaries and perquisites of office; those who 
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are primarily internal leaders - whose position is based 

on status earned initially in the community - depend largely 

for their livelihood on private property. 
There is some connexion between age and ty,. e of 

leadership. The older leaders, for the most part, derive 

their status Fron earlier. sorvice to, the community, whereas 

the younger leaders derive their's from their position 

in the wider bureacracy. 

The older leaders are more traditionalistic than the 

young. This means, that they-either strive to defend 

traditionalism, or else feel more bound to compromise 

With it 0 
Leaders who are agents of external organizations have, 

of necessity, more contacts with the world outside Shaarayim; 

they also aspire, more directly, to acceptance in the wider 

society, , end are consequently less sympathetic to the 

preservation of ethnic traditions, 

Roles which are largely internal to the community tend 

to be less concerned with practical affairs, and are 

associated more with symbolic affirmations of group identity. 

Leaders who are agents of some external organization or 

interest group, are less prone to express hostility to the 

wider society. Leaders who owe their status to a feeling 

of local-ethnic identity and solidarity, tend to foster and 

encourage hostility to the wider society. This servos to 
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strengthen the very sentiments which are necessary to the 

continuity of local-ethnic solidarity, and of their own 

position, which is dependent upon its preservation. 

As a consequence, leaders who can not espouse lccal- 

ethnic solidarity as a primary principle - they must promote 

solidarity with the working-class or with the religiously 

devout, on ideological grounds, and in order to maintain 

their own positions - are forced to compromise with its 

existence. They are caught between conflicting loyalties 

and conflicting ideologies. In seeking a compromise, they 

have to treat local-ethnic solidarity as a means to the 

attainment of wider social identification, or else risk 

losing support. 
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CHAPTER IV LEADERSHIP AT W"OI IC 1 14' ARAYf 1. 

The exercise of leadership occurs in certain types of 

situation. I propose now to describe some of the main typen, 

rind to illustrate the political function of lesderchip 

in Shaarayim by referenco to one specific icaue. 

The main typen of situation are connected 4th work, 

taxation, social-welfare assistance, schooling, 'cultural' 

and recreational uctivitios, electioneerinG, family and 

personal disputes etc., 

One of the main problems of work in ýhaarayim is not 

no much a question ox' finding ezaployment, but of obtaining 

; egular and desirable employment, und this is particularly 

the case witn regard to citrus-packing; for those who are 

fortunate, this work, which is well-paid, can b, obtained 

for a whole season lasting from Novenbor to May. A groat 

deal of activity in this industry revolves about the person 

of Avrahan Yerimi, whose task it is to allocate work, 

negotiate conditions of pay - often according to piece-rates - 

hours of work, etc., This work i:; sometimes done in three 

shifts a day, continuing tuuroughout the night, and -here 

is a groat deal of competition to obtain work on a particular 

shift, or of a certain kind. 

A few people nage to obtain all-year work in this 

ineustry, but the majority are satisfied with a whole season 
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each ycar. Dis supply of labourerb is nearly olwuys 

in excess of demands so that a fair amount of choice is 

loft to Yerimi in desiring who is to receive work, or 

certain types or work. 

The applicants for these jobs are not all from 

L3hearayin, nor are they all Yemenis. Thus Yerixi might 

seen to be in the position of allocating/work primarily 

to members or his community. But the decisions are not 

merely hios a list of applicants is obtained by the labour 

cxchunge, end the allocation worked out by the exchange in 

conjunction with Yorini. It, moans that although he can 

not give all the work, or all the best jobs to applicants 

from : ihaarayin, he ccrI recommend that a significantly 

large proportion of -these jobs go to :. haarayin, Narmornk 

etc., And in fact, it iss extrenoly difficult for others 

to obtain many of theao jobs; it hau become established 

as custom, that the residents of Lhaarayim (and Niarmorak 

to a lesser extent) have first claim on word: in citrus- 

packing. The situation i.. justifia- by Ycrini on the 

grounds that the Ycwcni worl: eru are older residents, and 

that it is the duty of the ., tute to find c--ployuent for the 

more recent iz migrants. 

Yerini also has considerable power in the allocation 

of different types of work, and in decidin6 on the 'expertise 

of certain applicant: for more skilled jobs. Once a 
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per-con's 'expertise' has been established, it is very 

likely that he or she will continue to obtain the same 

work, or even better work, every season. 

The problem of local rates and taxes is considered 

by the members of the community to be the responsibility 

of municipal councillors, of whoa there are three Yemenis 

fron Shaarayin. Residents who object to the rateabip 

valuation of their property, hove only two official means 

of obtaining a lower valuation: they can apply direct to 

the municipality; or they can apply to the social-welfare 

department to intercede on their behalf. As a rule, 

direct applications are refuscd; in some cases the welfare 

department attempts to obtain a reduction, but ayplications 

will only be concidered when the applicant is classifiable 

as a 'social case', or when temporary hardship can be fully 

established. Consequently, many disappointed, pplicantc 

seek out the municipal councillors, or else-some other 

leader who is requested to put the case to councillors. 

The latter are, as a rule, loathe to make direct application 

to the municipal treasury or the welfare department on 

behalf of any individual. However, at least two of the 

councillors, Yisraol Ovauiah and Moshe Makaytan, do raise 

the general issue of 1, -, cal rates and taxes very frequently 

at meetings of the municipal council, their aim being to 
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express the resentment of ßhaarayim at the policy of the 

Rehovoth municipality. These frequent protests are well 

publicised throughout Shaarayim on each occasion, thus 

reflecting on the loyalty of Yisrael üvadiah and Mekayten 

to the "cause" of Shaarayim". 

Applications for social welfare assistance of one form 

or another are frequent in Zhaarayim. Cases in need of 

assistance are brought to the attention of the department 

in a number of different ways; by social workers who visit 

homes; by neighbours; by the schools; by doctors and nurses; 

by personal application on the part of those in.. need; or by 

others on their behalf. The welfare department classifies 

applicants into a , number of categories, ranging from those 

requiring full assistance, to partial and specific help, 

or none; their budget ii limited, hence orders of priority 

are important. As a result, many applicants are dissatisfied 

either with the extent of assistance, or with the manner in 

which their applications are viewed. These people then 

resort to their loaders. 

In most cases, leaders are unwilling to mok© personal 

application to the welfare department, though there is one 

woman, Miriam glizrahi, who does consider it her duty to 

appeal directly. More recently, when leaders like Yisrael 

Ovadish or rlekaytan are approached in those matters, they 

refer applicants to Saadiah Cohen, who is not only a 
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municipal councillor but also chairman of the social- 

welfare committee. The latter, particularly in view of 

his position, is unwilling to become personally involved in 

applications for assistance. However, if enough pressure 

is brought to bear on him from other leaders, he will 

sometimes agree to approach the welfare department in 

connection with a number of cases which are felt to be in 

need of attention. 

Though leaders do not usually agree to approach the 

welfare department directly, they are willing to raise the 

whole issue of welfare assistance at meetings of the 

municipal council. On these occasions, Saadiah Cohen 

must choose between supporting Yisrael Ovadiah and Moshe 

Nekaytan, or maintaining an independent position in view of 

his status as chairman of the municipal committee for 

social-welfare. As a rule, he iupporta the other two 

leaders of Shaarayim, but reluctantly. 

In most cases, when approached by members of the 

community in connexion with welfare assistance,. loaders 

confine themselves to giving advice only: in brief, they 

refer applicants to the welfare department, while pleading 

their own inability to do more. They usually excuse 

themselves with the fr iliar words: "What can I do? you 

know that the municipality neglects us,, end we fight all 

the time to secure our rights. 1tt if I make the 
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application on your behalf, they will say that we are 

trying to force them! " 

Leaders are approached on a variety or mattors connected 

with schoolinF; and education. 

Parer, -to '. ring. complaints regarding the treatmem of 

their children at the 'Pioriah' school to the local leaders 

who are known to be in some way connected with the schools 

and even to others, in the hope that they will intervene 

on their behalf. If the complaint is brought to a leader 

by a kinsman or friend, whose opinion and support he 

values, the lezýder" is likely to pu. -sue the natter with the 

principal. .. inilarly, if the complaint is brought by 

someone whose cuptýort the leacie- wishes to encourage, he 

will act on his behalf. But if the complaint is brought 

by someone who is known to be critical of the school 

administration, then the leader night simply refer the 

person to the principal, refusing to bamne personally 

involved. 

, jomctimeo complaints ure brouGht by parents whose 

children attend schools other than the '24oriah', often 

alleging Nome for= of discrimination on the part of teachers 

or pupils. In these cases leaders are often quick to raise 

the natter with the school principal, und even to pu: 'sua 

it at meetings of the municipal council. 
Parents wi. hinG to enter their children in opecial 
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schools - e. g. agricultural training schools, or trade- 

schools - will often approach loaders for assistance in 

these natters. Those leaders who are associated with the 

labour movement are considered influential in obtaining 

places in such schools, as the latter are often administered 

by some branch of the labour organization. 

In many cases the leaders will help, by approaching 

the l. cal workers' council and in seeking recommeudationa 

for certain applicants from Lhaarayiao but hero again, 

leaders do not wish to become involved in many applications, 

and will give preference to those applicants whu are kinsman, 

or ulü friends. 

In connexion with education anü schooling, there is one 

major issue with which several leaders of Shaurayim are 

concerned - that is the status of the 'Moriah' school. This 

will be dealt with at greater length late, in this chapter. 

With regard to recreational and 'cultural' activities, 

only the leaders associated with the labour organizations 

have any role to perform. The main fiCure here is Pinhas 

Kaparah, who is the official intermediary between the 

Rehovoth Workers' Council and Chaarayira, in orGunizing 

lectures, tours, film-shows etc., dramatic and other 

activities for youth. One of the major functions of those 

activities is to create the notion that the workers' 

organization caters for all the important needs of its 
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meribcrs; and conooquent1; , this serves to link the Yemenis 

with the wider acciety through the acceptance of certain 

common cultural intercots and symbols of social identification. 

1e6t; ione rin , though it occurs only every few years, 

is one wf the major activities involvin;, leadership. This is 

partigolarly ti-de, of Zhauruyim for the rcuson that it is for 

most /purposes, merely 'a, cub=community with no otfidal status. 

There are elections tor three neparuto bodicur the municipal 

eupcil; the it, rl es"ý ""council; council; and the religious council 
,; i 

cii' #ze4, ovoth. 

", /ý: unicipal c 4cctio1s;, which occur ' every four years, 

are by far the 4oit important, since they involve a number 

of ýntorests which arf¬ct the whole community. Leaders, 

whatever thtirr`rolea'yin relation to the coa=unity or the wider 

r'ciety, c*ert their 4nfluenco, to a Greater or lesser extent, 

i, i winning tie alle ; i4: ncc of members of the community to one 

, 
ýarty or an ther. They act either as e ents on behalf of 

none party those following or potential following is drawn 

from many , 
parts 

or Rehovoth, or e= as as prö iinant rienbers 

'e r'ol] oV$ of a garter who V . ng or potential following is local. 

In the latter case, eped'ial election meetings are held in 

3haarayi4i itself. 

Th6 election meeting of 'Lo: isan Chaarayira' which I 

witnessed in 1955, wao 
ýttended 

by about fifty or sixty 

adults, noL tly non, unl ras addressed by several of the 
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party leaders - Yisrael Ovadiah Mizrahi, Aharon Madhalah 

and Moshe Mekaytan. Haim Madhalah, who is considered the 

symbolic head of the party, presided, and was given the 

seat of honour, but took little part in the making of speeches, 

except to remind those assembled to pray for the party's 

success in the municipal elections. The main tenor of the 

speeches was the degree of "neglect suffered by bhaarayim" 

and the "discrimination suffered by Yemenis in all spheres 

of life". But the manner in which this was expressed 

varied from one speaker to another. Yisrael Ovadiah was 

concerned primarily with warning the Yemenis against the 

dangers of supporting "political parties", implying that 

'Lemaan Shaarayim' was no_i-partisan; his appeal was to the 

loyalty of Yemenis to their community, this being "the best 

means of ensuring that your ruhte will be protected". 

Aharon Madhalah spoke in a very similar vein, pointing out 

that the Yemenis of Rehovoth)and Shaarayim in particular, 

should draw a clear distinction between municipal and 

national elections: "whatever party you choose to support 

in 'Knesseth' elections, remember that local affairs are 

above party-politics; you must support Yisrael Ovadiah and 

others on his list, otherwise you will find that Shaarayim 

will be totally abandoned to outside interests which have 

nothing to do with our affairs. " 

Aharon Hadhalah warned against supporting'the religious 
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parties in local elections, despite the degree of devout 

orthodoxy which Yemenis practise. But-Mekaytan went further 

than the first two leaders. He spoke directly of the 

"treachery" of those who support "certain political parties, 

and in particular the parties of the left which are more 

concerned with what happens in Russia than what is good for 

3haarayim or Rehovoth". He attacked the religious parties 

openly for "misleading Yemenis and others who are devoutly 

orthodox" into associating religion with party-politics, 

and accused the leaders and supporters of these parties of 

"using the 'Torah' for the dirty work of party-polst; es". 

it is noteworthy, that while Mekaytan did attack some parties 

specifically, he omitted direct reference to the parties of 

the right. However, he urged the Yemenis not to draw a 

clear distinction "between national and local elections, 

since those parties which are to be feared in local affairs 

are to be feared no less in national affairs". Whether this 

was to be interpreted simply as a warning not to support the 

parties of the left and the religious parties in national 

elections, or whether it was a direct exhortation to support 

the national Yemeni party, is not Llear. Mekaytan is known 

to have personal connexions with the 'General Zionist Party' 

of Eehovoth, and to be instrumental in obtaining election 

funds fiom that source for 'Lenaa- 3haarayim'; but he was 

prevented from urging support for that party in national 
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elections, lest this be inte7, preted by others as "partisanship". 

Apart from local election meetings, the leaders of 

'Lemaan z3haarayim', resort to other methods of propaganda. 

Posters are displayed in many parts of the Yemeni quarter, 

loud-speaker-vans tour Shaarayim, and leaders hold informal 

discussions on street-corners, and even go to the homes of 

those who are believed to be marginal voters. 

The only other party which holde election meetings 

specifically for Shaarayim is 'flapai-Shaarayim'. The 

meetinGs of this party are held in the local workers' club, 

and are addressed by several local leaders together with at 

least one outside speaker. The latter is often a Yemeni 

member of the 'Knesseth'. The main theme of these speeches, 

is simply that 'Mapai' is the party of the workers, and that 

the Yemenis of Shaarayim should support the party which 

represents the true interests of the majority who are wage- 

earners. There are strong warnings against supporting a 

"party which claims to be lhon-partisan, but which really 

has no real basis in local affairs, and is secretly allied 

with certain nefarious interests of the right, whose sole 

aim is to oppose the interests of the workers, and hence 

of the major.: ty of Yemenis in 8haarayim". Similarly there 

are strong warnings against supporting the religious parties 

"despite the fact that we are all strongly religious, on 

the grounds that the religious parties serve to mix religion 
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and politics aszlthis is contrary to the spirit of the 

'torah'. " Much is, raade of the fact that the Hiotadruth 

protects the interests of the workers and that 'Mapai' is 

the true party of the iiistadruth and the only true workers' 

party "which does not place the interests of other powers 

above those of Israel. " The main local speakers, Pinhas 

Kuparah, lwrahain Yerimi } aa1iah Cojien, and IIeziyahu 

Iiadhalah,. strec3 the-identity of %$, K interests between 

'Plapai-ohaurayim' and 'X'tapai_' itveli, but point out that 

there are certain local interosts to be considered. They 

also claim that 'Mapai- 3haarayin' in 
� 

rye rely the old 

'bhasrayim--list' unier a different name, explaining the 

need to distinGuish, the: icelves fron 'LQmaan :. haarayim', whose 
loaders "simply Wish to. mislead people into thinking that 

it is they who have the interests of :; haarayin at heart". 

While soro of the speakers tend to moderate expression, 

Hezkiyahu Nadhalah indulges in strong attacks on the 

religious parties and their followers "who are the true 

culprits of ethnic discrimination", as well an on the 

leaders of 'Lemaun ... ha _rayim' . 
In athition to holding election aeetingo, 'ilapai- 

Shaarayin' uses similar mLthods to thoee of 'Lem, Ian 
Shaarayira', having ito own loud-sremker van supplied by 

the 'iapbi' party headquarters. 

Section moetinE, s for other parties are held in t=: e 
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centre of Rehovoth, and some of these are attended, by 

people from Shaarayim. However, Yemenis are not prominent 

at most election meetings. The number attending the 'Lemaan 

Shaarayim' meeting is no more-than fifty adults,, and few 

more attend the meeting of 'Mapai-Shaarayim'. Supporters 

of the latter whilst less numerous than the former, are 

less apathetic, politically. 

Elections for the Rehovoth Workers' Council occur 

every four years, and. like municipal elections, are held 

jointly with those for the national body. Every adult 

member of the 'Iiistadruth' is entitled to vote, and this 

too is organized on the basis of party lists and pure 

proportional representation. 'Mapai-Shaarayim' does not 

have a separate list - there is no fear of the Shaurayim 

workers supporting another local party - but, by agreement 

with 'Mapai', certain prominent labour leaders from 

Shaarayim are given high places on the 'Mapai' list, so 

as to ensure that the Yemeni workers will have some 

representation on this important body. Electioneering is 

conducted by Yemeni local leaders amongst the community, 

at meetings, informal gatherings, and through other 

publicity media. Mostly, this is done on behalf of 'Mapai' 

but there is some electioneering on behalf of other left- 

wing labour parties. 

Elections for the Religious Council of Rehovoth occur 
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every four years. These are conducted pertly on the basis 

of party lists, but since there is only one powerful religious 

party in Rehovoth, and most other parties do not submit a 

list in Rehovoth, this does not amount to major party 

competition. However there is a separate Sephardi list. 

The religious council is separate fromm. the rabbinical 

authority. 

This concludes my review of some of the types of 

situation in which loadership is exercised or sought. I 

now turn to the examination of one major. iusue in which the 

social function of leadership and allegk"nce is well 

demonstrated. 

The Morieh' Uch. ool Issue. 

Until the end of 1952, most schools in Israel were 

controlled by political parties or other binilar organi- 

zations. This system was duly abolished, and the State then 

took over the administration of all primary schools, except 

a few which were suported by private funds. 

=. tate primary schools are now divided into two types: 

those which cater for the children of the religiously 

orthodcx, and others. The latter are numerically predominant. 

In 1953, a State law was passed, compelling parents 

to register children due to commence primary school 

education in State richoola, at the school nearest to their 

ho=es, but Civic` thou the choice between the two types 
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of education. 

At the time there were - and still are - two State 

administered religious primary schools in Rehovoths the 

'Moriah' üchool in Shaarayim, and the 'Takhkemoni' School 

in the central part of Rehovoth. 

The school 'issue' arose over the registration of the 

children living in a housing estate called 'Mashkanoth'. 

This latter was established in 1951 by the political- 

religious organization, 'Mizrahi', for religiously orthodox 

immigrants who had arrived in Israel after 1948. To begin 

with, the children of this housing estate were cent to 

the 'Takhkemoni' School by their parents. But in 1954 

the latter were advised by the education department of 

Rehovoth municipality, to register those children who were 

due to start their primary education, at the 'Moriah' 

school, in view of the close proximity of 'Mashkanoth' to 

Shaarayim. 

The parents of 'Mashkanoth' held a meeting, at which 

it was decided to oppose this official decision. It was 

stated quite openly, that the 'Moriah' school catered for 

an Oriental coraaunity, and that this was not in the best 

interests of the education of Ashkenazi children. A 

delegation, representing the parents of 'Mashkanoth', 

approached the municipal education department on the matter, 

and was received sympathetically by the head of the department, 
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who was also vice-Mayor of lehovoth. It was decided to 

delay implementing the official decision for another year. 

Meanwhile, some officials of the municipality connived 

at a method whereby the protesting parents could register 

their children at the 'Takhkenoni' school. The whole 

affair received widespread publicity throughout the 

country just at the time when a murder occurred in Rehovoth, 

in which the victim was an Ashkenazi boy, and the culprit 

a Yemeni boy of Shaarayim. 

Certain 6haarayim leaders - Haim Madhalah, Yisrael 

Ovadiah Mizrahi, Aharon Madhalah, Moshe Mekaytan and others - 

reacted immediately to the stand taken by the people of 

'Mashkanoth', and held a mass meeting in bhaarayin which 

was attended by a large number of people. At the meeting 

it was decided to appoint Yisrael Ovadiah to represent the 

interests of Ohaarayim in their opposition to "the 

connivance of the municipality" in the "act of insulting 

discrimination perpetrated by the people of 'riashkanoth'. " 

This occurred in the autumn of 1954, and the matter was 

allowed to rest until the following year, when, shortly 

before the municipal elections, the who]e: issue was raised 

again by some of the leaders of Shaarayim. 

During the first stage of this demonstration, the main 

leaders concerned in the natter were those who were 

associated with 'Lemaan Shasrayim'. 
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When the new municipal council met in 1955 the 'Moriah' 

School' issue was raised by all three Yemenis, though more 

vehemently by Mekaytan, who tried to press for an inquiry 

into the behaviour of municipal employees. The mattirr was 

shelved for a short while, but shortly after, in the autumn 

of 1955, the issue arose again, because of the refusal of the 

people of 'Mashkanoth' to register children at the 'Moriah 

6chool'. The municipal council agreed to investigate ways 

and means of solving the problem and appointed a committee, 

headed by the new vice-Mayor, who was also in charge of 

education; Saadiah Cohen and Yiorael Ovadiah were both 

nominated for the committee. 

E4r1y in 1956, the committee proposed a series of 

solutions to the problem, some of which were supported 

tentatively by Saadiah Cohen, and opposed by Yisrael Ovadiah 

Mizrahi; the latter consequently resigned Xml the committee 

of inquiry. 

The proposals for the solution of this problem were 

as follows: to alter the district bou.. jdaries so that the 

children of 'Mashkanoth' could be sent to the 'Takhkemoni 

School'; to build a new religious primary school to which 

all of the children of Rehovoth in need of religious 

education would be sent; to re-divide Rehovoth, so that 

more of the Shaarayim children would attend the 'Takhkemoni 

School' and some of the children of 'Mashkanoth' would 

attend the 'Moriah School'; to unite the two schools, and 
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use the 'floriah Cchool' for the- first four 

the ': 'akhke oni f3chool' for the last four. 

these proposulo was the only one considered 

by tho Z ayor and vice-Mayor of Pehovoth and 

to the municipal council for discussion and 

A week before the proposal wac'due for 

grades, and 

The last of 

practicable 

was submitted 

a votes 

discussion, in 

ray 1956, a meeting was called in 6haarayfm by Yisrael 

Gvndiah to discuss ways of opposing the solution. The 

DCeting waa held in a scull synagogue which belonged to a 

kinansn of Hairy : ludhaluh. 

('recent- at the meeting were Haim I4adhulah, Yicraol, 

G tadiah lßizrahi, Xiosbo tiokaytau, Aharon iladhalah, the 

principal of the 'r oriuii ächbol' a non-Yemeni - and, six 

othex" Yemenic of Lhhaarayiiu, all men. The meeting had been 

officially called by Yisrael Ovcdiah flizrahi, but had been 

organized by Mekaytau and Itharon Iadhalah. Neither Rev 

Moir ? Sizrahi, nor Yosef tºechulan, the two religious leaders, 

nor any of the labour leaders attended, though all of them 

had been notified of the meeting. In fact, proceedings 

represented the views of 'Lemaan ihaarayim' and its, 

supporters. 

: veryone, except Haim I'iadhalah, was assembled by 

7.30 in the e,. ening, and when the old man arrived everyone 

rose in'deference to him and the meeting commenced. Yiarael 

Ovadish was the first speaker� and he opened the meeting 
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by stating the proposed intention of the municipality to 

"destroy the Moriah School" in order to appease the people 

of 'Mashkonoth'. He then called for support in opposing 

the municipality in order to preserve "the school which the 

people of 3haarayim have built". Ile then went on to say: 

"tha e are certain faults to be found with 'Moriah', and 

it is perhaps true that the standard there is not 

sufficiently high. I have seen that my children do not 

have sufficient work to do at home. There is a great deal 

to be said for improvements. " At this point the speaker 

was interrupted by a member of the school committee who 

said; "Are we here to critize the school? Let the 

principal, Mr. Shauli reply to these criticisms. " The 

principal then said that he did everything in his power 

to maintain the same level that was to be found elsewhere, 

to which Yiarael Ovadiah replied: "Ne\rertheless, I maintain 

that our school falls below the desired level. " The 

committee-member then began to crit s' ze Yisrael Ovadiah, 

who replied in an equally hostile m ner. This developed 

into a fierce dispute between the two, whereupon the 

committee-member requested that someone other than Yisrael 

Ovadiah preside over the meeting, and suggested Aharon 

Madhalah. Yisrael Ovadiah, thereupon rose from his place 

and threatened to leave the meeting, claiming that he had 

been insulted and that it was, his perfect right to crit s ze 
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the school if he so wished. Haim Madhalah then tried to 

pacify him by making some moderate comment on the school, 

but he was ignored by Yisrael Ovadiah. Aharon Madhalah then 

offered to take the chair, and succeeded in persuading Yisrael 

Ovadiah to remain. Makaytan then spoke, and delivered a 

vehement attack on the religious parties and the people of 

'riashkonoth', all of whom were blamed for the issue which, 

had arisen. He then want on to attack the vice-Mayor of 

Rehovoth, whom he accused of supporting the religious 

parties on the grounds that"they were all in the coalition 

together on the municipality, and. 'Mapai' has to support the 

religious parties -; of course at` the expense of us, " He 

then urged that Shaarayim should threaten to leave Rehovoth 

if the proposal to unite the schools in the way suggested 

was carried through. After this, more speeches were made in 

similar vein, and a unanimous-vote was taken to oppose any 

proposal to "deprive Shaarayim of its school, and if needs 

be to make the school independent of the State, and administer 

it with privately-raised funds. " 

After the meeting, a discussion was held between Yisrael 

Ovadiah, , Vekaytan and Aharon IIadhalah concerning the support 

of other leaders in Shaarayin. Aharon fadhalah said: "We 

can count on the support of Rav rieir. He has already told 

me that on this matter he will oppose his party', though he 

* The reference is of course to the religious party, 'Poel 
HaMizrahi' of which the rabbi was a member. 
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could not attend the meeting because of hic position. 

well, his party it his broad. " I1ekaytan then said: 
"We can't expect any support fron Yoceph ! ienhulam. He 

will do whatever 'Pool LIat izrahi' tells him to do, which 

meunn that he will not oppose their plan to unito the 

schools. But, more important is what aediah Cohen 

intends to do. This nutter will coma up at the council 

discussion next week cnd a vote will be taken. 'dc'vo 

spoken to him, but he avoided the icsuo. Will he vote 

with us or do what Ilia party tells him to do? There's 

runother one w ao gate his broad from his party, and he won't 

have the courage to oppose them. " 

"I'linhas won't support us, " said Yinrael Ovadiah, "he 

always places hic party first. In any case, he probably 
f&Lvou: s uniting tho ochooli at the expense of the 'liorioh 

zChoo1'. " 

ith this diccuceion, the meeting broke up. But 

during the week that fcliowed, Iekaytan conducted a public. ty 

cripar. gn to stir up opposition to the municipal proposals. 

Ho saw to the p1acia6 of posters in many p=ts of Jhaarayin, 

and, together with certain party supporters, disseuineted 

propbgonda throughout 6haaruyin. This was as Successful 

that many of the cuprorter, s of the workers' movement were 

porsuaded that this was a simple iccuo between :: haarayia and 

l. ho rost of i ehovoth, between YeAmenia and AthkenaZirs; 
hostility was focussed primu rily on the people of 't1ashkanoth' 
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and the leaders of 'Pool IIa! lizrahi' in Rehovoth, but 

partly on the municipality, und in ptrticular on the 

coalition parties which govern the municipality. 

At the ze©tin& which occurred the following week, 

neither Mekoytun ncr Yiara©l Ovadich knew what the outcome 

would be. The coalition of eight councillors «uso made 

up of 4 representatives of 'PSapai', I reproaentative of 

'fapai 3haarayim' ,I fro= each of the two left-tiring labour 

parties, and I from 'Pool ila; iizrahi'; of the remaining 

seven, 3 were General Zionists, 2 were roproscntative of 

' Lcauau :; haarayin! ,I a' progrencive' , and Ia repre- 

sentativo of 'Floruth'. 

The reprouentntivuo or ! Loauaa t3huaruyia', Yinrao1 

Ovadiah and rlokuytan, were certain of obtaining; : the`-support of 

the 'General Zionist' and 'Heruth' councillora -- they 

would oppose the coalition on principle. But they were 

not certain of eithor the 'Frogresaivo' or of the 

reprooontativo of 'Mapai-5haarayiu', Saadiah Cohen; they 

feared that the latter would be forced to follow the 

dictates of his party. The 'r: apui' and other labour 

roproaentativea would be forced to support the proposal 

becauze or the coalition agreement with 'Pool HctUzruhi' , 

whose representative was anxious to solve the problem 

without having to force Ashkenazim to attend the 't: orlah' 

'chool, except by combining the two schools into one, 

'When the proposal had been put forward by tho. spoakoru 
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for the coalitiou, Yisrael Ovadiah spoke against it in 

uncompromising fashion, and was followed by liekaytan who 

accused the coalition councillors of favouring ethnic 

discrimination. Saadiah Cohen then suggested that a 

solution might be found other than the one proposed. After 

long discussion a vote was taken, and both the 'Progressive' 

and Laadiah Cohen voted against the coalition proposal, 

which was thereby defeated. 

As a result of this the matter was once again shelved, 

and. the municipal department of education was forced to 

implement the State-law regarding school registration, and 

in the autumn of 1956 some of the children of 'Mashkanoth' 

were registered in the 'Moriah Schooll. 

As a result of his defection, Saadiah Cohen was 

brought before a 'Mapai' party committee and given a grave 

warning concerning party loyalty. However, it was clear 

that the'majority in Shaarayin supported the stand taken 

by.. its'leaders, although many of these people did not send 

their own children to the1loriah School. The issue became 

one of principle. 

The reactions of other 8haarayim leaders to the 

outcome of this issue were varied, though the majority 

of them supported the attitude of the three councillors, 

though not in all respects, The labour leaders, with 

the exception of Pinhas Kaparah and some of the younger 

men of more 'advanced' views, approved of the stand taken 
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by Cohen, but opposed the extreme position of rlekaytan. 

Pinhas Kaparah, however, expressed disappointment with 

Saadiah Cohen, and was totally opposed to the iriews of 

flekaytan and Yisrael Ovadiah. He favoured the merging 

of the religious schools as this would create better 

relations between Ashkenazi and Yemeni, and would serve 

to break down the ethnic distinctiveness of the Yemenis. 

However, he did venture to place some of the blame for 

the whole issue on 'Poel HaNizrahi', and accused them 

of mixing politics and religion. Yosef Meshulam was 

the only other leader to express disagreement with the 

policy of the three'Shaarayim councillors, and hoped that 

some means would still be found to amalgamate the two 

schools. Some of the younger people were indifferent to 

the whole matter. 

This whole issue illustrates the function of leadership 

in $haarayim, and points up the social and political factors 

which influence the actions of leaders. Leaders who are 

not unambiguously opposed to the merging of the local-, 

ethnic community in the wider society, are caught up in 

conflicting loyalties. 
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CRA PTF; R V. ;: ITU: ý4 OF xýGI1ITTG&L ý+. LLLGIAI E. 

In Mhic chop Lr Id: U with two j, rob;. c-s,. In kilo 

first place I annalyv:: tho basis, of p tic al support 

i:. :; hua. ayi. a. H: i, vinc donne tt: Lt, I ccnz th r the bbeia or 

support for particular leaders. 

. actor y :. - 
recýin : art A11r_ ivnce 

£ olitic4,1 ui i nc: c iu , uaarayim 1. "w:; tLe fora of 

ßupportiuj,, a particular purty in l., cal oieation . Tho 

duty prouentod here are derived iruW tug invobtigation of 

a oa. pio or oac hundred houue. olüb. It aj . curu fron 

the ana17eio of this naLerial that i, Lcrc i.. aoac correlation 

between party support : n« a numb sr o.: othcr r<.. ctorD. The 

i«: pu_ tLL t S&Qtoru LU s Litoutu :; dczainant 

for: of a.. ýp1. o; ýý: ýiºt; and u6c. Thom is u: Iso u correlation 

batweau party swppot t ire: 6ocijj:. outlook. ;h vo cilocen 

two indict:: or ooaiul outlovk: a1. lcGutiý. aý of lccrinin- 

rztion 3 projudico roUardine, tha }rider s , cioty; und 

:: hoico o: Gc. lool ror the yourls. 

Before deuitnt will. 4 ¬acl or Lbaäa factors in turn, 

it is nccantiary to provide ilifor, atto: l ou uo degree or 

support for variouz p. rtioa. 

1. egree of : 'arty _: up o t. _ 

Tho rclev=t Si ; uxl-3 0.11 ti; L tonic exe ýroaoutcd in 

: able I. r Sii' t colcý.:: n ahtvi:, ; he- n: urc 0 the pcstY; 

tho cocond givOc the number of votes obtained by that 
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party in Chuarayiz in the 1955 municipal oloctiono; the 

third column given the percentage of the total poll obtained 

in t3haarayin by each p'irty; the fourth and final column 

given the percentage figure of support for each party as 

ohewn by the sample interview. It iss clear that the 

figures in columns 3 and 4 agree oubutantially with one 

another; for this; reason, the laßt figures provide a 

l©giti, =, ato basis for further analysis. 

Before commenting on the figures in Table I, 1 offer 

a Pei; words of explanation concerning the parties and 

their nature. 

'Lemaan : 3haarayia' is the party led and organized by 

certain cot unal leaders in Ehacrnyim, end is a 'pure' 

local-ethnic party. ' 

'Hapui-3haarayiia' is a"local-ethnic party which is 

affiliated to '21apai' , and which I call a 'conpronice' 

local-ethnic party'. 

'Mapai' is the naao or the right-wine Israel Labour 

party= the latter was originally a single party, but split, 

at firmt into two parties, and then into three. The 

other to labour parties are 'Ahduth Avodah' and 'flap º' . 

Boo Chapters II end III. 
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There are two main religious parties in Israel, each 

of which has a workers' faction. In Shaarayim, it is-the 

workers' faction of one of these two parties which is 

supported; but for local purposes, tie, parties combined 

under a single name for the 1955 elections. 

The 'General Zionist' party is a moderate right-wing 

party, which,,, by and larCe,. rtpresents the interests of 

private enterprise, both small and large, including 

of riculture. -"-- Allied -toý thia party io the 'General Zionist 

, ophardi and Criental Party', which re reacnts or aims 

to represent thy; Sephardi and Oriental sections of the 

population, or a certain class thereof. 

'iieruth' is the name of the extreme right-wing party 

in Israel politics, w 11ch is opposed to' the 'vented 

interests' of the labour movement, on the one hand, and 

espouses rabid nationalises on the other; it is probably 

the nearest thing to a Fascist party in Israel. 

Apart from these parties, there are one or two others 

for which a few of the Yemenis of Shaarayim vote; but 

they are of minor importance, and are not shown separately. 

It should be noted that the sample figures add up to 

yo only; this in because no reliable information could 

be obtained for 10% of the sample. 

The main inferences which can be drawn from the 

figures in Table I are as follows : 
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1955 Elections 1955 Elections Interview 
PARTY jample 

NUMBER OF PERCENTAGE OF PERCENTAGE 
VOTES ELECTORATE SUPPORT 

' LEMAAN 
SHAARAYIH' 824 35%u (approx) 36% 

'MAPAI 
SUAARAYIM' 318 13.5io 14% 

IHERUTI' 242 10% (") 11% 

'MAPAI' 217 9% ( ") 10% 

RELIGIOUS 
PARTIES 163 7 (" ) 7/ 

'GENERAL 
ZIONIST' & 
IGENERAIL 
ZIONIST 
SEPHARDI' 
PARTIES 102 4% (") 5% 

LEFT-WING 
LABOUR 
PARTIES 85 3.5% (") 40 

OTHER 
PARTIES 63 2.5% (") 3% 

'O , 
PARTT, 

336 (app 
. ux) 14.5%0 (") 10iä 

TOTALS 29350 (apirm) 100`% ( ", ) 100%% 
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(i) she biet ringle party in Shaarayim is 'Lemaan 

Uhaarayim', for which 

(ii) The support for 

together amounts to 51 

(iii) 
-The support for 

is 'Mapai-ähaarayin', 

together - amounts Go 

there, is-about 4O`iö support, 

both-local-4ethnic parties-taken 

)/ö or more. 

non--religious labour parties - that 

'11apai' ,. and the other two, taken 

about 30% of the total. 

(iv) The support for parties representing the workers, 

including the religious parties, a aunts to eLlittle over 

355ß of- the total. 

(v) The support for religious parties taken alone amounts 

to no,. more than 8iß 

(vi) The-support for national right-Wring,, parties amounts 

to 17°/6 

(vii) The support for all right-wieg parties, including 

'Lemaan Lhaarayim' - the leaders of 'Leim 6haarayin' 

are " by and large in sympathy with there right-wing parties - 

amounts to over 5O of the total. 

These facts are of considerable interest for the 

following reasons; the overwhelming majority of the adult 

residents of 3hnarayim are labourers - yet the support for 

workere' parties is weaker than the support for the 'pure 

local-ethnic party'; the overwhelming majority of the 

adult residents of : haarayin are devoutly orthodox, yet 

the support for religious parties is negligible. 
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i)r 
I turn now to an ana1' of u of the correlation botwoen 

party allog: unce, and other social r.. etors. 'The rigures 

presented in the following ructions are booed on the 100 

household sample* ut in prvuentinv then, I have chosen to 

combine the fij uron for ooze pcrtios. The terti 'Other 

Labour Parties' coveru 'Ilapui' , 'Ahduth Jkvodsh' und 'Zlapon' ; 

the torn 'Right-w±n;; Pertiec' covors 'Heruth', the 'General 

. ioniati' and the 'General Zionist Sophardi and Oriental' 

partioa; finally, the terrs'Othera', 'rlone or'Unknown' covers 

all those not appearinC under other party nnraoa or coiponito 

party nanaa. I havo left this last Sigurd in for the 

cake of statistical accuracy. 

2. ? nrty support in Relation to 1xocio-F'cononic Ütatua. 

The uu p1e houooholdo are divided into throo status-- 

troupe. The characteristicu of these have been discussed 

in an varlior chapter, and need not detain us hero. : suffice 

it to say that they were estimated in advance of my enquiry 

into political allcjianco, co that there ia no possibility 

of a bias in presenting those figurers. 

The figurer presented in Table II invite the 

following info: encea : 
(i) Support for 'Zearun 6haarayim' co=e© largely i'rom the 

middle status-group, the $ Bilti-P; esudarim' . 
(ii) 6upport for 'Mapai-6haai ayin' condo from both the 

middle and the upper statue groups - from the 'l3ilti- 
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t1e udari w' and the 'l'-Ieýudarir' . 
(iti) 4-upport for the workers' parties, taker. tc{ other 

co=cc fron both the Middle and the tipper status ,. roupo 

equally, as doca support for the national ri t-wing parties* 

(iv) In the upper 6totua t, roup - I. -Iesudariu. ' 'Llite' aad 

only 18; i, of the total support ' Le=az x : na ra� ia' ; in the 

middle status--group 52 support that party; whereas in 

tho lo. 'cest group, only s%appcrt it. 

(v) tu the upper rout : _'1 t support 'liapai h arayiri' , 
': ailo in the middle P oup only 13',, syppoxt It, and in the 

lower ¬roup only E do. 

(vi), . support for the two local-ethnic Iartiva taken 

to ethor a ounto Co 39% 4 . the upper . status-group= it 

eWounts to, 6,5)zý in the middle Group, and to 19 in V IC 

lowest group. 

(vii) . -upj; ort for ¬a. l wurkers' purties (including religious). 

is strongest in the u; per groups .- 53; ßa it is weakest in 

the nidd ie group - 27 ,; 

lowest group. 

; zýu ezounts to 
, 
ý'1 in the 

(viii j Huppo: t for the rwligtouz parties io fairly weak 

czonsst Zhu upper group 7, w; it tz even weakcr aon ; 3t 

t:: Q r.. icýc:. le group but, lr; stron; oct u onEit they lowcsot 

(sroup 

(i.: ý ... ul..;; or: t for r:. ti<<u l ri ut--wing tics io 

otrongrest tL OU(; ut the Upper group - 222k; " cukeßt =OnGst 
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the middle group -- 12 'J; and fairly strong amongßt the 

lowest group - 19, x. 
ý. Party 6upport to 1ýelntion tu Mme of Occupntion. 

I  ý 

rar  . rý  ýr  rýr rr ýr ými . ýrý. ýw ý wwrwi ný  ýi  rrý 

I have divided the uamplo nto throe Groups; those 

who earn their livelihL: od predominantly in the form of 

wages and oalarica; those who are oolf-etploycd; and 

those who are either totally unemployed or only partly- 

employed. The reason for my choice of this division 

is so follows : people wao earn nalariea and wages are 

more likely to be depend®at upon a strong; labour 

organization than thoso who are self-employed or unemployed. 

It is therefore of interest to coo the extent to which 

this affacto Political alledanco. 

The tollowinC inferences are auggaoted by the figures 

in Table III: 

(1) A-. ongst the wage-earners, 411s support 'Lemaan 3ha, rayia'; 

anon°ot the self-employed the figure is 3'%, whilut 

amongst the unemployed the figure is only 12.53. 

(11) Of the hags earners, 18fß support 'fupai-Shaarayia' ; 

of the self-employed only 11; 3 support this party,, and 

amongst the third group only % do. 

(iii)::: upport for the two local-othnic parties is strongest 

avonGat the wago-earners - 59; ß; weaker amongst the selt- 

ewployed - 48 ; and weakest ux ongst the third group - 
(iv) :: upgort for the workers' parties - including the 

religious party - is ntrongeut t , onCUt the wage-earnoro 
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39, '%; but it is about equal a ou it the other two 

roupa - 30,:. 

(v) Lsupport for the religious parties iz lowest amon6st 

the wa6e-eurnera - °; ;a little stronger coon , at the 

ao lf-eaployed - 8; c; but atrongost auonGot the third j oup 

rA_" 
120 

(vi) Support for the national riggt-winf; parties is 

uoako t amongst the wage-earners -» 11; x; utron ; eut anon ; et 

the so If -a=ployed 26;, a; . rid fairly strong; aaoz ut the 

third Group -- 19% 

q. Party . 'u dort in relation to Agg-Group. 

-I have divided the zamplo pojaulution into three age- 

roupa, taking 18 as the lowest age, this being the age at 

which aligibility for voting iz3 attained. 

The following in. 'erences can be drawn fron Table IV: 

(i) upport for'Lemsan '_`haarayin' is strop ,; aßt in the 

oldeut age-group - 4; %; a little zIeakor in thu middle 

coo-group - 3e'ß` ic nd much weaker. in the youngest age- 

group 

(ii) support for 'Z upai Lhatuayirt' Ja weakest in the 

oldest age-group - SM,,; tuna ubout equally atrcut, in the 

othor two age groups - 18 , gad 17) . 

(iii): 4upport for the two lccul-etünic partieo taken 

together is ctronG in the oldeut, vroup - 54-1 even stronger 

in the middle group -- 56 ; and weai; eet in the younCent 

G-oup - 3ýý " 
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(iv) Support for the workers' parties taken together 

is weakest in the oldest age-group - 29%; stronger in the 

middle group - 38%; and strongest in the youngest group - 

45%. 

(v) Support for the religious parties is strongest in 

the oldest group 10%, and about equal in the other two 

groups - 5k and 6%. 

(vi) 6up; ort for the right-wing parties is about equal 

in the two older groups - 14% and 12%; but it is much 

stronger in the youngest group - 27%. 

Su mars and Interpretation of the Evidence Presented in 

Tables I- IV. 

Figures, unhappily, do not speak for themselves; 

they have to be interpreted. I propose now to offer a 

sociological analysis of the data presented in the four 

tables* the analysis is. conducted in terms of a 

theoretical schcne. 

It suggests that political allegiance in Shaarayim 

can be divided into 3 types: 'pure' local-ethnic loyalty; 

'compromise' local-ethnic loyalty; and loyalty to an 

interest group which extends beyond the confines of the 

community. The first type is manifest in support for 

'Lemaan 3haarayin'; the second type is manifest in 

support for 'Mapai 5haarayin'; the third typo is expressed 

in support for the national workers' parties, religious 
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parties, or the ri. _ 
ht-wing parties. 

'! lure' local-ethnic loyalty is associated with 

people who, while earning a livelihood either as self- 

c ploycd or as waSe-earners, have not oven achieved 

moderate prosperity; and of those it is commoner aziongst 

the older age-groups. There are two elements in this 

situations the firnt is related to material advantace; 

the second is rei&tod to the nature of group identification. 

There are two main avenues to economic prosperity: 

eitho: through the channels of the organized labour movement; 

or th, ough success in private enterprise, whether in 

agriculture, commerc©, industry or the professions. : ucceoa 

in both cases entails an emergence of common intoroots with 

a section of the wider society. 20 come extant, success 

results from association with an interest-group or 

organization ; in other cases such aa. ociation is erterod 

into in order to ensure or protect interests which have 

emerged independently. But where, after some time, s-'CcOss 

is not forthcoming, there is either indifference or 

hostility to those organizations und associations which 

represents these interests. Thug, the 'Bilti-fiesudarim' 

of jhaarayim tend to support the one political party which 

professes to protect those interests which derive from 

membership of a local-ethnic community - their low social 

und economic status being connected, in their own minds, 

with membership of a local-ethnic co: munity. i'! opcrty 
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wage-earners than amongst the self-employed, and is 

commoner amongst the middle and youngest age-groups. These 

correlations suggest an obvious interpretation. 

The adherents to this political outlook are pre- 

dominab. tly people who have attained to some degree of 

success through the workers' movement, or who wish to 

defend their interests as workers by supporting the labour 

organization; in some cases, success is linked with a 

degree of actual ideological commitment, and acceptance 

of certain values of the wider society, or a section of it. 

But this acceptance is tempered by a recognition of local- 

ethnic interests and loyalties; it is. through the agency 

of local labour leaders that certain privile,! es and 

benefits accrue to the workers of Shaarayim. 

The fact that this outlook is atrongest'amonget the 

middle age-group is also significant, since traditional 

values and attitud6s still persist amongst such people; 

they may be less traditionalistic than their elders, but 

this does not imply a complete break. They are aware, from 

their social experience, of the connexion between member- 

ship of an ethnic enclave and status in the wider society. 

Their political solution is sought through the means of 

using local-ethnic organization for the attainment of 

goals in a wider social context. 
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Political Lo nlt to a section of the wider nociat 

is particularly otronfº ongßt those who hove attained 

to soate degree of prosperity; and a -so amongst thorn who 

are destitute or near-doatitute; and is considerably 

weaker ambnonbst thozo who are neither prof perous nor 

destitute. lt is cocroncr amongst oolf-employed people 

than ai ongst the wage-earners, rind Is strcnger rzongct 

the young than a=ongst the older age-groups. 

The lowest statue-group - the co-called 'social cases $- 

has less to gain from lc. yalty to either of the local-ethnic 

parties, than the middle status groupi. vociul-wolfare 

uubsidiea slid auziettinco are obtained by personal 

an lication, Texther than through the agency or u leader. 

Uieae people have little or no property, and are therefore 

not ai'2cscted by local tuxoc. They have little or no work, 

Land -,: hcz: they do nunagO to obtain a livelihood it is 

turuul; ii t ho welfare del. urtment or through the religious 

ort; ani: ution that thic is obtained. liavin no vested 

interoats, and beine, largely isolated from pernonal 

ccntucto with local leadership, they hLvo fewer inducements 

to uupjort local lcaderuhip or local parties. Their 

attitude towar.. s political ullog; ienco is evacntinlly one 

of cxpc: riientution; they will try various parties in turn. 

Z' fibers of the highest atatut-Irrcup - p:. rticulurly 

thous who are self-employed - have often achieved some 
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degree of prosperity without the help of local leadership 

and so have less cause to suppo't it. 

This third type of political allegiance is of three 

kinds: allegiance to the labour organization; to 

organized religion; and to right-wing parties. 

Uncompromising loyalty to the labour movement is 

strongest amongst the, younger age-groups, particularly 

those who hove achieved some degree of prosperity as wage- 

or :: glary-earners. lounger peoploYin this category have 

fewer personal ties with local labour leaders, and are 

often able to seek. their. own way in the wider society; 

they have less sympathy with the notion of local-ethnic 

solidarity. 

Loyalty to the religious organization it strongest 

enongst the 'social cases'; the latter believe that with 

strong religious representations they are more likely to 

obtain increased assistance of one kind or another, since 

the religious organization is, often} associated with the 

Ili try of : social ýi'elfar©', or with private charities. 

But this loyally may also have a purely emotional 

significance. In all events, 'social cases' are less 

likely to be persuaded against supporting the religious 

* Tile Minister of Social welfare, in Israel, is normally 
a supporter o... oat, c:: ti rc. li, ýious pa: tics ill the 
Govero. ment coalition. 
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parties by local leaders, with whom they have fewer 

contacts. 

Loyalty to partior of the right is strongest amongst 

the highest status-groups, though it is also found in the 

lowest, and it is strongest amongst the younger age-groups; 

this is particularly the case with regard to 'Heruth', 

the extreme tri mmt-wing party. This party appeals 

strcn; ly to discontented sections of the population, and 

has e marked appeal to Criental ethnic groups. For some 

of the younfer people in Shaarayim, who have definite 

aspihitions ro, acceptance in the wider society , and 

recent the con; aexion between ethnic origin end : social 

statue, Heruth represents a doubly useful channel. Onc 

the one hand it provides them with a means for ideatifi- 

caiion with a wider. :; öcial group, while on the other it 

permits then full expreseion of their hostility to , a:. iýection 

of the wider society. 

60"000000006""00"06f"0000900"0""*0""0 

I have di-Cussed two, interlinked factors, in 

explaining political alledances the attainment of concrete 

material or economic goals; and the expression of 

identification with a social group. The first of these 

two needs no further analysis; but the second, since it is 

more nebulous, needs to be more fully substantiated. 

If political allegiance is &sserted to be a function 

of social outlook, then it is necessary to establish 
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independent evidence for the existence of the latter; 

this I now propose to do. I haue chosen two imices of 

social outlook: a11eGai, ions of prejudice ", discrimination 

as made by residents of Waarayiii in rQ:; ard to the wider 

loci -ty; and the preference shown by residents of 

Shaarayim for certain schools. Before preseatin& the 

evidence, I shall discuss the significance of these two 

indices. 

There is no doubt that prejudice concernin6 Ye. enis 

exists mon6st the non-Yemenis of nehovoth and the wider 

society. There is also some evidence for discrimination. 

The-extent of such prejudice and discrimination is not of 

importance in the present context. ghat is of importance, 

hooever, iz the fact of its recognition, and the degree 

to which this io stressed. When people feel hostile 

to-aardc an object, they tend to find hostility in the object 

itself - that is, they project their own feelings onto the 

object. Zimi1ar1y, when hostility is attributed to an 

object, this is often, though no-c aiwes a sign. of 

hostility in the subject. i11egations of prejudice and 

discrimination can be taken as an instance of this principle. 

The decree to whica they are e:: preosed by people in 

Shaaruyin is related to the degree of hostility felt by 

different types of people in 6naLrayin towards the wider 

society; and the degree of hostility is a product of the 
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social circtwll3tance2 and outlook of the type of poraon 

concerned. Insofar no there jr, a variation in the degree 

of oxpreooion in Shaarayims this vAristion can be taken 

as nn index of one of two things: either, there in 

variuticn in the typos of inter-ethic experience; or, 

there is variation in the type of social outlook. 

ily investigations hive chewn that thero izi no 

correlation between objective conditions of inter-ethnic 

experience and attitudes of hostility; therefore, it 

chould follow, that'these attitudes must express variations 

in cociai outlook. -, f course, I do not deny that social 

outloolc ray be deter the by auch thinea as security of 

iocia1 status in tt. ºsi wider society, or the deGreo of 

economic or other types of success. In fact, I would 

suggest that social outlook is ua: =iated with these 

factors, thouGh not to any extent with actual experience 

of Ethnic divertvination. Allegations of prejudice and 

discrimination, though they are based on fact, are not 

neceLa rily bused on the facts; of personal experience. 

In short, I think that it csu be ectabliahods that the 

de roc to Which people ulluge diucri! ination or prejudice, 

in6lguter the degree to which they have a positive or 

neputive attitude towurda the wider nos; oty. 
: >chool pruteroL o in u useful index for rate reasons: 

firstly, it rofltcto the relative deuce of uoc. ial 

idcutiiication with thü local-ethnic group an against the 
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wic: or cociety; occozxdly, it reflects the aspirations 

of parents. Sf parents aezd their children to echoolo 

outside of Shaarayiml -then it - aeomc to indicate that they 

have leas fear of ethnic diacriniua. tion, that they are 

t vourably diopoced touarda the wider society, and that 

they aopiro to Creator social identification with the 

wider ioc 5 oty - if only in vicarious fut3hicn, throuEh 

their children. 

Alle attonc or opjudico r+nd Discrimination in Relptim 

To Political A11c(icnco. 

Tho datu. ou this topic urc to be found in Table V. 

The oxprosoion of opinions is divided into three categories: 

oxtreme allegations, moderate allogutions and the ubuoz. ce 

of allegation. 
(mc 

distinction between cxtreWe and 

moderato is barred on, rcpliec to a series or questions, and 

personal impressions. 
) 

The following inferences can be made from these data: 

(i) Supportero of 'Lemaun bhatrayii' are almost unanimous 

in alleging the eci-tenec of prcjudico and discrimination 

against Yemenis; und eXtre:; c allegations are very 

prominent - 811.100. 

(ii) üupportere of 121npui-Shaarcyin' are xore c©utioua in 

expressing thoao ucntimeatu. Only 29 of then nako extreme 

allegations, though 72, % mace : sore allegation. 

(iii): iupportora of nutional labour parties make no extreme 

allottutious, but nearly half of them mako aoderato on©s. 
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(iv) 0, up orter s of z, elicious paxtieo are for, from 

uncz iz ous ii 'thivº zuatter, but over 5C% do make allegations, 

ririi over 25 cx kc extreme allct-V. cicnc. 
(v) &: upportern of, national right-wing parties are in 

substu ti ºl cgreemet. t in alleging the existence of 

discrimination s. n : pro judieej .- over 70 ,- but only 44; 5 

takte extreme aileGatiönc. 

On the whole, there in some correlation between the 

degree to which alleCationu are nado$ and the nature of 

political aileeiance. Pcwplo who profess a strong local- 

ethnic loyalty - ohether in 'pure' or 'compromise' form -- 

tend more to allege the existence of discrimination or 

preJudioe; while people who profess a wider political 

allogVViance are lea. prone to such allegations. However, 

the £lbrures on riiht-win. national parties do contradict 

cy hypothesis. It seems that cone pcople are capable of 

expouoine a wider political loyalty without adopting a 

pouitivu attitude towards thf- wider society. lowevor$ 

the supporters of national right-wing parties are far 

lass prone to making extreme allegations than nui. cortern 

of 'Lemaan 3haarayim'. 

School Preference in Relation to Foliticnl Alle inneu 

They data on tiiic topic are presented in Table VI. 

L cbool choice or preference i: i divided into three eotegorien s 

prefe. ence 1 'or the 'I' oriah' school; preference for a 
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religiouo'cchool othor that tho 'toriah' school; tnd 

prafärcncc for a non-ioligiour zchool. 

The figures presontod invite the fo1lowint inferencesa 

(1) bupporters of local-othnic parties chew s greator 

preference for the 'Mlorich' sscýdool thua aupportora of 

other pLrti©e. 
(ii) 5upportoro of natic. n .l ri ht-wing ppt rtica chow a 

erector profvrvtice 'for the 'F or1'ih' ßchool than do 

cup porters of nutionni labour parties. 

(iii) Cupporters of rellgicu: portion show a grcator 

pxcference ro^r tho 'ticrich' school than do cupportcru of 

o-ehcr nattonai portion. 

Hero a ny t wro i- some genoral contirnation of my 

hypothesis that pöliticul '011"Bianco is a function of 

social outlook. ' The school, preference or those who supkort 

the rcliß-oan partie3 =iGht seem to-contradict it; but it 

whould be remembered that for people living in Shaarayin, 

end who choose a reliS cus school for their children, Lt in 

=ore convenient to vend them to the 'floriah' school than to 

the ' Tai hk¬ioni' school. The fact that 43% of the 

uupý"orters of rclliU:. oun parties do prefer to vend their 

children to a echool other than the 'ltoriuh' , decpit© 

tho ;: c: uible inconvenience cauacd by this choice, would 

supi, ort ry b pothcuin. 

The fact that supportoro of national right-Wine 

parties ; haw a fr©ater preference for the 'i: orich' uchool 
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than supporters of national left. -wing parties, coons 
to suggest that the former are less fully identified with 

the wider society than the latter. This interpretation 

is also borne out by the data on allegations of 

discrimination. As I have already mentioned, supporters 

of right-wing parties are often younger people who express 

a strong hostility towards the established authority of the 

wider society; their political allegiance is an expression 

of their anbivalcnce - they wish to be accepted, but fear 

rejection. 

This concludes my discussion of party allegiance. 
I turn now to a consideration of allegiance to particular. ' 

leaders. 

Factors Affecting Allegiance to Leaders. 

In the previous section of this chapter I discussed 

the general nature of political allegiance in Shaarayi.., 

and shewed that there were several forms of such allegiance, 

each associated with a particular social outlook. I also 

discussed the social and economic factors affecting the 

types of allegänce which exist. One factor which was 

not discussed, is the degree to which allegiance is 

affected by the support of a particular leader. I$: the 

latter simply an expression or product-of party allegiance? 
Or does allegiance to a particular leader affect the 

choice of party allegiance? 
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There is no single answer to that question. Two 

general statements can be zwde. In some cases, allegiance 

to a party ans support of. a leader, r;; inforce one another. 

Sup. ort or acceptance of a leader varies izi nature: 

different leaders are accepted or oüpported in different 

ways; the Lane leader ui. ht be accepted or supported by 

different people in different ways. I propose to devote 

the rest of. this chapter to elucidating these points. 

Types-of-Leadership. 

Leadership in ihaarayim, -can be divided, according to 

two criteria, into four types: symbolic anu pructical; 

religious and secular.. In dividing leadership into these 

categorieo, I an not suggesting that any particular leader 

fall6 into one category alone. 

Zv bolic leade ship refers to a ro1at oi. &idp between 

leader and followers, such timt the leader e. c, pressed the 

unity, common interests, or sociai identity of the group. 

This what 'arsons call;: the 'expros ivo' role of 

leadership. (Talcott iärSon3: 1951). 

Practical Ieadeiship is exercised when the leader 

either controls the activities of followers, or acts as 

their agent i. u aif irs which concern them. This is what 

Parsons calls the 'instrumental' role of leaderohip. 

(Parsons, T.: ibid) 

Relir. ious leadership is that which is exercised 

within a framework of religiously defined roles, either 
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in ritual or administrative contexts. Religious 

leadership usually contains a strong symbolic component, 

since religious values and practices usually serve either 

to cha. 4cterize group identification or to strengthen 

group relationships. ; Iowever, religious leadership is 

not equivalent to symbolic or expressive leadership- the 

role of religious leader may be linked with highly 

p-actical : natters, such as the lc älizttion of marriage. 

Secu1a _1caderchip. is simply the complementary of 

eligious leadership: it may be predortuzultly symbolic, 

or predominautly practical or a combination of both. 

In ; haarayi, -.: i, different people, o-' different types 

of people, stress different aspects of the role of 

ý; ýärticulsr lunü. ers, While some do not reco i 1ze particular 

individuals as leaders at all. There are sectional 

variations in the degree to whic. i a pal ticular component 

of leaderohip is stressed, as well an in the degree of 

recognition of leadership. These factors are functionally 

connected with political allegiance. I propose to deal, 

in these terms, with each of the important leaders. 

Haim I°iadhalah, the so-called 'Mukhtar' of , haarayia, 

is widely recognized as a man of importance in the community. 

l=ongzt the 'pure' local-ethnic loyalists, he is the 

symbolic leader par excellence. Cue supporter, a man 

55 years old, a 'Bilti-Masudar', and a supporter of 
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' Lorman "Ihauruyiu' , exi, rc:., z cd his ottit`: de in the 

Wit; la,, Lwilt: h Trot bee: cur 'ia thtar' ivl, owing wniy: "t 

for ziany ZruarL3, uud to u:, ho :. zj it ill 'ihukhi ar'. Ile is 

learned in 'rior: n' and is of a lino fussily. t, 'c look to 

him for guic aace ý. id to ijat un exuzp1c tL uu rill, in his 

piety cud lt t ri. ing. iic- used to da wueli for tho co=, anity" 

but now ho iý.: oid, tud uichoa to rive the younger non 

their opporturits. fit is our 'Mcchal' . "' 

Iiohever, thiti (i vourablc characterization of. hic 

rtetuu i4, not z: t: c:. rc t by L11. of tue moderate 

oppone': tu of -V it ' jowo' local-oth : ic' loyaliets, look upon 

! i. I'la". Zlttlüli 
, 
U: I Ai iU6rE Z:. &urt; hcacu; AL ti iiUll itho dCECI Ct`'t 

p, -oßuij3o tud dv. fcronco, but little nor&. ls. en ur, thQ scor© 

. 3xtrez o opponuntu 'o., &- loca1-otiunic ualidarit ", that is* 

:; aonº; cit supporteru of Niel iworkero l novezurtt, tliiu con io 

1c, o ed upon u3 a aynbui- of. rrectton; hui-ever, trio diel 

conctitutc Some recoElition of hi influence. AonItst 

the tupporteru of the ri .. st-wing p artier , itnin fla haluh iu 

conituored "e: uvcu,: ub : fir - e. i3 an exunple of piety etc 

but Gs too olw urod timid for cr: ective 1Fiadcrr3hip. 

"': hý : s;; < ;: er; uwc: 3 the word ':: c3hU1 S rather 
them he iiord t!. 'rr- . k: the ono uzed 
c; ocýýavi, i, ý in L, odcrn Hebrew to di tüte '] cýný3e~' . But the 
forucr term, a murre t cýciit ton: ýý. ono,, uc airily refers to 

u 'cow.: unu. t hauciý:. &n' or "c; o cruor'. 
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Rav .! ei. r Ni zrnht, the official Rabbi c. I 6hucrayia, 

is univeroally recognized at) tho reliGious; loader cf the 

coz unityt sinco all but a th all. minority of the rnaidonts 

adhor© to tho bDoic practices of orthodox religion, nd 

since n large section are devout in their adherence, it 

follows that Moir Miarahi it.; both e oyabolic z voll au a 

practical loader. *Towevors tip otuuo is not generalized 

or cxt . ndod into the poll tiottl ` field. The majority of the 

devoutly orthodox are supporters of 'Lewwun : 3hcz. rsyix', 

and therefore distin6uich between the doncin of rolißion 

und the do taiin 'of local politics. 

Yisrael Ovadi th Mixri: bi, ie rtihy recognised as v. practi- 

cal leader by two sections of the pv ulation; ' th'e oupportero 

of 'Lemoon : 3haarayim"and' the supporters of national right- 

wing portico. This -applies also to Woche tlekasitaxz. Those 

two leaders are accepted insofar nu their chief concern, iu 

with tho interests of property. Amongst the remainder of 

the population, two views prevail: the more moderate 

opponents of ' Lemaan 8haarayim k, whether they support the 

religious partite, the 'conpromioe' party or othora, tend 

to admit the possibility that Yiorael Ovediah, and perhaps 

Mekcytan, are capable of aorvin3 certain practical purpoaeo 

on behalf of 3haarayin as a comiuuuity= but the mors 

radical opponents of 'Lam-non Chaarayizl deny this 

erphatioally. They see leadorn like Yiorael Ovadiah an 

more reactionaries, serving the interests of the rieht, 
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or as ethnic traditionalists, serving no real�knterestb 

whatsoever, and merely obstructing the social and economic 

"emancipation" of the Yemenis. 

To, some extent, Yisrael Ovadiah is looked upon as a 

symbolic leader, particularly by the supporters of 'Lemaan 

5haarayim'. They support him because they want. local 

Yemeni leadership, and not necessarily because they 

believe that he can achieve any practical results. This 

viewpoint is well illustrated in the words of supporter 

Yisrael Ovadiah, a an of the highest social and economic 

status, about 45 years of age:, "Perhaps there is not much 

that he can do for us, as everything is controlled by the 

'Moshavah' and. 'Mapai'. But he has always been our 

leader; previously he was head of our local committee. 

He is one of our . community, and, he. has not sold himself to 

some political party. He is a-good man, pious and honest. 

I would not support--another. ". 

Mekaytan, on the other hand, has not achieved this 

prestige and acceptance, and so is hardly looked upon as 

a symbolic leader except by some of the younger supporters 

of 'Lemaan Shaarayim'. It is probably for this reason that 

he lays so much stress on the factor-of discrimination and 

prejudice, since there are few areas in which he can 

affect practical leadership. Support for Mekaytan is 

still a product of support for 'Lemaan Shaarayim', whereas 
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in the case of Yisrael Ovadiah the two aspects of 

allegiance are mutually reinforcing. 

Ray Yosef Meshulam is less widely accepted as a 

religious leader than Heir Mi=rahi. There are two reasons 

for this: he occupies a lower official status, and is less 

qualified in'rabbinical matters; he is more active 

politically on behalf of the religious parties. For this 

latter reason, he is looked upon as a political as well as 

religious leader by those who support his party. In fact, 

some of the latter do support this party because of his 

personal influence. He is looked upon as a practical as 

well as-a symbolic religious-leader. 

Pinhas Kaparah, -who ispthe elder amongst the labour 

leaders in Shaarayim, is accepted by supporters of 'Mapai 

Shaarayim' as both a practical and a symbolic leader, in 

that he represents the unity of the workers in the community. 

In fact, he now-has few-practical duties to perform, though 

his influence is still felt-in matters relating to the local 

party, and in educational and cultural services which are 

provided for the Yemeni workers. 

But outside of hit own party, he now has little 

following. The younger supporters of the labour movement 

tend to look upon him as too moderate, traditionalistic and 

timid. The supporters of 'Lemaan Shaarayim' and the 

right-wing parties do not recognize his status in the 

labour movement as conferring on him the position of. 
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cornunol leader. 

yea . i¬+h Cohen, iu accepted as a practioul leader, 

both by supporters of 'iiapai ý; haaruyin' co wall na by 

others. This is duo to his position on the municipal 

council and on the social welfare eo aittoe. Ile has a 

personal following - though it was fortiorly larger -w but 

in not influential in winning new supporters for hiu party. 

He is looked upon an too moderate and traditionalistic 

by the younger supporters of the labour organization, 

and an a "party dupe" by the cupportero of 'Lo aan 

S: 4aarayim'. Ho does not h;. vo the long-stundinG preatißo 

of Pinhnn Kaparahh a. ; onEot the cupi: ortera of 't; apai- 

+3huurayiL', but is recognized by the latter au able and 

enthusiastic. 

llozkiychu 1 dhnleh und the younger labour laude: al 

enjoy coneidczablo lollowinS amongst the younger uupportors 

of tho, labour orEruiizatioc, but little amongst the older 

onca, purticulsarýy thoac who support '11 +paä-.? haarayin'. 

They are primarily practicul leaders, thputh Iiawkiyehu 

i. adualah io looked upon by come us a symbolic tiaur©, in 

that he reproaeata a. radical break with traditionalism, 

both ethnic and r©lieious. It is for this last reason 

thut ho railed to obtain a second nomination for the 

leadorahip of 'Mapai-&haarayia'. 

Avrahem Yerizi in solely a practical leader, in, 

that he is responsible for the allocation or certain 
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types of work. His authority is widely recognized in 

,., LPsrn. yim, but 11 prectity catet: u l recly fror his position 

in the labour ors u iiut . on, end is thorefore reco ; nizcd more 

by thove %4bo support the iibour wove . ent. 

I have not concj :' ; red o12 le derv in bLuerayic in 

reloti. ov tc their following, but only the r-Liu cnec. The 

Crner{: 1 fecturco which c erEe fron this unulysia are cc 

Co11own : - 

(1) 7hcre re two main foci OX symbolic leadership In the 

cO=unit:: the x"cpre&entatic, n of ethnic tredition: alioz; 

end the representation of roll&iouu tY oditionolicu. To 

ooze ^xtrnt, the two Weree; but the f orzr; er is Linked 

colel3 with locel-ethnic Solidarity, while the letter is 

linkes with the oreani: Betion of ri? 1.161un in the wider 

ý; ocioty. 

(il) The recoCniticn or the oyybolio status of 10CL1-ethnic 

leaaert' tu atronge: st : ationf; at those who havo failed to 

achieve uuccoaa tth out. the aj; oncy of the workers' 

"v0:. vent and i"on&; ot thoue who hsvo ouccoeded is achi6ving 

matoriul success, but eololy through private mounn - the 

latter are In tho : 4nority. 

(211): he caaiionoj t of aywholtc leadership i8 u. i11 in 

rc lationuhipa botween labour : iar., üa. s : pnd followers; 

acceptance of t ºcao loaders i., .; ores a conuo. ju1ncc of 

party ullagicnce tuen it cuuno. 

(iv) The uixture of political i-tith, roltgiouc lewder: hip 

except on a basis of local-ethnic aolidurity - weakens the 
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r, yaaolic co oo: Ye: jt of rc°Li ; 1c i3 1! Aership in S! ic erafisa. 

The r. -, azyn `or this Mi.,; 1z the rcnflict b¬twae t $ha, srayit3 

and cOTtRIZ of -140-11 - %tdC- ^ýacioty. 
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CHAPTER VI THE HISTORY OF BHAARAYIM. 

3haarayim was founded in 1907 by 117 immigrants who 

had arrived in Palestine in that year from the Yemen. 

They all came from one district - that surrounding the 

town of Saadah, in the north. Like most Yemeni immigrants, 

they landed penniless at the port of Jaffa, having 

exhausted their funds in making the journey. This group 

was invited by the Jewish farmers of the 'Moshavah' of 

Rehovoth to come to work as agricultural labourers and 

accepted. 

The group was composed almost entirely of kinsmen, - 

both lineal and cognatic; at their head was Saadiah 

Madhalah, who had been both a communal headman and-rabbi 

in the Yemen,, *. Within three months, the first group was 

joined by a second from Northern Yemen, this time from the 

district of Halden. Like the first one., the core of this 

group was a number of lineally-linked kinsmen whose leader, 

Menasheh Kaparah, had been not only headman, but also 

'Beth Din" for the whole of his district. 

'The term 'Beth Din' refers in fact to the rabbinical 
court; but amongst the Yemenis the term was used in 
reference to the office as well as the person of rabbi 
who held court; not all rabbis are recognized as such, 
the term 'Rav' or 'Mori' being used indiscriminately for 
anyone who was a 'Shohet' let alone one 14io could 
perform marriages or grant divorces. 

f 
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The. Yemeni men and boys, at least those over, the age 

of twelve or thirteen, went out-to work as agricultural 

labourers, while some of the womenfolk went to work. 1n the 

homes of the Ashkenazi farmers. 

In 1911 the.: Yemenis were given 18 dunamas of land ,, 

on the outskirts of the 'Moshavah', divided into plots of 

one dunam each; these were distributed amongst 'family 

heads', by the Palestine Investment Corporation, an, . 
organization sponsored by the Baron de Rothschild. - In 

succeeding year ,, more land was distributed. Within two 

years there were twenty houses, and within another three, 

there were more than forty. The Yemenis, often assisted 

by their womenfolk, built their own houses in the hours 

after work. The new settlement was called 'Shaarayim' 

by its founders. 

Though some of the Jewish farmers of the 'Yishuv'* 

still preferred to hire Arab labourers - particularly the 

landless 'fellaheen' of the neighbouring villages - others 

preferred Yemeni immigrants. There were two reasons for 

this: in the first place they could be hired as cheaply 

as the Arab labourers; secondly, they were Jewish. The 

Ashkenazi colonists could afford to be morally correct and 

economically prudent at one and the same time. As a 

*The term 'Yishuv' was used, by its members, to refer to 
the Jewish section of the population of Ottoman and 
Mandated Palestine. 
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result of the increased demand lot, Yemeni labourers, 

as well as the desire to encourage 'shovuth Zion', 

cone of the leaders of the Jewish colonists of Palestine 

decided to send an cniscary to the Jewish communities 

of southern Arabia, to stimulate further immigration into 

Palestine. And so, in 1912, Yavnioli set out for the 

Yemen, and in the following year the first Group, following 

his call, arrived in Jaffa; and some of them were brought 

to the Rehovoth area. Eihis group numbered about 100 

people, all from Shar-cab in southern Yemeni. 

These OLar-aabii, liko those who had preceded them, 

lived in outhouses and temporary huts until they received 

la. "d in 1913, and were able to start building their own 

houses. They were different fron the northern Yo. ienie 

in many respects - in physical typo, as well as in dialect 

and other cultural features, and were accustomed to 

certain differences in cocia]. Structure. Because of these 

sub-ethnic differences and the deeply-ingrained 

suspiciousness of Yemeni Jewc - connected no doubt with 

the tight-kn to nesa of local and kin rolationa - the 

'char-aabia' opt very auch to themselves, as did the 

northerners. Lach occupied a neighbourhood which was 

in many ways a co=unity unto itoelt. There-wus little 

* 'The return to Zion', 
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political or economic organization to weld the two groups 

together or even to weld each group aoparately; and 

ritual ties were confined to the sub-ethnic co=unity. 

Between 1914 and 1915, a further parcel of eighty 

dunams 01' land was given to the inhabitants of Shaarayim, 

this time by an organization known as 'Shomrai Torah' - 

i. e. the 'guardians of the Mosaic Law'. This gift was 

due to the protective interest taken in these Yemeni 

immigiants by the then chief Rabbi of Palestine, HaRav 

Rook. Twelve of these eighty dunams were to be set 

aside for communal purposes -- a school, a synagogue etc., 

-' while the remainder were to be allocated, a dunam to 

each, household.. Fifteen dunams were immediately 

distributed amongst those immigrants who were still 

homeless - mainly 'Shar-aabis' - while part of the renaindei 

was retained for immigrants who were known to be arriving 

shortly. Money was obtained on loan, free of interest, 

from the Keren HaKayemeth* for purposes of building 

houses, and soon there were more than 70 houses in Shearayii 

After the 1914-1918, war, the . steady but small flow 

of immigration from the Yemen wes renewed, Buildiilg 

continued as before, and the area occu)ýed by the community 

expanded in all directions.. , The sub-ethnic differences 

* Jewish Settlement Fund. 
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becane even morc varied; there were groups from, all parts 

of northern, southern and central Yemen and even from the 

Aden protectorate; but the largest numbers were coming 

froi southern und central Yemen. There were small 

enclaves of sub-ethnic noiChbourhoodo throughout 3hearayin, 

each with its own prayer-house: and groups of kindred. 

Until 1925 there was no change in only one major respect - 

all the residents were from the Yemen or from bouthern 

Arabia. 

But after 1925 this did change. With the increesed 

flow of irmitration fron ' oaatern .. roje of tsocial1 st 

Zionists, a nctii class of'Ashkenazi resideAt appeared in 

hehovoth; these Ashketia, zi worlcers could not ` be absorbed 

in the 'tSoahavah' and overflowed into ühaarayin as tonante. 

The appearance of tenanto, and the earning of rent, acted 

as a strong atiiiulus to further building on the part of 

the Yemenis. There won a marked change in the outward 

appearance and co. npoaition of 3haarayin, which till then 

had been physically separated fron the 'Moshavah' by a 

sandy hill. The style of building also changed, with 

riany more modern-type houses and even a Lew blocks of flats 

appearing; rooms wer© added on to houeos, -und new houäeo 

sprang up on the small plots which till, " tha-a had been used 

solely as 'vegetable - Bardens, or for roieing 'poultry. As 

a result of these developments, there began an-endless 
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series of disputes between Yemenis over land boundaries; 

erstwhile friendly neighbours became litigants. The, 

Ashkenazi tenants tended to look upon Shaarayim as a 

place of temporary residence, but as some left others 

would appear-to take their places. However, some tenants, 

especially those living in blLcks of flats, became fairly 

permanent residents of : haarayim, though it,. is to be noted 

that-even these did not, become identified with the 

community of $haarayim - they remained residents only. 

The Yemeni: - community of Uhaarayim continued to 

expand with continuous immigration and with natural 

increase. Some of . its, residents left, while the children 

of others settled in Moshav farmorak and Shkunath Ephraim, 

which had come into existence by 1935" By 1940 the Yemeni 

population of Shaarayira was about, 3,500- 

Between 1940 and 1945 little-or no immigration took 

place, but after 1945 there was a, snall influx of immigrants; 

however, the number of recent immigrants - i. e., those 

who came to Israel after 1945 and more particularly, after 

1948 - is very small in Shaarayim. 

Political Developments in Shaarayim. 

In the first phase of settlement, between 1907 and 

1912, Shaarayim was a community of no more than 250 to 300 

people. Here the baegs of social organization were 

kinship and sub-ethnic group. Each group had its 

prayer-house or prayer-houses. her ties, which 
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expressed themselves on festivals, marriages and 

circumcisions, were -confined to groups of kith und ' kin; 

the actual daily prayer association j the 'minyun' 

constituting'a very small group. There was little to 

bring the various cub-ethnic groups , together. However, 

it was accepted, by common cönsont, that the leader of the 

northerners be recognized as-'flukhtar' by the Ottoman 

authorities and by the representatives of the 'Yishuv'. 

This 't: ukhtar', Menaahch Kaparah) waa recognized as a' 

man of learning also; but the 'Sharaabis' had their 

own rabbi who would perform marriages, and give counsel. 

There was no school for the teaching of the young, this 

duty being performed either by fathers or by an elderly 

man employed by'n number of'families. 

There were only two natters which werc"of concern to 

the community as a whole: the water supply, and burial. 

Both of these were administered by, the 'Mukhtar' . It was 

his duty to ensure that a well was dug and water made 

available to all the residents of Shaarayim; and it was 

he who enlisted the assistance of voluntary grave-diggers 

for burial. No roads were made, nor any other communal 

services provided. The 'f; ukhtarl bolved disputes between 

those who brought then to his notice; but others relied 

on, their own, rabbi or even had recourse to the Ottoman 

authorities. But the latter did not wish to become 
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involved in the internal affair; of the co=unities in 

their districts. - In this phase, whilo the needs of . 
each family or individual may have been-great - the Yemeni 

labourers, with their largo families and meagre earnings 

lived in conditions of great poverty - the needs of the 

community as an organized body were minimal; hence, the 

requirements of administrative leadership were also 

minimal, particularly as there was no representation in 

government proper outside-of., the small local community. 

The Ottoman syste& was not only pre-democratic - it was 

largely military. 

But with the growth in cizc of the community, there 

cone concomitantichanges. in the requiremonts of 

administration and organization. The water supply and 

burial facilities were considered inadequate. There were 

disputes concerning the authority of rabbis and so-called 

rabbis, to perform marriages and grant, divorces. There 

was a demand for a proper school, such as existed enongst 

other communities in Palestine, for the more systematic 

instruction of the young. There qas a need to ensure 

equitable distribution of land. Slere was a growing and 

pressin, problem of 'social cases' - widows, and those 

too old or sick to earn their living. '" 

*Certain cutomary weans of provic1inG for the needy had 
existed in Yemen - but these had couoed to operate in 
the new situation. 
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The problem of an adequate water-supply was surely 

the most urgent one for the eozz. munity. Two public wells 

were sunk within the first three years of the community's 

existence, while some households were fortunate in having 

their own; but theoo often proved ineufficicnt in the 

long summer. Residents living nearer to the 'Houhavah' 

were able to use the wells there, but in general there 

were severe. problems. The 'flukhtar' attempted to control 

the use oi water in the summer months, but had no means 

whereby to enforce hic authority. It took more than 30 

yearn for a final solution to be adopted, when a reservoir 

wan constructed. 

I1uriei facilitieo presented nö difZictilt problem. A 

large piece of ground was oet aside as a cemetery and 

voluntary grave-diggers appointed. The maintenance costa 

were very low wig were covered by voluntary contributions; 

the administration of the burial association was in the 

hui. de of the 'tiukhtar' . 

Owir. to disputes over rabbinical authority, the 

'Mukhtar' nominated two other rabbis - one fron Charab, 

in Southern Yemen* and one from Central Yemen M who, 

together with himself, were ezpouered with the joint 

right to constitute a rabbinical court of 'dat'a im'. 

The chief problem in opening a school was obtaining 

the money for the building; the land was available. 
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The money was obtained partly through the assistance of 

the Rav Kook, and partly from a levy imposed on all 

household heads, to be paid annually. The 'Mukhtar' 

appointed Haim %adhalah as teacher, the curriculum being 

solely traditional. 

The allocation of land entailed two major problems: 

that of priority; and that of the definition of a family 

unit. An attempt was made to ensure that people received 

land in order of-trrival in Palestine or Shaarayim. But 

this principle conflicted with that of kin-and sub-ethnic 

solidarity. Immigrants arriving from Northern Yemen 

considered their claim on the 'Mukhtar' as taking precedence 

over the claims of 'Shaar-abi ', who may have arrived a 

little earlier and who still awaited their promised 

allotment of I dunam per family. But defining the family 

unit defied all a priori decision. Some groups received 

one piece of land, despite the fact that they constituted 

two or more elementary conjugal families, since they may 

originally have arrived as a single'family'; while others, 

who arrived in larger groups of kith and kin were broken 

up into elene: _tary families and given land accordingly. 

No doubt a degree of preferential treatment was shown 

here; as far as can be gathered, northern Yemenia, were 

as quick to complain of such rulings as were the 'Shaar-abis! 

It seems likely that considerations of status, closeness 

of kinship to the 'Mukhtar', and other factors entered 
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into the situation. Concequentl7, thoro were conotant 

uppoals to the 'iukhtar' and numeroua'disputes between 

kins en ccncerning righful ownership. 

The existence of 'social cases' was hardly a new 

phenomenon to the Yemeni i igranta; it was simply that 

the old machineryyfor dealing with it,, no lon6er exioted. 

As a result, the 'Mukhtar' decided to revive the old 

method in modified form, sums being collected from the 

various congregations from the auctioning of ritual 

privileGeo. } 

Thy existerco of theue various problems, and the 

incr0aae in disputes I lead ultimately to the formation 

of a committee to, assist' the -'I: ukhtar' in the administration 

of communal . affairs. This coara&tteo of five wan nominated 

by the 'rukhtOr', who'took care to ensure that each of the 

sub-ethnic groups has, represented. The four nominated 

zembers - ottior than the 'Mikhter' who had himoeif been 

a nav and communal head in Yemen - were all men of, 

previous prestige or authority, having been either heads of 

coranunitiee, rabbis, or both. One of these four men was 

- Maim Madhalah who wac then in, chargo of the newly-formed 

school, und wLc later to become 'Kukhtar'. The duties 

or the connittee wore to administer the school, the 

burial association, the water supply, the allocation of 

fund, the distribution of alms, and religious affairs 

generally. Thie connittee had no official status vin 
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a vis the Turkish authorities, the '? ukhtar' himself 

boing coldly ronI)oasibl© for hi'a community. 

The eciorgonco of a cozamittoo, in 1915 (or thereabouts) 

marke the second phase in the political develop=cat of 

ºYiavrayiL. With the passage of tiuco the number of 

cormittee members Crew, as did the number or functions 

performed by the 'iukhtor' and his committee; there 

gradually occurred u decree'of opeciulization of duties 

within the committee, with epecidl com ittees being formed 

for limited purposes, such as*the'ndministration of the 

school, otc., But there was no°ýpublic election of 

officers until the early , 1920's. 

Upon'' the death of Pionaoheh Kaporab. the 'Mukttar' ; his 

piece wau taken by Hain fadhalah, - who also acted as Hav 

of the co unity� until -the arrival of iial1av L+eir tlizrahi 

in 1917, with the cozinG of the latter, the role of 

'I: ukhtar' bec=e largely political. The Rav heir was not 

himself a member of the communal committee but later 

became head of a separate cos ittee which Lealt with 

purely relitioua affairs. His advice was obtained on 

matters relating to education. Thus, there was a definite 

split between pure religious leadership and political 

leadership. 

With the gonerai dioorgznization, and cessation of 

immigration, brought about b7 the First World war, the 

arraira of leadership and political organization remained 
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fairly statics excepting for the arrival of a rabbi. But 

after the war immigration continued, on an even larger scale 

than before, and there was a concomitant expansion in the 

activities of the communal committee. In the early 1920's 

it was decided to levy an annual tax on each household. 

A flat rate per household was agreed upon by the members 

of the committee. 

But with the growth in size of the community, the 

imposition of local taxes, and the increased authority of 

the committee, there was greater pressure for rights, of 

representation. In 1923 the first elections wore held in 

Shaarayim to, elect. a committee of five. The 'Mukhtar' , 

Haim Madhalah, considering his status to be similar to 

that of the rabbi and not subject to popular nomination 

by election, did not,, present himself as a candidate, and 

this situation continued in the future. He remained 

'Mukhtar' in name, if not in fact, for 30 more years. 

The first elected committee of five, consisted of 

Xiorael Ovadiah Mizrahi, Pinhas Kaparah and three other 

men. In addition to the previous duties they now had also 

to administer the `Kupath riilwe' Bank, and . 
to collect rates. 

But they were assisted in their duties by a number of 

nominated committees which dealt with specific problens, 

, such as the administration of the school, burial etc., 

Water supply and tax collection were administered solely 

by the communal committee, who were also responsible for 
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the making of roads. Owing to limitation of budget, 

these latter were never more than sand tracks. By this 

time the community was receiving other social services 

through the agencies of the Jewish organizations in 

Palestine. 

The boys' school of Shaarayim, known as 'Both Safer 

Moriah', had expanded considerably,, and by the middle of 

the 1920's was employing three teachers instead of the 

former one; in addition to religious instruction the 

pupils received the elements of secular education. The 

school was maintained by the payment of fees, by a small 

grant from the communal funds, and was assisted by the 

religious educational organization of the 'Yishuv'. But 

no provision had been made for girls, as it was not 

customary for Yemenis to give their womenfolk formal 

education. Some young girls obtained some element of 

formal education at night classes, but otherwise very few 

enjoyed the benefits of schooling; those who did attend 

primary school, for two or three years at the most, went 

to the primary school in the 'Moshavah'. 

During the late 1920's an entirely new element 

entered the political life of the community of Shaarayim, 

leading to a subsequent split within the leadership and 

to the formation of political factions; this was the 

organization of labour. Small trade unions, had existed 

in Israel before 1920, but the 'Histadruth' came into 
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beinE; only in the early years of that decade. Gradually, 

an attempt was made to enlist the support of all Jewish 

workers, p: rticularly those in agriculture. The organizers 

approached some or the leading Ycmenic in bhaarayim, and 

it was Pinhas Ka; arch who responded first. The issues 

were simple and straight-forward at that tine; to ensure 

equitable pay-rates and to oppose the practices of 'cheap' 

labour to which, workers were exposed through the employment 

of Arabs and Oriental immigrants at lo+. er rates than those 

demanded by £uropean. immigrante; to secure other 

privileges connpeted with conditions of employment, dismissal, 

etc., As the overwhelming majority of the Yemeni reaidcnts 

or ohaarayim webe simple workers, it was expented that 

they would reap Iýnd readily to the call, with unanimous 

support. In f4ct it took several yours before a sub- 
. 

atantial number joined. It was not timt they directly 

opposed the aids of workers' unity, but that they simply 

failed to undirotand or appreciate to purpose; furthermore, 

membersl p ent4iled financial obligations,, and it was here 

that reaiatance was net. The resistance was strongest 

amongst thooelwhose earnings were lowest and who Might 

have benefits most from a strong labour movement. Of 

course the be*t response was from the younger men, and it 

was this fact1which led Piuhas Knparah and the 

reproaentativjes of the labour movement to concentrate 
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largely on establishing an orýanization of Working 

youth and later to form a youth movement for the 

children of the Yemeni workers. 

Despito the difficulties of obtaining supporters, 

by the middle of the 1930'c the movement had grown 

considerably, and membership gradually became the symbol 

of "advancement" and, in the case of women)ot "emancipation". 

This period saw the rapid " growth-of 'i: oar Cved' ,a youth 

movement which obtained its major support from the young 

people of Shaaruyim. There were several aims to this 

associutious to protect the rights of working youth - 

thut is young people, of both sexes, -between thc", ages of 

14 and 19 - who had. been particularly, subject to a policy 

of cheap agricultural. labour;, to provice working youth 

with various educational and recreational facilities; 

to administer a separate labour exchange for young people; 

and to foster the growth of political consciousness, 

workers' solidarity, and general ideological awareness - 

both Zionist and Socialist - amongst these young people. 

This had important political consequences for 8haarayim, 

as it affected the outlook of those vho would shortly 

become the first locally born and locally educated adults 

of sthaarayim. 

At first the growth of the labour movement in 

; hmmarayim had no direct effect on the form of leadership 
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and alignment in the community. The first leaders 

of the labour movement were Pinhas Kaparah and Naphtali 

Gedassi; the former was a member of the communal committee, 

while both were members of one or more specific committees. 

Thus the assumption of leadership roles as representatives 

of the labour movement was merely a further adjunct to 

their status as leaders within the community. Thero 

was no organized opposition between the labour leaders 

and others in positions of authority in the community. 

The new movement received neither support, encouragement 

nor even articulate recognition from leaders like Yisrael 

Ovadiah Mizrahi, Haim Madhalah and their close associates; 

but it also received no opposition from them. They 

appeared indifferent to its aims. It was only later 

that organized opposition developed. IiowevYer, the 

mere fact that certain leaders did represent an interest- 

group whose membership was supra-communal, had some 

icimediate effect since it meant that for the first time 

there were some matters on which certain leaders had no 

opinion to voice. Why these leaders refused to support 

the new movement can not now be ascertained with any 

degree of certainty. It is likely that some leaders 

ignored the newly-found labour movement because they had 

no idea of its existence or potential, though they might 

well have continued to ignore it had they known of it or 

recognized its potential significance. Whatever else 
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they were, most of the leaders of Shaarayim were 

markedly, conservative and parochial in outlook. It is 

perhaps more to the point to enquire why some leaders 

took notice of the labour movement at all. It may well 

be of some significance that it was Pinhas Kaparah, the 

lineal kinsn(gi of the late 'Mukhtar' of Shaarayim, who 

became the first leader of the local labour movement; 

his actions may well have been motivated by opposition 

to Haim Madhalah and lisrael Ovadiah MUjahi. The, first 

had become 'Mukhtar' in succession to Menasheh Kaparah, 

while the second, his own sister's husband,, had gradually 
become the acknowledged elected head of the Shaarayim 

committee, 

By the late 1930'o the situation of leadership and 

alignment in Shaarayim was as follows. There was a 

committee of five members, which was elected at rater 

irregular intervals. of four; five. or even six years; the 

reason for this was simply that there was no legal 

obligation to do otherwise. The members of the committee 

were mostly the same people for at least a decades and 

were chosen on a personal basis, there being no official 

lists or parties in Shaarayim at that time, At the head 

of the committee was Yisrael Ovadiah Mizrahi. However, 

the 'Nlukhtar', or official head of the community, was 

Haim Madhalah, who was not elected, but who simply 

retained his earlier title and some of the authority 
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which went with it. There were several specific 

committees to deal with mattere relating to the school, 

the bank, and the burial aaý; -ociation, and other matters; 

the members of the J3haoreyin municipal committee were 

to be found a members of some or all of the specific 

committees. The major functions of ti: e municipal 

cozmittee were to coordinate the activities of the other 

co1ittees as well aua to manage the water supply, 

garbage disposal, road-nakinG and the collection of 

taxes. Altost all other social nerviceiý were provided 

by the wider community - of Rehovoth - and by the 

society of the 'Yishuv'. 

The community had its own leading rabbi, whose 

duties were largely those of performing marriages, 

granting divorce, and settling personal disputes between 

members of the community who did not wish to take matters 

before a court. Other duties wore performed by minor 

officials - e. g. teaching and circumcision - and the role 

of rabbi assumed a more syzbolie form. In 1938 the 

rabbi of 5haarayim, HaRav 141eir Mizrahi, received full 

recognition from the central rabbinical authority in 

Jerusalem; this authority was accorded to no other 

Yemeni rabbi in Rehovoth. At the same timea rabbinical 

court was sot up in the district and liahav heir was 

offered a seat on it. This did not nuke him an employee 

of the rabbinate, a position which he occupied several 
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years later, but merely a reco aizcd religious dignitary. 

The effect of thin was to strengthen hin prestige within 

3haaruyiu and to extend it beyond the borders of the 

community. At that time thin entailed no political 

coz itnent; there was no conflict of loyalties. 

:: ur; n; the late 1930's End early 19401a come new 
leaders ap; earcd on the communal scene; they were then 

quite young r; cn. One of 
_these 

was Saadiu Cohen, aister'n 

son to Yinrael Ovadiab. Nizrahi; he had not been lone in 

the country, bu'4 already aspired to leudera3hip and became 

a member of the Ohaarayim municipal committee in 10,44D. 

Another was i ezI: iy&hu t. adhalah, who had been a leader 

of '. aoar Gvad' the workers' youth movement, und who by 

then had becene one of the lcadint, tijures in the workers' 

organization in Charrnyim; on his return from military 

service in 1945, he immediately rose to a prominent 

position in the community, becominG a noinber of the 

Rehovoth local council and a member of the workers' 

committee of Rehovoth. Another such young, leader was 

, tvraham Yerimi, who became prominent in the workers' 

movei. ent. 

In 1940 the first signs of u definite cleavaSe 

in politicel alicnmente beca;,; o fully ovident. Thou &h 

there is every reason to believe that this would have 

occurred in time, the actual process was precipitated 

by external pressures. For several years the leaders 
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of Rehovoth had attempted to incorporate the surrounding 

communities into a larger political unit.. They urged 

that these communities were in any case largely dependent 

on the 'Tioshavah' for many of their services, and that 

they were unable separately to provide these for themselves. 

For this reason they considered it only just that the 

members of these communities contribute'to the development 

of what was in effect a cin; le semi-rural connurbation 

of i ehovoth. The older leaders o.. ahaarayim, with the 

exception of Pinhas Kaýarah, resisted these pressures 

and suggestions. But finally, in 1940, ýrhe British 

Bandstory authorities agreed to the foriation of a 1ehovoth 

local council. The resist nco of 6haarayim'a leaders 

was of no avail once the decision bud been taken by a 

higher out-ority with the full support of the leaders 

of Behovoth. However, the leaders of thaarayim were not 

blind to the positive benefits which might well accrue 

to the community, though there its no doubt that they feared 

for their own positions. * The actual agreement entailed 

the sending of representatives fron each of the communities, 

the number from each being roughly in proportion to its 

size. Thee were to be 4 representatives from the 'Pioshavah' 

&n3 its environs, three from : 3haarayim, trio from P". s orak, 

and six more from other neighbouring communities. The 

functions of this local council were to coordinate some 
"lhey quite correct y assume that ts would e the first 

step in the inevitable proceui of abolishing the autonomy 
of cash of the constituent coumttriities. 
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of the services which were provided for the whole area- 

roads, c ect icity, water, some educational, health 

and welfare provision, agricultural and industrial 

development - and to collect local taxes for meeting 

the costs or these services. What. the council came to be 

elected, there was an element of open riva. Lry between the 

two main factions-, in Shaarayim; in Suet, this was the 

first time that the, two sets of loaders fount: themselves 

openly competing for positions of authority. The first 

three members of the Rehovoth council for Lihaarayim were 

Yisrael Ovudiah Misrahi, 3acdiah rohen and Pinhas Kaparah. 

They were elected by the whole community, though there 

were no party lists at the time. Yisrael Ovadiah was 

by then the acknowledged acting head of the community, 

being chairman of the Ehuarayim committee, and his 

following us unequalled. Pinhas Kaparah had been for 

puny years a me ber of the municipal committee and of 

other committees, and for come time the acknowledged 

leader of the labour organization. But 3aadia4 Gohcn 

was a relatively recent arrival, and his nomination and 

election wan due largely to the support which he received 

fron his kith and kin; he had not yet become fully 

conitted to the labour organization, and ho could muster 

a certain following amongst those who had come from the 

same district in Yemen in which him family had enjoyed a 

degree of prestige. 
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After 194-0 this cleavage in the political life of 

the co. -, =unity btcane more evident, aä that not only 

leaders referred to the existence of two sides snd ever 

two 'parties'= though there were strictly no parties as 

part of the internal communal orgaaizat: or., unt l later. 

This particular for. of political fission was later 

affected by other factors which made for an even clearer 

division between the two camps, though some of the later 

polst. cal divisions cut across the original ones. We 

shall deal with these shortly. 

During the 1939-19k5 war, and after, political 

a11eGii: ncos in :: haarayis bec zno cöiiplicated by riet another 

influence -- namely, that of active terrorise. Many 

younger people - including some women and irle. -and come 

older once, Save active Support, in one form or another, 

to the terrorist organization known as Yrgun Zvei Leumi 

(IZL). " This terrorist organization, whose aim was the 

forcible ejection of the British Mandatory power and the 

uce of violent retaliation against the Arab population 

for acts or aggression committed by Arab terrorists, 

was opposed not only to the non--Jewish enemy, but'also 

to the moderate leadership of the 'Yie; huv', which was 

intent on forming its own, purely deff, nsivo (at that time) 

0 Lit. "The national n:. lita Or anizati. on". 
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military organization known as 'iiaganah' . It is 

commonly known that the terrorist roveient relied rather 

heavily on support from tho Oriental Jewish co rnunitieo 

in Palestine, and in this nutter 3haarayim was no 

exception to the rule. 

It should be nezitionod, at this point,, that not all 

young people in 6haezrayim rallied to the call of terrorise 

and opposition to the maims-of the 'Yishuv'. J number of 

young Yemenis, from :; haarayim and elsewhere, joined the 

Jewish Brigade of the British army during the second world 

war, responding to the call of the leaders of the 'Yishuv'. 

! while their individual.. motives for=. doing thin may have 

varied, the fact that they did so chews clearly that they 

were awarE of certain, ideological issues which ate=ed 

from the wider society. It is probabap though 1 have 

little ovidencoto support this statement - that those who 

were aware of such issues were those who had been members 

of the labour youth movement. It is known, however, 
.. 

that those young men of Shaarayim who did join the Jewish 

brigade, supported the 'Haganah' rather than 'IZL' after 

their demobilization. In fact, the hostility betrecn the 

supporters of 'IZL'and of the 'fiar; anah' woo to become <. 

extra-. ely fierce between 1945 aud 1948; there were 

Beve; al incidentß of open physical conflict between 

supporters of the two novemonts in ahaarayine 

While support of 'IZL' was not part of the expressed 
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policy of the "conservative" leaders iz --, haarayim, 

the latter did, for the Host part, give tacit support. 

Insofar as they were (unofficially) committed to one 

outlook rather than another, they sided with the 

terrorists. But the organization of the local terrorist 

group was not under their control. In all events, support 

for 'IZL' became yet a further issue dividing the two 

sets of leaders and their followers. Not all of tho. 3e 

who supported the "conservative" leaders were fully 

aware of the aims o.: even activities of the 'IZL', nor oven 

of the fact that its local supporters and sympathizers 

were numerous. (Naturally, membership of 'IZL' was a 

very secretive matter. ) 

After 1940 the drift towards the complete 

incorporation of Shaarayim (and other com: ý. unitica) in 

Rehovoth continued. The local council of Hehovoth was 

becoming increasingly responsible for the provision of 

cervices for the various constituent communities. After 

194+5, it became evident that incorporation was to be 

effected. However, the "conservative" leaders of 

Shasrayin still-resisted this final assault on their 

much diminished status as communal heads - the municipal 

cormittee of }3haarayim still exiotod us an official body, 

despite the inevitable truncation of its functions 

while the "progressive" labour leaders welcomed it, both 
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for its positive as well, an ttr noSative consequences. 

They were only too glad to witness the decline of their 

opponents. In 1946 an attempt waj ade on the port of 

the leadera of,. Rohovoth to achieve final incorporation 

and to see-ure for their town full zuni. ^. ipal status. This 

wea granted In 1948 after the fornatiJn of the new : state. 

Once incorporation became orrective, elections were 
held for the new municipal council of Jiehovoth, which was 

to consist of fifteen members. But there could no longer 

be guarantees of representation for the former member 

communities, since they wore no longer separ4te units in 

a local federation. They were, legally and politically, 

meroly quarters of the now town. tlection: 3 were held on 

the basis of pure proportional representation with regard 

to party lists, each party or organ:. zation to obtain a 

nunber of coats on the council in proportion to tho 

number of votes secured by it. This did not rule out 

communal representation, as we shall see, as there was 

nothing to stop former comzunal leaders from forming their 

own personal or communal party lists; there was no law 

thief, forced parties in eo unal elections to be registered 

as national parties for parliamentary elections. On the 

other hand, there was nothing to prevent the members of 

each community from giving their support to any political 

party which tait:, ht take' thoir fancy. 

The "conservative" 1o4 dcro or 6huarayin (zid Mariorak) 
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were not slow to exploit the possibility of conti*iued 

co=anal representation - anti ulco continuod status for 

themselves -- und i=modieit ; ly formed a political party 

which subsequently boctne known an '6haarayiu'. Thin 

act was opposed by Pinha , ): aparah `, who wished to persuade 

his foilowers and others- to rcnou: ice ethnic and communal 

loyalty and to give their support to the labour Lºovenent. 

He interpreted thin as merely another stratago º on the 

part of Yisrael Ovadiah, and hair. : adhaluh and others, 

for retaining their position and thereby preventing 

others from "progressing in the right direction". But 

he failed to apprLeiato the very real 'sonse of local- 

ethnic loyalty which did exist, or which could easily be 

stipulated, an he a10o failed to understand the very real 

basis for this loyalty* and coamunal identification. He 

was persuaded of his error by his very close associates, 

who wished to ally themselves with Yieraol Ovadich no as 

to secure places for labour leaders on the 'Shaarayin' 

party list. Zeluctently he agreed to this policy, and 

after some bargaining, en agreement was reachod concerning 

the priority of nahes on the list. Pinhao Kaparah, true 

to hic principles -- or perhaps unwilling to seek election - 

did not submit his own na=e. It the elections of that 

year, the 'whaarayim' party obtained one seat on the 

municipal council, being repreannted by Yierael Cvadieh, 

who had headed the list. The reason for this rather poor 
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representation seers to have been that there was only 

a a: un11 poll in 3haarayiws. It 1 not known to what 

extent the ienenio v'ated for other parties. 

At this time there was no serious conflict between 

the "conservative" leaders of &Zhaarayim and the 

representatives of organized religion; nor was(thoir 

any opposition to the parties of or , aiized religion, 

though it was made quite clear that the '2ha; rayi&' 

party was totally indepenuent of'all political partiCL. 

kav heir, while not taking an active part in political 

affairs, gave his tacit support to the 'ýhaarayim' 

party by appearing at its election noetin;., s' along with 

that other notable, Hain T, adhalah. There was alto no 

conflict between the "conzervat&ve" leaders and those 

who sympathized with 'rseruth', the party which uao built 

on the support of the öretwhilo terrorists organi., ation, 

' IZL' . In fact, the supporters or ' IZL' Gave unqualified 

allegiance to Yisruol Ova iah. 

But by 1951, when the next municipal elections were 

held, the situation had altered somewhat. The surface 

unity of political allegianco had at last been broken. 

The labour faction broke away and submitted a eetarate 

list for the election,. On, of the lcpdcra of haarayin 

wan proposed as a candidate for 'leruth'. There was a 

decree or propaganda, in favour or tho well-otganized 

religious particb. All of those factors were liable to 
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weaken the position of the "conservative" leaders bud 

of their chi; nces of continuing to roprocent the "i. ntereate" 

of 6haarayim on the municipal co ittec. 

The existence of a break-away labour list was bound 

to :; reatc conilictinc loyalties, particularly as the 

lcaders of the labour faction inoisted on retaining the 

character or a connunal and ethnic party, thilo receiving 

assistance from the labour party, ': 2upai'. They culled 

themselves amply 'Poalei thaerayin' , 'Miaurayim Workers'. 

The result of the 1951 election was as follows. Each 

of the t, -., o factions of Ohaarayiin returned one ropreaentative; 

Xiarael Cvudiz: h for the "conservative" con: unal party, and 

Hezkiyahu r: adhulah for the breakaway labour faction. The 

Ycweni 'iieruth' representative, Shalom ; adhalah, was also 

successful. The poll was much higher than in 1948, in 

ftct it was al=oat 75%. Thu result showed that a 

substantial section of the Yemeni population of Shaarayim 

considered co nunal loyalty as of primary importance. 

. °urinf the period 1951 - 1953 the Rehovoth municipal 

council wa:: administered by a coalition of labour and the 

moderate right-wing party. The Ye oni representative for 

'leruth' foams himself in almost constant opposition, but 

this was true of neither of the other two representatives 

of : 3haLrayin, Who found the=selves sonetines in support 

and at others opposed to the coalition. But in #1953 the 
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cooliticn broke down, rollo ink, ara or , scundal1 end u 

now one was Pored by the labour partic¬c along with the 

relir, ioua party. . The reproaontativc, of the ý. harrayim 

labour faction supported the coalltioL% in response to 

a request to do so, while tue loader-of the "couwervativo" 

£ciction prororrod to retain uncozmitted, any. in fact 

oproLJod the coal_tic: n. 

Between 1953 "d '195!, tigere occurred two major 

incidO: tr - in the case, ci ona of then a aeries of 

iacidontc -- which had i portant repercussions on ethnic 

relations in Rehovoth, nn,: on political affairs in 

, ý; haarcyim. The first wac he nurder of an Achksuazi 

youth by a Yemeni youth; the cccoul was the lforiah 

school issue. i. c the zecona of thew ha been fully 

discu.. sed in i earlier chapter, I shall confine £ yaelf 

at present to the tirct of Ague. 
, 

The murder of Ri Rosenberg in October 1954 Wau 

more than a more criminal act; it bocce on ircue. The 

murder took place near the building used by a leftWin6 

youth club, in hetLovoth. i'hic youth club wau open to all 

uho wished to join it, though low Yemoniz of klehovoth 

had in f ac - done so. '. two Yomoni lade:, no : taro connected 

with a disreputable Yemeni gang, were dicmi sied fror 

the club for disruptive behaviour. v+ishInG to ovonL; e 

their rojecticu, and ihlluonced by a criminal psychopath 

who led the notoriouu Son6, they =ado a r©alar habit 
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of waiting outside-the club building and taunting the 

young members. On one occasion this resulted in a sist- 

fight between members of the gang and members of the club; 

during the fight', one of the two boys who had been 

dismissed, drew a knife and stabbed one of the club 

leaders to death. The reactions to the murder amongst 

the Ashkenazi community of 'Aehovoth were immediate; they 

were outraged and incensed. The Yemenis were accused of 

fostering hatred towards the Ashkenazim and of giving 

encouragement to the children to engage in acts of 

hooliganism similar to the acts of terorism which had 

been countenanced, earlier. i. ertain members of the 

Ashkenazi community even called for police action against 

Shaarayiia so as to root out the deliquent underworld 

which % was believed to thrive there. The Yemeni 

reaction - which went further than, Shaarayim itself - was thw 

of collective shame and guilt. Although Yemenis, 

particularly their leaders, protested violently-against 

the Ashkenazi allegations, thelte was a widespread feeling 

of communal responsibility. Of course, some people 

reacted differently; and they saw the incident as due 

to provocation, though not fully justified on that ground, 

while others saw it as the act of a boy who had been 

misled, and still others as the act of a boy who was 

known to be "sick in his mind". Faut, there was a 

definite feeling that somehow the crime reflected on 
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Yemenis in general and those of ihaarayim in particular. 

The "conservative" Yemeni leaders brought out a pamphlet,, 

, written in the inimitable quasi-Biblical, purple prose 

of which they are so fond, denouncing the accusers of 

Shaarayin, and denying that Yemeni youth were more disposed 

to criminal behaviour than others. The writers of the 

pamphlet* went on to complain of the low opinion in-. vrhich 

Yemenis were held by so many Ashkenazim, and ended by 

accusing the Ashkenazim of Rehovoth of being responsible 

for any bad feelings which existed between the two ethnic 

groups. The Yemenis were portrayed as-poor, long- 

suffering, but nevertheles6 pious and righteous people, 

who couCht to bring up their children according to the 

hiGheot pr4nc; ples of Judaic law. The "progressive" 

leaders of Shaarayim dic ociated themselves from the views 

contäineL in this pamphlet,: ascribing; the motives of 

its writers to "politics". . They stressed the need for 

a calm appraisal of the situation and for understanding, 

of the reactions of the Ashkenazim. They also dwelt 

on the pernicious influence of the Sang and Sang-leaders, 

who were, in their opinion, aided and abetted in their 

exploits by those who had previously supported terrorises 

and other forms of ßangsterisn. 

Both of these affairs, the zurder and the school 

issue, w. re used as political propaganda by the 

"conservative" loaders of haarayim in the 1955 election 
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caxpaign. 

'Zn -1955 the situation had changed again. The 

epl. t between the labour faction and the pure local- 

ethnic fuction had become final and official, and the 

lwbour faction acknowledged its tic with 'iapai'; the 

party bec"e known an ' iüpai-:; )haarayim' . Further, the 

bootility between the local-ethnic lo de e and the leaders 

of the rtligious-politicel fyction had become intensified 

au a result of n number of factors, not least the school 

incident. The "conservative" local leaders were driven 

(or fiiraply chose to rove) towards an unofficial alliance 

with the 'General 4oaist' party. The split between 

'herith' cut the local-ethnic party wue partly healed, 

largely through the efforto of iokaytan who had recently 

become prominent in loeul affairs, nn. d ` noctly as a result 

of his vociferous condemnation of diocrihination and 

prejudice. There began to oxer ea right-wing ruction, 

with a strong ethnicist element, ans a left--wind; faction 

with a Wilder ethnicist element; but there were still 

sources of dispute batweexi proponents of different views 

within each cap. 

This history o., 41.7 leadership and politics in 6haarayin 

har. traced the lino of davelopuvnt of a small ethnic 

com.;. unity which has become gradually part of a wider 

one. Two things are of pcrticula. r into: ostt the WO in 

which official religious leuder3hip has become divorced 
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from other spheres of authority; cnd the dogrce to 

which certain "couservutivo" leudcru and their followers 

have opposed the mer ; inn of the corunity is the wider 

social sphere. 
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CIIAPTER VII. LrADLI UIYIP & ? OLIi IC3 III SIIAARAflM - iU 'IAN. Y. 

The comLunity of 6haarayim has developed through a 

series of gradual stages of absorption in the. wider society; 

however, its members still recognize distinct interests and 

identity. This situation is due to. three factors: the low 

social and economic status which the Ycaenis. oecupy. in the 

wider com-unity and society; the physical. characteristics 

of the quarter of Shaarayim; and the fact that the Yemenis 

of Uhaarayim have previously constituted a separate community. 

In this situation there are two types of leader: the 

first aims at the, erudual- absorption of the members of the 

community in associations and interest-groups which cut 

across the bounds of locai. o 
, ¬nd . ethnic. origin, adopts the 

role of agent in this process, and espouses, .a social 

identification which-in wider-than that of the community; 

the second aims at the preservation of narrow communal 

loyalties, and strns:: ec.,. the importance of specific communal 

interests. 

The second type of leader relies,. for the 
, 
maintenance 

of his position, on the continuity of some-degree of local- 

ethnic solidarity; therefore, one of his major tasks consists 

in emphasizing the existence of discrimination or prejudice, 

or in fostering a stnue. of opposition and conflict with 

regard to the wider community. 

These leaders do not merely create a. clinate of opinion, 

but exploit circumstances which are favourable to the 
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formation of Duch opinions. These circumstances derive 

from the association between locale, ethnic origin and, -low 

social and economic status; they have a real basis in the 

common interest in property and local taxation, and the 

provision of certain services. 

Since these circumstances do exist, loaders who oppose 

conservatism are forced to compromise with it in order to 

secure their own status. On the other hand, the. noro 

"conservative" leaders must exploit the only available 

institutional means for the maintenance of their own 

positions. Thus, both typos, of leader are-forced to ally 

themselves with wider associations, and both types seek 

positions of authority in a wider syptem of administration; 

the. combination of local-ethnic and external allegiances 

varies in degree and kind from one set of leaders to 

another, and this variation even cuts across differences 

between secular and religious loaders. 

Political allegiance in the community in affected 

largely by three nets of/factorst social and economic 

status within the community; for: of employment; and awe. 

^he importance of the first two factors shown that allegianco 

in this corm unity is largely determined by present 

structural factors; however, the significance of age 

differences does shew that it is also affected by the 

degree to which traditional notions persist. 

All the factors in this situation indicate that if 
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the formative conditions continue to develop in the same 

direction as they have done in the past, there will be a 

gradual disappearance of those forms of leadership and 

allegiance which function interdependently to maintain 

communal identity and to z cute. tnt'erDatst. s specific to a 

local-ethnic group. 

At present there is a split in the leadership of 

Shaarayim which first emerged more than twenty years ago; 

but prior to that the leadership had been more united, 

having developed out of the yet simpler form with which 

the community began. This form was somewhat moulded on 

that of communal leadership in Yemen; I therefore turn 

now to consider the nature of leadership and allegiance 

amongst the Jews in Yemen itself. 
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6KA: 'A"Fn VIII. LEADEaS1I1r, t 3T CI ITY & ALLTZI MCE 
, AP90t; GST THE JEWS OF YIZZI. 

In the previous chapters, I have described the 

working of leadership auci ullegit nce in a Yeneni 

co=unity in Israel. In this chb,. pter, I ohall try to 

reconstruct the social a:. d cultural factors which moulded 

and fashioned the conception of authority which Yemeni 

immigrants brought with them from the Ye=en. In doiag 

this, I rely on two courcea for ray material: the 

available literature; and my own researches o. onESst 

Yeneni it igrantö. : since, the literature deco not deal 

with many of the topics with which I an concerned, and is 

not the work or trained anthropologists dr coeiola6ista, 

it his to be interpreted - and this entails a good do^,, 

of guesswork. Further=ore, the analysis. cnd interpretation 

of material supplied by infa4mants, is fruufht with many 

dan, ors: informants are prone to interpret their past 

in the lieht of their present circa rstanoea. Despitc 

these difficulties and objections, I think that an 

upproxinate and general picture of the past can be 

constructed fron the seamy pieces of information which 

I have been able to assemble. 

The litoTary sources on which I have relied root, 

are the followings "Masah LeTeuon", the report of a 

journey to Yemen by E uel Yavnieli; "Ethnologie der 

Jencnitiachen Juden", by Irrich frsu©r; cýnd an article 
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by :;. D. Goitein o.. titled "Al. ir'Floyyi. n Ha. ' 2ºiburriim 

jhel HaYchudim B'Erotz To zan: &"' - �The %; o uunal Life of 

the Jew, of Y"on. " Of those throe, by far the moat 

helpful und reliuble io the last, the materla1 in it 

hl viug bcoxt obtained frcm many Yru uni informants in 

I: rael. 1Iowovvr, none of tijbca aourreo -- nor any of 

the others to which I referred - gave me sufficient 

unUerut :. if; of the 
. structure and functioning of Jowich 

uocioty within the wider soc. ia l setting; no that I had 

to provide further material-from say oozy infornanto, 

toj, ethor pith o.. anthropo1oLicul from- work for the 

intarprotrati4ý, n &u: al an. 1y-io of the facto. 

. o. tion of the .1 ws in Yemeni 

Yemon wus a theocratic uta a, ruled by the Im", '* 

, who waa both Epir. tual and temporal ru)erl 'und head of 

the Zeidi sect, tthich rose to power in the twelfth 

CcAtuzy. . Chriation Era), 

It was divided into a number of provinces, ruled 

by governors respcnuib1o to the Trau:. ach provinc© WOO 

divided into c. number or major dint ricts each under a 

': 3heikh' or 'mill, which in turn were divided into 

szxbll©r diotricts under ';, heikh: '. The s,. all districts 

'. in thin chapter I use tho past tcnco o~ ly, as the 
situation described here no longer exists - there are 
no JOWu left in Yewel:. Furthcr. =ro, vorne of ay co=onts 
ou the social atructuro of YoQon may no lon or describe 
the situation in that country. 
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connistod of a number of villages and Isor ötinos towns, 

ouch under a headman or 'Agil'. Each headman or governor 

was responsible to the one above hin in the biurarchy. 

In addition to the ' . hc ikhc' and ' Agils' , there worn alo4 

'. 
�adic' -- religious judges - who ware usually rooponniblo 

for larger districts, and who shared authority with the 

' Inilu' and ' Sheikho' . 
In some areas - particularly thooo which had been 

subject to relatively tindiatürbod cont'"ol by the central 

authority -- tribal allegiances had been broten down} but 

in ot, ieru, they survived. This uurvival was hont marked 

in the areas furthest fror the capital, Sun' a, which was 

in central Yemen. In these latter areas, there was 

perpetual tension between the authority of tribal 'Sheikhs' 

and that of the 3tot©. But often conflict could break 

out in areas nearer the capital; this wen pc. rticulurly 

the case when central authority was threatened by other 

ferns of opposition, e. g., the Tu; k®, or interaal rivals. 
The population was divided into a number of Nuolin 

sects, come or which were concentrated in specific areas. 

The ruling Zeidi coct were Shits, but there were several 

other shii sects, in addition to a number of faux Y Sects. 

Cutting across ties of locality, tioct and tribes 

were those of status. The whole society wau divided into 

u nunbor of riCidly-defined ranks, which Jr. come respects 

resembled Indian caotea. Thoro use a traditional 
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connexion between rank and permitted occupation, -certain- 
cural end political rights being also'deterrined in this 

way. However, there wac }no explicit'. 'doctrine of pollution 

affecting most groups - this would be contrary to the 

spirit of Islam- though it to pocaible that atatua 

endogamy wan practised, if--not preached. The hi¬rhoct 

rank war, that of the, royal lineage, und z omtill number 

of other Zeidi linoacea; they were followed, is the 

hierarchy, by the r'3ayyidu' -- the holy men, and ufter these 

c= o -the. -'tßashayikh' "- which 'id the plural form of the 

word 'sheikh"-the large-landowners. All of these throe 

ranks enjoyed prestige and authority. After those came 

the -' Gabili' , small band owners or -free farmers. This 

rank wan followed by that of the Marchanta, who engaged 

in a despised occupation -» little wonder that tout of them 

were Jewa: After the merchants, came the pedlars and 

vagrants, the clavas and otter pariah groups, who engaged 

in the despised occupations of barber and craith, and at 

the bottom of the scald the non-believers, -th© 
'Ahl-al- 

dhimmi' -- protected peoples. Since there were neither 

Christiana nor Zoroastrians to be found in any. number in 

Yemen, thin unenviable atatua was occupied Ipb0l7 =by the 

Jews. - 

The status off the Jc o in Ycncn was govornod, by 

two seta of luwo: tho ße1 orul I: ýluwl. + -law of ' UUar' t und 

the cpccific Z©idi lawn, which , obtained in Ycien. 
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The 'Umar' doftho tha ctatua of 'rail al i hiw u' 9 
which mocno literally 'tho poop: o or the covenant' . '. 'his 

Statue iv open to 'Ahl 'ýettb' - 'Fooplcu of t ho "c ipturco ' 

Those people are not corpc1lod, on pain or dcuyh, to 

accept Islam, as cro pagans;. They zany koop their religion, 

end enjoy 'protection', but raunt auffor`certain obligations 

an luck o' certain ri , hta. They must pay 'Jizzyah' - 

pol:. tax - us dotor ainod by. the authorities. They can not 

boar witnoaa o ainot 'a t: u3liza nor give testimony in a 

t. ualiza court. They are prohibited from currying, arzae 

or ridinr, ý on horoobu ck,, and aunt prouerve a -respectful 

attitude tc; Muali. a. In return, they u re entitled to 

protect-'On of lire und property, -and to trcodoz`of uorhhip. 
In addition to theao obli6utiona ; x1 dutioo, tho 

Zoidin ulco dcmanded the forcible conversion to Icla3 of 

all Jowi h orphanst and institute other protdbitionu which 

affected the life and status of Jowo. Of utmout icp rtance 

wuo 'their tnforccnont of the Islamic law which prohibits 

a Jew from ongorinG in the same occupation as a muslin. 

The intorprotation and°onforcomcnt of tho disabilities 

affecting Jews varied yroz one district to onothors and 

frcn one period to another, Iollouing the final oxpuiaion 

of the Turku from YcWen, and later under the influence of 

the Arab league, the luws affecting Jews were more 

ctringently applied. But at all ties, the application of 

the laws dopor dod 04 the degree of power' of the local 
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1°; uslim authorities, and on their- reiationa 'with, the 1n . 
L'= e local conditions allowed of noro leniency to Jawa, 

othort leas. 

Two ba: iic institutions affected the po. itioxn of the 

Jawo in the social atructuro; llhcy worts the cycten of 

'protcýtion'; and the system of occupational c; eci 1tzation. 

vvory Jew or. J©wish eon : unity wau the 'Jar $ "- i. e., 

protected cub ject - of ax uslia overlord« At the lowest 

level, they ware the 'Jar' of the local villogo hoadman 

or tribal 6hoikh; but they were uloo the 'Jar' of the 

district head, the provincial governor, u. d finally 

of the lraao hin3olt; thy. Jowa of central Xcmcn, particularly 

those of an'a cud itä uurroundinG diotricta, were 1301d to 

be under the personal protection of the Iman alone. Thib- 

relatio; Tship was reciprocal, but asymmetrical: the Q 

owed loyalty to big: 'protector' and paid him the 'Jizxy`ohli 

in return, his overlord wan, in principle it not ulvayc 

in practice, obli , ed to dercnd. hin, in cameo of theft, 

assault or wrongful accusation, and act an his jural a6cnt. 

The "aunt of tu: paid ý dcpenndcd on the uonoorncnt of the 

t. uclin overlord; a poor nun would be obliged to pay 

only one 'Real" per zinne, while a richer can night be 

obli fad to pay two, three, four., or occasionally uvc" nero* 

The vyctcn of 'pr otcetion' routed on political cud' 

economic cxpedicncy, uo well uo. on lee '01 811d nora3. 
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foundations. . very good . uelim accepted the Jew'n right 

to'protection', as th!.;. was a ; utter of doctrino; the 

Jew wc3, after all, a believer in the 'Cane God $. But in 

addition, failure to fulfil the ooli j; ationa, could affect 

the status of the per:; on concerned, ac wall as his ecunonic 

well-being. If a headman 4id, not protect a Jew when 

clearly wronged, this would indicate p,; litical weakness 

on his part, particularly whoa the offending party was 

a member- of another tribe, or a reside., t of another village 

or. district. F rthorTioro, if Jews were displeased with 

the treatment accorded treu, they could move eLsewberc, 

transferth g tn. eir allegiance to other 'Protectors'. 

This ne3nt the possible loss of taxes, au well ao the skills 

of Jcwisn craftsmen. This last point leads on to the 

second basic institution, that of occupationaispecialization. 
By 1riw, the 'aewi; could not do the aae work ao 

! . Slim: As Yemen was a predoi i, nantiy agricultural coeiety, 

it ueuua that Jew:; could not engage in aGriculturc. The 

majority were urtisui. s and craftsmen, eoue were also 

merchants, while a few were solely iierchantc. , iuce there 

were few ftslim craftsmen, it recant that the Jaws aad 

Flutdi=s were economically interdependent. The Muslir" 

depended upon the Jean for. products az, d eerviccs or : ßä. e 

craft skills, while the Jew der ended upon the 1: uolia for 

agricultural prouuoe. This economic relativ aShip Was often 

established in'contractual forms according to the 

institution of 'Umleh'. The 'Umleh' agreement was 
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entered into between a particular Jewish craftsman and 

one-or more Muslim farmers; the latter could be either 

'Gabili' - small free farmer - or 'i": ashayikh' - large 

landowners, Ih return for the provision of certain 

services : nd products, the Muslim undertook to pay an 

agreed proportion of the crops at harvest times. These 

agreements rested on good faith, and required ritual 

endorsement. 

Not all Jewish crafts=en depended upon 'Unleh' 

agreement; ' some sinply': old their products or services, 

uzing money to purchase their food and other goods; while 

other craftsmen would rely partly on 'Unleh''agreenents, 

and partly on the sale of goods for money. 

The Jews practised a great number of crafts. They 

were metal-workers -- silversmiths, coiners'and coppersmiths; 

carpenters and cabinet-makers; ' leatherworkers; tailors, 

weavers and spinners; potters and tinkers; b4; ok-binders; 

spice-makers; etc., Few Jews practised one craft only, 

some working at three or more; but most specialized in one 

or two. There were some Jewish communities where everyone 

practised the saue craft, and in these cases Muslims would 

have to hire the services of Jews from different communities. 

Specialized craft knowledge was inherited, so that there 

was a tendency for families to specialize over a number 

of generations. 

Since most Muslims, except the landless, looked upon 
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the craftsmen as inferior to the farmer, it was unlikely 

that the Jews wo{=ld have to face competition from the=. 

The Jews were therefore indispensable to the Nualims, and 

in particular to the richer landlords aid political heads 

who required they more elaborate and complex skills which 

only Jews possessed. However, the Jeer was still prone to 

economic insecurity. In times of poor harvest or drouGht 

the Maßlima could dispense, tenp;. rarily, with the 

services and products of the craftsman; the Jews could 

not survive without agricultural produce. The richer 

craftsmen and merchants uoulä store . 
food, in case of need, 

but the possibilities : ere strictly limited; those with 

cones could purc:: cco food and other ¬, oods ti inflated 

prices, but the pocrer z ougst thsm night well have spent 

s.,. y savings on bride-price or faativitios. 
, 

--von in ti=cs 

of relatively good harvest, the position of some craftumon 

night be insecure, otRing to competition between than; 

this made 'Umich' contracts, eapocially those with 

'?; uahaikh' , Mthly deeirrrblo fol Je s, and often 

advantagcouu for r-uslims. When circa . ott ncos bocci: O,. 

quite intolerable for some Jews, they would move 

elsewhere. 
In general then, the Jews were dhpcndent on the 

i: unlilzu, economically, politically and Jurally. Economic- 

ully, this: ccpei deace was reciprocals except in adverse 

circa otanceu, when the economic insecurity of Jowo 
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matchaci their political insecurity. In a sense, the 

insecurity of the Jews was couutored by their fatalistic 

acceptance of low status in a society merked by fairly 

rigid notions of rams. 'heir position was ultimately 

made tolerable by the relati,. e freedom to practice their 

religiof, which provided a belief in ultimate rede-ptiins 

and which gave them u sense of i eatiiication beyond the 

bounds of YcL, eni' eocicty; howovur,, Tenon wa a highly 

i. olated and closed oociety, so that for the most part 

J©with conceptions of zoci&il, econonie and political 

_ife uurü narrowly boun;: ed by their on status, from 

which they saw all effective power and authority as 

emanating fron an external oourco, and canctioned by a 

foreign cyatem of values a. nd beliefs. 

The U'ewu Wore not auIrJAya accorded their rights us 

jefinaä by law u: d custom, 6na were very auch dopendent 

on the goodwill or a particular 'Protector'. They 

were co=only &. ccu , rid of variouo oifený^oe and nalpracticeo 

of which they nicht well be innocent in fact; ufU they 

werc can o'oviou;. tarot for alle cation º of aorccry und 

withhcruft, both by virtue of their Linority pouition, 

aua of their Uilehed ; wperiority in loarnin& and n. a3ical 

ar, " roli&o'ýc kno*led& e. In tiumt::, of i; fortune and 

intt real co:. flict and tcn$c;. ý thoj ' pcvition orten 

beca:.. e untenable. 
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i, iztribution of Jewish Population 

in Yemen. 

Unlike the Jcw3 in i. ny o her socletiou, tFýote 

of Yezen live. ] : oJtly in rural areas. They were 

scattered throuriout the country in more than o thouui zd 

vi11: i6ea, small to% nß, and a few cities. The uowieh 

population in 1948 wau 'bout 50,000 out of a total of 

about 2, C00,000. Of these, not more than 6,000 lived 

in Cun'a the cupit. al, 2,000 in the city of : ad'a, sand 

oven leca in Ta'3z uns Ibb. (Gvitcin: 1954). About 

40,000 lived in villa oa fund . rmull towns. 

The reason for their settlement in rug nl areas wc, n 

prig r: 1y c. ccncuic; t1Lo/ h., c+ to live near their clients 

so cs to provide the ct: zvvicos ' equirad oM than.,, =d 

zost of the l: uslih population we:; But thero 

wut aleo a polit: c-al udvantagc often to be found in 

living in s;. tall conzuniticr : it allowf""! of personal 

re]ationu between 'protected peti,, ple' enä their 'protector'- 

the fewer'thenumbar_of Jews under a 'protector', the groater 

do likelihood of puraonal interest in them. 

kio. 1t of the Jowit h Co m:. u , itle 4, with the exception 

or urcan oncr,, were c::: aU, numb(. -tinE; &bou t ten to forty 

iiouso'raold,. In uomu vii ltigs s there -: ere no moro thron 

throe or four joint--4'*=iiy hoasahoid2, or domeatio 

cozpouzlds. 

Jewish cowaunitios, whothov rural or urban, wcra 
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al rdyh' rcp, &;. rutcd from the nei ibourin6 eilirr ones. In 

towns, the Jewish quarter wu- of : her outside the walla, or 

Lit v 't; mail dictonco fron the iut: lim. quurters. In tu! ul 

arooa the u%uni pattern was thst of linked viilogess o 

Je: tith villi_- e z:::, linked with one, but occoiaionally two 

or three Muoli villages. In - eoizo arena there were 

Jewish villager. not Immediately attuched to any hublim ones, 

but this was rare, and wan only posoible in very cpecial 

politictil circunstancos. Th1t phyeicel `separation of 

Jewish co unities was required by low, and anctionod 

by reliE,; ion. Although thö Jewa were forced to 4vo apart% 

it did not ne n. that they were necceaarily-borrad fron 

cloco contact with their t: usli neighbours, and in MMy 

rural breec the two Groupelwould attend each other's 

weddint. s-etc., .,. 
Unuallyy, Jewish villages wore close to one another. 

Th4a was partly due to the clone proximity or s; uSlit 

villages. It allowed of constant intercourno between Jews 

in a local. area. 

flovemcnt fror. one local area, or district to another 

'u vary co=on, and even nov eLc nt from one province tu 

another was not unusual. The rcauoro for this were s 

follows s corpetiticn between craftsmen; d.: -go&ao and 

fz-minc; political prop , urea; the cearch tor wiyaui 

din;: uteu between rival facticruu; the douire to travel on 

the part of yours(s ©u; and the discontent of orphan(, 
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or their fear of forcible conversion to Islam. Thdlll 

mobility had the effect of creating cultural and linguistic 

unity amongst the Jews of one large area or province, and 

spread the network of kinship ties over wide areas, thus 

making for)or reinforcing a state of solidarity. Newcomers 

to an area or village were not, of necessity, fully 

incorporated into the existing Jewish communities; in 

many cases, they were designated as 'newcomers' for several 

generations by the original Jewish inhabitants, who might 

preserve the legal docuruents giving them title to a 

particular village territory. 

Relations Within & Between Jewish Communities. 

JewiL; h communities varied enormously in composition, 

depending upon their size, whether they were rural or urban, 

upon the length of residence of the constituent households 

and groups of, kindred, upon the number of prayer-groups 

and the basis of prayer-group differences, and upon the 

structure of kinship ties between the members. Despite 

the obvious difficulties in generalizing about the 

internal structure of communal life, certain broad features 

can be delineated. 

Most villages consisted of a number of large, 

patriarchal households; and many whole villages, or 

sections of villages, cofl. isted of lineally related kinsmen 

, and their wives. Patrilocality was the iaeal, if not in 

terms of the household, at least in terms of the village. 
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Inheritance and succession were patrilineal, and authority 

was patripotestal. 

There were few cases of deeply-traced corporate 

lineages or unilineal'local descent groups. These served 

no economic, political, military or ritual functions amongst 

the Jews. A village could, as a rule, support only a 

limited number of people, so that agnatically-linked groups 

of kindred would tend to break up. 

There were no stated rules of preferred marriage, but 

marriages between kinsmen were extremely common - roughly 

sixty percent of all first marriages were with kinswomen. * 

The Yemenis say that they preferred marriage with 

kinswomen, as they would know with what sort of 'blood' 

they were marrying. But whatever their motives may have 

been, the social consequences were considerable. This 

practice made for a highly inter-connected network of ties 

within groups, particularly within one area or district. 

Generation differences were no barrier to this sort of 

marriage - nor in fact to marriages generally - it being 

fairly common for a man to marry his brother's daughter, 

his sister's daughter, or even his mother's or father's 

sister. Polygyny was not common, though permitted, and 

there were even some cases of sororal polygyny. 

' This figure is based on my own researches conducted 
amongst immigrants fron different parts of Yemen. 
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Not all vill¬. gcQ,, areas and diwtricto were linicod 

together by theee rc3 »ifyi: ýý tiers of kinchr. p; nor Werd 

ali. the Jars in a particular area linked in this way. 

An there wan conssidorable nove ent 1 this could not have 

been so; but pIgeical nobility had the cffoct, of extending 

the network of ties oven. further. 

TIo village itself was, not a1wayo characterised by 

cocplcto unity. Prequently, a village would be divided 

by rLetvional ele0va3e0, and sometimes QorriQ ec between 

opposed groups were rare. Not all divisions implied overt 

hostility nt all tires; the emerccnce of ho: til© 

rclationchips depended on the occurrence of iaediato 

causes of incitement. - disputes between,. 'oa igtiinal' 

inhabitunte on.. 'newcomers'; disputes over riCAts; to 

property, water. -wolle. etc;, econoiie, competition; conflicts 

ovor xuarriaCe arrangements and contracts, or the dizoolution 

of a marriage; controvorajou conccrnine the interpretation 

_ of Jewißh luw and ritual obileationfs, But the poosibility, 

of conflict and hostility was often latcat in the structure 

of the counityý or of neishbourinG conuni ticc, by virtue 

of the oxictonco of recognized group diftercncc0. 

Co .o divioionn were basal on izc. hornnco to noparatO 

rituRl (rcupa or a traditional nature= in zoie placeu, 

difforont 'ztnyani&' - prayer groups of at least ton 

adult mules - were nuconuory au n result of odheronco to 

differc.. t liturgical traditions. Thero were two auch 
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tr. ditionu awongz t Yemeni Jews: ' 8aludi' rand ' ühawºi' . 
The former was believed to bz: indigenous to Yemen - the 

Arabic word 'Leladi' moans 'my bare' or ': a,. - Country' - 

while the latter, which in based on the code of Hainonidaß, 

wao believed to' emanate from the Borth. whore there were 

adherents to both treditionc in the uame con4unity, there 

would be at least two 'minyunim'. : gut this was not the 

only reason for the exiatenco, of more than one 'mint' n' ; 

anyone could start a new-one, It he could be sure of 

attracting at least ten adult males. .A . an might build 

his own 'knie' -prayer house. - if he could afford to, 

becauco of the prestige which this would bring hing , or 

ho might do so in order to fulfil a voii taken in time of 

illness or misfortune. If he did o, his i tmediate kinameu 

would cone. to pray in his 'k ic', and the tradition of 

doing oo would be handed on to thoir sons. But sometimes 

people would break away from one ' Zibu "' - cons rogation - 

because of a dispute, und start their own. Lisputea 

could arise over the allocation of ritual duties or over the 

interpretation of custom; but other diaputeo, having 

nothing to do with ritual mattere -- concerning property or 

divorce proceedings, or even personal animositiva - could 

be carried over into the field of ritual relationships. 

The Ycmeniu were extreaely quick to anger and to take 

offence, and one of the boat co=only- uacd Uobrow words 

Was 'makhlol: cth't which beans 'conflict' or 'dic, jute. 
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Participation in a 'payer--group' entailed a highly 

equalitarian and s"olidary ritual -T"elationship. Almost 

all ritual duties were allocated in rote, and certain duties 

were similarly allocated amongst young boys. Every adult 

male would be given the duty of ' Shaliah Zibur' "- prayer 

leader - and of reading a portion of the law, in turn; the 

latter privilege gras usually auctioned, but this-did not 

prevent a poorer man fron having his turn, as it was common 

for richer men to buy the privilege, and then give it to 

another. In view of these practices, it was essential- 

that a high degree of consensus be maintained within the 

'Zibur'. Fission, within the '%ibur', by being made easy, 

contributed to the maintenance of solidarity within it, by 

riddinb it of conflicting parties. 

In conclusion, it can be said that communal life was 

maintained by a precarious balance between consensus and 

conflict. Lack of solidarity within the community was 

oftei, checked by the existence of kinship and ritual ties 

outside of the community. Religion provided a system of 

values, beliefs, sentiments and symbols which sustained the 

group in its relations with the dominant Islamic society. 

Leadership & Authority Amongst The Jews of Yemen. 

The allocation of rol s of leadership and authority 

was based on four princi le criteria; wealth; learning; 

family prestige; and personal acceptability. Before 

commencingian analysis of the system of leadership roles, 
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I shall discubs each of theuo criteria in turn. 

For the moot part, there werd no great distinctions 

of wcsalth anongst the Yemeni Joust though there wus an 

elite, usually confined to the larger cities like ban'a, 

Ta'iz and Rad'a, some of whose members were rich by the 

standards of otaor Jews in the aocioty. Thauo rich on 

were rorchauto und occasicrxally diver- und Sold-o: ithz . 

some of them onguBed in largo-ncule trades often extenuing 

beyond the borderu of Yemen itself. But upurt fron theso% 

there were tow other men of considerable wealth. 

In the villaCes, where the majority of the Jews liven, 

thorn were only alightcifferonccv in wealth. The fortunes 

of individual craftsmen and their families varied fron one 

your and from one place to another. Nevertheless, there 

was often at least one man who was condidered a little 

richor than others. Ho ni6ht bo a small merchant as well 

as craftsman. Frequently, a man at the head or a largo 

joint-Family would control more wealth than others, und 

this would tend to make hia richer; aonetiueo, the 'original' 

recidente of a VillaGe would comprise a tingle extended 

family, and the head of euch a Group would often control 

greater wealth than that available to fcmiliou who wore moro 

recent &ettlers. 

The fttain! cnt of highe; erb amongst Yemeni Jews 

as wuo ccnetiaca the case axonect Ashkenazi Jews - wao Orten 
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linked with the possieznsion of v nilth. A richer man could 

afford -to lot his von learn longer, and in this: way the 

son could become a' iav' of one : gort-. o.! - another. 

All-,,, cxcept n negligible minority, of -boys received 

somo - foruul education, the content of, which was 'bused -on 

reliciaus 1itoruture. In this reopcctý the -Jewu of Yemen 

were quite different from their tiualit1 nei 2bours, 

particularly- in rural areas. They covaonced loaiiing 

at about tho age of five and continued until the age of 

twelve, or thirteen. The elite of- learning; were those 

who continued, to ptudy Pi t the age of 12 or 13, - -und 

uLually£ the si, ,n or '. higher education' was that u inert 

le4rned 'shkhitah' - i. e. ritual ulsurhtering. O learn 

this it wýa_) not Simply c natter of knowing the technique 

itself, but o: being well versed in the law prescribing 

the correct, and proscribing- the . forbidden methods of 

slaughter. dare also, there. were de reea of quulifieatiou; 

a ran who could olavSht©r cattle, cheep or goats was noro 

learned then one who could slauchter only poultry. 

The knowledge of 'shkhittih', was followed, in the 

ucale of qualificutionn by that of ficht art of circumcision, 

and that in turn by the ritt to perform marrie eo, und 

finally by the riecht to be 'sethh Din' .. i. vaember of a 

rabbinic"I court of tihrce, - I htwc not raven e g.. uco on 

the scale to the teuchar of children, for the rollowinc 
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reason. There were many types of teacher with varying 

degrees of learning. Some men were teachers of children 

simply because they were unable to earn aufAfieient at 

their craft, though they had usually studied a little 

longer than the normal period; others were teachers in 

addition to possessing qualifications such as that of 

'Motel', 'Shohet' etc., Only those who taught pupils 

who themselves intended to become men of high learning, 

were in, fact men of very high, learning, and they were 

usually to be found in the big cities or in towns. 

It was usual for higher learning to be inherited, 

and thus, certain family names- became became associated _ with this 

quality, either within a particular village, district, 

province, or the country asp, a whole. 
Family_ prestige usually rested on the twin foundations 

of wealth and learning. Certain families produced tho 

greatest . saget and rabbis, generation after generation. 

This was true not only. o.: the capital city, but of many 

of the small villages; though it was unlikely that a all 

villages would produce men who. would take their place on 

the hiGheet rabbinical court of the land. As I have 

already Stated, only rich families could in fact permit 

their children the luxury of higher learning. however, 

not all men of higher learning necessarily attained to 

rabbinical office; learning was not considereda step 
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to the attainient of orrice: ) auci rimoc't never us a means 

to iz; reused wealt2:. .. ut tie richer fr r, ilioc ensured their 

continucd preutiGe by fo ; tor: zig; Ihrs tr adltion or l ea rning. 

Yet, gaaily preatige waB not uizipiy a natter of learning and 

Wealth, An importun;: family was one which lied enjoyed 

prestige over a nu: bor of Gencrationa, and in tr particular 

village, oaall town or city, lcaßtb of rooidenee could be 

an imp<: rtout criterion oi: proctigo. 

The final criterion on which 1oudcrs 4p un authority 

were bacon, sari that of er3on; zl ch; slater rind cýcco tabili t. 

It wao neuer enough for ! 
, 
aaa to be rcltitivnly learned or 

rich; people had to accept hin, aznr, 4-f they did not, he 

could not csxercise aut: iority over then. This condition 

doriv+: s once again Pro: the nature of the social status 

of Jews in the widor society; authar: ty, in the case of 

Jews, could not be backed up by the threat of force or 

coercion, since this ulti ate r, ancticn rented only with the 

i1usliß authorities. This 1iuG particularly trug in the case 

of hoadamen of Jewish cormuniti©ri. Thuo, authority rested 

oil personal uecoptanzc and the following which a particular 

indivicuul could g; v: ther. An individua1's following or 

support might reit on ties of kinship; but, anon kinsmen 

co-j1 reject the authority of* u isrticulaar individual. 

. i.:; veIe3 ni Authority i cri' iccicicrrihS. . 

: 'hues wore thri, a or four naiv 1ovoiz of authority 

toZEct the leme: ni Jewc, euch with its rc1nto i roles of 
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leodoruhip. 'There wan t2» central authority of 0an'a, 

which encocý+ : sod the whole of Jewry in Yea-ent and that of 

other c ivicn like Ta iz, whi4h cncor4. t; szed the whole area 

of ý southeru Yemen, tho' Eli wa3 in principle subject to that 

of "ante. (I hºve treated those as one level, ac the 

functtcns of leaders in tose posit'lone or authority were 

viriler, if not identical. ) 

'ihere was In some orcus, u district ciutho ity. Thirdly, 

thar© WI" co& iunul n thority. Finally, there vc. ä authority 

withir. the rreup of kirdreci or thc: fuzzily. I shall 

scarcely be cöncerne3 ' grit , thus 1uttor, ' exccpt in co far 

ri it impin e upon others. I chG11 now deal with each 

in turn, cou : cucin at the hit is:, t level. 

%ho hir hont . Qwiuh 8uttbort ty in tlio lun4 War, the 

Ise h Din : hol , hl6shah* %thich tat in uiax: ̀ i, the capital. 

At its head was th© Ab Eyeth Din or rather of the Court, 

1 nc it in recent timer, a 'haht., i, '13ctvht 'ia title introduced 

, Pro-" Ißt . bul. Aflrociatad withthe metberc äf the court 

sicre the ' -nci UaYechivah', 6 iroup of w Ofl, Caen of the 

btg! eut : i. y. nrniu 1M '.: orsh gin:; T lmud, -who =f: t ouch day to 

. tua und toGch at the fcrenou, proyo r-ho', :e or Cönf a, 

L"eth fnh. : Uh:. & 1coce n:,:; ociation of le-11=0,11 =On 

con'. titutou u foruz for the otticsºent o. C disputer 

cc: iccrninr the Jetlich law, nn: r, for unvw int the' querioa 

of those who wiohcd to bring the;. flowevcr, it Chould 

bo made quit© clear that this Tarr©r, aucociation wcc not 

'.. ourt of thron - i. c. thrco ' D3yr uiU' , judUoo. 
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an official or regular high court for the settlement of 

disputes for Yemeni Jewry as a whole, nor was It officially 

a court of appeal. Its authority lay simply in the high 

standard of learning attained by its members, and by their 

recognized qualification for answering the many questions 

which arose in the interpretation and application of Jewish 

law. This body was not empowered, e. g., to collect taxes 

from Jews outside of the capital city. It existed firstly 

as a loose fraternity of the intellectual elite, and 

secondly as an organization for the assistance of those 

in need of advice. These men were usualy approached by 

people from the smaller communities who wished to obtain 

the most reliable judgement possible on any issue. It was 

not a professional organization - there were no fees for 

advice; Yemeni Jews did not look upon the 'Torah' as a 

source of income, but simply as a 'light and inspiration'. 

The study of the 'Torah' was a 'Miswah'. (i. e, a 'commandment') 

The functions of the 'Beth Din' itself were two-fold. 

It performed all those duties which were the province of 

local 'Batei Din' throughout Yemen - such as the granting of 

divorce and the settlement of disputes between Jews--together 

with some others, in addition to some for which it alone 

was responsible, such as the granting of 'Halizah'. It 

was also responsible for the granting of rabbinical permits - 

of varying grades - to those who exercised authority both 

is the capital and in the many villages and towns. 
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The granting of rabbinical permits was effected 

through eyicsarie& who travelled the land on behalf of the 

'Beth Din Shel *. hloahch' of 3a. ß' a. Those man could, on 

their own decision, empower others to practice 'c2P. hitah' 

(ritual claughtering), to be recognized ': tckad©hixa' (those 

who performed narriagea), 'Mekudahim U-tlegarehim' (those 

who could both. perfor marriages and grant divorce), or 

even to be 'DDyanim' (Judges). These emissaries could 

ßl: io interfere in lccal disputes, where the authority 

of the local 'Rav' or even 'bayQnim' was questioned. 

;: ometimeu special emissaries were dispatched by the Both 

Din in : pan'a for the settlement of local disputes which 

had been brought to their attention by some hoadmann, 'Iav' 

or intercato party. These emissaries were paid a foe 

for their work, und this is perhaps one reason why they 

were seldom men of the most refuted families of highest 

learning - for the latter it was wrong to use their 

knowlcdgo of Torah for profit. However, those emissaries 

were usually sen of wealth, and their powers were quite 

considerable. A. small percentage of the amounts which 

they received were paid to the 'Bote Din' in Sun'a, those 

accumulated funds beine used for the maintenance of the 

court and por3cibly for distribution as charity. 

The authority of the 'Both Din' of San'u was supposed 

to apply to all areas of Yemen. But it did not always 

extend to large towns like Rad' a and Ta' i z, whoso 'Datei Din', 
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were often loath to accept the interference of'': 3an' a. ' 

Jews in these lerea towns were not encouraged to take their 

disputes to the 'Beth Din' of San'a, and if they did, the 

local 'Beth Din' did not feel obliged to accept a ruling 

fzoz outside. There were instances of open hostility, when 

the court of the capital opposed or criticized the ruling 

given by a court irx had' a or Ta' iz. - . But there were no 

means of conpul0ion open to the court of the capital= their 

only powaiblo method of control was the threat to denounce 

the members of the i3eth . din concerned, and this would have 

the effect of discrediting then in the eyes of those over 

whom they exorcised authority, 

The riuslim authorities in some parts of Yezen-had a 

definite interest in upholding; the authority of the 'Beth 

Din' in $an'a. They did not wish to become involved in 

disputes between Jews, but they were concerned to maintain - 

the peace; thus, when a dispute appeared to have reached 

dead-loCz, they might refer the parties to the court of 

the capital, or even compel then to scek judgment there. 

In this wuy, the court uiu sometimes ussune the characteristics 

of a upreue Court or Qourt os Appeal, often against the 

wishes of its, head or other members. It should be stressed 

that t: uslim suttorities would only take such stapa whey the 

zattcr cleLrly concerned Jewish law - for cxauple in disputes 

over ritual natters or, over the fulfilment-of marriage 

contracts. 

,' 
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court of appeal was based on the litigious nature of - 

Yemeni Jews, who would willingly bring every case to, its 

notice; it should be remembered that the status of the 

court was not constitutionally defined, so that there was 

no accepted judicial procedure-for deciding which cases 

merited application to a higher court. But at'the same time, 

the court was unwilling to pezriit any rival claims to 

status on the part of courts 'in other large towns or cities. 

There was a very definite ambiguity in its status, which- 

was a consequence of these opposing forces. 

There does not-seem to have been any very clear rule for 

the election or nomination of the members of the 'Beth Din 

Shel Shalosh' in San'a. It was definitely not elected 

by all male Jews of Yemen or 'even of Santa itself. Brauer 

says that it was elected by a group of seven Jewish notables 

of the capital, known as ' h, ib'a Dobo lia'Ir'. (Bruuert1934) 

But Goitein does not mention this; ho suggests that men 

inherited their high status through lineal succession, and 

that as one mau diedýor resigned his position on the court) 

another was co-opted, the ccnior. menber becoming 'Bich 

Both Dia' s or Head of the Court. (Goiteins 1954) This 

aecmß plausible and in keeping with the informal nature 

of Jewish authority in Yemen. However, as many infornanta 

have pointed out, there was often fierce disagreement amongst 

the members of the court, the notables of the city, and 
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other Jews of San. 'a and even notables from outside of 

can'a, on the choice of a particular man to be co-opted 

onto the court; and often there were factional disputes 

and rivalries conceruin the choice of '., ish Beth Din'. 
i 

Iu recent times there was even an ideologicul basis to 

factional disputes, at leuut in Oan'a and Central Yemen, 

with the emergence of a modernist, movement calling itself 

the 'Dar-daira'. This ter;, a vernacular corruption of 

two Hebrew words 'Dori (generation) and 'Dei-a' (knowledge) 

can be translated roughly to mean the 'Age of Enlightenment'. 

The 'Dar-daiti' , following the 'Mi sna g dim' of Eastern 

£tirope, were opposed to the Cabbalistic inLluences, 

pa, rti.. ulariy in the form of magical practices, which were 

so strong amongst Yemeni Jews; they considered these 

beliefs und practices as fundamentally un-Jewish, and 

ascribed their strength in Yemen to Muslim influence. ' 

The traditionalists reacted very strongly and defensively 

to the growth of this modernist_movemen. t, accusing its 

leaders of wishing to undermine the Jewish religion. 

*Though this is undoubtedly az, exaggeration, it contains 
a small element of truth, in that the content of these 
beliefs and practices were often the product of cultural 
diffusion from the surrounding Muslim population. But 
these beliefs and practices were absorbed into a 
traditional Jewish system. 
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This served to minimize those modernist influences, which 

would hardly have taken root amongst, the rural Jewish 

population, and the 'Dar-daim' remained a vocal minority. 

Still, the novement had considerable followinG amongst some 

of the elite of the big cities ., particularly amongst the 

big m©rchants - who wished to voice their opinion in the 

election of 'Dayanim'. 

Some info-wants report that, in recent times,, these 

disputes over quccesbion, nomination and election to the 

highest rabbinical authority in the land, becawe so fioreo 

that it was often inpos ible_for a, decision to be reached 

without the interference of tho Muslin authorities. It 

is reported that on one occasion the Iman himself Sent 

for the Jewish notables of the, city and compelled then to 

elect b 'Both Din' and 'Rich, Both Din' before quitting his 

presence. 

The . ewish court in san'a was nominally responsible 

to the Iman for all the Jews of Yemen; but in fact, the 

court was only responsible for the sews of : pan' a and perhaps 

Central Yemen. It was responsible for the collection of 

the ' Jizzyah' , and for, J-asuring. that Jews abided by the 

many prohibitions which defined their status as 'Dhiimi'. 

But, since the court had no other means of coercion 

available to it, it could rely only on the threat of 

oxpootre to the Muslim authorities. 
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The court was not responsible for the collection 

of the 'Jizzyah' outside of the Fan'a area. But when 

difficulties were encountered by the P: uslin authorities 

in the collection of this tax in some other area, it was 

common for the Imam's representative to approach the court 

of San' a to use its influence -- on threat of imprisonment 

for thoze concerned. 

The court did not collect its own taxes outside of 

the San'a area, but within this area it collected the 

usual tax on 'Shkhitah'; when meat was slaughtered by 

two or more men at a time, the skins and fat had to be 

sold and the money given to the court. These funds were 

distributed as alms;. 

Tho, next level of authority amongst the Jews was 

that exercised. over a district, or town, or group of 

villages, by a local 'Beth Din Shel Shalosh'. These 

local rabbinical courts were authorised by the court in 

San's to settle disputes between the Jews, grant divorce, 

und collect the tax on 'Shkhitah'. However, they could 

not as a rule empower or authorize others to practise as 

rabbis of any grade; the exception to this rule was the 

court of 'Ta'iz' which did. license others to so practise. 

These local courts were not authorized to grant 'Halizah', 

which was. the special prerogative of the San'ä court. 
C'Halizah' is the exemption from the leviratic obligation; 

amongst the Yemeni Jews this could be granted only under 
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very rare circuzactcnces, and in this they'differed from, 

Jcwc in almost every other country of the world, where 

'Halizah' was the rule and 'Yibburi the exception) The 

local court consisted of three ' Dayanirrz' , who had to have 

uchievod a high level of Talmudic loariiing, and be 

recognized by the court of the capital. Very often, 

the 'Dayaniz' would receive their permission from the 

emissaries, who wt. re sent out from : pan' a and who would 

test their knowledge tnd reccivo the normal fee of one 

'Uiyal'. These local courts were sometimes responsible 

for the distribution of alma from the money collected 

fron the 'Lhkhitah' tax. But the 'tayanim' were not as 

a rule puid for their services. Th©y earned their living 

by working at a craft, of acting as legal advisers, and 

were usually from wealthier families. 

The local rabbinical courto were not regular courts 

of appeal. In many areas the primary reason for their 

existence was to grant divorce and to give judgment on 

the fulfilment of martial contracts, since often enough 

there would be no other rabbi of sufficient authority to 

do this. But they were orten forced to accept the role 

of Court of Appeal wh©n the purtics to a diopute refused 

'The tern 'Yibbuxa' refers to Leviratic £&rriage. 
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to accept the judgment of the local 'Rav' . "finally, this 

role . wan , ofte" forced upon than by the Muslim authorities, 

who ni, ht. coipol iitigcnta to seek the judgment of their 

Jowiuh court. But in many Case. Jowiäh litigants nicht 

refuse to accept the verdict of a local rabbinical court, 

in which caco they would either apply to the court of ßsn'a -- 

or 'Ta'iz, if they lived in 6outhern Yemen - or even to the 

local Muslims tutv. rt . heo Jewish court possessed no aeons of 

coercion other than the threat of public disapproval, and 

this latter was hurdly effective where people were williUG 

to chanCe their place of residence, if necessary. The 

court %x x not usually responsible for the collection of 

the ' Jiczyeh' , nor for the obccrvr nco by Jews of the 

various prohibitions of the 'Umar' =d ' Zeidic' law. 

On the local or communal level there were two aorta 

of leadership role - coaictimos those wort vested in one 

person, though often they wcrc. not. The first was that of 

'1'. gil' o" he dnun, coxetiizco referred to by the riebrow word 

': 'ns3i'. The second wan that or '! ay'. I shall' docl with 

oath In turn. 

The ' A1' of any Jewish co unity was the head=an 

of that coziuunity, or group of linkbd co=unities, Who was 

recognized by tho local Mu : liz authority. This recognition 

was the dofininG characteristic of his status. The 'Agil' 

performed eovcral duties, though the extent end nature of 

these varied from one area to another,, deponding upon the 
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of the 21u$1i= cuthvritiou id on t ho relationship 

bcýtuuuu 'A il' und hi: 9 cc2r, unity. 

The "'. qil' woo respo bio fur the co11 ctio)1 of the 

'ýiý. Ly tý", t. -o;. -Ch here the dejrao of rt uponsibility varied. 

In -ome piacea he wau ob1'. cd to a.. s-sse s Lhe houda of 

Yºa soaol :ä and decide. O.. t ': 'e, rxwount v. C t eir tux, while in 

otr. era nc ww. reF:. k; n:: ý b1c colely for ttct collection of 

the roncy aua 3. pt-, 5,: cxatt to the locel { uG, iaf qil. ' or 

'.. -h:. 4,6kh I; i:, the 14ttcr ct e, thou av, us- a& rt would rast 

Aalei; with the : uc1irn uut:. ority. In Eoncral, the members 

of the co: runity pr4:. terred tk t th as*aej;, =cz, t rest with 
a. t e VAu., 1ia authority, £; inet t ey ki ew t. h,,. ý. t he would be more 

opc : to vrqaul, uuvinr, true týatiloý . ty-. But, in ao o areas 

the ýutiority pro 1d ax,; oint t: JejoUi jh tctx-colltCtor 

for u whole 8isträct, %Mz, he ; ou- bt. ro; pon: ible both for 

anrccr er. t uni col-_ccticn unu would :ý. ýo receive c o;: gill 

crcon : Ca of the a, -,,. cun:: cc11t. -ctcd. rho ,o Jewish tax- 

collectors wore h3tcü by the Jewich co=. unities, as they 

into est i äidinG with ti-, ;, Muliri 

3uthoritil: o. 

, Peace The DeCCtlü duty or the Lv. tU ý: bF, the 

withit the Oeociuh ce x u. - t, iu this; he ri uir©d 00110 

of cot, h Jcýs: ich a:.:;; 4. aa responsible 

for mcc: iatino iri dizpuL-ec cfr_d cvca judgemtrtC This wao 

F.: rticulc. r 1y the case hure h. rLappcnou : a1bo to be 'Both Din' . 

where ho was not himself c 'Rav' of sufficiently hill 
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qualifict: tic n, h^ referred certain canes to the local 'Both 

Dial l, thouCh he s. tcht be pormitted to sit on they court in 

cuch ciices co as to furuich necessary infora4u. tion on the 

baekerouud to the dispute and of the dieputant3, But in 

most nrecs, particularly where the local Muslim authority 

took a stronS interest in the affairs of 'his Jewell, the 

Jewish ' Aqil' 'oiild requix : wpecial permiasion fron the 

, iuulir. '6heikh' to act as mediator or judGe in cases between 

Jews. 

Thv this duty of the ' Aqil' wau to dofend the ri3hts 

of indiviaucl Jews or of the whole Jewich co=unity asainc3t 

their Muslim neighbours a There werd many matte-0 a which 

could provoke conflict between Jews and Muslims. There 

were diý, putee over riohts to land or over the rights of a 

whole co =unity to a pa: ticul r torvitoryq over the 

pouuenuion of water ' o11a, aua via rig t to uoo certain 

lande as cemeteries; these were civil atterz. But in 

addition there trcro criminal r atteru which required the 

mediutic. n of the Jewiuh it a ©w struck a ;. uolim 

he way li tble for thcý pay cr,. t of ccmpcncn; ion ad inpriconnent; 

if a : -luslim struck e Jew he might b; liable only for 

compenoetiion, which was paid to the t uslir. authority� a 

very aaall auount beine S, ivcn to the vlctin; if a Jew 

1.111c$ a ruzlim -º very rur occurrc: uce; - he was liable 

to suffer the penalty of death, unloco he could establish 
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t1rt it ua6 an act or w. cl -dc r: rco, in which case it nit ht 

be the re: upoubibility ot hi, -: to acciot hi ; if a 

t: uclim ki1.1: du Jeer he wi: c. * liable to pry blood uoney, a 

or-all proportion of wb1ch was given to the kins cn of the 

victim. t : very in . ho event that a: Ja-w wau killed by .a 
iuaiin of bnoth-ýr tribe, hic 'pruLcctor' maw not bound to 

aveuGe rUo doat;:, but ,, ýht ncroly donand blood-honey). 

. hart frag qumb-t4orzt of civil and criminal lei=týl proaec; , 

there wore other zuuttor: J iü. which the ri -hto of Jowl night 

r uirt deft>noo. In tone areal the Jews : orwe required to 

c; le: a; ýn out the IA-trlnec; of their Iuolin neighbours or of the 

flualirz '; 
_. hoikh' ; they con. iuered thi, a groat indi&nityr 

ald i:. w.: u tho duty :. f tot, to Lj, y to oblvain 

e. ýdmption fron tlieae obllL"a tioria. In Central It was the 

duty oC the '. ", qil' to cofcud his canntunity or individual 

c: emberr in caoe of 6ccuoations:, roal or Imaginary, 

concor... n.. - the aale of wino to : iuclir.: u, the xina of 

cc. -coo at cere oniea and co. ehr tionc, onrd the p? "uctice 

of eorcory und witahc: rL1ft. Finally!. the ':, qil' night be 

reaponoible for secu, LnG the exemption of orphans from 

forcible conversion to lehn. 

but the role of 'Ae i' was not confined to the duties 

of taw: -col:. acting an" sing, 5, -. intainine; the peace, and 

ropre3ecti: S the intereats or the cor: un1ty. In addition# 

he could bo held i, e ' orally reopc=iblc-, for the behaviour 

and obligations of his conmunity. If a fine was levied 
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on tho whole co=Unity, than the 'Agil' was rupponsible 
J 

for its collection, and this might noceca+tate personal 

outlay tc make up the required cum. J; i 'Agil' could also 

be thrashed or imprisoned if he £: tiled to aecortain the 

identity of an offender or to find u: i offender who was 

being souight. Ho could be thrashed, imprisoned or even 

killed if }u failed to hand over rzn orphan for forcible 

conversion to Itlaa. There were cases of 'ngi: s' who 

theno©lvo; accepted Islam rather then suffer the penalty 

of doath. 

Jacob 5apir has au$rgouted that )because of the danCero 

inherent in the status of ' Aqil' , it raa considered 

un_esiratle, ºnd avoided by the not: ablea or learned men 

of the Jewi: '.. i com unity, and accepted only by men of low 

intelligence, little education or no Loral ecru; loJ. 

(quoted in Brauer; 1y34).,: vi,. Eut`.. both Brauer and Goitoin 

disagrce with this view (Brauer; 1934, Goitoins 1954); 

and my own researches lead ro to suspect that Ajapir has 

booed his Generalization on a low ctypical itu; tuncos or 

else oil , zAsunderst. Auding or the situation. It would cep, 

o. -4 the contrary, that in zozt cuaea tie ', Agil' waa the 

richest man i: the cot . unity, dz, the hurud of tho Irr act 

Group of kindred, and ofton also th-ý man or hi -)fest 

learning. Although ha 4jid not usually receivo any official 

stipend in return for his dutioa, ho did usually enjoy 

certain rewards. In the first ploco, his position as 
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head of the community, recognized by the Muslim 'sheikh' , 

cnabl: d him to eateblish an 'Uwleh' relationship 4th the 

' Jhcik h' himJeif; since the latter wac the richest Muclin 

in the urea, his requirements of Jewish craftc: aanchip were 

cont4derablo. The :, ewinh 'Agil' was not averse to 

rccoitiint, payments for favours from those members of his 

community whom h:. nicht be able to assist by ucinG his 

influence over the iiuclir ': heikh' . The position of 'Agil' 

j; avc a müL presti ; o. In fact, the 'Agil'needed to be a 

zs. n of more than avc:;, age intollironc© in order to know how 

to approach the :. uclizi, authorities) and whom to bribe, it 

need be. In many areac the 'Agil' did have P. riw,; t to 

keep on -sixteenth port of the, taxes which he collected. 

£cze not only kept this part but also imps: ed added taxer 

on their co. =unities, which were paid 
, 
for roar of trouble 

with the ? uoli; authorities. The. --o is no doubt that tho 

latter offcrod this induce ="t to Jewish headmen in ordor 

to ensure that a substantial as; ount was collected. But 

there were many Jewish headmen who did not keep the part 

perrittcd, but only sufficient to reimburse themselves for 

the time sj ent on tax collection. There were even those 

who paid the taxes of others who were too poor to do co, 

ý.; ran° inE t"em loans or even gifts. 

Very often, the hoadman wes also 'Agil ill-knie', 
head of the synae-oguo. 210 adrxinistercd the oyuagosUe 

in every p.; eaiblo respect. He invited the 'ihaliuh Zibur' 
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(prayer-loader) to perform hie dutieo, and arranged -for 

the 'ällöcationc of all 'riiewoth' , or ritual dutioß, in_ 

strict rotational order. Thie latter duty was most 

important in view of the Yemeni custom of, diatributing 

all ritual duties amongst the non and boys of the 

congregation. He had the right to c pounce the first 

wore: or each parbgraph while the congregation remained 

silent, and had to ensure that the rituals wore performed 

according to locul customs und general Jowi. eh law and 

tradition. the lattor were often a matter of much 

dispute, and. the head of'the synagogue wue" cotapolled to 

consider the views of the members of the 'üibur'; if be 

did not, they abandoned him. ' He wau fully rosponsible 

for the maintenance of the cyynaeogrue, which might also 

belong to hin, und, for bepin6 the zccounta' of income and 

expenditure. Incont was ohwained from the uuetionifC Of 

certain prized' 'M. ioztioth' - nd from donations -- a man -night 

vow to donate a aura to the 'knie' in time of sorrow or 

suffering - and expenditur©'wa allocated for the purchase 

of rugs, oil, 'Sifrei Borah' '' (scrolls of the Laws) and 

repair of the building; etc** He could reserve for himself 

certain prized 'tiiswoth' - such an roading the first 

saue of e no'4ly. roirencd ' wofer -'torah' -- but if. he did 

this too often he-woo aubjeot to the critici= -of 'the 

'Zibur'. 
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.; man enjoyed groat j reotig6' in the Jc%. iah cormuuity 

v hen ho coubined the variouo dutioc or- hcac an, head of the 

Zyn . cosua, cnd, 'LOv' , and thin wue quite oaten. the co. anWt 

it, tluc quite co r on -- partioulurly in Eouthorn Yemen 

to l ind " that the ' . qil' way. not also 'v'. tither there 

, was a' Rev' in the com:: unity, or also there gras one who 

_catored 
to the neodo or a whole area of linked villages. 

The status of any 'Bav' depended on . 
hie qualifications, as 

recoLuized by the 'Both Din' in t3=fa But whore there 

, Azi: a 'Ray' in addition to the headman, the latter wcc 

often looked upon as little more-the ofi'icial agent for 

the iiualiz 'rigil' or - 'heikh' . 
äo: ao imea a an of lcsruing wun accorded hi&h prosti e 

uccn he : a3 bolieved also to, pcscoaa magical and thcra- 

. pcutic pcuers. ,ý 
uch 4, pa: 1, - known as mu a'Baal }iietetz' 

who sieht, ulto be 
.i iv or even u' Duyurr' , coYzld cure 

dizeeues through natural a ad supernatural techniques, could 

detect the Workin c of corcexy or wwitcliorc. f t and counter 

t eng cuä, Most important of ull., could diatnoue the 

effects of the 'evil eye' and the 'evil spirits', known 

in Hebrew 4sß ' Shediz ' and in Arabic uo 'Jinn** 'hiess men 

twre aluo respected by the t: ue jirjr; in the area, who- would 

The term OBa-al LcJ ets' Qeuns tone who a ns a book' i but 
reference was to a very sp©clal sort of book containing 
Cabbalistic information. auch a book could be obtained 
only through revelation during a dream. 
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approach then with requosta to care their ailnenta or 

banish the 'evil eye' or 'Jinn'. Only the gout revered 

of theft oaGec worebalicvod to be capable of countering the 

'evil spirits'; this woe done by a method known as 'Lijnuh 

WeYefruk', which means Masocnblinß and dicnissinB'. The 

'Baal Uefetz' was belioved to ass,. -ibis the opirita by 

nyutical mücnc; having done this he would- addreac the 

'Both Din' o¬ the Spirit world, throatenina to curco the 

otfendinj; spirit with ©ndlocc w ndorina unless it vlia 

withdrawn. bpir= t po ; ueu: -ion gas usually another satt© for 

mental illness$ Lind co the 'Baal iiefetz' treated all 

illness, regardless of origin. Ile was not strictly a 

loader, but did have considerable authority and wau often 

co respected and revered by the ¬xuslim authorities that he 

wau able to intercede in nuttera concerning the relations 

between Jews and Fiualinu. 

any ¬iro the r3tori©s told by Yemeni Jewc: or the -po icrs 

of theee 'Baalci-Herat'', or the influence which thoy 

exercised over the r1uclizs, and of the magical tcehniques 

which they employed or ßccuring the ri htc of Jowc. 

These stories ray contain an element or trutth -- i. e. 

othnogr+ phis truths in that they rot©r to real irSluencee, 

not rccl powere - but in coot c-aso* they choald be viewed 

as myths % hick perforxod an i p" rtt*nt p, eycholcCica1 

function for tho Jews ao a 'protected' peopl©% enjoying 

rev legal and jucliciul rl¬hto. Thor cx. rccsad their 
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co pcýzrý ztory feo1inEa of intalloctusl cupe, * iority over 

their Mut; lim nuichbo , ra. 

Betort concluäir,; thin emalysic of leader; "hip Lind 

authority ý. ', on}eßt. the Jews in Yemen, i should i , ention the 

excrci-o of authority %iitIth the croup or kindred or the 

fcrtily. 

Aa I have mentioned r"trlier in this cha, ýter% the 

kinu ip DYu%. 'oI clrta atxron; iy patriliriorLl, iatr. ilOcul and 

p; tripotOctal. =x. hi'3 ;; punt thut for :; o t drily purpofea, 

authority ro3tt d in thv hct. u of ai rt; o hojuaeho1d who 

au ecoz omiCcllyº inde yenj'uit of other' Loin, thuid heudo,. 

thou2. h der, c: n . °e I upon Lha ou: atc: a of u13 riuslirs client or 

clio: nta. ; ho bed of a-4ouuo4uld controlled the Activitica 

of t;; : -ic=bcro in, c .l 13 ph0r08; tits ncwotiubed the rasýrriu o 

u, r6omcl. t of sw'ý Ualsghter o: : inter '. 'l:: po; o&bly of lüa 

broC31or'o da:: ý., hter o. r on' ýý ;u ter°; be inýluena®c hie 

ozm. ý; rýn': o1oý: w. cn os ý.. i 'ri and V rtic: 3p tcýcr in the 

not otiatrion of ntZ rJarwi . c; e c} ; reeiacTnt; lie controlled 

ritual ziczltitioZ ix; th X1o cs zu su, c: °vlocud hiz; ßQU'n 

audiao. e wan raponsiblo for the cb rv nco or Jewiuh 

`,:, n;; a14o tile Nuclim law ale it alffoct: id the rcLberc3 of hic 

He tar. liable tvr" t11w3 ayz: cat of fines incurred 

by any wanbor of his house uol,., and for on:: ur n' that they 

did of : 'lea :. he n, a ccusoa <c. f 1601; rJ cra j,, e"'-cox' offence; in 

. he oven", that `hej dig., a waL; 1jubjit: to Sao imprisoned or 

whipped hinaelf. 
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«in- it 'tccted ziot nly the e. u rcioo of muthoi ity 

in tue ho : ie, bu= the cxux ci c o;. autuo: ity ¬ cncerally. 

Poaitioi: a of lijL4 cibA ip wu autrorit wcro u ua21y obtained 

t. 'irou,; zucco 4on, tlioulh this di: ä not miry accord with 

th^ x . 
ico of ja; triliuQu1ity; if s.: ; un had no on, he ni. t 

be 3ua:: cec: ad bý hir. aiatLr':.. non-, or e. vc: by hi dau ; htor'o 

r:: 0 Lut, Uu I havo ulror. di ur: tioiwd, cucco pion =uuu not 

uu: C cicnt. zun hid to be cona: üurud dealrublo b, fora 

LuccccdiuC to a, ; 'ooition of authority, rte, it wan one of 

hi.:. "Luthts' zº dutic& to tauch U n.: Lhu ri ; Y: t way o. 0%, bocomiar, 

accvrts: tiwc ti:; th4 moaner ; of the ao,.., zxrAty an well as to 

the iiuulin overlord. 
5. 

'rho . own of men were united by tLe bonda of kinships 

reli ion used size " co:: cri 'rwcoeni tjcn of a ceý. tral raligioua 

authority. Ty were a' prctiýctcä' people and occupied 

tilt. lc4ect wtatuc in ux ceciot1 murked by . rigid hierarchy 

of ariki. choir Foxition i ma both politically and 

©coziOX. icallf. They aau3ht ca=fort In tho pricttze of their 

r elision : tihich united thcis to the 'God of Israel' and to 

'2Iir 4'eoplo'. The; paare not , ully ich ent tied with the 

society in ihich the; lived, &nd re jcctcd ome of the 

, turd ä: tat vý lue upon .. ich it roated. 

: t; ý i au-"O bac:: -ed up b -W-: a t . -treat of Larcv, 

was 3.: 2, Pj -=wd uenu theL& Irma, e. ux Gcrt tt L Eourc o ovc; r which 
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they bra z. o 1e ;1 cczxt! o1, but w : icl they could only 

;; r r: ýýlcateý ti. ýa `svzýr9ý sr Owl", gas:. heir occult Lion 

i.: dis;; ou3 ib1o to their 2: urýliz. nui. ibours; und 

trc. ýr ý. t{. 'us al tho vonyc: tA1 pr. cse jai' a t: uu; li 'theik ý' 

or higher : litho ity, rorvc-6 to t:. nhurc that they recaived 

cu iaodicu: a of fair tzraiti ut. 
the. 

own i adcrý ItickcctAilocvai; ur, ý : nctýý. z for their 

f. uthorlty - the threat o% }11jß' 3°.. o L coercion - thou they 

cotiL uc the treat; or : oral di approvui.. Their pwaition 

wr. c th fined largely it ttraf., of re1iGious v"uuij and boliofa, 

cm d btherc it was not v it %»r .. c; cr. dc: At upon to support of 

(u extorfai cuthority, und thore orc diutru; sted. 

cýäik it cac .. ý 11tcý i: sý cli:. xe«-ctcrikse%! % c+u tr- Cno ni 
io o. 1 iu hly 17l{. ä ýý ilYu 

ý 
ti Lä ý.? flj iofý31t1ýi 

Fi 
car d 

p := ticipati or. 9t cad au the other hü .d by CGt J'Ai4 t VIVr lri06s 

2Lt, ic, rtiof and thft sp. itt1uh; up al ct; =ui4. t . ai. or prayer-" 

týrounc . These riviiirir uc z" ccurltcto led Q &: ciwtcut 

i., rpl. cmtiona to lzadcro : car the v(; tzltmt ut of adioput43. 

,,:. oro part±u a were ýi .u ýticl ý. L wit IL -tilt jud&jc32t3 Given$ 

they wou1d have ruoourze cit-i to a hiC»r G, utho. 'i%y 

or to : iucllm courti3. Ultiz KtO. Ly, thy; zuuc , 3Vj; ILAccs of jud cut 

de rv r: ed eithet*' upon t1z a author:. ty o, t; ltt, ý pur: Li CO= ts Or 

t}3,, 4 cup 'rte uh. 1cz Mucliz cutYioi-ity 1t«uxt, co ho JcwS'ih court. 

JCwV. hed fO diDOcl cjural rij hta i tit j: (j lather Cool' d 

b,. ©ALS tWrou, gn irer', z"v G ý. ý. ý. lt Wust One 

of the ujor runotiorc or ý30wibh luiceru to bct oaf; U , out 
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between the community ar the 'pr; Acctor'; Ccnvorsoly, 

the cc . unnI lender he 1x 1d rcc; oncible ror the 

bct-cvicur_ and obligation; of hic co :. unity. Far both 

raeýa ns, Jewish lc4acrc at c11 lovcle: Eu. f: ere u concidorublo 

insecurity of : tstuc. Prd their position could be undor- 

nined by try v4thsýrw a1 of cappcrt szd ncceptanco. 

*696a40040 
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CHAPTER IX. LEADERSHIP & POLITICS IN A YEII121I MOHIIAY. 

ýrrw rrýýýýrrr. . rr.. r. r r 

! -, oshav' Zellafon' is in some ways typical of the 

many Yemeni Floshavim which have been established since fi 

the foundation of the : state, in the Judean hills, the 

Galilee area and other parts of Israel; the analysis of 

leadership and political allegiance in this Moshav, 

therefore illustrates some of the general problems which 

arise in similar communities. 

There are two main organizati.. na of Moohavim in 

Israel, and most villages belong to one or other of these. 

Moshav 'Zellafon' is affiliated to the lar'ger of the two 

organizations, 'which is known as' 'Tnuath HaMochavim'; the 

latter is associated wits. £the 'labour' orgmnizat. ýon, ' the 

'Histadruth'. Every Moshav which belongs to this 

association is'organized according-to ccrtIain''principles 

`which are laid down as part of the charter of the moveme t; 

this affects, or oven dnternine to some extent, both the 

nature of' leadership roles, 'and the social context in which 

they function. 

In ucicxition, the affairs of e4 cry, new 'Hoshav - i. o. , 

those settled by recent immigrants - are partly controlled 

by certain estate organizations, which are responsible for 

the problems of immigrant absorption. 

While the social structure of the community is partly 

determined by the rules of the Moshav movement, 'and while 

" translated: 'The movement of agricultural cooperatives'. 
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its activities ar©. affected by its relations with State 

agencies, the pattoin of social relationships within the 

community is alto affected by purely internal conditions. 

Thus, all of these aspects of the social situation must be 

described and anclyood, before leadership and allegiance 

cLin be examined. 

introduction. 

Nochuv 'Zellafon' lice in that part of the Judean 

hills known, uo, the Jerusalem corridors and is situated 

approximately half way botweou Jerusalem and, Tel Aviv. 

It wes establishedýin the early months of 1950, when 

about 350 Yemenis were brought to the site fron an immigrant 

camp in which they had-been. livin6, for over a year. On 

arrival at the cite, the immigrants were ho: sed in tents, 

while the menfolk act about the . constructionLof the new 

village, unman the supervision of the Jewish Agency 

Settlement Bureau. After fivo or six months the houses 

-had been built, and the people moved into the now villo6©. 

Tho village was planzned in five double-rows of houses, 

which run from North to äouth, on from-East to Wast, cutting 

across one another; each double-row com, priaos between 14 

end. 20 houses. There are altogether about 90 houses, of 

which 83 arc inhabited. 

The houses are of two sizes, one-roomed and two-roomed, 

the scallor being allocated to elementary families, and 

the larger to families with elderly dependents. 
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The{ choice of place of'residence was not left to the 

settlers. Families teere allocated houses in turn, depending 

upon the date of their arrival on the site, but priority was 

also 'given to those with elderly dependents. Some families 

did choose to be housed alongside their close kinsmen, but 

most accepted whatever system seemed to have been devised. 

Consequently, kinsmen or members of the same sub-ethnic 

group, were often placed in different rows, at some distance 

from one another. 

The community was provided, at the outset, with houses, 

an irrigation system, a large hail, a local store, a school- 

house, a few small administrative buildings, and large 

central store-house, neighbourhood store-houses and prayer- 

houses. 

Each house was built' on a plot of five dunans - about 

an acre - to be used for the raising of poultry, a goat or 

two, 'and some crops, mainly for domestic consumption. But 

in addition to these, every household was to receive a share 

of the total land of the Moshav. 

Between'1950 and '1953 the population increased fron 

350 to 432, due'to*further arrivals and to natural increase; 

and all but seven of the total number of houses which had 

been built, 'were occupied. 

Economic Organization of the Moshav. 

'Zellafon' belongs to the type of village known as a 

'Moshav Ovdim' or small-holders' cooperative. 



In this type of community every household has the 

right of use of several pieces of land; one on which the 

house stands, and others scattered throughout the village. 

Each-household farms its own land, though in new villages. 

certain initial projects are carried out cooperatively. 

Each household has its own small tools, poultry, seed, 

and livestock, but large and expenoive agricultural 

machinery - e. g. tractors - are held by the village as a 

whole. 

Each-household has the right to purchase its seed, 

poultry and other agricultural requirements'through the 

purchasing agency of-'Tnuath Hamosha im', and is also 

obliged to-sell its prodüce'through the same agency. 

Each household-head has an account at the village 

secretariat; he is credited with any amount accruing to 

him from the sale of produce or for work performed on 

behalf of the village, and is debited with the cost of his 

purchases, or-for charges made for the use of communal 

implements and machinery. In established Moshavim, 

household-heads are permitted to raise interest-free loans 

fromm the secretariat, the funds usually being available 

from the credit balances of 'other members of the community. 

But in new villages, such funds are not available from 

internal sources, and'are provided by State agencies. 

In new Moshavim `large-scale projects - such as the 

planting of vineyards and tobacco plantations in 'Zellafon' - 
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are begun in the early years of settlement, and the funds 

are provided in the form of long-term loans, which are 

repaid by the smallholders when each householder receives 

an allotment of the area which has been cultivated. Members 

of the community are paid for work on village projects - 

though at a lower rate than work done outside the village - 

and the earnings are credited to their accounts. 

Because of the difficulties experienced by new settlers 

in earning a livelihood in the hoshav, outside work is 

provided by one of the State agencies. The Yemenis of 

'Zellafon' are given several days' work a month in the 

State afforestation projects, or in the laying of irrigation 

pipes etc.. However, the members of the Moshav are not 

permitted to obtain other types of paid labour. The 

allocation of outside work is organized on a rote system, 

as there is not sufficient work to provide daily employment 

for all. In any case, total reliance on outside work is 

discouraged, lest the Moshav itself be neglected by its 

members. 

Payment for outside work is made direct to those 

concerned, and is kept quite separate from the accounting 

system of the Moshav itself. 

Ties With The Moshav Movement 

The rules of 'Tnuath HaMoshavim' govern the form of 

organization of the community, which receives numerous 

services fron the 'movement'. Two instructors, a man and 
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a woman, live most of the week in the Moshav, advising on 

agricultural methodo, administxration, and domestic matters. 

These instructors are themselves old members of the 'movemaent'$ 

living in well-established moshavin; they receive a salary 

paid from funds allocated to tho village by 'Tnuath 

HaMoshavim'. The ferale'instructor is concerned largely 

with advising housewives on matters concerning cooking, 

domestic management, child-cri. arinß, etc., She is not 

specially trained for this, and usually has little 

understandin; of Yemeni family organization and values. 

Her role, is to act as agent of the 'Yishuv' - the old 

Ashkenazi population of Palestine -'in cöm unicatini to 

new inaigranta, perticultzrly Orientals, the standards of 

her own social group. The mai. a instructor not only given 

advice on agricultural methola and administration, but 

also intervenes iii the actual prococa of administration. 

The two instructors then, are not merely technical advisers, 

but are intended to be agents of social and cultural 

assimilation in the widest cense. 

Periodically dimtrict agents of 'Tnuath iiafoohavin' 

visit the village. The avowed purpose of those visits 

im to enquire into the nature of the problems Rncauitered 

by the settlers, to hear complaints from cutlers und 

inctructors$ to evaluate the suitability of the instructors, 

and to recommend plane for economic development and 
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organization. But, one of the underlying purposes of these 

visits is to strengthen the loyalty of the villagers and 

their leaders"to 'Tnuath HaXoshavim', by explaining the. 

, purpose of its rules, and by preaching the doctrine of 

cooperatitt' and 'Halutziuth' -, agricultural pioneering. 

The Moshav movement also caters for certain ', cultural 

and educational requirements' of the village - both 

directly, and indirectly through the 'Cultural and 

Educational Department' of the ýHistadruth' - by arranging 

film shows, lectures and excursions. 
' Tnuath HaXoshavim' is affiliated to the 'iistadruth' , 

and-its political policy entails, complete support for one 

party - 'Mapai'; hence, part of the 'educational and 

cultural' programme, embraces party-political propaganda. 

Party representatives - including even prominent leaders, 

like the Prime Minister 
,7 

pay regular visits to the villaCe, 

in attempts to persuade the villagers that 'Mapai' alone 

has the power to improve their economic circumstances, 

and that it alone embodies the true principles of social 

justice and patriotism. 

Ties With State Agencies. 

'Zellafon' is linked with a number of different State 

or governmental agencies or departments: the 'Jewish 

Agency' and in particular its settlement department; 'Keren 

HaKayemeth' - the State land-holding and agricultural. - 
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settlement agency; the army or border police; the district 

judiciary and police force. 

The Jewish Agency is concerned primarily with immigrant 

absorption and settlement. In 'Zellafon', the major 

significance of this body lies in the fact that it provides 

material assistance to the village in the form of loans and 

grants, in both money and kind; it provides supervision of 

large-scale projects within the village, and certain 

educational and other facilities. Representatives of the 

'Agency' visit the village periodically, supervising 

agricultural projects, giving advice to the villagers, etc'., 

The 'Agency' is alsoresponsible for the payment of workers 

who participate in communal projects. 

The 'Karen HaKayemeth' owns most of the land in Israel, 

so that members of 'Moshavim' have only a use-right over 

their land, and can not sell it. This organization is also 

responsible for the afforestation programme in some parts 

of Israel, particularly the Judean hills, and employs 

workers from 'Zellafon' on this project. 

Every foshav is linked up with either the army or 

border police for the purpose of military protection, 

particularly in-border areas; the whole Jerusalem corridor 

is bounded on both siY. e by the Jordanian border, and is 

therefore a strategic military area. Each adult male of 

military age is obliged to perform night-watch duty several 
days in the month, in lieu of annual service in the army 
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0d 

reinforces the local guard in times of emergency. 

'Zellafon' has neither its own judiciary nor police,, 
Y4 

but is part of the judicial and police district of Hartuv, 

a town which lies some seven kilometres to the east. 

Social Services. 

As the members of the I1oshav belong automatically to 

the 'Histadruth' and pay their monthly dues to that 

organization, they receive the usual benefits, and in 

particular the health services of 'Kupath Holim', the 

'Histadruth' Sick Fund. There is a clinic in the village, 

attended almost daily by a male nurse, and by a doctor 

from a neighbouring village twice every week. 

A social worker visits the village once a week, 

attending to family matters* school absenteeism etc., 
There is a primary school in the village, run on 

religious lines, which caters for the first three grades 

of schooling; thereafter, the children are sent to a 

neighbouring village school. 

The youth - including the working youth, married and 

single - belong to a youth organization which is associated 

with the 'Histadruth', called 'hoar Oved'. They are 

visited once a week by a youth, worker. Evening classes 

are siailarly organized for the working youth, and are 

attended by girls as well as boys and young men. 
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Internal Structure of the Community 

I have already described the official form of 

organization, and so will now deal with those aspects of 

social relations which are not prescribed by virtue of 

membership of the moshav movement. 

Population* 

The population of Zellafon is 432, and there are 83 

households. The composition is as followst 

Males Females Total 

Adults, over the age of 20 98 95 193 

Youth, 14 to 20 24 22 46 

Children 5 to 14 51 53 104 

Infanta up to 5 43 46 89 

Total 216 216 432 

Of the 83 households, 58 are small, containing only 

elementary families or part-families, while 25 are larger, 

containing elementary families together with dependents, 

and in one case a polygynous household. 

'These population figures were obtained in 1953 when field- 
work in this village commenced, and three years after the 
village was founded. - I, dontinued my research in this 
community over a period'of two years, but did not collect 
further population figures after the first period of work 
in 1953; therefore they are not an accurate reflection of 
the composition of the community for the whole period, 
though the analysis of this community is based on material 
collected during two years. 
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Sub-Ethnic Grouping & Kinship. 

With the exception of the infants, the members of the 

community and their children were all born in Yemen.. 

The community is composed of three groups fron different 

districts in Central and East-Central Yemen; the first and 

largest group comes from the district of Arhab, numbering 

267 people, and 57 households; the second, group is from 

Nihim, numbering 131 peoples and 29 households; the third, 

and smallest group is from Wadi Sirr, and numbers 34 people 

and 7 households. ' 

Within each of these groups there are numerous ties 

of kinship and affinity, though not every member of each 

group is related to every other one. In some cases, the 

ties - whether unilinealor cognatic - are well-recognized 

and strong; but in other cases they are barely recognized. 

Amongst the group from Arhab, 39 of the 57 present 

households bear the name 'Tzabari'; however, these people 

do not all look upon themselves as members of a recognized 

lineage, though they may acknowledge the possibility of 

*The figures for each group include local-born children, 
the women being included in their husband's group, whether 
the marriage took place in Yemen or Israel. The number 
of households refers to present households in the moshav 
and not to previous house o ds in Yemen. 
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erstwhile connexions. However, nany members of this group 

are connected by ties of recognized kinship, and this has 

considerable ritual significance and a certain degree of 

political significance. 

The second group, from Nihim, is very much like the 

first one, but in the third group, almost all household- 

heads are agnates. 

But ties of'kinship - and friendship - cut across the 

sub-ethnic divisions. All of these three groups are from 

the same major area of Yemen, and'there were innumerable 

links between these neighbouring communities. * 

''Economically, broad ties of kinship and sub-ethnic 

grouping are not very significant in''Zellafon'. There is 

considerable economic cooperation within the household and 

the elementary family, and some cooperation in work between 

close kinsmen - sometimes agnatic, but often between 

congnatia or affinal kinsmen - but very little between more 

remote kinsmen. 

But kith and kin are important in ritual matters; 

they gather together for the celebration of marriages and 

circumcisions and of course for funerals; and they visit 

amongst themselves on festivals. 

1d©iýhbourhood. 

'Zellafon' is divided into five rows of houses. Each 

one of these has a small store-room for agricultural 

'See Chapter VIII. 
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implements, which are used by that row; and each'`one has 

a synagogue. These two factors affect the nature of social 

relationships within a row. 

The use of agricultural implements in a neighbourhood 

must'be clearly distinguished from the use of larger and 

more expensive implements which belong to the community as 

a whole. Comuunal equipment must be hired by each household 

head, or by several together, and payment made. But 

neighbourhood equipment is at the disposal of whoever wishes 

to use it; this includes such things as mule-drawn ploitghs, 

irrigation pipes, and repair tools. There are no strict 

rules governing the use of these things, so that there must 

be some sort of implicit understanding between the people in 

a neighbourhood. If a man wishes to use equipment which 

another is already using, then he must approach the latter 

and come to some agreement regarding the time necessary for 

his work. On the one hands this tends to foster an element 

of group consensus regarding the rights of use of this 

equipment, but on the other it creates a source of conflict 

between those who can-not reach agreement . 
The second factor which influences the relations 

between residents of a neighbourhood, is the common use of 

a synagogue. Most of the older generation in 'Zellafon' 

attend prayers twice daily, when possible, and the younger 

members attend at least three times a week, on the Sabath. 

Almost all the men attend the synagogue nearest to their 
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homes, which means that they attend one in the row in 

which they live. Some men prefer to pray in other rows, 

but this is not common. 

Following Yemeni tradition, the major 'Mizvoth' - 

ritual duties - are performed by all of the adult men in 

turn: these include the duties of 'Shaliah Tzibur' - 

prayer leader; reading of the Law etc., Other 'Mizvoth' 

are performed by young boys in turn. This circulation of 

roles requires and fosters a considerable degree of 

solidarity between the members of a 'Minyan'; and itvis,, 

very much a solidarity of equals! Of course this sort of 

relationship does not preclude the existence of ranking 

within the 'flinyan'. Older men, particularly those who 

are more learned in religious matters and Jewish law, 

have greater prestige. A 'Cohen', if there is one, has 

greater privilege and prestige. And finally, in each 

'Minyan' there is a 'Nass', who is responsible for the 

allocation of ritual duties and for remembering the turn 

of each one. 

Leadership Roles in 'Zellafon' 

The following leadership positions are of importance: 

village committee men; religious leader; army commandant; 

labour organizer; and various informal and unofficial 

positions. I shall deal with each of these in turn. 

'Zellafon, $ like all other moshavim, has a local 

committee known as the 'Vaad Mekomi'. This committee is 
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elected, officially, every four yearn; but in fact, elections 

take place more frequently, owing to disputes and resignations, 

forced or voluntary. The committee comprises between five and 

nine men; the number varies because of the constant changes 

which occur, so that-. tt-any one time it is uncertain as to who 

is a member of the committee. and who is not. Not all changes 

follow on formal elections; often enough men are coopted and 

then dropped. The only constant feature in this situation is - 
the existence of a 'Maskeer Pnim' - secretary for. internal 

village affairs, - a 'Mackeer Hutt' - secretary for affairs 

relating to outside institutions - and a 'Gizbar' - village 

treasurer. 

The 'Maskeer Pnim', who is often head of the local 

committee, is concerned with a number of matters connected 

with the internal administration of the village: with the 

distribution of seed, plants, agricultural equipment; the 

allocation of outside work-and work on communal ppojects; 

the payment of local taxes, azzd the administration of accounts; 

enforcement of night-watch duty; administration of physical 

improvements of the village;, and ho calls village meetings 

and presides over then. He does not require any special 

clerical training for this work, as he does not himself 

keep accounts. He needs only to write occasional official 

letters. The 'tiaskeer Pnin' is nominated from amongst the 

members of the local committee. 
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The 'Maskeer Hutz' has a far more responsible position 

than the 'Maskeer Pnim', who is really little more than a 

general overseer. The 'Maskeer Hutz' acts as agent for the 

village in its relations with the Jewish Agency, 'Keren 

HaKayemeth', 'Tnuath HaMoshavim' and the 'Hintadruth'. 

He may even be the local representative of 'Mapai', though 

sometimes the committee headman will perform this role. 

Cne of the main tasks of the'Maskeer Hutz' is to administer 

the purchase of agricultural and other requirements for 

the village, and the sale of'its produce. 

In fact, the two secretaries are expected to perfar1 

most of these tasks jointly. ' However, the 'I1ackeer Hutz' 

is required to have a more specialized clerical training, 

which he receives from 'Tnuath HaMoshavinl, which runs courses 

for this purpose. 
Both secretaries have the important function of 

communicating to the villagers the suggestions or demands 

of the external authorities. This crucial task is performed 

at public meetings, which are held frequently in the 

village hall. Here the secretaries put forward various 

proposals for discussion, such as the need to purchase a 

certain type of expensive fertilizer, or the desirability 

of planting one vegetable crop rather than another; or, 

they inforn the villagers of the need to pay for the use 

of communal equipment, and to cooperate in the use of tools 

and equipment in the neighbourhood store-rooms and so on. 
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Here also, the villagers are informed of the order of 

night-watch duties, of plans for the development of the 

village, and of the need to send children to school etc. 

The third important member of the local committee is 

the treasurer or, 'Gizbar'a as he is called.. his task is 

to. make and receive any money payments connected with 

community affairs or with outside work and to keep records 

of these; however, he does not. keep-the books, as this 

is done by a qualified book-keeper who is not a member of 

the community, but is appointed by ITnuath HaMosbavim'. 

Though the 'Gizbar' can not officially make any unauthorised 

payments,, he can determine the priority of payments to 

people;, this. is important,. 
-because there is seldom sufficient 

cash to pay everyone at the same time for outside work, and 

so it is common for friends and kinsmen of the 'Gizbar' to 

receive payment. earlier than-others, 

The two secretaries and the treasurer are the only 
committee-men who receive a salary, so that these posts 

are highly valued. However, both-the 'Maskeer Hutz' and 

the 'Gizbar' need to be trained for their work, so that it 

is far more difficult to replace them; the majority of 

adult Yemenis do not know enough of clerical procedures, 

letter.. citingand the use of numerals)to be able to assume 

responsibility for these positions. 

The religious_ lea der of the moshav, or 'Hav' , has 

several duties to perform, mostly connected with ritual, 
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He performs marriages and circumcisiona, >>announces the hour 

on which Sabaths and festivals are due to commence, and makes 

public announcements concerning ritual usage in Israel. In 

addition to this, he sometimes concerns himself with breaches 

of ritual taboos on the part of the young, -and with the 

indifference oX youth in Israel to the 'Torah'. - 
The army-commandant has an extremely important duty 

to perform, and, his authority is'backed. up by the full 

weight of the military. He holds the rank of sergeant in 

the. military reserve, and it is his duty to ensure that 

there is an adequate guard every-night. This is important 

not only from the point of view of.. the. villagers, who have 

to be protected from infiltrators, but from the point, of 

view of national defence. 

The task of the:. 1abour organizer is to-enlist the 
ý. rlrrr. rr. w 

exact number of men required each day for outside work, or 

for-work on communal projects. The demand for labourers 

on outside work always falle short of the available supply; 

hence, there is considlerable competition each morning to 

obtain this work, as it is better-paid than work donebon 

communal projects, and payment is made direct. Officially, 

this work is supposed to be allocated on a rote system; but 

in fact other factors influence the choice of workers each 

day. Preference is given to men with a greater number 

of dependents; and to friends and kinsmen of the labour 

organizer, or of one or other of the secretaries. Since 
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register, only the leaders know whether a man is entitled 

to work or not. 

Uhile most men will gladly accept work on communal 

projects, failing outside work, there is insufficient work 

to satisfy all applicants, so that here again nepotism 

and favouritism operates, 

The labour organizer is officially chosen by the 

village coniuittee; but effectively he is appointed by 

the two secretaries. His job is a favoured one, as he is 

himself guaranteed work on almost any day that he wishes, 

All of. these official-positions of leadership are 

paid, from foods which are obtained from various sources. 

The two secretaries. and the. treasurer are paid from 

communal funds which come from the Jewish Agency; the 

religious leader is paid by the Ministry of Religious Affairs; 

the army commandant is paid by the army; the labour organizer 

ip paid from communal funds received from the Jewish Agency, 

In addition to these official positions of leadership, 

there are a number of unofficial positions. There are 

heads of factions, synagogue, heado, and 'medicine men'. 

Leaderdhin Personalities & Selection 

The following men are of importance in the village; 
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Yehudah Kgaisi; Moshe Menahem Tzabari; 'Mori" Salem 

Ftai'khi; and Shalom Hadad. There are a number of other 

men who bee*" important, to a lesser degree, for short 

periods, but their status is soon occupied`by rivals. 

I shall therefore deal only with the four stable leaders 

separately, and with the remainder jointly. 

YehudahKgaisi became a leader in the immigrant camp 

when the Jewish Agency began enlisting people for 

settlement in the Judean hills. The Agency representatives 

needed a leader who would'gather together a large enough 

group for settlement, and he was one of the first to come 

forward and volunteer for this task. He claimed to be 

known to a large number of people from certain areas of 

Yemen, and it so happened that many of these people were 

in the same part of one camp. He had in fact been a 

communal headman in his native district of Nihim in Central 

Yemen, and was of a family which had enjoyed long prestige 

in the area. He encountered no serious rivalry, and was 

successful in persuading a number of people to follow hin 

in settling on the land. These people in turn persuaded 

The title 'Mori' is used by Yemenis either as a term of 
address or reference, and simply denotes respect. It is 
most commonly used in addressing a religious official, of 
whatever status, or a teacher of the young; but it is also 
used in addressing older men, particularly those who are 
considered learned. The term is probably derived from the 
Aramaic 'Mar', meaning 'Sir', and not from the iebrew 
'Morehl meaning 'teacher'. (Vide; Goitein: 1954) 
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their own kinsmen and erstwhile neighbours, to do the seine, 

and very soon the Jewish Agency was presented with 

sufficient nu r to start a village. 

While the village was being built, Kgaiai was sent 

on a course organized by 'Tnuath-HaMoshavim' where-he 

learnt the rudiments of clerical techniques; the course 

lasted two months, and on his return he was appointed aS 

secretary. Shortly after, elections were held to appoint 

a communal committee, and he was duly elected. At the 

time he was the sole local administrator of the villa o, 

most of its affairs being conducted by agents of the 

State or 'Tnuath IlaMoshavim'. When the first committee 

was elected, it, way decided that Kgaisi should confine 

himself to external duties largely, and that someone 

else should assume other. responsibilities. There were 

two reasons for this: the 'IIaskeer Mutz' is expected to 

travel about and so can not be available for all local 

duties; 'Tnuath HaMoshavim' believes in the, principle 

of decentralization of authority. 

Between 1950 and 1953 the office of 'MaskeerPnim', 

which included that of committee-headman, changed hands 

four or five times, Consequently, an agreement was 

reached between 'Tnuath iiaMoshavim', the Jewish Agency 

and the local committee that Kgaisi should assume 

responsibility for both secretarial positions - in effect, 
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the two roles were temporarily combined in one person. 

Kgai i is a married nan of about 35 years of age. 

Like the overwhelming majority of Yemeni immigrants of his 

age-group' he 1,4- markedly traditional with respect to 

outward appearance and religious orthodoxy. But in other., 

matters he shews many superficial signs of accommodation 

or assimilation to the values and standards of the wider 

society. As a result of his training - which was both 

technical and ideological - he pays full lip service to 

the principles of cooperation, 'halutziuth', support for 

the 'Histadruth' and 'Mapai', national identification) 

and so on. Of course, this acceptance of the values, 

beliefs and symbols of the wider society, constitutes a 

mere cultural veneer. It, is part of hic official status. 

But these values and ideas, if they are imperfectly 

understood and accepted by Kgaisi, are quite remote from 

the conceptions of the ordinary villager; therefore, 

he must act as agent in communicating to the villagers 

the standards of the wider society, as well as communicating 

to external authority the difficulties and resistances 

of the villagers. If he appears to impose standards on 

the villagers which they, find difficult to accept, he 

is opposed; but if he appears to side with the villagers 

in opposition to their superiors, then the latter find 

fault with his administrative ability. This conflict, 

inherent in his status, is not merely ideological, but 
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operateb on a concrete situational level. 

Moshe tßenBhem Tz ibari, has been in «a position of 

leaderehip for a shorter time than xgaisi. Ho too was a 

an of come prostiSe in Yemen, a headman and ritual 

slaughterer, and wru well-known. amongst some of the people 

from the djctrict of irhab. It wau only in 1950, after 

the first elections were hold, that he became a member of 

the committee, and-was appointed to be treasurer on the 

recommendation of K aisi. He too was sent on a short course, 

and since then has held the same post, partly because no 

one else has yet obtained the requisite training for the 

work. 

Ho is a married an of 413, atro . g1y traditional, 

but shows less tendency to absorb the values or the wider 

society, than Kgaisi, even on a superficial level. 

hike Kgaisi., he too is an agent between the village 

and the wider . society, but has less authority and 

responsibility. 
'i, ori I ba1ei Ftaikhi was unanimously accepted as 

rabbi of the community, fron the outset. He was not 

the only main of su.; e rior learning in the community - 

apart from others, his own two brothers were also well 

learned in 'Torah' - but he enjoyed the highest prestige 

of them all, having been a 'TIegadaish U-megaraiah' in 

the Yemen - that is, one who could pei"forn marriages 

and grant divorces. 
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When the community was first established, he was 

appointed^rabbi by the 11inistry of BeliGious Affairs, 

and then tested by the Rabbinate. Subsequently, he 

was brought to Jerusalem to be given a short course of 

instruction by the Rabbinate, and there learned the 

elements of Israeli practice in matters relating to ritual 

particularly marriage - and the law relating to, minors, 

monogamy, the levirate etc., In short, he was forced 

to undergo a certain amount of re-education before he 

could be accepted by the Israeli Rabbinate. 

Ftaikhi is an elderly man - he is about 65 --with 

married children, and is totally 

appearance and valued. Despite 

training at the Rabbinate, he is 

to the wider society, and in his 

divorced from contact with the Wi 

He does not work at anything but 

traditional in outward 

his short course of 

highly unassimilated 

daily life is-largely 

orld outside of the village. 

his studios,. and has very 

few duties to perform. 

Shalom Hadad was appointed army commandant of the 

village in 1953, as part of the array plan to. organize 

border defence by a system of village guard duties. He 

had completed his own military service in the previous year, 

and was then given the rank of sergeant in the reserves. 

As he was the only person in the village qualified to 

assume this responsibility, his appointment was ensured. 
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He is a young married man of about 23 years of age. 

He has discarded the outward signs of Yemeni traditionalism, 

but is observant in religious matters. 

Apart from these principal personalities in the village, 

there are a number of other men who have at one time or 

another aspired to positions of leadership, or actually 

assumed certain roles of leadership. Four different men 

have at one time or another been 'Maskeer Pnim' and head 

of the local committee, and at least seven more have at one 

time been members of the local committee. But none of them 

has remained long in positions of genuine authority. 

A number-of men, apart from official leaders, do 

become faction leaders for short periods. But the 

composition of factions varies, as does the leadership. 

In each neighbourhood certain elderly men are heads 

of synagogues, but apart from their ritual duties, none 

of them has shewn signs of leadership in other spheres. 

There is one 'medicine man' in the village. Some of 

his close kith and kin approach him for remedies for 

illness; but this is becoming less common. However, 

there is still some demand for charms and amulets against 

the 'evil eye'. But this man performs no leadership role 

in other spheres, and keeps very much to himself. 

Situations of Leadership. 

I propose now to illustrate some of the main features 
of . 

of the working leadership in 'Zellafon, by reference to 
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some concrete situations. I shall deal with the following 

instances: 'a public meeting to discuss agricultural and 

other village matters; a dispute over guard duty; the 

allocation of outside work; a dispute over village property; 

a ritual gathering; and a meeting with a representative 

of 'Tnuath lia-Moshavim'. 

First Situation. 

The public meeting was convened by Avraham Tzabari, 

who was then 'Maskeer Pnim', and Yehudah 8gaisiwho was at 

the time 'Ma; keer Hutz' only. The purpose of the meeting 

was to discuss agricultural policy, and it was attended by 

about sixty people, most of them household heads. 

Tbez ueeting, which took place in the main hall, which 

is also the only large synagogue of the village, opened 

with afternoon prayers. After this the people were addressed 

by Avraham Tzabari, who spoke of the plans to purchase 

large quantities of expensive fertilizer for the use of 

each household und for communal projects. 

The chairman had not spoken for more than fire 

minutes before he was interrupted from the floor with an 

outburst from one of the villagers, to the effect that 

this was simply another instance d. f 'taasting money; who 

wants these things? We do not ask for them. We want 

to plant tomatoes and peppers and we want more poultry 

from the go3ternment. They promised it. We are thrown 
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into these places on the border for nothing. What do we 

get from it?...... " 

The speaker, who was from Nihin, was immediately 

challenged by one from Arhab, a close kinsman of the 

chairman. The two men sonn began to abuse each other. 

Before long, others had joined in on each side, each group 

abusing the other. An attempt was made by the chairman to 

call the meeting to order, but it was ignored. Other men 

then used their influence to pacify the two groups of 

disputants.. 

When relative quiet was restored, Kgaisi. took the chair 

and pleaded with the villagers to be patient. He then went 

on to. assure both groups. -that they had some right on their 

side, .. and proceeded to explain the value of chemical 

fertilizer. Someone,. who was not. one of the first 

disputants, then interrupted; with the question: "Are we to 

waste money again as we did last year with the tobacco? " 

This man was-from Arhab, and he was. immediately assailed 

with abuse by several men from Nihim who reminded him of, 

his ignorance. He replied in the same Vein and a fresh 

quarrel broke out. People who had previously supported 

one another, then found themselves opposed. Once again 

mediators helped to restore order, Kgaisi then continued 

with his speech, reminding the Yemenis of all that they had 

received fron the various external agencies, and of the need 

to be patient and to learn from those "who had brought 
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them to Israel out of bondage" etc.,, 

When a fresh dispute broke out, the army commandant 

took the chair. He called for order, and was successful 

for a short while. He then reminded the assembly that 

it was "uncultured to behave in this way like wild men. 

We are not wild men, but men of culture, therefore we should 

not behave as though we had no culture. There are some, 

recent immigrants who are nearly like wild men, like animals. 

But we Yemenis are men of tradition and culture. We should 

not behave like others and show that we have no control over 

oubselves" etc,. etctr...., He then went on to say that 

they should accept the advice and guidance given by experts, 

as they were after all still ignorant of matters relating to 

agriculture and the'running of a'moshav. Finally, he 

reminded them of the need to do guard duty and not to shirk 

their responsibilities. He then read out the names of those 

who were liable for duty during the following week. This 

produced fresh quarrelling about who was in fact liable, 

and the commandant's attempts to call the meeting to order 

were ignored. 

When there was once again quiet, the rabbi rose to 

speak. He made no reference to anything which had preceded, 

but after a number of allusions to the 'Torah$ and the 

'Mishnah' from which he quoted appropriate passages which 

were completed by members of the assembly, he began to speak 

of the infallibility of the "Law which was given to'Moses 
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on Mount Sinai". He then came to the point: " ome of 

the younger people are disobeyiur, the laws relating to the 

Shabat; it is rumoured that they smoke and ride on this 

day. They will be punished by a terrible curse.... " After 

this, the rabbi resumed his seat on the rostrum, and his 

words were greeted with "Amens" from the assembly. 

After this, 1gaisi called for a vote to ratiýy the 

decision concerning the purchase of chemical fertilizer 

and other things. Hands were raised in favour and against, 

and a very hasty count was made, and tho motion carried. 

After this, the assembly joined in the evening prayer, 

and then broke up. 

Second Situation. 

This incident occurred at the house of one of the 

villagers who was celebrating the circumcision of his 

new-born son. A large group of men, including Kgaisi and 

the rabbi, were seated in the house, when a man stormed in 

carrying a rifle and announced to Kgaisi: "I refuse to do 

guard duty tonight. I did it only three nights ago. It is 

not my turn. " Kgaisi replied that if he had been ordered 

to do guard duty, then clearly-it must be his turn. The man 

asked: "Where is Radad? " "He is not here" replied Kgaisi, 

"he is at arny headquartero. If your name is on the list 

for toniCht, then it must be your turn. " "I dont care who 

1s on the list. I dopt care for 
. bny list. If someone 

else does not do guard-duty, then I shall never do it again. 
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I'll leave the raoshav, " the man replied. "If you don't 

do it you will have a court-case with the army, " Kgaisi 

warned. "When did you or anyone else last do guard-duty? " 

the man asked. "Why do you argue this way? " Kgaisi asked, 

indicating discomfort and trying to appease the man, "if 

it is your turn, then tomorrow someone else will do it. " 

At. this point the rabbi intervened: "You guard tonight, 

and someone else will guard another night. " The rabbi was 

completely ignored by both parties to the dispute, but 

very soon others joined in and a quarrel broke 'out. The 

man stormed out of the house as he had stormed in, but 

did not go on duty that night. 

Third Situation. 

Incidents concerning the allocation of work are almost 

everyday events in 'Ze11nfont, and the one here described is 

fairly typical, 

About twenty-five men and five youths were standing one 

morning, at 7 a. n.., near the village-store, which was the 

usual meeting place for men hoping to receive outside work 

for that day. TheXabour organizer, who had been recently 

appointed to the job after three successive organizers 

had been dismissed whin a period of nine months, arrived 

and read out the names of those who were to receive work 

for that day. He was joined shortly by Kgaisi, who was 

by then both 'Maskeer Hutz' and head of the village. One 

of the men, who had not'been given work, began to quarrel 
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with the labour organizer. Kgaisi intervened and told 

the man that he had recently received work, and that he 

would be due for more shortly. The man flew into a rage 

and accused Kgaisi and the labour organizer of giving work 

to their kinsmen and friends. The altercation reached such 

a pitch, that the agricultural instructor ,. as brought 

from his house. Kgaisi explained the situation, or his 

own version of it, and pointed out to the instructor how 

unruly the Yemenis could be. The instructor replied: "You 

are all like that; no matter what is done for you, you all 

demand more. " The man then appealed to the instructor: 

"They don't give work to those who need it, but to their 

own people. " The labour organizer pleaded : "If you say 

that, I'll resign". Kgaisi said: ": ou don't have to resign, 

he is talking nonsense. " The man challen, ed Kgaisi: "Will 

you also resign? Will you let us see the work register? 

No one in this village trusts you except your friends: Who 

do you think you are? You are just a Yemeni like me. One 

day you'll have to resign, and then your friends won't get 

work every day. " 

Fourth Situation. 

This incident occurred after a period of incessant 

quarrelling over the payment for coizunal property, such 

as fertilizer, agricultural tools etc., Some of this 

property belonged to neighbourhoods, and other things to 

the village as a whole. A number of villagers were growing 
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accustomed to simply taking things in unauthorised fashion. 

Members accused each other of these practices and two 

factions emerged, each alleging the guilt of the other. 

The matter was brought to Kgaisi bfr a number of 

villagers. He promised to enquire into the circumstances, 

but nothing was done. A number of villagers then threatened 

to report the matter to the external authorities, and 

Kgaisi promised to do this on their behalf. He still 

failed to do anything, until finally several villagers 

accused him and the 'Gizbar' of being involved in the whole 

matter. At a general meeting both officials denied having 

anything to do with the matter, and alleged that all was 

under consideration by the Jewish Agency. 

Shortly after this, a few families left the moshav, 

and during the following year, altogether thirteen households 

left. Some left because they were dissatisfied with 

conditions generally, others because they or their children 

had been accused of theft, and yet others because the 'real 

culprits, Kgaisi and Moshe Menahem were not proved guilty. " 

Fifth Situation. 

Nearly all the men of the village were assembled at 

the house of Kgaisi to celebrate the circumcision of his 

new-born son. Great sums had been spent on food and drink 

for all. After the performance of the ritual by the rabbi, 

the men were seated about drinking and eating, and the 

customary riddles were raised for the rabbi to answer. 
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One man asked: "When will the Messiah cone? How is it 

that wc: have a State and no Messiah? Does this mean that 

the Redemption of Israel has not yet come? " The rabbi 

answered: "Everything takes its time. This is only the 

first stage. Perhaps the Pfiessiuh will come soon or perhaps 

in 1,000 years. But until his coming, the Redemption of 

Zion must wait. " To this Kgaisi ancweredt "I think that 

the prophecy has already cone true,, Perhaps the r: essiah 

is already hero. It is not so important to worry about this, 

as wo now have a States a government and a leader. That is 

all th:: t is important now. It is true that we do not know 

who the klessiah is, but perhaps that is how it is meant to 

be. " 

sixth Situation. 

The villagers of 'Zellafon' were becoming highly 

dissatisfied with their agricultural instxuctor. They 

complained to Kgaisi'that he refused to give then advico or 

to help them, and that he never lid tine to give them proper 

instructicn. They also complained of his curt and unfriendly 

manner. It is taue-'that he was both reluctant to upend 

much time at his work, and adopted a superior and 

contemptuous attitude to the Xezenis, including the leaders. 

But at the same time, he woo incapable of meeting nary of 

the demands which wore in fact made upon him. iss a result 

of thoL; o complaints, Kgaini, who was himself no friend of 

the instructor - the latter had once implied that hgaisi 
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and his friends had embezzled communal funds - decided 

to bring a complaint against him to 'Tnuath HaIloshavin'. 

As a result, tue district representative of the movement 

called at 'Zellafon' to hear the complaint. A meeting 

took place at the village office, at which Kgaisi and two 

members of the local committee were present, together with 

the instructor and the representative of 'Tnuath HaMoshavim'. 

The latter then asked Kgaiai whether he was satisfied 

with the services of the instructor. Kgaisi replied that 

he had no personal complaint, but that some of the villagers 

were dissatisfied, and that possibly they were wrong in 

their views. The instructor was then asked whether he was 

aware of this, and he replied that he did everything required 

of him. Then one of the committee-men commenced a direct 

attack on the instructor, describing his many failings. 

The instructor replied that he had tried his best, but that 

it was not possible to please these people. Kgaisi was 

then asked for his comment,. but he declined once again to 

commit himself, saying that he agreed that the people were 

difficult to satisfy, but that perhaps the instructor might 

be at fault, though he did not personally wish to imply 

that this was necessarily so. The committee man then 

challenged Kgaiai on this point, and Fgaisi reluctantly 

admitted that the instructor had not seemed very eager to hel 

the village, and that perhaps he did not like being there, 

and that this was understandable. The discussion continued 

on these lines for about 20 minutes. Finally, the district 
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representative began asking questions about the moshav 

and its development. 

Soon after this incident the instructor left the village 

und was replaced by another. 

These incidents are only a few of those which I 

witnessed during the period of my field-work, but I have 

cited them as suitable illustrations of the workings of 

leadership and allegiance in the community. They chew what 

Gluckman has called the "frailty in authority" (Gluckman: 

1955), as well as the instability of the situation in which 

leadership must operate. 

Allegiance and Factionalism. 

It is clear from the preceding discussion that there is 

no communal agreement on the acceptance of leaders, except 

in the one case of the rabbi, and that the stability of two 

leadership positions is due more to the conditions of 

selection, than to strong and widespread loyalty. On the 

contrary, there is in general amarked instability in the 

status of leaders who seem to command no lasting authority. 

In addition to this, there is factional opposition 

within the community, different loaders obtaining support 

from one group rather than another, only to lose that support 

within a short time. 

But even the factions themselves are not stable in 

composition. When different issues arise, there is a common 

tendency for people to change their factional allegiance. 

However, in many cases there is a common core of factional 

loyalists. 
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Basically, the core of each faction is a group of 

people united by cognatic ties of kinship and sub-ethnic 

grouping. There are two such solidary groups in the 

community, one from Arhab, the other from Nihin. Almost 

no one from tae third group, that fron Wadi Sirr, belongs 

to either of these two factions, though the members of this 

group do become involved in disputes, sometimes on ouo side 

and sometimes on another. But, curiously enough, neither 

of these two factiouG gives loyal support to either of the 

two stable , ecular leaders, one of whoa, Ygaisi, is from 

Eihin, the other, Tzabari, from Arhab. In fact, both 

KGaisi and Tzabarl have a common group of loyal followers, 

drawn from both sub-ethnic groups. This groups is small, 

and consists of about ten to fifteen nen. 

The core group of the Arhab faction is no more than 

ten strong, and the other factional core to even smaller. 

The leadership of both of these groups varies; sometimes 

their spokesman is a man who is only a temporary supportera4 

and who will abandan. the faction when challenged by arnother 

member of it. 

By end large, tLese factional disputes break out 

either at public meetings, or in info3:, mal discussions and 

arguments which take place near the village-store, where 

the neu congregate duz"ini the afternoon. Apart from the 

ccnatant core in each group, it iv nearly always impossible 

to predict who will support one side rather than another. 
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Often enough, tics of close kinship and sub-ethnic grouping 

will prevail. But this'does not always occur. Sometimes 

one group will support the official leadership and the other 

group oppose it, but at other times this situation is 

reversed. As a rule, only a few people will become completely 

involved in the dispute, and others will both support them, 

and at the sane time exert their influence to bring about 

peace between them. It is here that cross-cutting loyalties' 

come into play. The supporters of one faction may have 

present neighbours or kinsmen in the other faction, and 

this factor tends to exert some pacifying influence on 

the disputants. but for this very reason, no strong loyalties 

ever seem to develop. The consequence is a situation of 

every man or every hour ehold for himself. 

I do not think that these factional disputes can be 

simply attributed to the influence of Yemeni culture, though 

some features which they display may well express Yemeni 

characteristics. It is true that there was a high degree of 

solidarity to be found in Yemen amongst the Jews who were 

: elated by a highly involute network of kinship ties within 

an area or district. But these groups dim not constitute 

faci: ionc since they were not opposed to one anotuer in that 

situation. It is the contemporary situation in Israel, and 

in particular the nature of small village existence and 

enforced cooperation which produces factional allegiance 

*cf. Gluckman: 1955 
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out of these groups. Once a dispute starts between two 

individuals or s yell groups, Otroro feel bound to express 

their support for one side rather than another, 

These disputes do not usually arise over urgent daily 

objectives. e. g., If a =an Jr. not Given outside work on a, 

particular day, or if a man can not hire a tractor on a 

particular day, this does not lead him into a dispute with 

ordinary villagers, but with ono of the leaders, and in 

most eases this does not give rise to the sort of group 

cntagonion: to which I have referred. These latter seem 

to arise over other matters, such as 'a decision to purchase 

one type of seed rather than another, or whether the 

community in willing to receive and pay for an increased 

nsrzber or poultry per herd*' The so are certainly not 

mattere on which the members have fixed and definite 

interests, but merely views, which are often enough transient. 

Yet the most fierce arguments, aometimoa vorging on violence 

of threats of violence, can break out over theso natters. 

I suggest that these conflicts are on expression of 

latent., but nonetheless powerful states of interpersonal 

tension, which in turn. are the product of the circumctc sea 

of village lifo, and cultural chunGe which is is poßUd from 

outside, und., th© relations between the cow : unity nd 

external authority. 

The first factor of importance it; tho conflict Which 

arißce for nach villapor between short-term anal lone-tern 
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economic goals. 'very household head is expected to make 

sacrifices in his present living-standard for the sake of 

long-team benefits, Money must be invested in co : unal 

projects und equipment, labour must be expended on the 

development of am-all-holdings, or on poorly-paid work, etc. # 

But this whole idea is quite foreign to people who were_ 

previously craftsmen, and whose main aim in saving was 

to provide feasts or bride-price. 

The second factory which is allied to the first, 

concerns the conflict between the individual, family or 

household, on the one hand, and the interests of the community 

on the other. The idea that sacrifices are made not only 

for oneself or the future of one's children or kinsmen's 

: children, but on behalf of others, is also alien to the 

Yemeni tradition. But in addition to this, there is the 

real factor of having to adapt one's preferences in order 

to contribute to the communal welfare. For example, if a 

man wishes to buy seed or plants of a certain kind through 

the cooperative purchasing agency, he can not do so unless 

there is eufficicnt demand for this item, since only large 

quantities are purchased at any one time, and no Yemeni 

householder has the resources to do this. 

Thirdly, there is the relationship between the community 

and the various external agencies which seem to control so 

many aspects of social life, even to the point of limiting 

the authority of the Rabbi and placing Yemeni religious 
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and other custous on a lower level. This situation is 

coupled with an attitude or patronization towards the 

Yemeni immigrants, who are treated as social and cultural 

interiors. The relationship between the moahav and the 

external authority does not produce a united community in 

opposition to the wider society simply because identification 

with the community as a whole would entail acceptance of 

coruaunal goals of cooperation. As a conooquence, these 

external relations seem to contribute to internal dissension. 

As I have indicated, permanent factional c1©avagoo 

which divide the whole co=unity, do not eneree, because 

ties of sub-ethnic Group, neighbourhood and kinship cut 

across one another'. ''his, 'accordinC to Gluckman, should 

contribute to the formation of a colidary community. 
(Glucknans 1955). It does seen to prevent one single factor 

fron creatinG a decisive split; but it does not contribute 

to the acceptance of 'communal goals or'-local leadership,, 

Cu the contrary, in 'Zcllafon', as in many other Yemeni 

moshavin, there is a marked tendency for many small groups 

either families, households, or Groups of near kindred - 

to fall back-on their own resources, or even, after a while, 

to leave the community. It in clear than, that the 

existence of cross-cutting ties is not enough to create 

communal stability. 

Only the existence of at least one or two major factors, 

could contribute to the maintenanco of the community as a 
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cooperative organization: a high degree of moral and 

ideological congensus on collective aims; a strong 

leadership with which the different segments of the 

community could identify. 

The first of these two factors does not exist in 

'Zellafon' for obvious reasons. Not only is the whole 

idea of communal economic organization alien to their 

traditional notions, but even more alien is the whole 

socialist ideology of cooperation, and the acceptance 

of communal goals in many spheres of social and economic 

activity. 

The second condition, stable internal leadership, 

is also not realized. It is true that there is some 

semblance of stability in the pe_formance of two secular 

roles, but this stability is not associated with internal 

communal acceptance, but with the purely fortuitous 

circumstances of selection. The secular loaders are 

suffered, rather than positively accepted, and deeply 

suspected of doing whatever is required for the maintenance 

of their own positions, and nothing more. Furthermore, 

their authority is barely recognized, except by a few close 

followers. The majority look upon them as merely carrying 

out the orders of external authority. 

The only leader who is fully accepted, and accorded 

prestige and a degree of authority, is the rabbi. But 

his role is seen as highly specific and circumscribed, 
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and can not be generalized to cover non-roliGious or non- 

rituali3tic spheres of activity. His influence can not be 

used in order to persuade people to cooperate in the 

economic or military sphere. The Yemeni: are fully aware 

of the distinction drawn in Israeli society between the 

domain of 'Torah' and that of economic and other matters. 

Furthermore, they are aware of the limits set upon tho 

authority of their rabbi even in the domain of 'Torah'. 

Finally, they are unwilling to draw the rabbi into discussion 

und. disputes concerning cocular matters, lest his prestige 

be thereby impaired; and 
he too shares this reluctance. 

The only other leader who could conceivably exert 

influence in maintaining; the necessary degree of social 

order, is the army corrandant. But here other difficulties 

arise. Uadsa is a fairly Yount, man, with almost no 

following of his own in the community. Isis gppoLntment 

was made from outside of the community entirely, s Ad his 

authority - insofar as it is accepted, and this does not 

appear to be so to any great extent - derives totally from 

an external organization. rurtheraore, military duties 

are considered unpleasant and area source of much discontent; 

every attempt is made to shirk the:. In view of this, the 

military commandant can hardly succeed in whining the respect 

and acceptance of the villagers; and even the young men, 

while they may envy him, do not accord him the prestige 
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activity. 

conolurions. mFriý 

Tho Yciac Ac of 'L :U Lfcn' do not readily accord 

prbst, ibe to their secular leaderu, uw accept their 

authority in reluctant L= d passive iuchiou. ' They sue 

the; u ; zere e6eate of an external authoi. "ity which is 

siaply }°p.. sed upon- the community. fhoy do accord preatij; e 

to their religiou", ieLder, but only inuafar arg leis role 

iu ine 'iectual o tside of the realm oC° :: olieiouc va1üc : 

wie ritual. TU. > latter p� : ttion is, to iome extant, 

in contrc': t with the eituiAtivn which prevailed ire Yemen, 

wiaex"e reli6i. rus vuiu6t and practices weie accorded an 

unquesloic: nod priiar y as the basic of social life. 

In Ycº.: en1 Uccult. r lecderuhip aua;, linked up with the 

loci status occupied by the Jews in the wider society, grid 

derived its authority solely froh the political iysten of 

the dominant group, whose values were lLr; oly alien to 

those of the Jews. Insofar acs secular leadership in 

Yemen was linked with religious leadership, the incumbent 

of leadership roles was positively accepted; but otherwise, 

his position wau viewed ambif; uously. 4: hus, the Yewenin 

have little or no strong truditiou of internal cor. unul 

leadership divorced from religioiu, except insofar as this 

emanates from aas, oxtei.. aa, ad hostile source, 
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This traditional conception of authority clearly 

constitutes a major obstacle to the functioning of 

leadership in the moshav. But it is not the sole or even 

the primary factor in the situation; it must be viewed 

in conjunction with situational determinants, which are 

partly connected with the structure of external relations,, 

and partly with the internal structure of the community. 

Political allegiance or alignment, is marked by intense 

factional dissension, which is in turn built on the 

recognition of sub-ethnic and kin ties. But it is my 

contention that factional disputes arise out of the very 

nature of the situation to which the''Yenenis are forced to 

adapt. The moshav system, -with its emphasis on communal 

goals and cooperation in a small village context, produces 

hostilities, instead of communal solidarity. The composition 

of opposed groups is highly-fluid, and this in turn 

weakens the authority of factional leaders. 

Most leadership roles in the moshav mediate between 

the community and the absorbing society, and this in turn 

adds to the insecurity of the leader. The nature of this 

situation is such as to bring out an element of flexibility 

and malleability which is demonstrated by some leaders. 

The situation which is described here is to be found 

in many other Yemeni moshavim; and what, is particularly 

striking-is the fact that successful leaders in most of 

these communities seem to combine wiliness with flexibility 

.00.000 
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CHAPTER X. LEADERSHIP & POLITICS IN A YEMENI TOWNSHIP. 

Rosh Ha'Ayin is a unique community. While there are 

Yemeni noshavim other than 'Zellafon', and old Yemeni 

quarters other than Shaarayim, there-is no other Yemeni 

township in Israel. 

In fact, this community came into being in rather, 

accidental fashion, Ras-el--Ain"q which is situated at 

the source of the Yarkon River, was originally a British 

army camp; this was converted into an immigrant camp in 

1948 when the British left Palestine. It was situated 

near to Lydda airport, and was therefore a conveAent 

site for housing the Yemeni immigrants who were flown to 

Israel from Aden. 

From this, and other similar camps-the Yemenis were 

gradually settled in new villages, or housing estates. 

Altogether, some 15,000 of the total number of 45,000 Yemeni 

immigrants passed through Rosh Ha'Ayin, and by the end of 

1951 a fairly large residual population was still to be 

found there. Some remained because they preferred the 

security of camp life to the insecurities of rural existence; 

and there were at the time few opportunities for obtaining 

urban housing without the possession of substantial means. 

'This is the Arabic fora of the name, which means lit? rally, 
'the head of the spring', or'the'source of the river. 
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Others remained because they had obtained work in the 

vicinity, and did not wish to sacrifice this without an 

assured occupation elsewhere. But many `remained because 

of the illness or infirmity of some member of the family; 

while some, particularly older people, were simply 

abandoned by their kinsmen, who went to settle in new 

villages or housing estates. Fir this, and'other reasons, 

a:: high proportion of those left were dependent on some form 

of welfare assistance, medical attention, or both. 

Meanwhile, the government agencies, in their eagerness 

to clear as many of the immigrant or transition camps as 

pos Able, transferred the residual populations of other 

Yemeni camps to Rosh HaAyin, and by the end of 1951 the 

population there was about 6,000. This'process continued 

between 1952 and 1956, until the population in February 

1957 had reached the figure of 8,200. During this latter 

period some of the previous' residents of the camp had left, 

but natural increase more than off-set this. 

It was not until 1951 that the decision was made"to 

turn Rosh Ha'Ayin into a permanent place of residence for 

Yemenis. For the first year of its existence, the place 

was simply a camp. The inmates were not legally permitted 

to obtain work in the vicinity, for fear of swamping the 

labour market, and they were officially "charges" of the 

State. But, despite'these restrictions, some of the Yemenis 

did find work outside of the camp, particularly as they 
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were prepared to accept wages lower than those prescribed 

by the 'Histadruth'. The women in particular found 

employment as domestics in the nearby towns; the men were 

content to work as menials or agricultural labourers. 

But in 1950 official policy was changed, and the 

immigrant camps became 'Maabaroth' - transition campt.. 

This was simply official recognition of a brute fact; 

there was insufficient housing for the mass of immigrants, 

and work. himply had to be found for the thousands of people 

who were being supported by 6tate charity. The men of 

Rosh Ha'Ayin - i. e., those who could or would work - were 

employed for several days a week on road-building, in the 

quarries, and on other public works. But there was still 

no intention on the part of official agencies to maintain 

Rosh Ha'Ayin in existence. The decision was only taken 

when no other solution could be found for the settlement 

of the 6,000 people who still resided in Rosh Ha'Ayin. 

It was in this way that the camp became a township. Early 

in 1952 building commenced, and within a few months, the 

first families moved into the new houses which were 

constructed by the State housing organization. By late 

1956 there were 11400 permanent households, and about 400 

temporary households. The latter consisted of families 

who for one reason or another were unable or unwilling to 

sign contracts with the housing organization, and chose 
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The community was planned as a semi-rural township, 

Each household or family was allotted a small piece of 

ground - about one-quarter of an acre - on which to raise 

a few crops, or keep one or two animals or poultry for 

domestic use only - and facilities were provided for the 

purchase of tools, implements, seed, domestic livestock or 

poultry etc. It was intended thatultimatelyýsome local 

industries or commerce would develop to absorb some of 

the local population; but it was recognized that this 

would take tine, and that at the outset the township would 

be a semi-rural dormitory community; it still is. 

The functioning of leadership and political allegiance 

in this community. can only be. understood against the 

background of the wider society on the one hand, and the 

internal structure of the community on the other; I shall 

therefore deal with each of these matters in turn, before 

discussins leadership and politics. 

External Organizations & Their Influence. 

Tßany or most of the services which are rendered to the 

community are provided by organizations which lie outside 

of the control of the community itself; and many of these 

external agencies exert a considerable control on the 

internal affairs of the community. The most important 

of these are : the Ministry of the Interior; the Ministry 

of Labour; the Ministry of Social Welfare; the Ministry 
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of Health; the Ministry of Religious Affairs, and the 

Rabbinate; the State housing organization; the 'Histadruth'; 

and various political parties. 

Ministry_ of Interior. 

All local communities in Israel, with the exception 

of municipalities, are linked up with a system ofrdistrict 

and sub-district administration. But this takes an extreme 

form in the case, of Rosh Ha'Ayin, where the situation 

closely resembles that of British colonial administration; 

the local communal leaders are responsible to the sub- 

district officer, and through him to the district officer; 

and both of the latter exercise a considerable degree of 

supervision over the affairs of the community. 

When Rosh H'Ayin was first established as an immigrant 

camp in 1948, its affairs were completely controlled by 

the Jewish Agency and the Ministry of the Interior. This 

total control lasted until 1950, when the community was 

invited to elect its own local committee, which was intended 

to cooperate with the various external agencies, and in 

particular with the officer of the Petah Tikvah sub-district. 

But this attempt to encourage the growth of local authority 

had little success, mainly because there were so few matters 

over which the Yemenis could exercise any control. When 

the head of the committee resigned, after a dispute 

concerning the ownership of the local water-wells, the 

committee ceased to operate. Total control remained in 
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the hands of the various agencies, and the district 

officers were responsible for the administration of law 

and order. Several. flurther attempts were made to establish 

a local authority, but all proved abortive until 1955, 

when a local council was elected. The elections were 

closely supervised by the Ministry of the Interior. 

But after the elections, when the council was set up 

to handle some of the affairs of the community, close 

supervision and control were maintained. ' At present the 

sub-district officer has to be consulted in all matters 

requiring large-scale expenditure, and the annual subsidy 

which is provided by the Treasury is released to the local 

council through the sub-district officer. When disputes 

arise in the local council, or when there is some crisis 

in administration, both the sub-district and district officers 

intervene; and they have the power to disband the local 

council or to compel itd reorganization if they think this 

necessary. The town treasurer is appointed by the district 

officer, from outside of the community, and he is directly 

responsible to him and not to the local council. 

Rosh Ha'Ayin does not have its own police or courts, 

but is part of the judicial and police district of Petah- 

Tikvah. 

Ministry of Labour. 

While many of the residents of Rosh Ha'Ayin, particularly 
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the women, have found regular and permanent employment in 

the Petah-Tikvah area, a great many are still dependent 

upon the labour exchange for employment in public works, 

agriculture, building, etc,, A labour exchange is situated 

in Rosh Ha'Ayin, and nearly one-half of the total working 

population still make use of its services from time to time, 

if not every week. 

Ministry of Social Welfare. 

Thishinistry has had an agency. in Rosh Ha'Ayin since 

the first year in which the camp was established. At first 

social work was done by voluntary workers and by the Jewish 

Agency. But very soon a government department was established 

to deal with the many cases requiring some form of assistance. 

In fact, for some time, almost the whole community were 

charges of the State. But even when employment became 

permitted, more than 70% : of the total number of families 

were largely dependent on welfare assistance of one form 

or another, and this situation persisted for some time. 

At present, about 30; % of the households are partly 

or wholly dependent on direct money subsidies obtained 

through the welfare department. Another 25% of the 

households receive some for; of non-monetary material 

assistance from the department - e. g. clothing, school- 

meals for children etc., Yet another 20°% or more of the 

households receive some form of guidance or help from 
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the department in placing children or old people in 

various institutions, or in assisting divorced women in 

obtaining court-orders and so on. 

There are several reasons for this high degree of 

dependence on social welfare assistance and guidance: 

many people remaineu in Rosh Fia'Ayin because of sickness, 

old-age or inability to work; many remained because of 

break-down or disruption of family life brought about by 

immigration; many are still unable to obtain sufficient 

work to support their families, particularly in those 

households or groups of kindred where the ratio of dependents 

to bread-winners is high; finally, some people have, over 

the course of time, become increasingly dependent on external 

agencies for the solution of their problems. 

Mnistry of Health & Histadruth 'Sick Fund'.. 

The pr_ovisionhof health services in Rosh Ha'Ayin has 

always been of major significance, particularly when it 

was a camp. The majority of the camp inmates were in great 

need of medical treatment after their arrival in Israel, 

and two hospitals - one for children - were established. 

At present there are no hospitals in Rosh Ha'Ayin, 

the urgent medical problems having been solved; but there 

are two important form, of medical or health service. Five 

health instructors attend the township regularly, teaching 

hygiene, child-rearing, first-aid etc.,, There is a permanent 
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clinic of ' Iupath IHolit ' in Rosh fla' Ayln, attended daily 

by two doctors r three nurses. 

The clinic in important not only bocuuco of the lt. r&o 

number of' people attending, but also because of the link 

between health, social welfare and employment. any of 

the nea in Hosh ila' Ayin are either unable or unwilling to 

do =any fors of «. enial labour, and there are constant 

applications for medical exemption iron work an those 

grounds; those who are cucconaful, are then either 

recom.:. onded for special consideration on the part of the 

labour exchange, or for a cub., idy from the welfare office, 

or for- a licence -to open a stall or shop in hoch Iia'!. yin. 

ehe. Mead-doctor, of the clinic hum been working in hoch 

Hoy/yiri since the carp was founded, and is therefore 

personally acquainted with many of the regular attcnduntn 

at the clinic; consequently, oho exorcines a considerable 

influence over their family and other affairs. 

-(Aucatiorial Vervicon. 

There are two prizary cchoole in Rosh HacAyint ono 

iss a : state school run on reli(ioue lines; the other in a 

private religious school aponcorcd and financed by one of 

the important religious orZan, Lzabions in Israeli known as 

' gud4th Yiurael'. ". Both places provide free education 

for boys end jirlul claseoa for the older Girls are held 

in the afternoon at both schools to enable the working 

girlo to complete their otudicu. About 6{ ® of tho total 
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number of male pupils attend the state school, while the 

girls are divided more equally between the two. 

Both schools are administered and)or) supervised by 

external bodies; the state school by the department of 

education of the Petah Tikvah sub-district, and the private 

school by the local branch of its organization. However, 

the local authority of Rosh HalAyin can exercise some 

influence over the state school - at least in principle. 

Religious Authorities. 

As elsewhere, religious organisation in Rosh Ha'Ayin 

is supervised and contro)]od by the Ministry of Religious 

Affairs, and by the Rabbinate. 

The salaries of local religious officials are paid in 

part by the Ministry, which also subsidises the maintenance 

of synagogues; the balance of these funds are supposed to 

come from the local authority. 

The Ministry add Rabbinate also control the degree 

of authority exercised by the local religious officials. 

One rabbi is authorised to perform marriages, and'there is 

a small committee for the inspection of 'kashruth', and 

the supervision of some aspects of religious education. 

But the local religious officials are not permitted to 

grant divorce or 'ializzah'; this can only be granted by 

the rabbinical court which sits in Petah Tikvah. None 

of the religious officials of Rosh Ha'Ayin can sit on 
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this court, as they are not recognized by the Rabbinate 

as 'Dayanim'. 

State Hoasinr Organization. 

This organization, known as 'Amidar', was responsible 

for the building and planning of the township. The houses 

were sold to the occupants on favourable conditions of 

long-term payment, the interest on the loans being far 

below the market rate. 

'Anidar' has an office in the township to which the 

householders make their monthly payments. This office is 

also partly responsible for maintenance for a period of 

years. Owing; to the high pvoportion of 'welfare cases', 

some families pay a lower monthly rate than others, or 

their payments are subsidised. through the agency of the 

welfare department. 

H: i. etadruth. 

In almost every working-household in Rosh 1ia'Ayin, 

there is at least one member of the labour federation. 

The reasons for this are two-folds in the first place, 

more than 90iß of all nales who are employed, are wage- 

earners, and work can not be obtained, as a rule, except 

through the labour exchanges -- the latter will not grant 

work to those who are not members of the labour federation; 

secondly, under normal circumstances, people can not 

benefit from the servicez of 'Kupath Holim' without being 
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members of the parent-organization, the 'Bata ruth'. 

The 'flistadruth' has an office in Joch Iia' Ayin, with 

a local committee and representatives. Those are concerned 

with labour conditions, youth organization, and educational 

, anti cultural services. 

Political Parties, 

Political parties have been active in Rosh iia'Ayin 

since the earliest months of its exiotenco tin a ctmp. 

I, rcvicu2ly, the influence of parties in Israel wan gr©ator 

than it is at present; they controlled schools, nursery 

schools, employment und cultural services of various kinds. 

At present, they are mostly concerned with election support, 

but to cone oxteut with practical forms of assistance - in 

rettix work, obtaining; loans etc. , 
Three major national partioa have local brunches in 

fr 

Rosh Fia'Ayin; they arc 'fapai' 0 'tlizrahi' and 'At udath 

Yicrael'. The first is the right-wing labour party; the 

second in the more moderate of the religious parties; und 

the third in a more extreme religious party. In addition 

to these, there is one noro important political organization, 

which icy known an ' Enci 'emnn *- the Sons of Yemen. 

'l)*n©i Teiun' was first founded during the camp-period, 

as a branch of the national organization known as 'Hitachduth 

ie2enenin'. But more recently it broke away fron the parent 

organization, following a' fierce dioputo between "its local 

leader and the 1eiýdcrship of the national body, conccrniuß 
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election agreements. 

The political parties are active in Rosh Ha'Ayin 

at election times; but their influence is felt constantly 

in the functioning of local leadership. 

This summary description of the various bureaucratic 

agencies which exert an influence on Rosh Ha'Ayin, shows that 

various aspects of social activity are not only linked with 

the wider society, but are in fact highly dependent upon it. 

I now turn to a description of the internal structure 

of the township community. 

Internal Structure of the Community. 

The main features of. the social structure of Rosh 

Ha'Ayin which are to be discussed are as follows i population 

size; neighbourhood; fcmily, kinship and sub-ethnic 

relations; means of livelihood and standards of living; 

religious and ritual relationships. 

Population*& Housing 

The total population of Rosh Ha'Ayin is about 8,200' 

comprising about 1800'' households. As can be seen from 

the table below, the average age is rather high, owing 

to the relatively large number of older married couples 

who formed a substantial part of the residual population 

of immigrant camps. ' 

'These and all other figures given in this chapter are 
rough approximations. 
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Adults over the age of 40 2,500 * 

Adults between ages of 20 and 40 2,100 " 

Youths between ages of 14 and 20 800 * 

Children between ages of 5 and 14 1,900 * 

Infants up to the age of 5. . 00 * 

Total 8,200 " 

Of the total, between 6,500 and 7,000 are housed 

in permanent homes, the remainder living in temporary huts 

and barracks # 
The permanent houses were built in two sizes, of 

Dither one-and-cwhalf rooms or two-and-a-half rooms, 

depending on the composition of the household group. But 

at present soma of the houses are larger`than their oririnal 

size, owinG to additions made by the householders themselves. 

Each house has a small plot of Ground, but in only 

about half of these has anything been done to cultivate the 

ground and raise crops or flowers; in about one-third 

of the households there are to be found poultry or a goat use4 

for domestic purpooos. 

Neighbourhood & Town Plannin . 
The permanent dwe. lin; o of Rosh pia'Ayin comprise six 

large 'ßhkhuaoth' - neighbourhoods. fihece are the product 

of town planning, and do not reflect any spontaneous 

'These and all other figures Given in this chapter are 
rough approximations. 
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association on the part of the residents. The 

neighbourhoods are of unequal size, some having only 

about 150 households, others having as many as 300. 

The principal neighbourhood, which lies nearest to 

the. main road, contains the town centre where shops, 

administrative buildings, main hail and offices are to 

be found. 

. 
In each of the other neighbourhoods there is a 

communal building to be used as a prayer-house or meeting 

place. 

Families were settled in the neighbourhoods in order 

of priority, though those who were willing or able to sign 

housing contracts naturally moved in first. 

While some attempts were made to accede to the requests 

of those who wished to settle as neighbours - close or 

more remote kinsmen, erstwhile neighbours, friends -. this 

was not always possible. Manny were in fact left in Rosh 

Ha'Ayin without close kinsmen, apart from their own 

elementary families of procreation, or without any members 

of the same sub-ethnic group. Others were not able to 

move at the same time as their kith or kin, and found 

themselves in different neighbourhoods, or in different 

parts of the same neighbourhoodh 

Consequently, there are various ties which cut across 

those of present neighbourhood. 
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Danilys Kinship & 
_Cub-ethnic 

Reiationshina. 
r ý-. ý rý ýi it  ý. riýýrrýrrý rýý r 

One of the early consequences of immigration, the 

administration of immigrant camps$ and the rehoval of 

immigrants to permanent settlements elsewhere, was the 

break-up of the traditional organization of family life, 

kinship relations and notions of authority and responsibility 

in these groups. Eßt later, when conditions became more 

favourable, some of there relationships were restored, 

although in modified I, *orM. On the one hand there has been 

an increased tendency, in comparison with the past, towards 

the fragmentation of kin ties, and the emergence of the 

elementaiy family life and household arg the nucleus of 

communal life; but on the other hand, there are signs of 

a re-establishment of wider ties both within the community, 

and with those who have loft it; howevor, 
-the strength of 

these tier. is more tenuous, and finds expression in fewer 

ways than before. 

Insofar an there are 'Golidary groups within 'the 

co=unity, based on ties of kinship and cub-ethnic grouping, 

they tend to bei small and not highly interconnected with 

one another. 

The residents of Rosh Ha'Jyin are from many different 

parts of Yemen. There are several large groups fron the 

cities of ban'a� Ruada, Ta'iz and Ibb -- there is lese 

tendency for those city folk to volunteer for nottlenent 
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in rural communities - and they comprise about one-third 

of the total population; but the remainder are from more 

than twenty different small districts of Yemen. 

Religious & Ritual Relationships. 

In each of the main neighbourhoods there is a synagogue 

which has been provided by the housing company. But in 

addition to these there are over fifty more private 

synagogues dotted about the townshii- in different neighbour- 

hoods. There are two types of 'minyan's those that follow 

the 'Baladi' tradition and those that follow the 'Shami' 

tradition. ' 

As a rules men attend the synagogue which is nearest 

to the home, provided that it offers-them the liturgical 

form to which they are accußtomed; though some men, rather 

than ßo elsewhere, are prepared to adjust to this difference. 

As is usual amongst Yemenis, membership of a 'minyan' 

becomes regular, except where quarrelling occurs - which it 

sometimes does - and this tends to create a degree of 

solidarity amongst these small groups of neighbours, usually 

comprising between 20 and 40 households. The syaagogue is 

a place for informal meetings, discussions and gossip, and 

are an important channel for the communication of public 

opinion. 

For an explanation of the difference between these two 
liturgical traditions amongst the Yemenis see Chapter VIII. 
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The 'minyanim' serve to forge links of familiarity 

and friendship not only amongst the men, but also amongst 

their womenfolk, who gather together at or near the 

synagogue on the Sabath or festtval days. 

A second form of ritual tie is created or maintained 

through the celebration of rites de passage and festivals. 

On these occasions - particularly on the occasion of a 

circumcision or marriage, or on the intermediate days of 

festivals - kith and kin pay visits from different parts 

of the township, and ev. n from remote parts of the country. 

Means of Livelihood & Standards of Living. 

The overwhelming majority of the working population 

is employed outside of the township. The men work as 

agricultural labourers, in the nearby quarries, on the roads, 

in the factories of Petah Tikvah and Tel Aviv, as menials, 

as building labourers etc. The women work as domestic help, 

in the lighter forms of agricultural work, in factories etc., 

Very few people earn their livelihood in Rosh Ha'Ayin: 

those that do so are usually stall-keepers or small shop- 

keepers, clerks, artisans, scribes, makers of ritual 

objects and ritual slaughterers. 

Out of a total of about 1800 households, in about 

300 there is no regular breadwinner, and in another 300 

or so the main breadwinner or breadwinners do not earn 

sufficient to maintain the household at a reasonable level 

of subsistence. In these latter cases, the household is 
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either assisted by other kinsmen in the township, or by 

the welfare department in one form or another. 

The remaining households, which comprise about two- 

thirds of the total, can be divided into two categories: 

those that manage to subsist without direct help from 

kinsmen outside of the household, and those that are 

relatively prosperous. 

The relatively prosperous households do not account 

for more than 15% to 20% of the total; and it should be 

stressed, that the term "relatively prosperous" is indeed 

a highly relative one. These people can scarcely be cas. led 

prosperous in comparison with the established families of 

Petah Til: vah, to say nothing of Tel Aviv. They are not 

even well-off in comparison with the established working- 

class of Israel, But they are definitely well-off in 

contrast to the rest of Rosh Ha'Ryin. 

The major difference between the two aectiona of the 

community lies in the possession of regular work, or in the 

presence of a high ratio of breadwinners to dependents in 

a particular household. To some extent, these differences 

are purely fortuitous. In one household, a man, his wife, 

and grown children might all be employed, even in semi- 

regular or part-time occupations, and there may be few if 

any dependents outside of the household to be supported. 

This combination of factors will make one household fairly 

prosperous. But for others these differences may not be 
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based on such accidental conditions: one man may be far 

stronger and healthier than another, and therefore capable 

of engaging in whatever type of labour is available at any 

particular time. Once a man - or woman - finds his way in 

the labour market, he is more likely to be able to improve 

his circumstances and obtain better-paid work. 

It is clear then, that the break-up of large groups of 

kindred has affected different households in qualitatively 

different ways: some people are affected adversely by being 

thrown on to their own resources or placed at thb charge 

of the welfare department; while others are freed from the 

obligations to help their kinsmen who might well be in some 

remote community. 

The many circumstances of social and economic absorption 

of the immigrant population of Rosh Ha'Ayin have produced 

four socio-economic groups: the prosperous; the self- 

supporting; the semi-welfare cases; and the complete 

welfare cases. 

In this co=unity, divisions and links based on kinship, 

friendship, ritual relationships and neighbourhood, cut te 

across one another. The main tendency has been that of 

social fragmentation enhaiced by increasing differences 

in standards of life - partly off-set by the formation of 

small-group ties of various kinds. 

Before considering the nature of. leaderchip and 
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politics in Rosh Ha'Ayin, I propose briefly to consider 

the general nature of the relationships between the 

community and the wider socioty, apart from the connexion 

with bureauc-"atic organization, which has already been 

considered. 

Relations with the Wider Society. 

These are of two kinds: relations with Yemenis in 

the wider society; and relations generally with the wider 

society. Both of these 'factors have an influence on 

leadership and politics. 

Relations between Roch Hr ' Ayin Pte, other Yemenis in Israel 

Rosh Aa'Ayin is by far the largest Yemeni community in 

Israel. " This being so, there are few places where Yemenis 

are found, where people do not have at least one remote 

kinsman or erstwhile nei bour in Rosh Iia'Ayin. In addition 

to this, Ros13 Ha'Ayiu houyoc' an extremely important 'Sefur 

Torah' - Scroll of the Law - which was brought to Israel 

during; the mass. migration which followed the foundation of 

the State. This 'Sefer Torah' - known as 'Al-Don' - was 

brought from the city of Ta'izz, which was the hone of the 

nost renowned of Yemeni Jewish sages, the poet ShabUzi, 

and is for this, and other roasons, believed to possess 

magical-therapeutic powers. ? or these reasons, Uosh IIa'Ayin 

'There are doubtlesa bigger Yemeni populations in the larger 
cities, such as Tel Aviv and Jerusalem; but these are 
hardly co=unities in the sense that Rosh Hia'Ayin is one. 
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is looked upon, both by its inhabitants and by other Ycmenis - 

whether they be old settlers or recent immigrants - as an 

important ethnic centre; it is referred to humourously as 

the "Yemeni capital". People travel from many parts of 

Israel to visit their friends and kinsmen, or to make a 

pilgrimage to 'Al-Bom'. 

Consequently, the people of Rosh Ha'Ayiu are made aware 

of their ethnic identity, and of thair community as a 

repository of Yemeni values and traditions. This fosters 

a sense of identification with Yemenis throughout Israel, 

and also makes for a degree of communal solidarity, which 

is expressed on rare ritual occasions when the doubly sacred 

'Sefer. Torah' is removed from its usual position and 

paraded through the centre of the township. 

Relations between Rosh Ha'Ayin & The Wider Society 

Generally. IZ. it is a general principle in Israel that the 

recent immigrants from Yemen have been patronized by the 

older Ashkenazi residents, then this characterization is a 

fortiori applicable to the situation in Rosh pia'ayin. From 

the earliest period of the establishment of the camp, there has 

been voluntary social workers and other representatives of 

the 'Yishuv', all eager to assist in the work of relieving 

the lot of the Yemenis, encouraging their crafts, and 

teaching them the ways of the modern society into which they 

were transported. From the outset, there was established 

a definite relationship of patronization. 
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Consequently, there emerged a widespread attitude of 

dependence on these patrons, the reprosentatives of the 

Ashkonazin. But this attitude soon became-coupled with 

suspicion, resentment and outright hostility. The 

Ashkenazim were determined to change the Yemenis in many 

ways, though they ware willing and oven eager to preserve 

certain qualities which they considered favourable; however, 

the Yemenis were not given much voice in choosing which 

characteristics they wished to change. Daciaions were 

simply made on their behalf$ which were dceaod beneficial 

on "objective" Grounds. Children were "protected" from 

"neglectful" par4nts, and young girls from aged suitors, 

and so on... Rabbis were ordered to prevent polygynous and 

levirativ marriages, ilo: aen were effectively compeiled to 

bear their childron in hoopitulu.. uud people were roz: ovod 

fron their families for medical treatment or isolation. 

, All of this created resentment, frustration and a sense 

of helplessness. 

Later, whoa conditions improved, many of the Yesenia 

lost this sense of dopendence and inner suspiciousness and 

hostility, at least to some extent; but others, particularly 

thoso who experienced greater difficulty in adjusting to 

the now conditions, found it mo. e difficult to free 

thonaolves from a state of dependency; and when attempts 

were -made to ccmpali; i change in these relationships, the 

result was an intensification of resentment. 
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This resentment is largely focussed on certain service 

agencies, such as the welfare department and the local health 

clinic, and riotous behaviour has become a regular occurr©ncu; 

but it has a more diffuse quality as well, and inspires 

allegations of ethnic discrimination and prejudice. Such 

sentiments spread easily; though they hack an epidemic 

quality, in that they appear more readily or more potently 

in some circumstances rather than others. They also 

respond io stimulation; particularly on the put of 

influential leaders. 

Apart fron the representatives of outside agencies, 

Yemenis of Rosh Ua'Ayin come into frequent contact with other 

people outside of the community - with employers, bun- 

driverc etc., In many of these reiationchipa they tend to 

be treated with positive favour; but nevertheless, as 

social and cultural fnteriors) who have not yet been fully 

emancipated fron the influences or their 'exile'. They are 

patronized, and they in turn play the role of the submissive 

subordinate; the link between ethnic origin and social 

status is thereby reinforced. 

The joint effect of both types of relationship with 

the wider uociety, is to create a sense of group identity; 

howeve., ti-As is not strong, in view of the size of the 

co=unity and of the various divisions within it. 
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Leadership& Politics in Rosh l1a'A9in. 

There are two main areas of leaderships secular and 

religious. The important secular roles are as follows: 

local councillor; labour representative; party-political 

representative and faction leader; and youth leader. The 

significant religious roles arc rabbi; and member of the 

local religious council. 

Local Council. 

This council consists of 9 members who are elected 

every four: years by the adult members of the population 

on the basis of pure proportional representation of party-or 

personal-lists. 

The elected council then chooses from amongst its 

members a chairman and a vice-chairman, both of whom are 

paid salaries from the town budget. Owing to the system 

of proportional representation which produces a multi-party 

council, a coalition has to be formed for the administration 

of the affairs of the community. A coalition is created after 

the election by agreement between a number of councillors; 

once a majority is established, it is then possible to select 

office-holders. Coalition agreements are the product of 

bargaining; but certain restrictions are placed upon 

representatives of national parties in the matter of 

coalition agreements. e. g. The head office of 'Hapai' 

does not permit coalition agreements with 'Heruth' either 

in national or local councils; reciprocally, 'Heruth' 
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head office prohibits coalition agreements with 'flapai'. 

The sanction for disobedience in these natters is withdrawal 

of party support and membership. 

The council, or the na$ority coalition of councillors, 

are responsible for the following matters: the collection 

of local taxes; building of roads; flood-control; supervision 

and subsidization of education; industrial development and 

licensing; of shops; garbage collection; (Water and 

electricity are not municipally controlled in Israel. ); 

general development. These are the official tasks of the 

council; but in fact, few of these are effectively carried 

out at present. 

One of the major concerne of the council is with the 

collection of taxes. As Rosh Ha'Ayin is classified as a 

poor community, the ratio of government subsidy to local 

revenue is very high. But the full subsidy can only be 

obtained if the full local internal revenue is collected; 

the amauht cue for collection is estimated by the sub- 

district officer. A major problem is created by the 

existence of a large number of 'social cases' and borderline 

'cases'. The former are exempt from the payment of local 

taxes, provided that they receive an official exemption 

from the welfare department; but the latter are not exempt, 

and consequently there are many cases of application to the 

council for reduction, of, total exemptioýL. The council will 

not grant these unless it is authorised to do so by the 
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welfare department; consequently, there are endloca 

disputes between the-council chairman und those residonta 

trhoso raten are unpaid. 

The first roads in Rosh HA'1ºyin were built by the btato. 

Since then, further improvements and additions have becoc 

the responsibility of the local council. But very little 

has been done in this respect, owing to the lack of honey. 

This in a further source of discontent with the local 

council. When the necessary funds are forthcominG, there 

are disputes over the question of priority; hont of the 

houses are served by sand-trucks only; und those often 

become almost impassable ii rainy weather. 

The local council is obliged to contribute towardo the 

maintenance of the tüte Primary O pool and vureary achoole 

in Roch IIa' Ayin; hero a ; ainn only sriall umcunto arc 

allocated. 
Induatricl devolopu ent in Rosh iiu'lyin is a crave 

necessity if the employment problem is to bo colvcd. However, 

the council has been singularly unsuccessful in attracting 

mall - or large-scale enterprises to the place. In an 

attempt to raise revenue., the rates on local factories wore 

raised five-fold; cousoquently, ono of the two existing 

factories closed down. Following this incident, a Ltate- 

sponsored enterprise for diamond polishing wan opened, but 

this was not due to the efforts of the local council, but 
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to the requests of the welfare department. 

. 
The licensing of shgpc and stalls is another source of 

dispute and discontent. In the first place, the number of 

these licences has to be kept down so that those who open 

small shops or stalls can earn a livelihood from their 

business. Secondly, priority is supposed to be given to 

applicants recommended by the welfare department. But the 

council is not always willing to adhere to these two 

principles. There is the natural desire to increase 

revenue by the issue of more licences; but, far more 

important, is the desire of councillors to obtain licences 

for kinsmen or friends, their reward beinb obtained in the 

form of support, a bribe, or both. 

Garbage collection is provided in very rudimentary 

form. The council can only afford a partial service, no 

that some of the work must be done by individual householders 

cooperating with their neighbours. But in many cases this 

cooperation is not forthcoming, and the council is 

criticized for providing inadequate services. 

General development has hardly been promoted by the 

local council. Any improvements requiring large outlays 

have now to be made in conjunction with the sub-district 

officer. For a short period such matters were left in the 

hands of the local authority, and considerable wastage is 

alleged to h<: ve occurred. 

The council provides some forms of popular entertainment 
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for the ca=unity, particularly on holidays; during the 

rest of the year, lectures, filme and Stage-performances 

res© organized, and paid for by the council. 

Labor Ropre entntives. 

There is a workers' committee of three, which is 

elected every four years. It meets occasionally to 

discuss matters relating to employment and to suggest 

possible improvements in the system of labour allocation, 

or to discuss complaints ccncorning working conditions 

etc.. These wittere are then submitted to the corkers' 

council in Petah Tikvah. Apart from this, the workers' 

committee arranges 'culture], activities' and entertainments 

which are provided by the 'Hietadruth'. 

Party-Political Pearesentatiyec, £ Faction Letdero. 
ýý, i. ýr rýýrr " r. w. rr ýn r+ 

Several. political parties have local rcpresentction. 

Thcy are : 'Enci Tc tan', which was formerly a local branch 

of 'Hitachduth HaTcwanixz' , but is now indei: cndent; ', 4lupaiIt 

the two religious parties, '11i rahi' and 'AGudath Yibrael' ;" 

the 'General Zionist :: ophEirdi' Party; the 'Progressive' 

party; and 'Iieruth'. Other parties have attempted to 

esteblish a local representation, but with no success. 

Some parties have only one loca;. representative, but the 

larger ones, like 'Bnei Tenn' , the religious partiez, and 

'Mapai; have committees, The 'ilr: pai' committee is identical 

with the workers' committee. 
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The party representativas attained their positions 

in the following way. Party agents would previously come 

to Rosh Ha'Ayin at times of national elections, and seek 

followers or supporters. A man with some following in the 

community would offer his services as party representative 

in return for certain benefits: the party would either pay 

him a small salary, or-offer him election expenses including 

a personal remuneration, or promise to help him with work, 

money-loans etc.. In most cases, these men would have no 

concern with the nature of party ideology or interests. 

The party agents, on their part, were concerted with finding 

support and hardly with making ideological converts. In 

some cases, of course, there is an appeal to sdctional 

interests - for example, the 'PTapai' agents try to arouse some 

loyalty to the interests of the working class; the agents 

of the religious parties exploit the fact that the Yemenis 

are devoutly orthodox; but the 'General Zionists', 'leruth' 

and the 'Progressives' can hardly appeal to concrete vested 

interests or moral enthusiasm. 

The local party representatives are mostly men who 

can boast of cone following in the community; if their 

initial boast is only ,a pretence, then they are soon replaced, 

since their failure is soon apparent to party headquarters. 

These faction leaders, if they do have a genuine following, 

are not averse to chcnging their party loyalty if the 
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rewards of political success oz materiel benefit are seen 

to be greater elsewhere. 

Youth Leaders. 

There are two youth organization in the township. They 

are '! oar Oved', the youth movement of the 'Histadruth'; and 

a local youth organization. The former is the larger of the 

two. Each organization has a volunteer leader drawn from 

the township. These leaders have no other political 

significance in their own right; but the leader of the 

smaller group is the con of one of the important local 

political leaders, and the youth movement is thereby linked 

with the party representing the aims of ethnic loyalty. 

This concludes my-survey of secular roles of leadership. 

I turn, now to-consider religious leadership. 

Rabbis. 

There is onlj, one officially recognized rabbi in the 

community. His sole official duties lie in certifying and 

performing marriages; and in authorizing the 'kashruth' of 

ritual slaughtering. Apart from these duties, the official 

rabbi is approached by people whio wish to obtain his advice 

or judgment in ritual or family affairs. He is from the 

capital city of Yemen, Nana, and was chosen by the rabbinate 

from a number of contenders. br this office by virtue of his 

former position, and because he had the largest number of 

supporters in the�comxaunity at the time when the choice was 

actually made. Although he was a 'Dayan' - judge' - 
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in Yemen, he is not recor, zod as ono in luraul, rsxxd so 

can not sit on the ? etch Tikvah religious court in cuues 

of divorce or release from leviratic obliGation. '? be 

reason for thi3 reluctance to reý. o jiize him as a' I)ayan' 

lira in the root that at one ti--. e ho broke the laalo of the 

State in perfor... in ,t arraigoo to minors, in aci ctioning 

polygyny, and in encouraging ' Yibbun' » loviratic rcurriuGoo. 

The withdrawal of rocojnition of biv otatuu an a' Dayan' 

dates from that tine. 

it is for thuza roasonu that on17 ono robbi-it". 

recoLnizod in tho township, cioopity the fact that thorn are 

at Icact Live Aeu -wan, coul& qualify ror that pocition, F and 

at leant throe. who wore 'i. ay ai ' in Coram. By roco iiztng 

only ono noun,. the . rcbbinata can exe, ci: 6e a, alo&ler control 

over mattera rolutint, to t arriug; e, etc. ,; L ther ord, it 

need only obtain Funds Zor once Sull salary -fron to Ministry 

of Ro1i¬iouu ALZ tirii. 

Them sire Several uziofficial vabbia in the township, 

recognized at laust by those or the name sub--ethnic group, 

and in come caucs by a wider section or the co=ujlity,. 

, h©Cc men have no o. ficiul duties, unlooa they are t erabero 

of the r, J1lsiaua council, but act ao uclviaero to those 

with whom they have strong tioo. They are, an a rule, heads 

or the nynuflo; Sue3 which thug atton3. 
}'81: (: 1 ßuß Council. 

An Roch Ha' Ayin is n fairly large co«nunity, all of 
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whose merabers are devoutly orthodox, a religious council 

was set up by the Ministry of Religious Affairs and the 

Rabbinate. The official duties of the council are as 

follows : to supervise ritual slaughtering - that ion to 

ensure that no unauthorized person does this on behalf of 

others; and to act as liaison between the township and the 

Rabbinate in Petah Tikv . h. This latter involves such things 

as notifying the community of regulations imposed by the 

Rabbinate, or of arrangements for the celebration of certain 

minor festivals; finally, the committee has the function of 

disseminating propaganda on behalf of the religious parties. 

The committee is responsible for the maintenance of the 

official synagogues. 

The committee consists of five men, all of whom were 

rabbis of one grade or another, in Yemen. The official rabbi 

is 'a member of the committee, but not its chairman. It 

receives a monthly budget from the Ministry, and this is 

supposed to be supplemented by the local council. However, 

the local council has always refused to do this so long as 

the religious parties have not been members of the coalition. 

As a result, the activities of the religious council are 

strictly limited; only two of its members receive a salary, 

one as a full-time worker, the other as a mere part-time 

employee. The others'must earn their livelihood from 

writing - that is, as 'scribes', not authors -o making 
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ritual objects; otherwise they are dependent upon the 

support of their kinsmen. No =ember of the religious 

council would seek employment through the labour exchango. 

This concludes my discussion of leadership roles. I 

turn now to consider political behaviour in Rosh IIa'Ayin. 

Politics in Rosh Hs'Apin. 

Between 1943 and 1951 very little was done to encourage 

in-cernal leadership except in the field of religion. A 

co=ittee was appointed arbirarily by the administrators 

of the ct: mp,, which was simply used as a means of communicating 

camp policy to the residents. 

In 1951 Rosh Hae'&Ayin became a township, end elections 

were hold to choose a committee. There was only a 390/6 

poll, and a committee of nine members were-1chosen. These 

were all men who had proviousiy enjoyed some prostige in 

Yemen, and each one Baas'-supported by a loyal band of kith 

and kin. Party-politics played no part iu the election; 

only persona! lists were submitted. 

The committee nominated as its head a an called 

Rav Zadok Yizhari, who had already shown himself to be the 

one single person of wide influence, possessing the 

qualities of leadership. He was widely known amongst the 

iiimigrants from Central Yemen, as he had travelled 

extensively in the area, and had enjoyed caziziderable 

prestige on several grounds: he was of a family which 
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had enjoyed aw alth and prestige for a number of generations, 

and had produced on of learning; he had been both a wealthy 

merchant and a qualified rabbi; -he had been known do be well- 

connected with the Muslim authorities - which means that he 

knew where to give bribes in order to obtain permits' for the 

impdrtat{on of foreign produce, and for obtaining favours 

on behalf of himself and other Jews - and had often been 

approached as an intermediary between Jews and Muslims; 

finally, he possessed the rudiments of a general education - 

he could write both Arabic and Hebrew, and knew something 

of arithmetic and the keeping of accounts. 

Within the first year of hic election to office, Yizhari 

announced his intention of laying personal claim to the 

nearby springs, which Ire the so5ýrce of the Yarkön river. 

This nicht have been a"valiü claim in the Yemen, but was 

treated with derision by the Israel 'Dater Board. Yizhari 

persisted in his claim; maintaining that hie intentions 

were to control these springs on behalf of the community. 

On being advised of the-izbsurdity of hio claim, he threatened 

litigation. Be was finally persuaded of the futility of 

this, and in due course resigned from the office of 

committee chairman. 

This incident was merely a climax to a series of 

conflict, which had characterized the relationship between 

the local committee and the external authorities. Between 
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1951 and 1952 the committee chewed itself as either 

unwilling or unable to reach agreement on the various 

matters with which it was supposed to be concerned. Committee 

members would fail to attend meetings with the sub- 

district officer, and when they did attend they would become 

involved in heated disputes amongst themselves over seemingly 

trivial matters. Throughout this period Yizhari failed to 

control the behaviour of the committee, and simply. used 

his position to make unrealistic demands on the external 

authorities. He paid little attention to the practical 

difficulties of finding employment for the community, 

providing health and welfare services and so on. He put 

forward proposals for the erectLin of factoriee and other 

enterprises, for the building of a rabbinical court, and 

for the immediate provision of electricity etc., He 

clearly entertained plans for his personal authority and 

wealth, but few practical ones for the solution of immediate 

problems. 

As a result of Yizhari's resignation, the committee was 
R ;. 

simply disbanded, and the affairs of the community were 

administered almost solely by external authorities. 

However, this exercise of external control ran counter 

to official ideology in Israel= and in addition, the 

authorities wished to be rid of the responsibility of 

administering a co. amunity of this size; therefore, in 1953 

a second attempt was made to stimulate and mobilize a local 
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interest in conmundl rat"faireno it conittee was established 

jointly by the representatives of tho Jewish Agency and the 

t. inistry of the Interior, tithich was composed of representatives 

of the external agencies and a few chosen members of the 

cos unity. It was believed that if certain "natural 

leaders" were uppointed to the committee, this would 

constitute a step in the desirable direction of promoting 

communal leadership 'Fand responsibility. The co-ealli. d 

'. natural leaders" were all rabbis Yizhari himself s ds 

excluded - and were `reluetant''to deal with matters which lay 

outside of the domain of religion. 

Four meetings of'this joint committee were held, 'and 

on each occasion there was a total failure of communication. 

The official purpoue `of these iieetings was to discuss ways 

a mess of reducing "the number of welfare cases, increasing 

employment, and developing the township. But the three 

Yemeni ropresent ativoa" were more concerned with increasing 

welfare subsidies and obtaining more authority for the local 

religious leadership; "'ih addition, they quarrelled amongst 

themselves over such natters as the allocation of licences 

for stalls and shops'-`each representative had his own kith 

and kin in mind and äfter a while, ceased to attend the 

rleetingB. 

Nothing further : iws, dono by the administrative agencies 

until 1955, though meanwhile political parties had been 
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were often loath . -to accept the, interference of`'*äänl a. - 

Jews in these large towns were not encouraged to take their 

dioputes to, the 'Beth Din' of San' o., and-if they did, the 

local 'Both Diu' did not feel obliged to accept a ruling 

fzom outside. There were-instances of openhostility, when 

the court of the capital opposed or criticized the ruling 

given by a court iz Lad 'u or -'lu' iz. - But there were nb 

means -of compul piou open to the court. of the capital; their 

only po. iaiblo method or control was the. threat to denounce 

the munbers of the x3eth An concerned, , and this would have 

the of Lect of discrt? diting then in, the eyes of those over 

whom they exorcised authority,. .. 
'The i'iualim authorities in some parts of Yczen' had a 

definite interest in, upholding the authority of . the 'Beth 

Din' in San'a. They did not wish to becote involved in 

disputes between Jews% but they were concerned to maintain- 

the peace; thus, when a. dispute#appeared to have"reaehed 

dead-loCL, they might refer. the parties to the court of 

the cwpitel, or even compel thQrn to seek jud&ment there. 

In this a4y, the court uiu sometimes ussu c the eharacteriGticE 

of a uprec. e Court or court o:. appeal, often anainst the 

wishes of its, head or other members. It should be stressed 

that I: uslim authorities would only take ouch steps when the 

matter cle4rly conccrncd Jewish lair . for example in disputes 

over ritual matters or over the fulfilment, of mzrrioce 

contractc. 
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to defend the interests of Yemenis". He made no explicit 

references to ethnic discrimination, but simply to the 

special nature of the problems facing Yemenis. He made 

vague, and somewhat unrealistic promises concerning welfare- 

assistance, improved housing, the solution of employment 

problems, and the promotion of ethnic culture, and so on. 

The outcome of the 1955 election was favourable to 

Yizhari in three ways: 'Bnei Teman' emerged as the most 

powerful single party; Yizhari emerged as an undisputed 

leader; and, he benefited financially from the election, 

having appropriated to his own uses monies granted to him 

for election purposes, and for the promotion of party 

activities. As a result of this last matter, he became 

engaged in a dispute with the leaders of 'Hitachduth 

HaTemanim', which reached the courts. From then on, his 

ties with the parent body were suspended. 

The result of the election, which obtained a 64% 

poll in Rosh Ha'Ayin, wao as follows s 

'Brei Tenan' provided 3 representatives on the counci 

'MapaiI 

'Religious Parties' 

'Progressives' 

'General Zionists' 

Total 

rr 2 n n it If If 

n 2 n If n tl n 

n I' 1t If to it n 

tt r' tt 11 It 1/ to 

9 
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After tho election there was a period of about two 

months during which the various councillors sought agreements 

with one another for the formation of a coalition. The 

immediate concern of most councillors centred around two 

issues: the division of 'spoils', and concessions to 

particular party interests. A split occurred in the 'Bnei 

Teman' party, and one of its members broke away from Yizhari; 

another Alit occurred between the representatives of the 

religious parties, which ironically called itself the 

'United BeliGious Front'.. As a result, a coalition was 

formed of the two 'Mapai' councillors and one of the 'Bnei 

TEman' councillors, with the, 'Progressive' and the 

representative of the more moderate religious ratty. 

The head of this,. coalition was one of the 'llapai' 

representatives. This alliance lasted. for eleven months; 

not because of any stabit relationship between the five men, 

who quarrelled incessantly,, but because no major decieion 

was made in that perod. Y:. 

At the end of eleven nonths, the quarrel between Yizhari 

and hic former ally, was, resolved, and the representative 

of 'Bnei Teman' resigned. from the coalition; Yizhari 

obtained-from hima written and signed statement of his 

resignation. The coalition could no longer continue, and 

so Yizhari renewed negotiations for the formation of a 

second, coalition. 
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The acoond coalition was formed by 'Bnei Teman' 

together with 'Mapai'. Yizhari permitted the 'PIapai 

representative to continue in office as chairman of the 

council, provided he too received a salary - he was not 

keen to. take office, lest he be held responsible for the 

solution of urgent communal problems, but he was determined 

to benefit financially and to wield power in a more 

subtle fashion. A full agreement was drawn up-between 

the five members of the*, coalition, whereby certain benefits 

were to be distributed amongst the members, and their friends 

and kinsmen; the agreement was duly 'notarised' by a rabbi. 

But shortly, after this, a dispute once again broke 

out-between Yizharl and his rebellious associate. The 

former then sought to obtain. the resignation of the latter, 

and when-this failed he produced a document, of resignation 

which he alleged to have, been written and signed to this 

effect. The document was clearly a forgery - Yizhari had 

made use of the previousy, bona fide document, and by making 

a few alterations, sought to use it for the immediate 

resignation of his associate. Once more the coalition 

ceased to operate. Yizhari was successful in securing the 

necessary resignation --. though later a law-suit arose au a 

result of the dispute -, and another member of his party was 

co-opted onto the council. Once again the coalition was 

resumed. 

Meanwhile, the district and sub-district officers were 
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becoming -increasingly. aware of tho -urimanagement and 

w1-appropriation of conmunal funds ; which waa taking place 

in Rosh Ha'Ayin, and of. the various agreements, to divide 

the benefits of office and to allocate, favours to uupportoru. 

The issue coneerning, the alleged forgery also cacao to light, 

ähortly before thin Yizhari had been threatened with court 

proeoodinga by 'Iiitachduth' faTenanis&' and there wan rumour 

to the ef:: oct that he wan fraudulently collecting money 

fron people in the townohip, to whcn he had proninf: d now 

honen. As a first step to the : solution or these problcna, 

a tight-check on the communal budget wau inutituted through 

the book-keeper, who had: been appointed by the district 

o: fic©r fron outside the community. Following thin, an 

enquiry wac started concerning the various "nulpracticec" 

whic: i had been going' on. ono of the nezb©ra of the council, 

wiry at not receiving. any, of the alleged benefits which had 

been distributed, spread runourd concerning corruption 

unoneat the coalition, nemberu. 

Thu district officer, eighteen months after thc.. 

forsaution of the first local council in Rosh iia'Ayiri, 

threatened to disband it. But no ixnmcdiute steps were 

taken in this, direction. 

©unwhilu, Yichari had installed his son in the council 

office, an a pert--tino paid accretary. There was no 

provision for this. in-thu., conditions laid down by the 
1.1, 

,s.,. 
C 
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sub-district officer, but Yizhuri in: ºioted on this as 

a condition of his remaining in the coalition. conuequontly, 
he wac able to keep a. close watch on the affairs of the 

council office tithout having to be thero, hincelf. 

i`ui ing this period,. there were daily incidents at the 

Council offieo, involving people who cane to plead for a 

reduction in their taxes-, $ br to. corrplain c. bout the poor 

roads, the non-collection of, garbage and so on. In all 

thecc mattere, the chsirnan of the council bore the brunt 

of diLcontont and ubu©e. Yizhari's rofuaul to take office 

was doubtless aotivate., <by a desire to avoid just this. 

But he wa, _ sstill, politicully active. He hold public 

mcotinea. at which he indulged his dona oGic 'talents, cnd 

continued to ticke, vigum promises couceruing the future. 

Another faaturo of,. the situation which was Crowing 

r. oro prominent, waa, thu degree, of, conflict between the 

local council and other external agencies. The department 

01 social wel. faxco, for example, wished to have chop-and 

stall-licences allocated to 'eased' recommended by their 

social workers= but instead, these were boing; granted to 

political allies, or kinsmen of councillors; ut the o=o 

tincr, the council, wce tryinf; to prass for increased welfare 

subcidiea, and for. ausintance, to a greater number of 

fcniliec wao were refusing to pay their taxes. 

In the third quarter of 1957, exactly two yearn after 

the fo ation of the council, a thit d political crieio 
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occurred. This time there were disputes between 'Brei 

Tcnan' and 'Mapai', between the two 'Mapüi' councillors, 

and between Yizhari and his two ossociaten. As a racult, 

no one member of the coalition know who could be relied upon 

as an ally. The outcome was a now coalition: this time 

Yizhari'a two associates formed an agreement with one 

representative of (Mapai', one of the religious parties, 

and the 'Progressive'. The second 'Napai' representative, 

who had been chairman of the committee for almost two years, 

resigned his post, but remained a member of the council. 

This last incident shocked 'Mapai' headquarters in Petah 

Tikvah, and the matter was referred to a party committee in 

Tol Aviv. The party threatened to withdraw recognition 

from the councillor, who in turn threatened to ehsng© his 

party allegiance. No further steps were taken, and the 

'Mupai' councillor became chairman, his associate joining 

the opposition, albeit in passive fashion. 

The new chairman was then given a well-defined and 

restricted role, ýb y;. tho district and sub-district officers, 

Who nude it clear to him that the council would be dismissed 

on the slightest pretext. The chairman became a more agent 

of the IMiniatry of the Interior, and the council met more 

rarely, its diseussion% and deliberations taking on a 

perfunctory character. All matters of policy wore in effect 

suggested and ratified by the district officers. 
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The local religious authority fared little bettor 

thun the secular authority. Ito attempt. _ to obtain a 

larger bu.. get for furthering; ita goals, was thwarted by 

the local council which refused to grant it a subsidy. The 

official reason for this refusal was the lock of money; but 

there was another political reasons Yiziari, and other 

councillors, feared that the increased pretig© and influence 

of the religious council might lead to increased support 

for the religious parties. The religious council did in 

fact try to further its political aims, through the two 

representatives of the 'United Religious Front'. But only 

one of these men ever entered the coalition, end only 

limited concessions were made to his demands. 

The question then arises as to why Yizhari wished to 

restrict the influence of the religious parties, and why 

ho did not join with them in seeking to control all form© 

of authority in the township. There are several reasons 

for this, and their analysis affords us a fuller insight 

into the relationships between leaders in Rosh iia'Ayin. 

Yizhari''wished' to avoid being; associated with a body 

which had suffered a'oevere curtailment of its functions 

and prestige in Israeli ho'also wished to evade the issue 

of the rit, hts and privileges of the religious author-ity. 

In this he displayed considergble acumen; he ha", lost one 

bnttlo with Oxternal"authority, 'and'hud learned an important 

lesson fron it. 
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Yizhari feared that a. strong political-religious 

authority might weaken the basis of his own prestige and 

power; that he might prove,: expendable. 

Yizhari was not twell liked or trusted by the rabbinical 

leaders. The main reason for this was that he had been a 

supporter of the anti-traditionalist 'Dardaim' movement in 

Yemen. This movement'which.. had attracted a minority of the 

Jewish elite in Yemen, had met with., strong opposition and 

fear from the organized religious leadership; its supporters 

were, and to some. extent. still are* treated with suspicion 

by all those in positions, of religious leadership in Rosh 

Ha'Ayin; though this 
. -does. not, extend , 

to ordinary folk, who 

were less involved in the dispute between the 'Dardaim' and 

the traditionalists. :..., ,-., 4; _ý . ;-I 

This concludesrmy description of political behaviour 

in Rosh Ha'dyin, and. 1 turnfnow. to the final question, 

concerning the basistof political.: alignment and allegiance 

amongst the mass of; the community. 

Political Allegiance & Ali&nment. 

The original basis of " political allegiance in Rosh 

Ha'Ayin was of a ýgroupý-of''people-to a personal leader. 

In most cases these groups, ' composed of kindred and people 

of the same region -or, 'district in Yemen, were small; but 

*For a fuller account ofýthis. matter see Chapter VIII 
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some leaders, like Yizhari and, _; 

the official rabbi, could 

command a wider support, 

Just as the leaders themselves were prone to change 

their party allegiance%,. so=_. were their followers, who in 

some cases changed not only their party allegiance, but 

also their allegiance to, a, particular leader. Once 

political parties became influential in Rosh Ha Ayin, many 

people were persuaded to. support them, regardless of their 

previous loyalty to' aio individual. But in most cases, 

loyalty to an individual persisted to some extent, so that 

menbera of the sane party, by commanding a following, could 

then bargain for position , 
in. that party; this oleo explains 

why members of the same party could afford open conflicts 

with one_ another; . 
each leader=-could threaten to shift his 

allegiance to some other party, 'in, the hope of drawing his 

supporters in the sane direction. 

The mass of people. in, Rosh Ha'Ayin are politically 

ignorant and apathetic-. but they-. are prepared to support a 

political party if it,: offer . some concrete reward for 

doing so, und will '", easily to some other party if the 

rewards are not forthcoming. '- Since no party can reward more 

than a small namberlof-'people directly, the number of 

stalwarts remains small. The latter are, as a rule, 

closely linked with. as. personal, leader., Since the mass do 

not benefit directly from=. allegiance=to an individual or 

party, they can easily, be swayed-by a demagogue who offers 
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strong emotional appeal as; a, substitute for concrete 

benefits. Allegianceto 'Bnei Tetuan' and more particularly, 

to Yizhari, provides many people with a sense of identity 

and the fooling that protection is-being offered by a man 

who has access to those in powor in the wider society. 

(Yizhari had the reputation in Yemen of beim, able to bribe 

the Mali= authorities, and of beim; in a position to socure 

favours for Jews. ) Evince his promises largely refer to the 

indefinite future, ; he can not be" blamed for irmediuto 

discontent, 

But it is not'only those who are unemployed or dependent 

on we]taro assistance,, . who show, signs. of political apathy. 
df 

The same is true of the more prosperous section of the 

community. The latter are almost compiately indifferent 

to local politics, ; and as a rule take no part in it. Their 

interests and material rewards are 'linked up with specific 

agencies in the wider society. Insofar as they support 

sny political party, they prefer 'i apai' or the more moderate 

of tho -two religioü p sties"'both öf "which are linked with 

the workers' movement. Amongst this section of the cc: aunity, 

allegiance to a personal leader is rare or, when found, 

weak. r. 'ut their allegiance to the workers' parties is 

fairly stable. 

Tables I and II ; hew the results of a random sample 

invostisu. tion t of 160'=houschold heads. 

From the first table it appears that the most prosperous 
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men ten-. to support the workers' 'parties, whether reliGioun 

or non-rcliCioun, na:: that 'leas : than 2M; of then support 

' Bnoi Tci an' . Support for: this. latter party soon to come 

predominantly fron the leso fortunate. However, all croups, 

with the possible exception of the first, show, marked 

instability in their party allcgiancez , co that the figurea 

presented only,, rt flcct` the�ra . tuation which portained at the 

time when they wore coliectod. 

The second tableýahewa the relative tentoncy to support 

a personal loader. Hero again, the tendency ic greater 

anongut claaiea. 2 and 3 than anont, ut clans I. But,, in 

this natter, class 4 ohewrs the wookaut tendency of all. 

This is possibly explained by the fact that those who arc 

Sully dependent on welfare aosistance hope to gain litte 

from leaders und more fron pernonal application . But the 

causation nicht, well be roverced; it may in fact be that 

there who lack close contacto with leaders are less; likely 

to obtain the typt. of #work suited to their physical 

cupucit! os. I doubt If this last factor is of major 

cignificanee for a largo number of people, though it may 

affect a Law. 

In general. j as people find regular work, and the 

household begins to prospers they also tend to withdraw 

into their own affairä; Rosh ua'Ayin iu, after all, a 

Lor story conaunity, and work and material prosperity are 

linked with the world outside. Those who are materially 
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succe nifu1 have little or nothing , tu gain by becoming 

involved with internal affairs, they are. Less concerned with 

reductions or exemptions from local". taxes, or with the 

distribution of licences., ., 
But those who barely manage. to subsist on their earnings, 

or those who can not subsist-on their. own earnings, or those 

who have none, are the people to whom stable political 

allegiance to a workers! party, may offer no immediate 

reward; therefore, they.. either change their allegiance 

frequently, or place some,, hope. - in, a, personal leader, who is 

either a close acquaintance,. a kinsman, or. an appealing 

demagogue. ra 

It is posbible. that. the causation is the other way: 

that people who have fewer dependents are more likely to 

prosper, and are at the same time leas concerned with 

internal affairs... In., all events there is a connexion between 

the two factors. '` 

It is significant, =that. almost none of the leaders, 

with the exce, tion o f. =one ; of the representatives a, [ the 
F 

'Histadruth', and Yizharihimself, are drawn from the most 

prosperous section=of. -. the community. The 'Histadruth' 

official plays no Partin internal political affairs; he 

is concerned solely-with the relationship between local 

workers and the 'Petah Tikvah'--Workers' Council. Yizhari, 

on the other hand, seems to have obtained at least some of 
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hic wealth as a result of political activity. Neither 

of these two cases invalidate my generalization. In fact, 

the loaders are, with two exceptions that I have mentioned, 

drawn from Classes 2 and 3; one of the motives of seeking 

office is to obtain'some sort of material security, either 

through the receipt of legitimate payment and perquioites, 

or aloe through less leCitimute means. 

Suu n& Concluoions. 

The people or Rosh Ha'Ayin have been afforded little 

opportunity for the exorcise of internal leade'chip; where 

internal leadership has been permitted some continuous 

euthority, as in the domain of religious and ritual 

activities, traditional duties and powers have been 

considerably curtailed, 

In the domain of secular leadership, there is 

considerable instability in the naintonance of roles; 

these roles entail a wirked degree of conflicting obligations 

The desire for office is motivated by the possible 

material rewards of stipend and 'division of spoils', 

and the prestige which goes with office. The prestige is, 

as ei rule, short-lived. Often enough, thoso who attain 

to pocitio.. s of authority a; li ody enjoy a degree of prootige, 
ra-: 

Which is lost as a result of the failure of leaders to 
ee 

satiGfy the demands of their 'clients'. 
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Allegiance to leaders is, as a rule, initially 

based on personal relationships; this then becomes 

transferred to a party. But leaders change their party 

allegiances frequently; similarly, 'clients' change 

their party allegiances, and often abandon their initial 

leaders, either becoming independent supporters of a 

party or of another leader. 
{ 

The relationship between leaders is marked by constant 

conflicts, with frequent formations and re-formations of 

alliances. 

, The only strong leader in the community is a man who 

evades ianediate obligations of office, while using his 

influence to maintain his prcutige and increase his 

material wealth. 

Religious leaders, who enjoy a traditional and 

established prestige, find themselves relatively powerless 

as a result of opposition fron secular leaders, and the 

curtailment of their traditional powers by the national 

rabbinical and religious authority. 

There is considerable apathy and ignorance concerning 

local affairs, and little faith in the practical ability 

of leaders to cope with urgent problems. This is partly 

due to the unstable nature of local leadership, but also 

largely due to the influence wielded by external authority. 

The representatives of external agencies are seen to 
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control much that in vital� and are recoEnized a: ý the 

real source of authority. 
The eomu"uzity ii divided-'by ties of neirhbourhood, 

ritual participation, kinship, sub-ethnic association, and 

political loyalties; in addition, there are differences 

in material standards which produce yet another source of 

cleavage. These divisions cut across one another and 

are reflected in attitudes towards leaders and leadership. 

There is some basis to communal solidarity which lies 

in the common identification with the ethnic group; this 

derives partly from the fact of ethnic concentration, 

partly from the power of common cultural aymbolo, and 

partly fron the connexion between ethnic membership and 

social status in the wider society. 

a ý{ten ý, 
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CUAPT f X1 _ö _C_ü_ICING. 11 

The Problem of '_; p1- nat ion. 

In the previous 'chapters 1have been doalin;; with 

some aspects of sociä1 life ä:: ongst irmi{ ants. In 

cituatiouc of this kiüd' it is tezipting to offer explanations 

in terms of the post: that is, -to explain present aspects 

of social life as beim, due to the persistence of pout 

characteristics. This ! orm of explanation once cnjoyed 

considerable vogue, at least in"' "thropology, often taking 

the fora of what Radcliffe-Brown culled, "conjectural 

hictory". In fact, " 'for'thiä Eist reason, it has attracted 

rueii criticiszq and his been countered by a viewpoint which 

stresses the importance of , the preae-t structure of ; social 

life in attempting* to '6tplain other features of it. 

Any general dispute as to } th©` relative significance of 

the different factors seems to mo to ''be sterile. There 

are fo-w, if any situations', where` an explanation can be 

carried out solely irr terms of the present structure of 

ignigrant social life. a InwigrL. is or ni jrantIs move fron 

one social system toi another, ' and' often do so ingrou, o, 

carrying with them certain customary social relationships; 

" tven ß. I1. is'enßtadt, "who fnvourc oxplanations in terio of 
the structure- of 

, 
the imtdUrant situation, ititroducoo factor 

couccrnina the dicpocitiou of different cutoLoriev of 
jr igrants to chant; o.,.. (vide Eisenstadts 1954") 

.. 

ý., ý. 



but even where these`reictionships fail to persist - either 

because of the forte' of i iGratiori or because of the 

circumstances of i migrant 'cettlc. snt'-- certain conceptions 

of social relationships'which are located in the 

personalities oI, the migrants, do"'tend to persist; thouGh 

these cöncoptions may not contribute positively to the fora 

or social life in the CW' situation, they may contribute by 

obstructing the performance of social roles which are 

imposed on the Ii rant by tfiehöst society. However, 

there are no situations where an explanation coula be 

curried out solely in'terms'of the porsictenc© of post 

characteristics, since there are no known cases where 

immigrants coaplet©ly r©prodüco their past social structure 

and culture in a new'©nvironment; the very process of 

movement precludes this pa,. ssibility. 

I accept the view this üll cuiaiyeiä rind explanation 

should begin with"the `jresent structure of immigrant social 
rr. t 

life; there are certain featür6s co=on'to all such 

situations, regardless of "the cultural background of the 

groups concerned. But "I also contend that 'no two ethnic 

groups will respond iii quite thecame way to what appear 

to be objectivoly-similar or identical situations; in 

fact, no two situationb'dill" be identical for the immigrants 

concerned , --eineo, their ýdetinitionc'of-the ee situationu 

boco: s® part "of `the pattern to be analysed t and thoao 

definitions of the immigrant situation will be portly 

affected by traditional conceptions. It is quite pooiible 
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that the degree und quality of differences between ethnic 

groups raiGht, in some cures, be sociologically negligible: 

this might be duo to the fact that the structure of the 

migrant situation is such as to exclude the influence of 

those cultural characteristics which are the product of puot 

social life; or it might simply be due to the fact that 

the actual differences between any two or more Lroups are 

of negligible importance. 

The real problem of explunaticn consists in tcighinC; 

u'N the significance of the various factors which are likely 

to affect the social pheno: Aenu under considoration; this 

can only be done systematically, by tooting rival hypotheses 

by controlled comparioous. however, for a factor to be of 

importence,, it must be present in the situation, regardless 

of whether it oriGinated there, or not. ' 

The adoption of a viewpoint which concedes the ponsiblo 

significance of Yactorn which derive fron the past, leads to 

nay rejection of Cho more rigid form of tunctionaliadi; 

however, there is no novelty in ry rejection of thin doctrine 

in its crude torn, as it is no longer accepted as a dogiu 

by the majority of anthropologists and cociologistc. It 

is no longer considered necessary to assume consintcncy 

between "all institutions, and between institutions and 

cf. L. Gollner; 19,8. 
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other customs, beliefs and values, even in situations of 

"relative stability". * But if traditional functionalist 

views are invalid for situations of relative stability, 

they are, a fortiori, inapplicable to situations of 

inmigrant settlement. ti: °hcn people move fron one social 

system to another - that is, then people move from one 

place to another and thereby assume social roles in novel 

systems of relationship - there is inevitably come 

inconsistency between their conceptions of sücial 

relationships and the demands made of them in these social 

relationships, particularly where these latter are not 

the product of spo: ktaneouc formation, but are imposed by 

the'needo" or alleged "needs" of the host society. 

'-'1'or'tbeso reasons, it can be assumed, in the cases of 

Zollafon Eud nosh ifn'Ayin, that the functioning of leadership 

and politics is effected by Yemeni ccnceptionc of authority 

and allegiance, as well as by the demands of the present 

situation. This assumption cannot be made so readily 

in the case*of Shaarayir., at least as regards the present 

There are two major reasons for this$ the fact of 
"relative social stability" need only imply the existence 
of effective mechanisms for dealing with inconsistencies 
and conflicts within social systems; and the existence 
of social systems in which "parts are nutuaily adapted 
to one another" indicates an historical process whereby 
this mutual adaptation has taken place -- in abort, 
indicates that consistency has not exiuted at cone 
time in the past! 
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situations this co=unity has been established for fifty 

years, and it is less likely that traditional Yemeni 

Institutions, customs and concoptiona will be apparent. 
In order to assoas the relative significance of 

different iufluencea; I propose to compare the three 

communities with respect to three sets of factors: their 

external relationships - i. e., relations between the 

co=unity and the wider society; their internal structure 

and organization; and their pant. 

External Aelationshira. 

Lhaarayic is not, at-prosont, a unit of local 

government; both ellafon and Noah fIa'Ayin are: 

consequently, the nudber of leadership roles, and the 

official naturo of these, roles-is. -less clearly defined in 

the first case than it is in the case of the other two 

communities. 

L aarayim is part of a- wider local community and unit 

of local government, in -. which a state of ethnic hostility 

exists; therefore, one of the major emphases in leadership 

roles, is on conflict and the defence of, certain a b- 

commuual "rights". This is not the case in the other two 

comzunitiea: 

The officialrforr of leadership roles is, in all 

three couimunitien, ' largely, governed by the structure and 

organization of the' wider, aociety, or some soctiona of it. 

In t3haarayim, rioat 'of the important -leadership roles uro 
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performed within the context of municipal, labour, religious, 

and other bureaucratic organizations. In Rosh IIa'Ayin the 

situation is similar, though there are two additional 

elements to consider; agencies external to the community 

exercise a direct control over internal administration; 

and a 1urge proportion of the population are partly or 

uuholly dependent on a number of. agencies which operate 

independently of the internal administration. In Zollafon 

the form of most leadership roles is determined by 

governmental and other bodies, such as the cooperative 

movement. There is one major respect in which Shaarayim 

differs from the other two communities: most of the leaders 

in :. Rhuarayin are merely official incumbents of roles within 

a bureaucratic system, and,. as a consequence, arc loaders 

within their community; while the leaders in the other two 

communities arc incumbents of roles which are officially 

designed to provide leadership in the respective communities. 

Uonsequently, the leaders iii Ethaarayin are not officially 

responsible to their community, whereas those in Rosh la'Ayin 

wid i ellafon arc. . 
It is not only the form of. leadership roles which is 

affected by external influences; the form of alleGiance is 

also arfected in this way,. In. both Sboarayim and Rosh fla'Ayin 

alleCiance to loaders is linked with party support and is 

affected by the system of. proportional reprocontation which 

is imposed from outside of: the community; in most cases 
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the parties themselves obtrude on the co=unity from 

outside of it. In 4ellafon there are, no auch cleavages 

based on party support; the reason for this lies in the 

fact that the community is associated with the cooperative 

zovonent,. 'Tnuath Hafoshavim', and through this 

organization with the ' iistadruth' and 't apai' ; 

consequently, there is a single party monopoly in local 

political affairs, as representation of other parties is 

discouraged and, in effect, prevented. 

Internal :. >tructure rganization. 

With regard tu. the internal structure, organization and 

composition of the co=unities, there are few similarities. 
In size they differ considerably: ühaeroyin has about 

4,000 Yemeni residents; Rosh 11a'Ayin has about U, 000; and 

Zollafon has little more than 400. In Zellafon it in 

possible for loaders to have uirect personal relationships 

with a large proportion of the members of the cozzunity, 

and it is easier for the actions of leaders tu become known 

to their followers or opponents; there are also greater 

opportunities for communal asseribliee, where face-to-face 

conflicts between opposing groups can arise. In Rosh 

fia'Ayin and ühaarayin apathy is' less likely to be countered 

by the immediacy of. contact which occurs in a smaller 

community. 

The three communities differ with respect to the 

cub-graues of which. they 
: are COIIposed: In L3haarayin 

there aro a number of sub-ethnic groups recognized by 
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the older (immigrant) generation, a few or which 

constituted the original core of the community; in Rosh 

Ua'Ayfn there are many such groups, mostly small, and few 

within which there are many extensive links of kinship; 

in Zellafon there are only three such groups which comprise 

the whole con unity, and in each of two of those, extensive 

and diverse ties of kinship are prominent, while in the 

third, smaller group, ties of kinship are close, and embrace 

all members. In Shaaruyin- these sub-ethnic and. kinship 

ties do not determine political allegiance, nor oven affect 

it markedly; they are off-set by other ties, such as those 

of neighbourhood, length of residence, age etc., and are 

less potent than economic and other interests in affecting 

political allegiance. In Rosh Ha'Ayin these ties do to 

come extent affect party allegiance, but only insofar as 

they affect allegiance to a particular person; and in this 

latter respect they are now loss significant than they were. 

In Zellefon these ties are of cone importance in affecting 

factional allegiance; however, they aro not the sole cause 

of factionalism, but-are merely mobilized in situations of 

conflict; furtherm'ore, they cut across ties of present 

neighbourhood and ritual association; 

In both Shaarayin and Rosh Ha'Ayin there are distinct 

differences in material welfare an between different 

sections of each cormunity; these differences cut across 

other ties, and affect- poi tical' allegiance. In Zellafon 



Huch ditferencoa are loss narked, and, where they occur, 

ofton temporary. 

The three co=unities differ radically with regard to 

the nature of comunal, group or individual interests and 

goals. "In Zellafon there are collective and cooperative 

activities - albeit, imposed on the community from outside - 

which affect both the administrative e. ctivities of the 

leaders, as well as the de»ands ende upon then by their 

followers or opponents. In both RoshHa'Ayin and Zellafon, 

leaders are directly responsible for the provision. of or 

administration of)certain services and amenities; while in 

Chearuyia thin roEponoibilityý. ic smeller.. In both : 3haorayiza 

and Zellafon leaders are empowered to allocate work, while 

in koch Ha'Ayin they have less power to do so. 

In all three communities=where: is-a marked division 

between the roles of religious and secular leaders. However, 

in Chasrayin and . Rosh Iia'Ayin, religious leaders either 

profess party-political allegiances or enecge in party. 

political, rivalrieo and: therefore find thensoly©a in 

conflict with some secular-, leaders, at least on Como issues; 

this does not occurýin-. 2ellafon. But in all three 

co"unitio , the roles of. ereligious leaders are narrowly 

circunscribcd, andý. their authority can seldom be invoked 

in any general fashion. 

The Post. 

in all thrce co=unities there are two seta of 
influencoc which derive fron paot circumstances: those 
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which derive from the specific history of the community 

in Israel; and those which derive-from the society of 

origin. These two sets of influencer have different degrees 

of significance for the three canes with which I have been 

dealing. In the case of Chaarayim the first set is clearly 

more relevant, as the coznunity itself has a history of 

fifty years, while the second net is more remote; however, 

the latter is relevant insofar as it relates to the original 

form of the co"unity, tend to the conduct of the older 

residents, and cows of the younger ones. In the case of 

I: osb Ha'Ayin the second set is much greater in its direct 

consequences, than is the case in + haarayim; ' however, both 

sets are important. In the case of Zellafon, it is the 

second act of influences which aeems, to be more relevant to 

the understanding of the°preserit situation. 

When Shaarayim was founded, the form of leadership 

which was established bore a closo rebcmblance to that of 

the local community in Yemen. Circumstances were favourable 

to this "transplantation" of .a social institution: the 

internal functions of leadership were similar to those of 

the past; the community was relatively small, and its 

administrative requirements, were relatively simple; the 

relations between the coiimunity: and the wider society - 

i, e., the representatives ý of Ottomans and later, Mandatory 

authority, on the, one hand, and the settlers of the 

'Moshavah' and the 'Yishuv' on the other hand - were in 
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core respects ciiiilar to those which had obtained in the 

Yezen, insofar aLi the Yemeni cormunity occupied a pocition 

of inferior status. However, thcrc was one important 

difference between the old and the new circumstances: the 

loader in Shaarayim enjoyed a greater dejroo of jurisdiction. 

With the departure of the Turks, the Yemenis of z: haurayin, 

along with the other residents of Palestine, were subject 

to fewer restrictions und restraints, so that the 

traditionaý. form of leadership could function in a manner 

quite unlike that of the past. However, this traditional 

form was short-lived; with the development of the con.: unity 

and the wider society - particularly the-growth of the 

'Yishuv' and its organization - the form of leadership 

became more complex and differentiated. Ultimately, with 

the greater inl raction" between 
. haariyin and the wider 

society, there occurred a split within the leadership, 

What is or importance is the fact that the early 

circumstances of :: haarayin were favourable to the 

cbtablichaeat of'a traditional form of leadership whose 

functioning was subject to less restraint than in the past, 

und which provided a basic upon which leadership could 

develop with changing circumstancec. 

The founding of the coiunities of I osh I a'Ayin and 

. 6ollafon occurred in circumstances very different from 

those which attcndod the founding of dhaarayinz the 

settlers could not fashion their communities after their 
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own traditional conceptions to anything like the satte extant, 

since the uholo process of immigrant absorption and 

settlement had become bureaucratically organized; furthermore, 

traditional foris would have been totally inadequate to the 

demands made upon leadership by the host society. For these 

reasons, the positive influences deriving from the society 

or origin are less important than in the case of Shaarayiri; 

however, the negative influences are more important. The 

functioninG of leadership in the two newer conw: unities is 

obstructed by a number of factors which are connected with 

the pants leaders must exercise authority in areas in which 

they have no experience to }side then; they can scarcely 

appeal to the traditional sanctions of their status in 

spheres of secular authority; they are required to sacrifice 

personal allegiances in favour of impersonal notions of 

suitability; they have to c'onbat a deeply'-ingrained 

negative conception of local secular leadership, which views 

all real authority as eaanatinr, from an external source. 

the history of Rosh Ha'Ayin has dono little to counter 

this traditional conception, Go that there is a tendency for 

leaders to doubt their own authority, and for followers to 

question its efficacy. in Zellafon, similar tendencies 

are at work, thou&h they may be a little weaken but in 

this community, there is an additional factor which tends 

to un1cr ine the authority of loaders, namoly the conflict 

between traditional conceptions of p©rsonal* family und 
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communal goals, and those which are fostered by the agents 

of the cooperative movement; this conflict rauhem additional 

demands upon leaders. 

Leadership in Situations of :: oriel Change. 

In puny situations. of social change, particularly 

where local leaders are also the agents of a wider system 

of authority which imposes changes, leadership roles are 

inherently unstable and contain elements of conflict. 

Examples of this are to be found in present-day Africa 

(and elsewhere), where tribal chiefs have involuntarily 

become agents in a bureaucratic administration which 

encompasses a number of tribal areas. Conflicts within 

such roles of authority are tduo . 
to the following factors i 

leaders owe allegiance to tribal followers whose demands 

may be in conflict with thoco of the administration; 

leaders must initiate activities in areas within which they 

lacy. traditional precepts of conduct, rights and obligations; 

they are prohibited., from securing or maintaining their 

following by resort to traditional measures: they must 

uphold traditions and act in accordance with tribal valu©u, 

while at the same_ time emulating the standards of those 

who rely upon them as agents of change; they must maintain 

their authority despite., tho gradual corrosion of a system 

of symbols, beliefa, rituals and values upon which it is 

presumed to rest. (vide Eusias 1951: pallers: 195G; 



und Hairs 1957. ) Any one or two or theca factors uill 

suffice to create some instability and insecurity in these 

leadership roles; but when all are present, the degree or 

insecurity in greateot. 

This connection between intermediary atatuo and role 
instability in the oysters of authority, provides an 

explanation of come of thy: phenomena which occur in the 

three communities of Shaarayim, Zellafon and Rosh Ua'Ayin. 

In all three cases, at present, Lost leaders do occupy such 

an intermediary status, and it is siiificant that those 

who do not do so to the same extent, enjoy a greater 

prestige; thouch it ciould be emphasized that those 

leadership roles which are less intermediary also entail 

less administrative responsibility, so that their 

incumbents are lass vulnerable. 

In the case of recent Yemeni immigrants - and I refer 

hero to the residents `of Zellaton and Rosh 11a'Ayin - there 

are some added factors, which, together with the structural 

factors mentioned above, explain the crises of leadership 

which are constantly experienced. 'heue factors are as 

follows $ the weakened ' authority" of the religiousa leaddr; 

both in the sphere of general social control us -yell as 

within the specific sphere of ritual; the lack of a 
traditional modal of 'strong" local secular leadership; the 

traditional ciphasic, amongst` Yoxenis', on strong personal 

ties based on kinship- and-affinity, which militates 
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ogainat a conception of community not so bused; the 

administrative demands generated by the strains of 

acculturation - of changing one's occupational and other 

social, economic and political customs and conceptions - 

which are made on communal leaders; and finally, certain 

personality characteristics of many Yemenis - both amongst 

leaders and followers - which dispose towards quick rage and 

unruliness in public situations, thus obstructing the work 

of administration, and les; ýening the possibility of even 

the most mint al forms of cooperation. 

If all these factors are taken to&ether with other 

elements in the cituation - such as the relations between 

the cozunities and the wider society - it is not difficult 

to see why it is that local leadership, which has to cope 

with severe economic or other social difficulties, is 

unstable und insecure, and allegiance fickle. The Yemenis 

view all genuine authority as emanating fron outside of 

their community; and present circumstances do little to 

modify this conception. 

In the case of 2haarayim, there ate some similarities 

and a number of differences* Leadership is more established 

und more firiily based, though it is more likely to disappear 

in the future with the poueible disappearance of a cozunul 

identity. Furthormoro, it is stranfthened by the present 0111, 
and past hostility to the wider community, which in itself 

is fostered by one section of the leaders. Nevertholesa, 
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due both to the intermediary position of certain leaders, 

an well an to the lack of a strong and firm conception of 

local secular leadership - real support of leadership lies 

predominantly in the sphere of opposition and defense, 

rather than in positive administrative roles. It in not, 

I think, far-fetched, to assume that the traditional 

conception of authority has to coma extent persisted, at 

least in the older generation: the past circumstances 

of ühaarayin were euch as to foster its persistenc©, 

insofar as the Yemenis occupied a low social and economic 

status, and were somewhat dependent on external sources 

for many services end for their livelihood; the notion 

that all genuine authority e anatoS from outside dies hard 

in such circumstances. 

The Problem of Testing }the Ttynotheses. 

I stated in the first chaptor that I did not consider 

this thesis to constitute a rigorous test of the hypotheses 

presented; and I must, in conclusions reiterate the view 

thct I have done little more than offer an interpretation, 

in the lieht of anthropological and sociological ideas. 

I do not hold with-the view that more rigorous tests 

are, by the nature of our discipline, inpoosibl© to obtain; 

though I do not wish to make the dubious assertion that 

precision, of the kind to bo'found'in the natural sciences, 

can be obtained, though I 'would urfle that it be sought, 
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in the full knowledge that it can not be obtained. I 

make this aeca: ingly paradoxical assertion because of a 

firn conviction that the rejection of the ideal of 

precision leads not to a superior social science in which 

modest aspirations become attainable, but to a return to 

netaphyaics in which all propositions become equally 

acceptable, by virtue of being equally untested. 

A more rigorous test of the hypotheses formulated 

hero, would entail a more careful selection of cases for 

comparative study in all situations of social change, 

including tz, one of immigration. Such studios would 

enable us to give greater significance in weighting the 

fcctors which affect the performance of leadership roles, 

and the forms of allegiance to leaders. ouch studios would 

consist in comparing groups with different traditional 

conceptions of authority and allegiance in similar 

cituatiocs, and of Groups with similar conceptions in 

different situations. 

I can not presume to predict whether the outcome of 

such studies will in fact further the cause of greater 

precision; I'can, however, predict that without such 

studies further precision will not be forthcoming. 

Modern social anthropology has obtained much of its 

theoretical apparatus from'Emile Durkhviim, though in this 

rospoct favourable changes are now occuring with the 

greater incorporation of other ideas from iiarx, Zi=el 
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and Weber. What it has failed to do iss to utilize some 

of the methodological prescriptions suggested by Durkoin, 

which proved so fruitful in his study of suicide. ' I 

saust confess to having done little to further this nine 

but hope that I have succeeded in providing additional 

arLc ents for pursuing it. 

4 

^ 4,. 

a- R" w KS o- YýJ .{ i'Mý 

I should ncntion that this wuuxczonatontly urged by 
Radcliffe-Erown, ` but-has scaroelyt been taken up by 
his followers in the foxy x ouegcut®d. 

"3 
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APP FdUDIX EVENT O IN S lAARAYIM BF. "TWF 'l 1958 & 161. 

The material which I presented in the first seven 

chapters of this thesis was based on research carried out 

in £haarayin in 1955 and 1956, and on vuboequent vioita 

between 1956 and 1958. but I have followed events between 

1958 and 19151, and append this post-script in order to 

demonstrate the bearing of subsequent evidence on the 

hypotheaßc which I constructed. 
11 

The firnt event of importance was the dispute concerning 

representation on the local ýebbinical Court of I: ehovoth. 

This arose out of the death of Iav Heir Mizrehi, in 1959. 

When this occurrod, Yoser fleshu2+ was considered the most 

likely successor. iiowevor, his hopes, and those of his 

supporters, wore not realized; A Sephardi rabbi was 

nominated instead''. 

L. 'urt-political considerations, having little or no 

connexion-with conditions in Rehovoth itself, but concerning 

a conflict which ate=cd from the centre of national politics, 

were largely responsible for this appointmont; the fact that 

the appointed person was a täephardi, rather than a Yemeni, 

was almost incidental: 
_-. �'l... -. -4z- - .. 

*An agreement within therabbinateespocifioa that Auhkonazi 
and non-Aahl.. cnazi (i. e., -Lephardi. a, d-Oricntal) sections 
of the population will-be'equally- represented, or represented in proportion to respective local populations; it does not 
opecify that any particular ethnic group Within the two 
major cats oriec will be represented. It simply does not take account of the foot that Yezaenin are only slightly more identified with Oephardia than they are with Aahkenazia. i 
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The effect of this appointment was soon made clear in 

Shaarayii; the residents rallied to the support of Yocef 

rieshulcn. Even those leaders, end their followers, who did 

not support the party to which tieshulam owed allo&iance - 

'Poel UaMizrahi' - gave him their support on this matter. 

The failure to apioint him was considered an affront to 

£haaruyim and to the Yemenis of Rehovoth. The events which 

followed included public protests and allegations of 

discrimination; this, despite the fact that Moohulam had 

not previously con*idored himself a fully qualified rabbi! 

rho next events o importance concern the local 

elections which took place in Echovoth, as in other parts of 

Israel, in the latter part of 1959. Before the election, a 

split occurred within the local-ethnic party, 'Lerman 

Ohaarayim', between those supporting Yiorael Ovadiah Mzrahi 

and those supporting a rival, who had quarrelled with Yicrael 

Ovadiah on personal grounds. ' In the c1cetions, the Yemenis 

of 6haarayia failed to return a single representative to the 

municipal council, as the two parties could not agree to pool 

their votes. however, no less than 30 of the Yemeni 

electorate of $haarayin supported these two parties. 

"Iioshe i*! ekaytan did not participate: lotions of personal 
grandeur had lcd hic to seek election to the Knossoth us 
a represcatative of a Yemeni party; as a consequence he 
was returned to neither the Enecseth nor the municipal 
council. 
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in Rehovoth this year. (1961). These events were fired by 

Yemeni protests concerning anniversary celebrations in 

Rehovoth; the leaders of 3haarayin objected to the fact 

that their quarter, "one of the oldest in Rehovoth" had 

received scant attention from the municipal authorities, 

in plaitinS these celebrations. 

It would seem, fron the evidence of these events, 

that a sense of communal identity and attagoniem to the 

wider society, dies hard in Shaarayim. ' 

The split within the political-party, 'Lemaan £haarayim', 

though it could not have been predicted, does not detract 

fron my argument that support of "conservative" local 

leaders is functionally related to a sense of community; 

it does, however, confirm =y view that support of 

"conservative" leaders is bated on negative, rather than on 

positive attitudes. 

The fall in the number of supporters for local-ethnic 

purtios, fron about 3T& to about 3Oy%; ß, botwoon 1955 and 1959, 

can partly be explained by the fact that au the younger 

generation enter the local electorate, they toad to reduce 

the proportion of support for local-ethnic leaders. 

'`When I originally submitted reports on Shaurayin, it was 
stated by a number of people - includin6 sociologists - 
that I had probably exaggerated the extent of this sense 
of local and ethnic solidarity, and of antoeonism to the 
wider society. : ubsocuent events have vindicated my firn 
contention, at the time, that I had not done so. 
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